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ee first collecting of mammals was begun in the end of December 1910. I turned 

then my attention chiefly to the fauna of the small forests around Nairobi. 

The acting Governor His Excellency F. J. JAcKksoN, whose name is so honourably 
connected with the scientific exploration of East Africa, kindly granted me, among 
other favours, a personal complimentary license to shoot a certain number of game 
animals for which great kindness I wish to publicly express my deepfelt gratitude. 

I keep also in grateful and pleasant remembrance several other gentlemen, among 

whom, although the others are not forgotten, I especially wish to mention the Pro- 

vincial Commissioner Mr. C. W. Hosiery, and the Game Warden Mr. R. B. Woos- 

NAM, who kindly favoured me with good advice and assistance. The 7 of January 

I went to Escarpment station and did some collecting there, chiefly in the forests, 

for six days. In the meantime our caravan, or safari as is the East African expres- 
sion, had been fitted out under the supervision of Mr. R. J. CUNNINGHAME, and Mr. 

A. Sséaren, who joined the expedition to shoot game for his own interests, had 
arrived. We started on our way north the 17 of Jan. 1911 and arrived the follow- 

ing day at Juja farm. In this domain the typical East African steppefauna is 
beautifully preserved as in a private game reserve, and the owner Mr. W. N. Mc 
Mituan kindly presented a Whitebearded Gnu to the scientific collections. From this 

place we continued our way *°/: partly over steppe, and partly through rather den- 

sely populated districts via Blue Post, Punda Melia, Fort Hall, Kagio and Kutu to 
Embu boma. A little trapping was done at every camping place. From Embu we 

turned towards Mount Kenia and marched for three days through the lower forest 
region to the Meru country. Only a few mammals were obtained in the forest. We 

arrived at a native village Kanyakeni the 29t® of Jan. and reached Meru boma the 
following day, where we stayed a couple of days. Several small mammals were 
obtained there by trapping, and some were also received from the natives as the 
district commissioner Mr. Horne kindly had told them that we wanted to buy such. 
This was almost the only place where the native population was useful in this respect. 

Some mammals were also shot in the forests near Meru. Meru boma is, according 

to barometric observation, situated at an altitude of 1775 m. above the sea. 
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The 24 of Febr. we left Meru boma and came down on the acacia steppe around 

Luazomela,! Itiolu and Lekiundu rivers, tributaries to Guaso Nyiri from the southern 

side. In this country we worked until the 13th of Febr. camping at four different 

places near the rivers mentioned. The altitude of our camp at Lekiundu river, not 

very far from Guaso Nyiri, was according to the barometer 1150 m. above the 

cen The first camp on the acacia steppe at Luazomela river had an altitude of 

about 1,500 m. The 13 of Febr. we crossed Guaso Nyiri at the ford on the Mar- 

sabit road and marched first eastwards down the river a couple of days, and then 

struck northward through the thornbush country to a water place belonging to the 

Rendiles. This place, where some holes containing salt water (about this see further 

below) are dug by the nomades in a dry river bed, is commonly known under the 

name Njoro, and it is so called in the following, but this means only water or perhaps 

spring, and there is also another name which according to what CUNNINGHAME tried 

to make out ought to be written »Kauroo» or something like that. It is situated not 

fully 1° N. lat. According to barometric observation its altitude is about 750 m. 
above the sea. We camped at these water holes from the 16% to the 28t» of Febr. 

when we left and returned to Guaso Nyiri via another almost similar water-place, 
Thera, where, however, the water contained in the holes was quite fresh. 

We proceeded to a place situated some distance below Chanler Falls and camped 

there from the 34 to the 16% of March when we returned from our easternmost camp 

in the thornbush country (its altitude according to the barometer is 750 m.) and 

returned up along Guaso Nyiri to the crossing of the Marsabit road. From this 

place we went southwards and reached Meru boma the 21st of March. We left this 

place the 24th and turned towards Mount Kenia. The first camp was near a native 
village Kazere at an altitude of 2,125 m. The following day we penetrated through 

the primeval forests and camped at an open place in a small valley 2,500 m. above 

the sea. We ascended the following day and pitched our camp at an altitude of 2,700 

m. in the mixed bamboo and forest-region. The 28 of March we came out again 

from the forest, not far from Kutu, after having passed through different zones of 
vegetation on Kenia. The remaining route to Nairobi went via Fort Hall, Punda 
Melia, Blue Post, Roiru river and Rooruka river. The 5 of April in the morning 
we were back in Nairobi. During the following days many things had to be atten- 

* The native local names are spelt phonetically (not english) as far as I with the assistance of Mr, 
CuNNINGHAME could make it out. It is, however, very difficult to find out the proper spelling of some words 
because to many native tribes r and / are the same. They say for instance sometimes »sungura» (= Hare) and 
sometimes »sungula»; river and liver sound identical to them. In a similar way they use g and &, or b and p 

for the same word, for instance »ndege» (= bird) and »ndeke», »habana» (—no) and »hapana» are different 
pronounciations of the same words. I therefore suspect that what I have called Luazomela is the same river 
which Parrerson (>In the Grip of the Nyika») has written »Guaso Mara». He has probably spelt the name 
after english pronounciation, and it would then be »Guaso Mera» if phonetically spelt. But in the native 
tongue »Mela» and »Mera» is the same thing. »Guaso Mela» and »Luazomela» are thus almost alike except 
for the first letter. From the analogy with Guaso Nyiri it might even be supposed that »Guaso Mela» is more 
correct than »Luazomela», but both to CunniscHamz and to me the word sounded as the latter writing indicates. 
I have, however, not enough knowledge of African philology to decide the question. 

The name Guaso Nyiri certainly sounded in my ear as I have written it here, in spite of the numerous 
different spellings like »Eusso Nyiri» ete. which have appeared eyen in print. 
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ded to, but I found time to do a little collecting in the neighbourhood now and then, 
till we left Nairobi for Mombasa the 14t» of April and the expedition was finished. 

The collection of mammals contains about 420 specimens, in size from Shrew 

to Elephant, not counting a number of extra skulls. The complete skeletons of 

many of these specimens have been preserved, even those of Elephant, Rhinoceros, 
Grévy’s zebra, Giraffe, Buffaloes ete. 

In addition to this dry collection there are also a number of specimens small 

adult mammals as well as foetuses and preparates of big ones preserved in alcohol 

and formaline for anatomical work. About 110 different species and subspecies are 
represented. A few more species were observed and are therefore mentioned below, 
although material of them was not obtained. 

The taxidermic work was done by Mr. A. JANSSON, taxidermist at the R. Nat. 

Hist. Museum, Stockholm, with assistance of natives. But I am also deeply grateful 

to Mr. R. J. Cunnrneuamu for his extremely valuable assistance especially in preser- 

ving the hides of the great mammals which thanks to his own work and that of the 
by him trained men are in a first class condition. 

Mr. A. Ss6e@reNn kindly presented two heads and three entire mammals shot 

by him to the scientific collections. I had also the pleasure of receiving a skull of 
a Hylocherus from Mrs & Mr. SanpBack-Baxer, a skull of a Jackal from Mr. Sern 

Smiru, a Pedetes from Mr. Hosiery. a Lophiomys from Mr. HENDERSON, a pair of 

tusks of a female Elephant from Mr. Woosnam. I am also obliged to Mr. Krein 

for kind help with the preservation of some skins of antelopes shot the last days of 
my stay at Nairobi. The services rendered during the whole expedition by Messrs. 
NEWLAND, TaRLToN & C:o are also gratefully acknowledged. 

The costs of the expedition were chiefly defrayed by a friend of mine, who 

does not want his name mentioned in this connection, and by His Excellency Dr. 
EmANuEL Nope. To these two gentlemen I wish to express my deepfelt gratitude 
for their generosity, but I keep also in grateful memory kind services rendered by 
other friends as well. 

My whole sojourn in British East Africa did not extend over more than about 
three months and three weeks including the time for all travels and long marches. 
I had not only to pay attention to the mammals but to birds and other vertebrates! 
as well, and collected also a number of lower animals. The deficiencies of the work 
may therefore to some extent be explained by this. 

From a biotopographical point of view the country in which this expedition 
collected mammals can be divided in a number of landscape types which offer diffe- 
rent conditions of life, and in consequence of this are inhabited by certain mammals. 
As I have set forth in my memoir® on the birds collected by this expedition, there 

* Conf. the Report on the »Birds» K. Vet. Akad. Handl. Bd 47 N:zo 5, and an the »Reptiles, Batrachians 
and Fishes» ibid N:o 6. 

* K. Sv Vet. Akad. Handl. Bd 47 mr 5 p. 
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were, before mankind altered the natural conditions in East Africa probably »three 

different kinds of main types of landscape which with their different subtypes, or 

gradations and intergradations, more or less mixed, occupied the greatest part of the 

country. These principal kinds of landscape are, or rather were, steppe, thorn- 

bush and forest» and to this has now to be added the more or less cultivated 
country with »shambas» or neglected and overgrown former shambas. 

This last type of landscape occupies vast areas, especially in the Kikuyu- and 

Meru countries. But the mammals living in the shambas and their surroundings, 

although now in many cases characteristic of the shamba country, are late immi- 

grants from steppe, or forest and bush. They have found plenty of food there and 

have come to feed on the crops, or on other animals attracted by the crops. The 

fauna of the shamba country has accordingly not originated there, and it has not 

been subjected to special adaptations to live in such surroundings. A great number 

especially of the somewhat larger mammals only make raids into the shambas, like 
the baboons, bushpigs, bushbucks, duikers and other antelopes, porcupines, ete. not 

to speak of the giants, the elephants, and they retire again to their hiding places 
in bush or forest. But also the recent farmers on the open plains have found that 

some members of the steppe fauna like zebras and hartebeests etc, may make inva- 

sions and be destructive to their crops as well. Permanent residents in and at the 

shambas are a number of rodents and small carnivores, but these can also be found 

elsewhere, even if they, thanks to the abundance of food in such localities, become 

more numerous there. Thus. from a biotopographical point of view the mammals 

of the shamba country do not form a faunistic unit of their own. They are inva- 

ders from elsewhere, just as the rats (Ypimys panya, E. effectus, LE. medicatus, E. 

rattus ete.) which live in and at the native dwellings. 

The shambas are also different in different places according to the crops grown there, 

In the Kikuyu country where the crop chiefly consists of beans, sweet potatoes, maize, 

Pennisetum, and other kinds of grain they do not offer suitable conditions for any 
arboreal animals, and not many hiding places except for quite small mammals. The 

others have to take their refuge in the bush covering former shambas or other suit- 

able places and there as well small antelopes (duikers etc.) as carnivorous animals 
find shelter. In the Meru country where the shambas oftener contain bananas, and 

above all a number of small trees supporting the Dioscorea-vines even arboreal ani- 

mals like the »tumbili>-monkey (Cercopithecus pygerythrus) and the small Squirrel 
(Parazerus jacksoni kahari) feel at home. In addition to this the numerous hedges 

of spiny Solanums, large Salvias etc. form good hiding places for some mammals like 

Mungooses, Genets etc. But the cultivated area has not given any new addition to 

the fauna neither in Kikuyu nor in Meru, even if many species now are more abund- 

ant in such country than elsewhere. In the following list of mammals such species 
are enumerated as were collected or observed in or at cultivated land. 

The steppe may be regarded as the most typical landscape in great parts of 

British East Africa but it exhibits a number of different modifications. The flat 
open plains like the Athi plains near Nairobi and at Juja with a sometimes scanty, 
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Distribution| Distribution of 
the species and 

of the genus, closely allied Mammals in cultivated or formerly cultivated land. 

or subgenus pds 

A' E. Cercopithecus pygerythrus luteus Extior . . . . - in trees, Meru boma, Kanyakeni. 

A At. Papio anubie gubsp. s 66. ss fie eee es Escarpment, Nairobi. 

A E. Crocidura martiensseni NEUMANN «. .... «1 «= Meru country, near Kenia forest. 

, E We » fumosa Thomas ........ . . . Blue Post, Kagio, Embu, Kanyakeni.' 

> E. » hildegardew THoMAS ... 1+ sess Blue Post, Kutu, Kazere. 

A E. Genetta suahelica Matscn1re ......-. . » » Meru boma. 

» E We »  stuhlmanni MaTsOHTE .......-+- > Embu boma. 

} A E (a) Mungos sanguineus ibew WRouGguTON..... - Port Hall, Kutu. 

» A » paludinosus conf. mitis. .. 1... 6 +s Nairobi. 

A E (A) Ichneumia albicaudus ibeanus THoMAS. .... . Kikuyu. 

A Ea ERR OCT OOHE AUDA. bist s 1655 aries ete Dron, sh inn t's Kagio. 

A E. Paraxerus jacksoni kahari(Hetter) ....... Mera boma, in trees. 

A E. Graphiurus parvus dollmani Osaoop. ..... .« Kutu. 

Ea We E(ni) Otomys angoniensis elassadon OsGoop ..... .- Kutu. | 

} A } E We Dendromys insignis THOMAS ..... 1+ +s. Kutu, Kazere. 

A _ cosmopolitan : Epimya rattue LINNAUS «266. we ee ee Nairobi. / 

> | E. | » medicatus WROUGHTON ...-..... Meru boma. 

> E. | » WARS THOMAS) ee el al ghee, 8 ei) «its Ruiru river. | 

> E. » Of flecks: DOTLMAN: 06 bss. 6, 60) 4h 24+ Sono Fort Hall te Luazomela. 

» E. » MACE MEL OSE oo ee Ya ese Ane os Juja—Fort Hall. 

E E. | Zelotomys hildegardew THOMAS .........- Ruiru river. 

A Eni(no) | Leggada bella THomMAS ...-..+....2.- Punda Melia. 

» E We » triton HT UP ieebarrd cy Fess Bo Sosy: Kazere. 

» E. (We) | » 2. GST, THOMAB) io 6 «wt yswimbes Blue Post. 

At. E. We Lophuromys aquilus zena DOLLMAN ...... - Embu, Kutu. 

A E (no) | Arvicanthis abyssinicus preceps WroucHTon. . . Fort Hall. 

» E We (At) | » pulchellus massaicus (PaAGENST.) . . . Kikuyu and Meru countries. 

Eno E(no) | Tachyoryctes splendeus ibeanus THomas ... . . Nairobi, Meru. 

A E. . Hystriz galeata THOMAS ...-. 2. s+ ese Nairobi Escarpment. 

A E(a) | Potamocherus cheropotamus kenie LONNBERG . . Nairobi. i 

A ) E(nmo) Cephalophus abyssinicus hindei Wrouauron. . . Nairobi, Punda Melia. 

A E. ! Tragelaphus Maywoodi Tuomas. ........ Escarpment. 

A ? DP OFUCEEPOGUA ED: «6 6 si ove eae i we ow Ss Nairobi. | 

sometimes rich growth of grass, and with hardly any or only a few widely scattered 

acacia bushes constitute the pasture-lands of many antelopes. The most common 
of all of these is Coke’s Hartebeest, the »Kongoni», which still is numerous even 
quite near Nairobi. Its peculiar silhouette, ungainly as if carved in wood, is often 
seen against the sky-line and then, especially if a Kongoni has climbed up on the 

top of a termite hill, it often looks almost like a monstruous giant bird until its four 

1 In this and following tables A — Athiopian region, At = widely distributed across tropical Africa, 
E = East Africa s. str., Ea = all over East Africa, Eni = East Africa s. str. to Nyassaland, Ez = East Africa 
to the Zambesidistrict, Es = East Africa to South Africa, Eno = East Africa and northward, S = Somaliland, 
We = Central African lake district, W—= West African forest region. 
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legs are used in a stiff jointed gallop when its wariness gets the upper hand of 
its curiosity. The pretty little Thomson’s Gazelles are also still rather common, 
although strongly decimated near settled districts. At Juja farm Whitebearded Gnus 

and Grant’s Gazelles which also are typical members of this fauna were seen. The 

Zebras are together with the Kongonis with which they often join in mixed herds 

the most numerous mammals on these open plains, but they constitute also the only 

species of those hitherto mentioned which (without modification) extends north of 

Tana river. Along water courses on the steppe where there is bush or other covert 

Impalas and Waterbucks are at home, and perhaps also a Reedbuck. Here on the 

steppe among the big grazing animals the Lion hunts its prey, and the carrion feeding 

Hyenas (Crocotta panganensis(?) and Hyena schillingsi), and Jackals (Canis adustus 

and C. mesomelas) share -with the Vultures the remains. The Cheetah is also seen 

on the open steppe. Pedetes and Otocyon appear to inhabit the open plains, although 
their nocturnal habits are not easily studied. Where the growth of grass is rich and 
the bushes become numerous so that the landscape can be termed bush steppe the 

Serval, the Cheetah, the Wild Cat, Mungooses, and even the Lion and Leopard find 

suitable covert. The Duiker (Cephalophus abyssinius hindei) is fond of hiding in high 

grass, and the Steinbocks (Rhaphicerus) which I saw were all found on bush steppe. 

In similar localities Warthogs are found, although they visit the open steppe as well. 

The Zebras and Kongonis also enter the bush steppe, if the bushes are not too nu- 

merous. The Hares (Lepus victorie and L. crawshayi) lie up in patches of high grass 

or among tall herbs and bushes which as a rule grow on old termite hills which are 

deserted and have fallen down. Similar resting places are sometimes selected by 

Duikers, Wild Cats and others. Certain rodents like Arvicanthis, Zelotomys, Otomys, 
Tachyoryctes etc. inhabit the steppe as well as insectivores, chiefly of the genus Cro- 

cidura. But as the expedition only passed over a short stretch of these plains and 
only camped there a few days the collection of small mammals from this district 

does not give any fair idea of the fauna. Several species caught in the cultivated 

land and enumerated in the list above live also in the bush- and grass steppe. Along 

rivers and small water-courses in the steppe country there is often a fringe of trees 
and there is the home of the »Tumbili» monkeys (Cercopithecus pygerytherus). 

The steppe country south of Guaso Nyiri which we visited is mostly covered 

with scattered flat topped acacias, although here and there broad stretches of open 

grassy plains extend, and in some places also patches of thornbush are found. On 
the grass-covered plains the soil is often very loose but sometimes hard and dusty 

like a country road, so that a cloud of dust rises when the big game animals move. 
Among the acacias the ground as a rule is thickly strewn with sharp-edged black 

stones of volcanic origin, but there is often a rich growth of grass if the stones do 

not absolutely cover the ground which sometimes is the case.’ In the thornbush 
patches the soil is hard and dry often with very little vegetation except the bushes, 

1 A photo of a typical acaciasteppe with grass and such black stones is reproduced in the report on the 
birds of this expedition K. Sy. Vet. Akad. Handl. Bd. 47. N:o 5. Pl. 1, fig. 2. while fig. 1 on the same plate 

shows a more open steppe. 
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although grass-covered spots can be found within the thornbush as well. This 

country is comparatively well watered by the small tributaries, Itiolu, Luazomela and 

Lekiundu, to Guaso Nyiri. 

The fauna of this district is not identical with that of the Athi plains. One 
especially misses there the Kongoni, Whitebearded Gnu and Thomson’s Gazelle, which 
are so characteristic of the latter. Grant's Gazelle of the Guaso Nyiri steppe belongs 

to another race and probably this is the case with the Impala and the Waterbuck 
found among the bushes at the small rivers mentioned, although material of these 

animals for comparison was not collected on the Athi plains. In fact among the big 

grazing mammals, which are common on the latter, only the Zebra appears to be 

the same in the northern district. The Oryx (O. beisa annectens), the Gerenuk, 

Grévy's Zebra and the Somali Giraffe (G. c. reticulata) prove by their presence that 
here is a different zoogeographical territory. Pattersons Eland is also found on these 

plains, although not common, and the big black Buffaloes inhabit suitable thornbush 

patches. The Rhinoceros is not uncommon as well on the open ground as among 

bush and under the acacias. Of carnivorous animals Lion, Leopard, Cheetah, and 

Hyenas are represented. The Porcupine is of the H. galeata type which inhabits the 

more southern parts of Brit. East Africa as well, but the Hare (Lepus somalensis) of 
the Guaso Nyiri country is an entirely different type, a member of the Somalifauna. 

To the latter belongs also the Ground Squirrel the colonies of which inhabit dry 

places. The Otomys is the same as further south, but the Arvicanthis is different 

(A. somalicus reptans). Among other small rodents may be mentioned a Spiny Mouse 

(Acomys ablutus) apparently characteristic of this locality, Thamnomys oblitus, Sac- 

costomus mearnsi and Dasymys savannus. A new Sylvisorex and a Crocidura represent 

the shrews. 

Baboons occurred in large troops at Luazomela river on bush steppe. The 

Yellow-winged bat (Lavia frons) used to hang in thornbushes. Quite small bats were 
seen in some places after sunset but none was secured. 

The following list gives the names of the mammals collected or observed by 

this expedition in steppe country as well near Nairobi as just south of Guaso Nyiri, 
and the differences of the faunas at these two localities is to some extent elucidated 

by this, although, of course, several names could have been added if the time at our 

disposal had not been so short. 

In such cases when the name or the + mark is put within parenthesis exact 

identification of the subspecies has not been made. 

K, Sv. Vet. Akad. Hand!l. Band 48. N:o 5. 2 
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SS 

pee ee (Distribution Floto 2 oe Acacia 
Distribution BP epocies 5 “ ae steppe 8. 
ene and closely teppe-mammals grass. or phe ees 

allied forms steppe steppe 

A E. Cercopithecus pygerythrus luteus ELLioT .« : : ae 

» At. Papio anubis subsp. . (Eo) aii GE) (bush) 

» Es. | Epomophorus wahlbergi SUNDEVALL . (bush) 

| At. At. | Lavia frons frons (GEOFFROY). . (bush) 

» | E(ni). | Sylvisorex sorelloides LONNBERG = 

A. Eni. | Crocidura turba DoLLMAN SF 

» E. » hindei THOMAS . ai 

» Ka. Canis mesomelas SCHREBER . st Ze ? 

| > EsW, » adustus SUNDEVALL a + ? 

Ea F(a). Otocyon megalotis virgatus (MILLER) .. . + 

A B. | Crocotta panganensis LONNBERG 49 . 

» (Crocotta sp.). . . (+) 

Ea. Hyena schillingsi Marscuie ar 

A. E(a). Mungos sanguineus ibee WROUGHTON .- af 

» Ea. Felis ocreata subsp. le ae 8, 

» E. (Felis leo sabakiensis LONNBERG) . . 25 | + =f 

» A. »  pardus Lin. 2 ty 

» F(a). » capensis hindei WRouGHTON + . 

» Fa. »  caracal nubica (FrvzINGER) MarscHie + 

Ea. » Cynelurus jubatus guttatus (HERMANN) + =P sr 

Eno. 8. Xerus rutilus dabagala (HEuGLIN) . le 

| EAWe. E(ni). Otomys angoniensis elassodon OsGoop . . 2 | + 

| » E. Thamnomys oblitus Oscoop . | + 

E. » Zelotomys hildegardew THOMAS ce . 

A | E(s) Saccostomus mearnsi HELLER .« . aF 

» D Acomys ablutus DOLLMAN |) one ste 

» E. Dasymys savannus HELLER .« . a 

| » E{(no). Arvicanthis abyssinicus nairobe (ALLEN) . | oo 5 

» S. » somalicus reptans (DOLLMAN) . . cl 

Eno. E(no). Tachyoryctes splendens ibeanus THOMAS . a5 | | : 

Es. | K(s). Pedetes surdaster THOMAS . 35 

A. | E. Hystrix galeata THomMas ..... + | eb tate 

Ea. | > Lepus victorie THoMas . a5 oF 

» p » crawshayi Dr WINTON .« 35 ag 

> Ss. »  somalensis HEUGLIN . : + 

» Ea. Rhinoceros (Diceros) bicornis Lin. . + ee + 

| E\s) | Equus burchelli bohmi Marscure (vy. granti) | =f 7 tj 

Ss. »  grevyi OusTALeT (faurei MATSCHIE ?) oy 

A. _— | Phacocherus africanus subsp.? Ga + 
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Ea. E Bubalis cokei GUNTHER . = + 

os. » Connochetes albojubatus THOMAS | 1 

A E(no). Cephalophus abyssinicus hindei WrovuauTon . a5 

| Es. E Rhaphicerus newmanni MATSCHIE . a 

= = (Kobus ellipsiprymnus subsp.) | (+) | | 
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On the northern side of Guaso Nyiri the landscape is quite different from that 

of the southern side. The river forms to a great extent a geological boundary line 
between the southern formerly volcanic district, and the northern with archaic rocks 

and gravel. It is true that in some few places the black lava extends across the 
present river-bed so that the river has had to cut itself a canyon through these black 
rocks, as is the case at and below Chanler Falls. At such places there are certain areas 

strewn with the sharp-edged, slag-like stones also on the northern side of the river. 
On the whole, however, the ground there consists of very hard-packed gravel, so hard 
indeed that not even the foot of an Elephant or a Rhinoceros makes any visible 

impression. This gravel is mostly somewhat rust-coloured but in some places quartz 

stones are numerous. In some localities the soil is more sandy, especially near the 

river. The ground is then, by the tramping and treading of many generations of game 

animals, covered with a layer of dust in which the spoors are plainly printed. The 

same is also the case in the numerous game paths which lead down to the river. 
The type of vegetation is »thornbush» and it consists of a great number of mostly 

thorny, spiny, and prickly bushes of many different kinds. A common kind is a fun- 

nel-shaped acacia 3—4 m. in height, or more, with a narrow base but a broad, flat 

top. Other acacia-bushes have long slender branches. and twigs with small but sharp 
hooks. Some bushes have thick branches with yellowish bark, others have dark brown 
bark, but the prevailing colour in the leafless thornbush is grey. Many different 

families and genera of bushes are represented in this landscape, but during the dry 

season when all branches are bare and naked it is difficult to form any opinion about 

them. Some acacias showed their yellow cylindrical flower brushes, slightly reminding 
about willows. A small pale greyish bush displayed pink flowers with crimson inside, 

shaped as those of a Convolvulus. Once I saw large yellow flowers in the top of a 
big bush and a few times large crimson flowers. 

Some slender bushes have dry yellow berries with hard seeds. These berries 

have a sweetish taste somewhat like raisins, but I did not observe if they were eaten. 
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A plumlike fruit of the size and shape of an olive with a flat wrinkled stone and 
with aromatic taste, although very adstringent before it is ripe, is much liked by 

the Baboons. This bush has long thorns and the new, still very small leaves were 

seen a few times and found to be pinnate. Another very common bush has a kind 

of peculiar »berries» of the size of large pease. These sit on the upper side of the 

branches and contain a hard seed in the centre, but between that and the exterior 

brownish cover is a milky looking, wery resinous and sticky but aromatic juice. These 

»berries» were eaten in quantities by the Gerenuks. Evergreen bushes are not nu- 

merous but seen here and there, usually along the dry river beds which are not far 

between. The Grant Gazelles used to feed on the leaves of these evergreen bushes, 

Large Euphorbias rise above the thornbush but they are few in number. Flat-topped 

acacias are fairly numerous in some localities, but they are always more widely 

scattered than on the acacia steppe. Some of these acacias began to get leaves 

towards the middle of March, but the shade thrown by them was not very effective, 

and that of the Euphorbias decidedly better, although the latter always are without 

leaves. A coarse grass growing in tufts is to be found here and there and sometimes 

it almost covers the ground on some open places in the thornbush, offering pasture 

lands for Buffaloes, Grévy’s Zebras etc. Although this grass looks very dry and 

coarse it must be nourishing, because as well the wild grazing animals as the cattle, 

sheep and goats of the nomadic tribes were in fairly good condition. 

Low bushes with wooden stems and branches but more herbaceous tops are 

common, and the Rhinoceros feeds chiefly on such. At Thera I saw once some kind 

of such bushes with white flowers. 
Along Guaso Nyiri grows a fringe of doumpalms, and among them also high 

poplar-like trees of 2—3 different species, and sometimes also big acacias. Among 
these trees the Tumbili-monkeys (Cercopithecus pygerythrus), live but they are very 

good runners on the ground and are often met with in the thornbush far from any 
trees and then know how to save themselves by slipping in among the thick bush. 

The doumpalms are also commonly found along all more important dry river beds. 

The Elephants eat the palmnuts but are not able to crush them. I often saw that 

nuts lying on the ground had been gnawed on the exterior somewhat sweetish layer 

by small rodents (Acomys?). It is possible that the Baboons also gnaw on these 

nuts because my gunbearer Kongoni, who knew a great deal about animals pointed 

to these nuts once and said »chakula nyani» (»food of Baboons»). 
Here and there rocks of granite rise above the level ground, sometimes forming 

real little mountains. Among such rocks the Hyraxes find their home, and they are 

often seen basking in the sunshine outside the crevices and cracks into which they 

flee when any danger threatens. If the rocks are high and steep the Baboons have 

their stronghold on them. 

With the exception of the river Guaso Nyiri, water is very scarce in this country. 
The numerous river-beds which are directed as affluents to Guaso Nyiri were all of 

them dry, at least in Febr. and March, when we were there, and probably’ many of 

them, if not all, are permanently dry. A few waterholes exist in the bottom of 
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otherwise dry riverbeds as at Njoro and Thera, As mentioned above the water at 

the former place is salt. It appeared to me to be of interest even from a biological 
point of view to know the chemical composition of this salt water of which so many 
animals drink. Therefore I brought along with me a carefully corked bottle containing 

a sample of this salt water from Njoro, and when I had come home my friend Count 

K. A. H. Mérner, Professor of Chemistry, kindly undertook the work of analysing 

this water, and he has prepared the following report for which I wish to express 

my gratitude. 

Analysis of water from Njoro in the Rendile country, British 

East Africa. 

By 

K. A. H. MORNER. 

When Professor Ernar LONNBERG returned from his zoological expedition to British 

East Africa in May this year (1911) he brought with him a sample of water which 

he had taken from a place called Njoro in the dry thornbush-country north of Guaso 

Nyiri which is inhabited by the nomadic Rendile tribes. Professor LONNBERG in- 
forms me that the water originates from one of a series of holes dug by the Rendiles 

in a dry river-bed. Almost all of these holes contained water but that water was 
not of the same quality in all, it was more salt in some than in others. It was 

used by the Rendiles as well for themselves as for their animals. Almost every day 

many hundreds of sheep and goats were driven down to the river and quenched 

their thirst with that water which was scooped up and offered to them in dug out 

logs. About every third day several hundreds of camels were in a similar way watered 
there. In consequence of the manner in which the watering took place it lasted 

several hours during which the animals stood densely crowded in the river-bed. The 

water-holes were also visited during night time by wild animals even elephants and 

rhinoceroses. Some of the wild beasts preferred, however, a small natural pool at 

the base of a rock further down the river bed. 
Considering the great number of animals which visit these water-holes and the 

long time some of them remain in the river-bed Professor LONNBERG suspected that 
the water might be polluted by the droppings and the urine of the animals which 
might be expected to penetrate the loose layers of sand and reach the aquiferous 
layers. The analysis does not, however, bear out that this suspicion is founded. 

As will be set forth below there are no nitrates no nitrites of any kind nor ammonia 

to be found. It appears also, to judge from the analysis, as if the water originated 

from a natural mineral spring and was not fully stagnant. 
The present author received the sample of water the 31st of May 1911, and 

set to work at once. The quantity of water’ was only 750 cm’* and the investigation 

' As everything must be carried from Njoro by native porters and the other collections were large as 
well as heavy it was connected with difficulty to take more. 
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could therefore not be carried out in such a manner as is usual at a complete ana- 

lysis of water. 
The water showed a grey-coloured deposited sediment. A microscopical exa- 

mination of this deposit did not reveal anything worth mentioning. The dried deposit 

contained organic substance which was burnt; the quantity of organic substance was 

8,1 mgm. corresponding to 1,1 pr. 100,000 parts of water. The inorganic part of the 

sediment weighed 37 mgm. corresponding to 4,9 pr. 100,000 parts of water; it contained 

iron, lime, and magnesia, together with a small quantity of insoluble remains; arsenic 

was not found in it. 
The water had a rather strong smell of sulphuretted hydrogen,’ and the fumes 

blackened a lead acetate-paper. The specific weight of the water was 1,0318. Its 

reaction on litmus was neutral. 

The qualitative analysis proved the presence of calcium, magnesium, sodium, 

and potassium; further sulphuric acid, chlor, and carbonic acid; trying for boric acid 
with turmeric paper gave a feeble reaction at a direct investigation of the water, and 

after concentration of a sample of water boric acid could undoubtedly be stated to 

be present in such a degree as to be worth mentioning. Nitrates and nitrites were 

completely absent; even ammonia was absent or only present as a questionable trace. 

The investigation proved further the absence of lithium, of phosphoric acid and — 
as far as the investigation could be carried out with such a small quantity of water 
— of metals with the exception of a trace of iron. 

The quantitative determination gave the following results estimated for 100,000 

parts of water: 

The quantity of anhydrous salts after evaporation with carbonate of soda 

was 344,7. 

The quantity of bases transformed to sulphates and after removing the silicic 

acid as fluorsilicium amounted to 411,0. 

" Chlor, as Cl, was = 1,66 

Sulphuric acid, as SO; was = 22,61 

Lime, as CaO, was SS 

Magnesia, as MgO, was = 27,9 

The chlorides of alkalines amounted to 203,9 of which chloride of potassium 
was = 6,3. 

All these values for the bases calculated as sulphates give the following figures: 

CaSO, on «4klie of ote Ota 

MeSOpm of) coor). cob i.nhiien 

Kei@p iz viint ior anw how ee 
NaS@Oye- tote ose qlt bee Beiee 

* This smell was not apparent at the time of the bottling. E. L. 
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Compared with the quantity of sulphates directly determined (411,09) this sum 
shows a difference of 3,9 or 0,9 °/o. 

The summing up of the results of the analysis in the usual manner gives the 

following result for 100,000 parts of water: 

a eae ee Be 

PO, ee at ata sn gs LOL 

2 ho) Dey pg elie lll Stas 

CBG hs fs ft eh al On 

OS a i a eC 

11+ A i mee 8 

Organic substance, Silicic acid, boric acid etc. 10,2 

Total 344,7 

According to the experience of Prof. LONNBEeRG and his companions the use of 
this water for drinking purposes produced diarrhea which, however, subsided after a 
few days. In spite of the quantity of salt it contained, this water quenched the 

thirst perfectly, and when once accustomed to it the members of the expedition 
liked it very well so that when they again, after some time, had the opportunity of 

drinking the quite fresh water of the river Guaso Nyiri the latter seemed flat and 

tasteless. 

The scarcity of water in the thornbush country and its general aridity makes 

it to some extent the equivalent to a desert. When one sees the grey leafless thorn- 

bush during the dry season and the apparently barren ground scorched by the mer- 
ciless rays of the glaring equatorial sun it looks rather unpromising to a biologist. 

It hardly appears as if such a country could offer the necessities of life to any 

animals. As soon as one turns away from the river there is hardly anything green 

to be seen, if not perhaps a fringe of doumpalms at a distance which appears to 
denote a watercourse. But if one hastens there in the hope of finding water one is 

sadly deceived, the river bed contains nothing but hot and dry sand. In spite of 

all these apparently unfavourable conditions, which cannot fail to make an, at first, 
almost saddening impression on the visitor, the thornbush country is not at all so 

bad as it looks. The naturalist will on the contrary very soon find that it is quite 

an interesting country. The bird life is rather rich and the number of species is, as 

can be seen in the report on the birds collected by this expedition, greater than 
could be expected. The numerous spoors seen in the game paths prove that many 

big mammals live here as well. Most apparent are the big three-toed tracks of the 

Rhinoceros, the marks of the broad horse-like hoofs of Grévy's zebra etc, But soon 
more than spoors are seen. The long necks of the Somali Giraffes tower high above 
the thornbush and are thus observed even if rather far away. The coarse bark of 
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the old Baboons and the yell of the young when they are chastised are heard from 

the thickets and, if some steep rocks are near, the whole troop is soon seen climbing 

up to a safe distance. The slender necks of the Gerenuks appear as reddish looking 

streaks against the grey bush when the animals stand gazing at the intruder. Long- 

eared Somali Hares and pretty little Dikdiks in pairs or threes start now and then 

out from below the bushes and run away. On more or less open places Grévy’s 
Zebras in small herds, but sometimes single and often in company with splendid 

Oryxes, have their pasture. Grant Gazelles in small flocks are usually found not very 

far from the river, and the Waterbucks as a rule live in still closer proximity to it. 

The usual haunts of the Impalas are among bushes around small ravines not far 

from water. The herds of Buffaloes select such districts where open places with 

grass are surrounded by dense thornbush and they have their well beaten tracks 

from there to the water. The big animals appear to be in need of water every day 
(or night).? In consequence of this they cannot live too far from water, but some 

species like the Rhinoceros have their feeding grounds at a distance of two or three 

hours march and perhaps even more from the water and they must thus travel such 

a distance every night. Buffaloes and Oryxes are also sometimes found more than 

one or two hours from water. The long legs of the Elephants and Giraffes enable 
them to cover great distances without difficulty and they can thus feed far from 

their drinking places. Warthog spoors were seen every day at the waterpools at Njoro 

and the few specimens observed were seen, partly not far from there, partly not far 

from Guaso Nyiri. Some of the smaller animals are probably more independent of 

the pools and the river whether they slake their thirst with the dew, or with the 
juices contained in the vegetative matter they feed on. I am uncertain whether 

the Gerenuks ever drink, but it seems quite impossible to think that all Dikdiks, 
which appear so stationary and which sometimes are found to become more and 

more common, the further one proceeds from the river, should crowd down to the 

water to drink and then disperse to their haunts again every night. It would be 

far too dangerous for their existence to travel so much. The rodents of this country 

probably do not drink, and the same is no doubt the case with the Hyraxes. The 

Baboons and the Tumbili monkeys are seldom seen far from the water and the former 

come down very regularily to drink. The spoors of the carnivores, Lion, Leopard, 

Striped Hyena and the Black-backed Jackal as well as the animals themselves were 

mostly seen near the water. The Genet (Genetta dongolana) and the Mungoose (Mungos 

sanguineus rendilis) were trapped near the river, but Helogale which often lives among 

the colonies of Ground Squirrels was almost always shot at a comparatively consid- 

erable distance from it. 

The small mammals are comparatively less numerous than the big and medium 

sized. There is no tree squirrel in the thornbush, and the only climbing mammal 

except the monkeys mentioned above is the small Galago gallarum. Two species of 

bats were observed, the yellow-winged Lavia, and the small Nycteris hispida. Of in- 

'T am uncertain, however, whether the Elephants as mentioned below need- to drink oftener than every 
second night. 
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sectivores a Hedgehog appeared to be common to judge from the numerous skins 

scattered in the thornbush, and an Elephant Shrew was now and then seen tripping 
through the bushes, Three species of Acomys were comparatively numerous but 
otherwise no small rodents were observed except the peculiar Naked Rat (/Hetero- 
cephalus) which had its burrows in places where the soil consisted of sand. In the 
hard packed gravel it probably would not be able to work its way. 

Although Guaso Nyiri is pretty well stocked with fish I did not see any signs 

of Otters along its banks. The only water mammal there was the Hippopotamus. 
In the following list the names of the mammals observed in the thornbush 

country north of Guaso Nyiri are enumerated. It may be seen from the same that 

strange enough there are two Baboons, two Hyraxes and two Dikdiks and of these 

one subspecies lives above and the other below Chanler Falls. This appears to indi- 

cate two small zoogeographical areas meeting there. 

Distribution aepet Stnees Above | ee 

of the genus| cies and Thornbush mammals Chanler 

or subgenus [Closely allied | Falls Chanler 
forms Falls ' 

A. E. | Cercopithecus pygerythrus luteus ELLIOT. . . . . - ee ee ee P + 

> E(no) | Papio anubis furaz Ennior .. 1... ee | aa | 

» Eno. » » doguexa (PocH. &(Sammmps isl. el. 4.6) ele: + 

» 8. Galago. gallaruim THOMAS «an 6) Synge) ce 6 wi yepel > eye) me ey eh s + 

At. » Lavia frons affinis ANDERSEN & WROUGHTON ......++.+-. + 

A. A. RCeAraN BSAIh (NOMREB ET) is, cba! si awe) dalgre iit) api Se sme x + 

Ea. E(no). PRTUROGULS JIASULER LELOMAG oc rs kl eo alae 10 (aes, a 8 eae si fe | + 335 

» S(E). Elephantulus pulcher rendilis LONNBERG ..... +--+ +++ «| + oo 

A Ea | Ganis mesomelas SOHREBER ..- +... 2-0 + +s eee eee = ao 

Ea. Sle). Hyena schillingsi rendilis LONNBERG. . .. - + 6 ee ee eee + + 

A. Sno. Genetta dongolana Hempr. & EHRENBG. . ~~. ++ + ee eee + 

> S(Ea). Mungos sanguineus rendilis LONNBERG. . . +. ++ + + ee es + 

» 8. Helogale hirtula ahlselli LONNBERG. . . - se 6 + ee ee + 

» » Felis leo somalsensis NOACK . -'. - - +s +s ee ee ee eee be + 

» A. WOT MANE EIS ahs: tat en scl en ee fer ees 6 Te ae) ee 4 + 

Eno. 8. | Xerus rutilus dabagala (HEUGEIN) .- 2... eee ee es + + 

A, | > Acomys percivali DOLLMAN . 2. 6s se ee eee eee ew 3 

} > J » kempi Seis sts orsia Gt iger 29) San A sere + or 

» . » » pulchellus ee Ce ee ae ee Oe + 

8. | ’ Heterocephalus glaber progrediens LGNNBERG . «+. +++ s+ => oa t 

A. S(E). | Hystrix galeata somalensis LONNBERG ... +--+ eee ee 4+ 4 

Ea. 8. ly Lepus somarennie TEEUGIEN coc flcte sb oe scot ss se ee + + 

| A » Procavia brucei borana LONNBERG ...- ++ ee ss ee! + 

» > > rudolft pumila THOMAS... - 1 see eee te ee . = 

» 2 | Elephas africanus cavendishi (LYDEKKER)..- +--+ ++ ++ ess +. 

Ea. Ea. Rhinoceros (Diceros) bicornis LIN. . «+--+ se ee te ee eee + oo 

» K(s) Equus burchelli bhmi Marscute (v. granti D. W.) « - 2 es (+) 

» S. » grevyi OusTaLeT (faurei MarscHIE?). . . - +--+ + +s = 4 + 

A. » Phacocherus delamerei LONNBERG .... +--+ 1 ee ee tee } + ao 
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The forests of British East Africa in which I had the opportunity of studying 

the fauna some little time are those near Nairobi and Escarpment station, the prim- 

eval forest on the eastern slopes of Kenia, and the woods near Meru boma. These 

exhibit several different types, although these intergrade with each other. The forests 

near Nairobi are more or less xerophilous with comparatively small leaves and a thin 

foliage which admits the light to penetrate. The result of this is that a very thick 

undergrowth of bushes and liane is produced, and in the darkness of this several 

animals find suitable covert. Among these are the Bushbuck, the »Suni> (Nesotragus 

moschatus) and the Red Forest Duiker. not to mention the Bushpigs. The small 

greenish looking Scrub Squirrel (Paraxerus jacksoni) skulks also among this under- 

growth. The only monkey in the Nairobi forests is the »Kima» (Cereopithecus kolbi). 
The forest at Escarpment is different. It contains (or contained) in some places 

numerous cedars, Podocarpus ete. In other places different kinds of trees, some with 

large leaves grow at such a distance from each other that avery dense undergrowth 

of bushes and very tall (2—3 m.) plants can develop and cover the ground. The 

Kima-monkey was common there, but a White-tailed Guereza (Colobus abyssinicus 
kikuyuensis) inhabits also the forest chiefly on the top of the mountain plateau. A 

new Galago of the Otolemur group was also secured at this place, and its screams 

could be heard almost every night from the crowns of the trees. Still more noisy 

and very numerous are the Tree Hyraxes (Procaria crawshayi). Of small rodents 

Lophuromus aquilus, Arvicanthis pumilio diminutus and Dendromys insignis were 

trapped in bush, and the Scrub Squirrel (Paraxerus jacksoni) was found to be common. 

I did not see any larger Squirrel in this forest but Mr. Woosnam showed me once two 
skins which were from the Escarpment and looked like melanistic specimens of Heliosci- 
urus kenice without any white on the foreneck. A Cephalophus was seen a couple of 

times in bush at the edge of the forest, but as I did not have any opportunity of 
shooting it, I could not ascertain to which species it belonged. Bushbucks were 
common, and a Kikuyu told me that they used to feed on some plants of the family 
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Labiate which grew in quantities in open places in the forest. The bush at the edge 

of the forest was also a refuge for the Baboons which ravaged among the crops of 
the natives. 

The primeval forest on the slopes of Kenia exhibits many different types of 

vegetation. In the lower forest region the foliage of the big trees form a dense roof 

which does not admit the light, and there is consequently no undergrowth except in 

certain places where an opening has been made by the fall of some of the old giants. 

There a number of young saplings struggle towards the light. Otherwise this forest 

with its sombre twilight gives the impression of a mighty cathedral with numerous 

columns. Along the ravines, at the bottom of which a rivulet seeks its way down 
the mountain, the vegetation is more compact, so to say, entangled with liane 

interwoven in the bushes and among the trees. In such localities grow tree-like 

ferns, Musa, and other luxuriant members of the tropical forest vegetation. At a 

greater altitude the trees often stand further apart and a dense undergrowth of 
bushes, sprouts of Abutilon-like appearance, tall (2—3'/2 m. or more) herbs ete. is 

formed. In other places again, probably on more dry ground, the plants are low 

not reaching much above the knee of a walking man. Labiate are especially com- 
mon but even grass grows here. Ina peculiar formation of forest the trees have not 

straight trunks as usual, but look more like gigantic overgrown bushes with the stems 

irregularily crooked and branched. In the upper forest region’ clumps of bamboo mix 

with the trees and become finally dominant. The lower forestregion does not appear 
to be rich in mammals. The Tree Hyraxes are of course numerous here as well as at 

higher altitude. Cricetomys and Genelia stuhlmanni were trapped here. Leopards were 
said to be common in the lower forest region. They had snatched away three dogs 

in a few weeks from an Englishman who was collecting rubber there, but we did 

not see any signs of them. The Kima monkey and the Elephant are found from 

the lower forest to the bamboos. The Guerezas, which were seen when we passed 

through the forest, were observed at an altitude of about 2,500 m. or a little more. 

The trees were here often festooned with Usnea lichens. The little Suni Antelope 
(Nesotragus) extends to a height of 2,700 m. The Bushbuck and Bushpig appear 
to be common there as well, and the regular home of the Bongo and the Black 
Forest Hog is in the region where forest and bamboo mix, to judge from the nume- 

rous spoors and droppings seen there. The Wandorobbos* have most of their pitfalls 

dug in the upper forest region. They are of varying size according to the size of 

the animal for which they are intended, from Elephant to Bushbuck. They are 

rectangular in shape and very deep but narrow. The scheme appears to be that 

the animal shall fall down entirely or with the forequarters and be squeezed in be- 
tween the walls so that it cannot get up again, especially as it does not reach the 
bottom of the pit with its feet. 

- On open places at an altitude of 2,500—2,700 a number of plants grow which belong to wellknown 
European genera as Alchemilla, Pinguicula, Trifolium, Thalictrum, Rubus, Carex, Lycopodium ete. 

* The dwellings of the Wandorobbos were seen here as well. In some places they inhabited big hollow 
trees to the interior of which they had made an entrance hole by burning. A bed of dry leaves and firewood 
was found inside. In one place they lived under a big fallen tree and had put some branches in front for 
protection. Remains after their quite small camp fires were very common. 
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Small mammals as well are perhaps more common in the upper forest region 

than in the lower. In the latter Heliosciurus kenie was shot and Epimys jacksoni 

trapped; at higher altitudes, Otomys irroratus elgonis, Epimys dennie, Leggada triton 

and Lophuromys but the two latter occur also outside the forests in the cultivated 

region. The Shrews (Crocidura fumosa and turba) were found as well in the forest 

as outside the same. 
On our return march through the forest we found numerous tracks of Buffa- 

loes at an altitude of about 2,400 m. in a tract with many open places between the 
trees, clumps of bamboo and thickets of bushes. The ground was there mostly 

covered with plants belonging to Lahiate, and Cyperus. It made a strange impression 

to find Buffaloes and Elephants here in the evergreen forest when we recently had 

met with them in the dry grey thornbush. Evidently the forest must suit at least 

the Elephants better, but the occurrence of both in localities so widely different with 

regard to the natural conditions prove the great faculty of adaptation in these ani- 

mals. In the thornbush country, where hardly any shade was to be found, the usual 

temperature during our stay there in Febr. and March was + 33° to + 38° C. under 

the doumpalms and of course very much more out in the open thornbush where 

there was no protection against the scorching sun. In the upper forest region + 8° C. 

was observed one morning in March so late as 8 o’clock, and the same temperature 

at sundown another day. At an altitude of 2,700 m. it was only + 1° C. at sunrise, 

but fresh tracks of Elephants were seen near our camp. Bushbuck, Bongo, Bushpig, 

Black Forest Hog, Kima monkeys and many other »tropical» animals do well in such 

a temperature. 

The woods near Meru boma, although not so extensive, resemble those on Kenia. 

There is represented as well the forest with very tall trees with or without an under- 
erowth of bushes and plants, as the peculiar type of forest in which the trees 

resemble gigantic overgrown bushes. The latter forest is situated an hour to the 

north of Meru boma. Typical mammals of the forest at Meru are the Kima (Cerco- 

pithecus kolbi), the Forest Squirrel (Heliosciurus kenie) the Meru Scrub Squirrel (Pa- 

raxerus jacksoni kahari) Bushpigs, Bushbucks, Suni Antelopes and Red Forest Duiker. 

The dark Mungoose (Mungos sanguineus orestes) was also found there. 

The following list gives the names of the mammals observed or collected during 
my short visit in the forests mentioned above. 
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A short discussion of the geographical] distribution of these animals collected 

or observed by this expedition in British East Africa may not be out of the way. 

Before this is begun, however, a few words ought to be said about some of the 

principal zoogeographical systems applied to the African continent. The perhaps 
best known is that of Waxtacr’ from the year 1876. He proposed »three great 
continental subregions» cutting off from the Ethiopian region the land to the north 

of Sahara,’ which was laid to the Palearctic region. These three subregions were: 

l:o the East African, which principally included »the open pasture lands of interior 
tropical Africas® — — — — — >with a hot and dry climate and characterised by 

a grassy vegetation interspersed with patches of forest»; 2:0 the West African » being 

almost wholly dense forests where not cleared by man, and having the hot moist 

? Geographical Distribution of Animals. Vol. I p. 251. 
* This proceeding is of course artificial and arbitrary. As far as the mammals are concerned at least, 

North Africa is (or has been) a border-land which has received contingencies as well from the Palearctic as from 
Ethiopian regions and its fauna is mixed containing still elements from both, but probably the Ethiopian ele- 
ments formerly have been more numerous than they are in the present time. 

5 Or all the open country of tropical Africa south of Sahara» — — (I. ec. p. 258). 
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uniform climate, and perennial luxuriance of vegetation» — — —; 3:0 the South 

African to which belonged the »extra-tropical» southern portion of the continent. 

The boundary-lines need not to be quoted, they have of course had to be altered, 

because at the time when WALLACE wrote this the knowledge of the interior of Africa 

was, as he points out himself, imperfect. 

The chief interest with this division is that WALLACE on the base of as well 

physical as biological conditions forms the East- and West African subregions, the 
»extra-tropical» has subsequently proved less important. HEILPRIN divided’ also 

>the Ethiopian Realm» in three subregions which he named the »East-Centrai Afri- 

can», the »West African» and the »Saharan». The first of these included also South 

Africa, and the last, the northern desert country, the fauna of which »with almost 

insensible gradations, merges into the fauna of the Mediterranean transition tract». 
LyDEKKER prefers HEILPRIN’s subdivision but adds that Somaliland probably 

ought to be regarded as a separate subregion. 

In a book entitled »The Geography of Mammals» W. L. and P. L. ScuarEr 

in the year 1899 used a zoogegraphical subdivision of the Ethiopian continent which 

is intermediate between Wa Luace’s and HEILPRIN’s systems. They have l:o >the 

West African subregion, including the great equatorial forest of Central Africa con- 

tained in the basins of the western rivers, from the Senegal to the Congo inclusive>; 

2:0 »the Cape subregion including all Africa south of the watershed of the Congo 

on the West and of the Tana on the East coast»; 3:0 »the Saharan subregion, 

consisting (if we exclude the Abyssinian plateau) chiefly of desert, or at any rate 

of a comparalively dry country, including the Sahara, Eastern Africa as far south 
as the Tana river, and Southern Arabia.» 

In this division as well due regard is taken to the physical and biological 
conditions of the three subregions. The characteristic features of the landscape of 

these subregions are just those three original types of African landscape which have 

been mentioned above viz. forest, steppe, and thornbush resp. desert. 

It appears also evident that certain faunistic elements are more or less strictly 
bound to one or the other of these types of landscape. But not all mammals by 

far are so dependent on the environment. Many strong or adaptive mammals may 

occur in two, and some even in all three of these kinds of landscape. Steppe and 

thornbush are, however, more alike than either with the forest, and the faunas of 

the two former have therefore a greater number of elements in common than either 

of them have with the forest. 

The three geographical subregions as defined by the Messrs. ScLATER are, 

however, not homogenous. There are forests outside the »West African subregion», 

there is open country outside the »Cape Subregion», and so on. These outlying 

portions of landscape, otherwise typical to anoter zoogeographical subregion, must, 
however, be taken in possession by some kind of animals to which they offer suitable 
conditions of life (whether this primarily or secondarily is the case). Now it depends 

‘ The Geographical and geological Distribution of Animals. Eded. 1894. 
* Die geograph. Verbreitung u. geolog. Entwickelung der Saugetiere 1897. 
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upon the situation of this outlying portion of landscape if it is, or has been acces- 

sible to animals from the subregion where this kind of landscape is the dominating 

type or not. In the former case the faunistic elements of the proper kind wander 
in (or have done so), in the latter it remains uninhabited until some animals from 
the surrounding country have been able to adapt themselves to the life in such a 
landscape. For instance there are tracts of forest in East Africa within ScLarmr’s 
»Cape subregion», which offer as well from a physical as a biological point of view 

similar conditions of life to mammals as a corresponding portion of forest in the 

West African genuine forest subregion. If such a forest in East Africa has been 
accessible to some West African forest mammals these have, of course, extended 

their distribution to that district, notwithstanding that it lies outside the regular and 
continuous area of distribution for West African forest mammals. Some of the latter 

have also been able to reach further and to occupy more isolated spots than other 

less endowed species... Many examples of such a distribution haye become known 
during these last years, and some of them will be mentioned later on. 

If on the contrary a tract of forest in East Africa is and has been so com- 

pletely isolated from the West African forest region that no inhabitants of the latter 
can or could reach the former its fauna must be recruited by members of the sur- 

rounding real East African fauna which then had to adapt themselves to live in this 
forest. Thus a true East African forest fauna can originate. 

It is also evident that some East African forests have such a situation that 

their fauna is partly of West African origin, partly endemic. As will be shown 
further below the forests of Kenia form such a district with a mixed fauna and even 
Kilimanjaro has certain western elements. 

The knowledge about the African fauna has made great progress during the 

last 10—15 years. The relation between the fauna of the West African subregion 
and that of the other subregions has therefore in many respects been found to be 

different and the boundarylines of several genera and species have been drawn up 

quite differently to what was known and done at the time when »the Geography of 
Mammals» was written. As an instance of this the following mammals may be men- 

tioned. They were at that time believed to be exclusively West African but have 
later been found outside this subregion. A Potto (Perodictius ibeanus) has been 

described by Tuomas from Kakamega Forest near Elgon, British East Africa. The 
genus Nandinia reaches even Kilimanjaro, Uhehe, Nyasa etc. 

On the other hand it was also stated in the work quoted that »the West 

African Region is further characterized by the absence of the following families, well 
represented in other parts of Africa: Orycteropide (Aard-vark), Giraffide (Giraffes) » 

— — — — Since that time have, however, been described Orycteropus hausanus 
from Togo, D. erikssoni from Kongo, and O. leptodon from Cameroon; and further 

Giraffa camelopardalis peralta from Nigeria and G. c. congoensis from Katanga, Kongo. 
By this are of course not the differences between the West African forest subregion 

‘ About another possible explanation for the occurrence of certain forest mammals in East Africa conf, 
below. 
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and the others abolished, but the facts mentioned form another of the numerous 

proofs that many members of the typical fauna of a subregion extend into other 

subregions as well, if suitable conditions of life in accessible districts are 

offered to them. On this depends the distribution. 
Since »the Geography of Mammals» appeared also several important discoveries 

of new mammals characteristic of the West African forest region have been made.' 

The one which created most interest was probably the Okapi, but it is also striking 

that the first specimen of a new genus Hylochoerus which evidently is a typical 

forest mammal was obtained at Mau, British East Africa, outside of the West African 

forest region, although later on it was proved that members of this genus live in 

the Kongo forest, in Cameroon and so on. 

Before an investigation is made whether any West African mammals have been 

obtained by this expedition in British East Africa the discussion about the two 

other subregions of ScLaTpeR’s system ought to be continued. The »Cape Subregion» 

as defined above includes Watutacer’s South African and the southern half of his 
East African subregion. It was undoubtedly a step in the right direction to unite 

these two subregions as they have proved to be more similar with regard to their 

faunas than was known when WALLACE wrote his book on geographical distribution, 

but it is more uncertain whether the limitation towards the north of ScLATER’s 

»Cape subregion» is successfully chosen. The name is certainly not very characteris- 

tic. It is true that »Cape» or South Africa has a certain number of endemic mam- 

malian genera as for instance Cynictis, Suricata, Petromys, Bathyergus, Pelea etc. 

and probably is Chrysochloris still more typical for South Africa, although some of 

its species reach much further north. There are also some endemic species like 
Hyena brunnea, Equus zebra a. 0. but they have near relatives further north. Very 

little of the fauna belonging to ScLaTER’s »Cape Subregion» can be supposed to 

have its origin in South Africa, or even to be especially characteristic for that 
country. Not a few of the genera enumerated by SciatTerR as typical for this »sub- 

region» extend according to what we know now beyond its proposed northern boun- 
daryline for instance A’pyceros, Pachyuromys, Myoscalops, Proteles, Otocyon, Rhyncho- 

cyon and Myosorex. 

The »Saharan Subregion» according to SciaTer’s definition appears to be arti- 
ficial. Its easternmost portion, Somaliland with its borderlands form a zoogeogra- 

phical centre of its own with several endemic mammals, for instance not less than 

three genera of antelopes, Ammodorcas, Lithocranius and Dorcatragus to which might 
be added Strepsiceros imberbis, further the rodents Heterocephalus, Fornarina and Pec- 

tinator. In Somaliland is the centre for the genus Rhynchotragus as well. There live 
also the aberrant Grévy’s Zebra and the Somali Ass in addition to several other 

endemic species of genera with a wider distribution. But these characteristic mem- 

bers of the Somali fauna do not extend their distribution westwards through Sudan 

‘ But at that time 1899, there were already several typical West African mammals known which are 
not mentioned, as f. i, Idiurus, Zenkerella, Limacomys ete., and in addition to these genera a very great num- 
ber of species. 
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and Sahara where the animal life is different, and in some respects more similar to 

that of East Africa, at the same time as endemic forms are to be found there. 

The Somali district is, however, as fully entitled to be regarded as an inde- 

pendent zoogeographical district as South Africa, but both show great affinities with 

East Africa. 
It appears therefore better to accept also for the mammals the same system 

for the zoogeographical subdivision of the Ethiopian continent as Rrtcumnow has 

used for the birds in his great work »die Végel Afrikas».' The author quoted divides 

Africa in a Western forest region and an Eastern Southern steppe region. This 

system is, of course, in the same way as its forerunners based on the biological con- 
ditions which are the results of the topographical, meteorologial and climatological 

factors which have made the forest dominating in one, steppe (and thornbush) in 
another part of the continent. These two main regions are afterwards subdivided 

in a number of smaller zoogeographical provinces and these constitute, so to say, 

smaller zoogeographical centres, or in some cases transition tracts with a mixed fauna. 

There is evidently no sharp boundary lines between these minor provinces, some of 

which will be mentioned below, and not even always or in every respect between the 

main regions. This can the less be the case as the types of landscape and the upon 

the same depending biological conditions are not completely uniform. There are 

thus to be found broad open tracts of land within the forest region, and patches of 

forest scattered in the steppe region with the consequences with regard to the fauna 

which have been set forth above. 
It must also in this connection be remembered that the occurrence of the dif- 

ferent species of mammals in different localities of Africa in the present time is not 

only the result of the present possibilities for distribution to this or that loca- 
lity, but it is in many cases depending upon the possibility to survive which 
the locality in question has been able to offer certain animals. Paleontological facts 

indicate that the ancestors of a great number of the present Ethiopian mammals 

have invaded the continent from the northeast and east during the Miocene and 

Pliocene. It is also wellknown that several mammals which now inhabit Western 
Africa have their nearest relatives in the Oriental region. For instance: 

Perodictius Nycticebus 

Poiana Linsanga 

Nandinia Paradoxurus 
Dorcatherium ete. Tragulus ete. 

The ancestors of the, in present time, West African mammals which invaded 

the continent from the northeast must thus evidently have passed through the coun- 
try which is termed East Africa nowadays, and for some time lived there. If such 
mammals still should be represented in East Africa, these representatives may perhaps 

1 Berlin 1900—1901. 

K. Sv. Vet. Akad. Handl. Band 48. N:o 5. 4 
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in some instances be the remnants of such an invasion which have been able to 

survive in suitable localities. In other cases they may have come secondarily from 

the west. Considering the great desiccation which large tracts of Africa have been 

subjected to within the historic time or even up to the present time, — one need only 

to think about the gradual disappearance of Lake Ngami and the diminution of 

Lake Tsad — it appears quite possible, or even probable that East Africa for- 

merly has not suffered so much from drought as it does now. But if the climate 

has been somewhat more moist and the annual rainfall greater, the forests certainly 

would have extended and covered a greater area. This would have again, in a high 

degree, facilitated as well the survival of forest animals as even their distribution 

over a wider area than now. 
The minor subdivisions of the Western forest region according to R&rtcHENOW 

do not need to be repeated all here. It is sufficient for our purpose to mention 

the most eastern of them which may be called the Central Lake district. It extends 

over the countries round Albert Nyanza, Albert Edward Nyanza, and Lake Kiwu, 

the districts round Victoria Nyanza with the exception of its southern and south- 

eastern shores, and finally the countries bordering the northern part of Lake 

Tanganyika. 
Among the provinces of the Eastern Southern steppe region may be mentioned 

the »Northeastern» extending southward to Shoa and westward to Lake Tsad; the 

»Somali-Witu» district southwards to Tana river; »>German East Africa» southwards 

to Rufiji; thence come the »Nyasa» »Zambese» and »South African» districts, ete. 
To indicate the distribution of the animals collected or observed by this expe- 

dition the following letters have been used above. 

A = ranging all over the Ethiopian region. 
At = widely distributed across tropical Africa. 

E — East Africa s. str. that is German East Africa and the southern parts of 

British East Africa. 
Ea = all over, or at least over the greater part of the Eastern Southern steppe 

region. 

Eni = East Africa southwards to Nyasa land. 

Ez = East Africa southwards to Zambesi district. 

Es = East Africa to South Africa. 

Eno = East Africa and northwards beyond Somaliland. 

S = Somali district southwards to Tana. 
Se = Somalidistrict southwards to Kilimanjaro. 

Sno = Somalidistrict and northwards. 
W = West African forest region. 

We = Central Lake district of Western forest region. 
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These letters are used in two different columns to express partly the distribu- 

tion of the species with subspecies or closely allied forms, and partly that of the 
genus or subgenus. It is clear that such an attempt to denote the geographical 
distribution of some animals with some letters must be only approximate partly be- 
cause the distribution of the animals is irregular and partly because our knowledge 

in this matter still is very incomplete. I think, however, that this method in spite 

of its deficiency may facilitate a general survey of the matter. 

In the first table (p. 7) those 35 mammals are enumerated which have been 
found in cultivated land. These are of comparatively little interest from a zoogeo- 
graphical point of view. The greatest number of them is East African, at least as 
subspecies. Some few are widely distributed. But there are also some which extend 
into the Central Lake district of the Western forest region, viz. Crocidura fumosa, 
Genetta stuhlmanni, Dendromys insignis, Leggada triton and Lophuromus aquilus. All 

of these are, however, really to be regarded as more or less forest animals and they 

have also been obtained by this expedition in the forests as well (conf. table p. 20, 21). 

They have, however, remained and found suitable conditions of life even since the 

natives have cleared away the forest to give place for their shambas. In the Kikuyu 

and Meru countries the shambas as a rule are made, or have been made, on forest 

land, even if they in the present time sometimes are rather far from the forest. 

Arvicanthis pulchellus massaicus which mostly lives among bush is not a forest loving 

animal but extends westwards to Ruwenzori and perhaps beyond. The genera of 
these mammals have almost all a wide distribution only one (Zelotomys) is endemic 
and one (T'achyoryctes) chiefly northeastern. 

On steppe land about 54 different mammals have been observed or collected 

(conf. the table p. 10, 11). The exact number cannot be stated because in some instances 

it could not be ascertained to which subspecies an observed animal belonged. Some 
of these have been observed as well on the Athi plains as on the northern acacia- 

steppe south of Guaso Nyiri but as the time which could be spent at both localities 
was very short the list of small mammals especially is not complete. It might, 
however, be expected that the most common and characteristic mammals are included. 
Epomophorus wahlbergi is probably not to be regarded as a steppe mammal, although 
it was found hanging in bushes on the acacia steppe at Luazomela but a forest of 
tall acacias and other trees was not far off. On the other hand probably some of 
the small mammals from the list of those observed in the cultivated region could 
have been added. The greatest number or about 32 of these species or subspecies 
belong to East Africa in a stricter sense, but 3 of them have near relatives in the 

whole or the greater part of the Eastern Southern steppe region. Four have near 
relatives ranging to South Africa. The Buffalo for instance is very closely related 

to the typical Cape Buffalo, Saccostomus mearnsi is related to S. mashone, Pedetes 
surdaster to P. cafer, and the Zebra to the southern zebras of the burchelli group. 
Two others have their near relatives not further south than in the Nyasa district 

(Otomys angoniensis elassodon and Sylvisorex sorelloides). Three have their relatives 

further northeast being subspecies of Abyssinian mammals (Tachyoryctes splendens 
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ibeanus, Arvicanthis abyssinicus nairobe and Cephalophus abyssinicus hindei). ‘Three 

have been marked E(S) because they themselves live on the verge of the Somali 

district but have their relatives in East Africa. Seven species can be counted to the 

Somali fauna and they are all from the Guaso Nyiri district. Four carnivores and 

the Rhinoceros are practically distributed over the whole Eastern Southern steppe 

region even if the last does not extend to the northwestern parts of that region. 
Canis adustus goes as well west as south but not further north. Lavia and the 

Baboons of the anubis-group range across tropical Africa. 

The genera have mostly a wide range. One northeastern genus Xerws, and a 

Somali genus, Lithocranius, live in the Guaso Nyiri district and one genus from the 

Athi plains, Zelotomys, is endemic, while T’achyoryctes may be termed northeastern. 

As a general result of this discussion can be said that the fauna of the Athi 

plains is typically East African s. str., but that some members of the Somalifauna 

cross to the acaciasteppe on the southern side of Guaso Nyiri. 

The list of the thornbush mammals (conf. the table p. 17, 18) from the northern 

side of Guaso Nyiri comprises about 40 species. Among these 3 viz. Nycteris hispida, 

the Leopard and Hippopotamus are found in the whole Ethiopian region and 2 viz. 

the Blackbacked Jackal and the Rhinoceros in the whole Eastern Southern steppe 
region except the northwest. Grants Zebra with southern affinities is only a rare 

guest on the northern bank of Guaso Nyiri in this part of the country. The Buf- 
falo as well probably does not extend further north. The Waterbuck and the Impala 

are represented by separate geographic races here near their northern boundary line 
and they do not reach the genuine Somaliland. The Tumbili monkey and Pattersons 

Eland may be regarded as East African near their northern frontier as well. Papio 

anubis furax being described from the Baringo district, and Hrinaceus hindei from 

the central parts of British East Africa may be counted to the East African fauna 

but they have their nearest relatives further north resp. Papio a. doguera and Hrina- 

ceus albiventris. The remaining lot, or about 26 species, may be counted to the 

Somali fauna, even if the Elephant Shrew, the Striped Hyena and the Porcupine 
only are subspecies of East African species, and some like the Gerenuk extend south- 

wards a little further than the others. Several of the mammals found here form 

separate subspecies of the species found in northern or central Someliland, but on 

the whole the fauna can be said to be a real Somali fauna. Even if it is to some 

degree modified and has representatives of its own it is quite of Somali type. 
The genera have mostly a wide range but Xeruws is northeastern, and Litho- 

cranius and Heterocephalus are characteristic of the Somali district. 

The mammals (conf. table p. 20,21) obtained or observed by this expedition in 

the forests at the four different localities mentioned are not very numerous as they 

only amount to 32. Of these the Baboon is not a real forest animal, although it 

takes its refuge to the forest and thus was observed there. The Leopard has a very 

wide range. Arvicanthis pumilio diminutus extends southwards to Matabele land, and 

Crocidura turba to Nyasa land. The Bongo and the Black Forest Hog evidently 

represent animals which typically belong to the Western forest region. Even if they 
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ean be distinguished from their near allies living in the Congo forest and further 
West, they must be regarded as members of the same fauna, and it is therefore of 
great interest to have stated their occurrence as far as to the northeastern slopes of 
Kenia. Their ancestors have arrived in Africa from the northeast, but if they them- 
selves have developed and remained in their present habitat while the other members 

of the same invasion were pressed further westward, or if they secondarily have 
arrived there again from the West cannot be decided before the geological develop- 

ment and age of the former voleano Kenia has become definitely known. 
Not less than nine of these forest animals enumerated in this list have also 

been found in the Central Lake district of the Western forest region, and a tenth, 

Mungos sanguineus orestes, is said by its describer to be most nearly related to a 

subspecies M. s. proteus living on Ruwenzori. The two long-tailed forest rats, Hpi- 

mys jacksoni and EF, dennia, have decidedly western affinities as they are most closely 

related to the West African ZH. alleni and to E£. carillus from northern Angola thus 

both members of the fauna of the Western forest region. In a similar way Leggada 

triton is allied with the Western L. musculoides. 
The remainder of the lot is at least in their quality as subspecies East African 

s. str. Although this proves that the majority of these forest animals have become 

differentiated to subspecies, or even species in East Africa s. str., it does not follow 

that they all are exclusively of East African origin. Some of them have relatives in 

other parts of Africa as well. The genera to which these endemic forms belong have 

mostly a wide distribution. Some of them range all over the Ethiopian region. Lophiomys 

extends from East Africa s. str. chiefly northeastwards, and Nesotragus southwards 

but the latter is also related to the genera Hylarnus and Neotragus of West Africa. 

Colobus, Heliosciurus, Cricetomys and Lophuromys are represented as well to the east 

as to the west of the Kenia district, but do not reach to South Africa. The occur- 

rence of their members is thus chiefly bound to the tropical forests of Africa. In 

any case, whether the members of these latter genera are regarded as western or not, 

the fauna of Kenia shows a decided affinity with the fauna of the Western forest- 

region. 

Kenia and Kilimanjaro present certain analogies in many respects. Both of 
them are old extinguished volcanoes which rise from the hot plains at their feet to 
such a height that their tops are capped with perpetual snow, while their slopes are 
covered with the luxuriant growth of the tropical forest. It is thus only natural 
that their faunas shall offer several analogies as well. The number of identical 

species is not so great. They have been isolated too long for that, but in such cases 

_when the species are not identical there are others present as substitutes and fill the 
place that otherwise would have been empty. The following list is meant to give 

a review of this even if additions might be made. 
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Kenia district Kilimanjaro 

White-tailed Guereza. . -..+-++.-s Colobus abyssinicus kikuyuensis C. a. caudatus | 

»Kima» Monkey ...-.-..-+ +++ + +| Cercopithecus kolbi C. albogularis kibonotensis | 

»Komba» Lemur. ...-..-...- +. +| Galago (Otolemur) kikuyuensis GQ. (O.) panganiensis 

Dusky Shrew ....-.-.....-+ «| Crocidura fumosa & turba C. fumosa & monax | 

Porest ‘Squirrel ©. 2.9. 2). Ses Heliosciurus keniae H. undulatus | 

| Scrub Squirrel . - - =i = be si ) ~ | anamenus gacksons P. ganana (aruscensis) | 

Otomys Rat. . . os ow «os @ s-» | Otomye: trroratus elgonis O. divinorum | 

Troe, Mause Scucmie - tear Be Oe Dendromys insignis D. nigrifrons 

Longtailed Forest Rats... ... . . .| Bpimys jacksoni & dennice | B. jacksoni 

Pigmy Mouse ..... - - 2 « « « » «| Leggada triton | L. triton murilla 

Striped Rat ............ . | Arvicanthis pulchellus massaicus | A. pulchellus ardens | 

Wourstriped (Rat 1. 7.0 fei Gos es | A. pumilio diminutus A. pumilio | 

Tree Hyrax .....-...-.+ +. + +.) Procavia (Dendrohyrax) crawshayi P. (D.) valida 

Elephant ...... - ++... . . «| Hlephas africanus peeli | BE. afr. subsp. 

IBuship ig saucna konret sai msenis? cake Ee | Potamocherus cheropotamus kenice P. ch. demonis 

| Red Forest Duiker. ......-. +...) Cephalophus harveyi kenie | C. harveyi 

| Suni Antelope. ........ +. . .| Nesotragus moschatus | N. moschatus 

The most important difference between the faunas of Kenia and Kilimanjaro 

is that the Bongo and the Black Forest Hog do not extend into the latter district. 

Of less importance is perhaps the absence there of Genetta stuhlmanni which, however, 

belongs to the Central Lake district. Mandinia on the other hand is lacking on 

Kenia as far as is known for the present. If the little known Cephalophus spadix 
of Kilimanjaro ist most nearly allied to the West African C. niger as TRUE has said, 

it is another hint about the affinity with the Western forest fauna. It does not 

seem impossible, however, that such an animal or a related form might be found in 
the thick forests on Kenia as well, although not yet known. 

As a summary of the discussion above may be concluded that in the district 

on the Eastern and Northeastern sides of Kenia three different faunas meet and partly 
intermingle viz. 1° the forest fauna of the mountain itself which shows several im- 

portant western affinities, 2° the fauna of the steppe country which is a typical East 

African fauna s. str., and 3° the fauna of the thornbush which north of Guaso Nyiri 
is an almost pure Somali fauna. 

There are thus three different types of faunas bound each to its own type of 
landscape (conf. above). 

In the cultivated region, which mostly has been conquered from the forest, 
remains of the forest fauna meet invaders from the bushsteppe, and in some degree — 

this is also the case in the xerophilous thin forests at the edge of the steppe. 

In the district between Guaso Nyiri river in the north, and Tana river in the 

south many members of the Somali fauna and the East-African fauna s. str. meet. 

The former which preeminently is bound to the thornbush extends with some of its 

members still further south along the strips of thornbush in some instances all the 

way to the northern side of Kilimanjaro. 
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In the following systematic part the mammals collected by this expedition are 
enumerated with some notes about their occurrence and on their habits as far as any 
observations in this respect could be made. Too much work prevented me, however, 

from making a more thorough study of the biology which otherwise would have been 

of great interest to me, but I could not sacrifice much time on such problems. 
In some cases I think that most probably the mammal quoted is only of sub- 

specific rank, but when I have not had the opportunity of forming myself an opinion 

about its relation to other forms I have used only binomials, although trinomials 

perhaps will prove better when more material has been studied. The law of priority 
has been followed except in one case, which will be mentioned below, because the 

confusion resulting from an alteration of this old well known name would be too great.! 
With regard to the correct determination of some specimens I have had the 

pleasure of consulting colleagues at other museums which is gratefully acknowledged 
here and especially mentioned in each case below. 

Primates. 

Cercopithecide. 

Colobus abyssinicus kikuyuensis n. subsp. 

In the forests near Escarpment station I had the opportunity of collecting the 
six specimens of Guerezas to which I was entitled by my license. I had believed 

that the true Colobus caudatus should be met with at the locality mentioned, because 
that species has been recorded from Kenia, thus not very far from Escarpment. 
When I had shot the first pair, however, they appeared to me rather small and 

their tail-tufts were only little developed, whereas the black at the root of the tail 

had a broader extension than in the true C. caudatus from Kilimanjaro. The same 

observation was made on the following specimens obtained, and when I finally found 

that a small young was not white as that of the Kilimanjaro Guereza, it appeared evident 

that the Escarpment forests were the home of a separate race of Guerezas. This 
was also born out by a closer examination of the material at home, when the relative 
characteristics of the fur were supported by cranial measurements. 

The new subspecies may be characterized in the following way: A Guereza 

closely related to C. abyssinicus caudatus Tuomas but smaller with the white tuft of 

the tail shorter and less developed, measuring to the tips of the hair 44 em. in a 
rather old male, about 33 cm. in a young adult male and about 39 in the best 
female. The black of the upper side of the tail which terminally is more or less 
mixed with white extends in these three specimens resp. 27, 24, and 24 cm. from 
the root of the tail. The greatest length of single hairs in the tuft of the old male 
is about 18—19 cm. and much shorter in the other specimens. The hair of the 

‘TI omit to change this name, for the present at least, because many prominent zoologists are agreed 
about the desirability of fixing certain old wellknown names to avoid confusion in spite of the priority law. 
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white mantle attain in the old male a maximum length at the shoulders of about 

28—29 cm. and in the sacral region about 40 cm. In the female the same measu- 

rements are resp. about 23, and 25—26 cm. 

The most striking exterior difference 

between the Escarpment Guereza and 

that of Kilimanjaro is the difference in 

the development of the tail-tuft which 

in the latter is 15 to 30 cm. longer. This 

depends partly upon the fact that the 

tail-tuft begins where the white hair of 

the tail begin, and the black basal por- 

tion being longer in C. a. kikuyuensis 

causes the beginning of the tail-tuft to 

be removed further distally. But the 

Kilimanjaro Guereza has also longer hair 

in the tuft and at least often a longer 

tail (without hair), although its length 

is variable. Another difference lies there- 

in that the hair of the black region of 
the tail in most cases is basally white 

in C. a. caudatus but in C. a. kikuyuensis 

it is as a rule entirely black or grey, 

although I have seen it whitish in one 

specimen. 

The young of C. a. kikuyuensis (Fig. 1) 

is entirely different from that of C. a. cau- 

datus which latter is white with a trans- 

verse triangular black patch on the head 

above the eyebrow. stripe, and with 

blackish legs. A young Colobus from the 

forest at Escarpment exactly of the same 

size as the one from Kilimanjaro described 

above viz. about 23 em. from the root 

of the tail to the vertex of the head in 

a straight line, and with the tail meas- 

uring about 24 cm. has almost the colours 

of the adult (conf. fig. 1). The white mane is 

not developed but foreshadowed by longer 

hair in the place where the mane shall 

be developed later. These longer hair are, however, mixed black and white, In the 

sacral region white hair with dusky tips predominate. The back is not pure black 

Fig. 1. Young of Colobus abyssinicus kikuyuensis. g k 

' These measurements may be compared with the corresponding ones of C. a. caudatus communicated 
by Camerano Ricerche int. al Colobus occidentalis Rocursr., p. 15 (11 Ruwenzori, Rel. scient.). 
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as in the adult because greyish white hairs are mixed with the black. The same is 

the case with the upper portion of the tighs. Other parts are coloured as in the 

adult. 

Colobus abyssinicus . . | 
ie < Colobus abyssinicus caudatus 
kikyuensis 

=a 4 

o'(old) | Qad. | o@ old co ad. | @ ad. 

Condylobasal length . 1... 6: sss +e: Pe ae Ome are 101 mm | 95 mm. | 111 mm. | 110 mm. | 93 

Basicranial Me ORR SNS. OR ee oe 92 » 86 » 99 » 100 / 83,5 » 

(EEE Gt SN BRERA ee a Re és, elle , 89 » 101 102 88,5 » 

Zygomatic breadth ........ dR tal Be iach Sail ke maine iv ® | .ou » 89» 92,5 75,5 

PPMCOMMECINCGMESW. aie ces ts res) She tee aes ee eel es 56 59» 62 65 » 61» 

PBHD ORLORDIUARE WIGGLE Date aes ets el et .| 43,5 » 50» 46 43,5 » 44» | 

Least interorbital width below the nasal bump........... 11,7 » D2 @eyl IAD ts LBW si (IA) 2 ' 

Breadth across middle of orbits ...... TO COE ae Oe 67,5 » 67» 78,5 76,5 » 66.5 

BET ODT HEAtS SUMO et cls aig sce) le eh sf use t 2. Sw eee 53» 48 » | 68 » 57» | 52 | 

PETS CANING LOLDEGE OL KI) «(6 ws os wie tes 6 8 el ee 41» 37,3 » | 44 » 44 » 40 

maneth Of upper molar Series... ss 8 is ms Hae Sas | 32 » 31} 34» 33,3 >» | 32,6 » 

Breadth of snout across last premoJar .... +. ++. +e ees 36 » | 33,4 > 39,2 » 38,8 » | 34,5 » 

Distance from ovcviput to middle of superciliary ridge... ... . 78,5 » 78,3 » 88 » 88,3 » 77,3 » 

The measurements above prove that the males of the Kilimanjaro Guereza 

have considerable larger skulls in every respect than the Escarpment Guereza. The 
difference between the female skulls is, however, less apparent, and some dimensions 

may even be larger in the Escarpment Guereza. That female animals of two geo- 

graphic races are rather similar while the males are very different is a common 

occurrence. That the Kilimanjaro Guereza belongs to a larger race is among other 

things indicated by the teeth being, even in the females, larger than those of the 

Escarpment animals. In the former the ridge above the orbits (the eyebrow-ridge) is 
less prominent and situated lower down when compared with the vertex of the skull 

than in the latter. The profile contour of the Escarpment Guereza (Pl. I, fig. 1) is 
therefore much more evenly sloping than in the larger race. This difference is well 

visible in the females as well. 
The forest inhabited by the new race of Guereza is partly not very thick, but 

the undergrowth consisting of tall herbs, bushes and small trees is very thick in such 

places where the big trees stand a little apart. In the early morning the males 
were heard producing the same humming or buzzing noise (something like »brrm 
brrrm» long continued) as has been described for other Guerezas. When in compa- 
ratively low trees this monkey hastens to escape, but in high trees it often thinks 

itself safe, and it can hardly be termed very shy. For a person who has a little 

time to spare it is easy to shoot the 6 specimens which are permitted by the shooting 

license, and this number is far too great to afford sufficient protection for the spe- 

cies, if it should become fashionable among sportsmen to secure their full allowance 

of Guerezas in the Escarpment forests. 
K. Sv. Vet. Akad. Hand]. Band 48. N:o 5. 5 
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If a Guereza remains motionless, hidden among the branches, foliage or lichens in 

a high tree it may be difficult to see just as every other object under similar cireum- 
stances, even if it is coloured differently... But as soon as the Guereza moves, or if 

it is not directly hidden it is very easily seen. When I now have had a little per- 

sonal experience in this matter it is difficult for me to believe in the protective 
colouration of this animal at least in such surroundings as those in which I have 

seen it. 

When passing through the primeval forest on Kenia I saw Guerezas twice, 

once at a long distance when looking over the tops of the trees in a valley an early 

morning at sunrise, and another time at less distance, but as I was not able to 

secure any specimen I cannot say from my own experience whether it is more like 

the Kilimanjaro race than this race, or not, but OLDFIELD THomas has stated (Proc. 

Zool. Soe. London 1900, p. 174) that there is no difference between specimens from the 

western slopes of Kenia (8,000—10,000 feet altitude) and specimens from Kilimanjaro. 

Cercopithecus* kolbi Nrum. 

Pocock: Proc. Zool. Soc. 1907 p. 703. 

This is the common »Kima» of the forests of Brit. Kast Africa. I collected a 

good series of both sexes in different ages as well in the forests round Nairobi (f. i. 

at Mc Naughtons farm, and Sandback Baker’s »The Homestead») as at Escarpment 
station which appears to be the type locality of the species.* It was also observed 

in the big forest on the slopes of Kenia even at an altitude of 2,700 m. where bam- 
boo thickets are interspersed in the regular woods. It was common in a forest near 

Meru boma. One specimen of the same kind was also shot in a grove of big aca- 
cias at upper Luazomela river, but this place appears to be outside its regular haunts 

because the Kima is evidently a forest loving animal. It is, however, found as well. 

in the xerophilous forest edging to the steppe as all through the primeval forest 

up to the bamboo. It occurred usually in small bands about half a dozen or a dozen 
in number but old males were often seen single. In the forenoon they were some- 

times observed resting on a branch of some big tree, or even basking in the sun 
on a branch or on a fallen tree. As a rule, however, they occurred in the thick 

forest, and fled with great speed at the approach of the hunter, jumping from tree 
to tree. Sometimes they took refuge to a very high tree and felt safe there hiding 

behind the branches or among the foliage. 

‘ In similar cases it is just as difficult, if not more, to see a »Kima», or a »Tumbili» (conf. below) 
than a »Mbega» (= Guereza). 

“Tt has recently been proved that the proper name of this genus ought to be Lasiopyga if a strict 
priority should rule. As such a change would create great confusion I cannot for the present See eu: this ELitor’s 
proposal especially as Cercopithecus should not be rejected bat moved to Midas. 

* Conf. Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1902 p. 144. 
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Among the differences between this species and C. albotorquatus, NeuMANN' 
mentions the »red anal region» of the latter. In consequence of this Pocock’ states 

that in skins from »the Kedong» Escarpment» (probable the same as the present 

Escarpment railroad station), and such from Boromo »a considerable quantity of 

brownish red hair» is to be found at the sides of the ischial callosities, while in spe- 

cimens from Nairobi this is less well developed. Pocock appears therefore to be in 
doubt whether »more than one species is here involved». The present material 

appears to throw light on this question. In four fine old males from the forest at 

Escarpment station the red of the ischial and anal regions is absent except in the 
specimen with the shortest canines and smallest skull which thus may be assumed 
to be the youngest, although it is fully adult. In a younger female from the same 

locality the red is well developed in the region mentioned. The same is the case 
with all the specimens from Nairobi, although it is least abundant in the two oldest 

females, and best developed in a quite young animal in which the first molar has 

not yet appeared. In this latter the red hair of the anal region extend even to 
the root of the tail. To judge from these facts the presence of red hair in the 

anal and ischial regions of this species evidently is a juvenile charasteristic which, 

more or less completely, is lost during the ontogenetic development when the animals 

reach full maturity or old age. This accounts for the seeming irregularity in its 

development. There is also very little probability that two allied species of Cercopi- 

thecus should live the one at Escarpment and on Kenia, and the other in the forests 
near Nairobi. 

There is a great difference in size between males and females of this species. 
This may be seen from the following measurements: 

| | } 

| Greatest Basicranial | Condylobasal 
length length | length 

| 

PIRI SOU MOREOIENE © step. <6) eee nee Ae eR 8 116 mm. 88,5 mm. / 95,5 mm. 

lie SP NEDO! YB A MOLD, APL OIM pitts oe 1 dao 3 [hes g 
5 ail, » MMs, tno oc em atl) ssi 114 » 82,0» 92,0 » 
en Ce Ct UPC whats! of SAStist. fei etait teste what ate: gk | 99 » 70,8 » Lond Zs 

4 » foros SEA are berinn:% Sa Anche any § Lh O8i ats Hy 20,0 | 77,0 » 
| 2 ; » a Ae ee as eae ak 97 >» | 680 » | 764 

DoLiMAN has named a female specimen from Nairobi Cercopithecus kolbi nubi- 

lus.° This is said to be distinguished by its »much duller colour of the dorsal sur- 

face lighter under parts, and less conspicuous white collar». All these characteristics 
are rather variable. I have in this collection specimens from Nairobi which are just 
as bright in their colours as specimens from Escarpment and Kenia which, however, 

as living at a higher altitude have a somewhat thicker and longer fur. Some of the 

1 Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1902 Vol. IL pl. 1 p. 144. 
2 Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1907 p. 703. 
5 Ann, & Mag. Nat, Hist. Ser. 8, Vol, V. 1910 p. 202, 
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specimens from Nairobi are even more reddish on the back than some of the speci- 
mens from Escarpment, for instance. The under parts have about the same colour. 
The white collar is just as well developed in good specimens from Nairobi as in 

specimens of corresponding age and sex from Escarpment, and the difference in the 

length of the fur is not so great as it will appear from Dotiman’s description. Good 

females from Nairobi have the hair on the middle of the back averaging from 45 to 
55 mm., and in females from Escarpment it is not much longer. In male specimens 
the fur is somewhat longer in both localities. 

That much is admitted that there may be seen a certain difference in the 

length and thickness of the fur between specimens of this species obtained at Nai- 

robi (5300 feet above the sea level), and such from Escarpment (about 8,000 feet 

above the sea), or from Kenia at high altitudes. But this difference is not of spe- 

cific, subspecifie or racial importance because all three localities belong practically 

to the same group of forests, and there are all kinds of intermediate localities where 

all degrees of intermediate development of the fur can be found in direct corre- 
spondence to the climatic conditions at every different place." It is even quite pro- 

bable that such a little difference in density and length of the fur may change 
individually. If for instance a specimen moved from the forests on the lower slopes 

to a higher altitude with a cooler climate this same individual would without doubt 

develop a thicker fur. This is only in accordance with the well known fact, that 

an animal, for instance an antelope of some kind, transferred from Africa to some 

zoological Garden in Europe will in the latter place develop a thicker fur. 

Specimens from the forests at Meru boma are similar to those from Nairobi 

of corresponding sex and age. 

I have not seen any specimens in which the ear tufts have been banded as 
shall be the case in the subspecies hindei described by Pocock from »Tutha in the 

Kenia district, 8000 ft. altitude.»’ This altitude is about the same as that of the 

Escarpment. 

From the »Kima» of Kilimanjaro which I have described* under the name 

Cercopithecus albogularis kibonotensis this species is easily distinguished by several 

characteristics. Above all the white of the throat is much less extended in the Kili- 

manjaro Monkey, in which it does not reach so far down on the neck, and still less 

up on the sides of the neck. Its hindlegs are much blacker than in C. kolbi in which 

latter they are speckled so that their general colour appears to be dark grey. The 

' In this case the different climatic conditions and their results on the animals stand in connection with 
differences in vertical distribution. But quite analogous things can be found in certain countries for instance 
our own, as results of different horizontal distribution. Take a Squirrel or a Fox caught in January in Scania, 
and compare it with a corresponding specimen caught in Upland at the same time of the year, and the diffe- 
rence in fur will be greater even than between the Nairobi and Kenia monkeys, but nobody regards them as 
belonging to different races as all intermediate conditions are to be found. If the comparison is extended to 
animals from Lapland the result will be still more striking. 

* Proc. Zool. Soc. 1897 p. 704. 

$’ Mammals: in Wiss. Ergebn. Schw. Zool. Exp. Kilimandjaro Meru 1905—1906 yon Y. SJisrepr. 
Upsala 1908. 
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white ear tufts of C. kolbi are also an easily recognized characteristic. The two spe- 

cies evidently substitute each other in their different areas of distribution. 

Cercopithecus pygerythrus' luteus (ELi07). 
a 

C. centralis luteus Extior Smithson, Mise. Coll. Vol. 56, no 7 Washington 1910. 

The specimens which I refer to this race were collected partly at Kanyakeni 

situated one days march south of Meru boma (3 specimens) °*/1, at the latter place 
(1 specimen) *%/s, and at Guaso Nyiri below Chanler Falls (1 specimen) °/s 1911. 

These specimens are similar inter se, and I think they ought to be regarded as iden- 
tical with Etiior’s monkey from »Wambugu, southwest of Mount Kenia», although 

my localities are on the northeastern side of that mountain, and although the distin- 
guishing characteristics are not so sharply developed as in ELLioT’s type specimens. 

The author quoted says that the monkey which he has given the subspecific 
name luteus is »somewhat similar to C. c. Johnstoni, from the south of Mount Kili- 

manjaro but differs altogether in its buff underparts and inner side of limbs», the 

corresponding parts of Johnstoni being »grayish white». 

In my specimens the »buffish» of the under parts is well developed only in 

one of the specimens from Kanyakeni in the interbrachial portion of the breast. In 

the others the »buffish» is only represented as a slight tinge of the white which is 

best seen by direct comparison with Kilimanjaro specimens. Such a direct comparison 
also proves that the specimens of the Kenia district are more brightly ochraceous 
buff on the upper parts, and this colour extends further backwards than in the spe- 
cimens from Kilimanjaro. Thus the hair on the upper parts af the hind legs, and 
on the basal parts of the tail are partly ringed with this colour in the former, while 
the corresponding parts in the latter are almost entirely grey without any buff rings. 

The type specimens of Exxiot’s Monkey are said to have »feet iron grey». 
This is, however, probably to be regarded as a juvenile (or perhaps feminine) cha- 

racteristic, as only one of my specimens a young female from Guaso Nyiri has grey 

feet. The others being adult males have black feet. 
As EL ttot’s specimens were »young adults, females» the following dimensions 

of adult male skulls may be of value: 

Total length. . .. . . .105 mm. 109 mm. °109 mm. 

Occipito-nasal length . . . . 85 » 88» 90 > 
Basicranial > eh oo ae > 73,5 75 

Zygomatic width .... . 69 » 70 > 72,5 
Length of upper molar series . 24,5 » 25 24,5 

The scrotum is in the living specimens beautifully turquoise-blue. Since the 
above was written Hotiister has described*® a Monkey from the south side of Lake 

? Conf. Casrera: Specif. Names of cert. Primates. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 8 Vol. VI p. 617. 
* Smitson. Mise. Coll. Vol. 59 n:o 3 Washington 1912. 
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Naivasha, British East Africa, under the name of Lasiopyga pygerythra callida. As 

this race is said to have »less yellow in coloration of back» it can hardly need 

further comparison with the present specimens. The feet are said to be black even 
in the young specimens. 

This monkey is the »Tumbili» of British East Africa. In its habits it is entire- 

ly different from the Kima. The Tumbili does not live in thick forest but belongs 
to more open ground. It is seen in the thornbush as well as on the acacia steppe 
and runs much on the ground, sometimes rather far from any trees. The thin forest 

belts which often fringes the East African rivers appears to be the regular home of 

the Tumbili and to them they return and take refuge in the highest trees if any 
danger threatens them. 

Sometimes they appear to have certain routes which they know of and use 

when they seek safety. At Guaso Nyiri below Chanler Falls I had once seen a band 
of Tumbilis run down from the thornbush to the trees at the river side, but when 

I came there they had disappeared. A few days later I observed them almost in 

the same place again, and I ran as quickly as possible with my gunbearers to inter- 

cept them. It appeared almost certain that we should succeed because there were 
only a few trees on our side of the river. When we came nearer, however, I saw 

the last of the Tumbilis take a flying leap from a tree on a small island to the 

opposite side, and thence they continued to travel with great speed along the river 

on the opposite side. An examination of the conditions revealed how the Tumbilis 
had reached safety. A tree had fallen from the north bank and lay across a branch 

of the river forming a bridge to the western end of a small narrow island. At the 

eastern end of the same a big tree leaned over towards the southern side so that 

from its crown the monkeys could make a long leap and get hold of the branches 

of a tree on the southern side. This accounted for the mysterious disappearance 

the first time, and explained also why the Tumbilis ran down to the river at the 

same place the second time. This was evidently a, to them, well known route which 

they had used before. Only a young female which remained on the island, possibly 

not daring to make the Jast long leap across the southern branch of the river, could 

be added to the collections. The Tumbilis occurred usually in small flocks but 

several times single Tumbilis were seen in the interior of the thornbush, sometimes 
far from any other water than that in the holes dug by the Rendiles, as at Njoro 
and Thera, in otherwise dry riverbeds. 

1 Honuister has recently (Smithson. Misc. coll. Vol. 56 N:o 2. Washington 1910, p. 11) described a 
monkey of the pafas-group from Brit. E. Africa under the name of Erythrocebus whitei. The type locality of 
this species is »Nzoia River, Guas Negishu Plateau». Marscutm described 1905 a monkey from Ikoma and 
belonging to this group under the name of EH. bawmstarki. Although I have not myself seen any red monkey 
during my expedition to Brit. E. Africa I think it worth mentioning that I heard stated by Dr. Wausn that he 
had shot a red monkey which according to the description must have been a member of the patas-group. This 
happened not far from Ulu station of the Uganda railroad in April 1911. Dr. W. observed it running at a 
long distance and shot at it believing it to be a Cheetah, and he confessed to be very astonished to see this 
strange-looking animal when he had killed it. The occurrence of a monkey of this group as far south-east as 
Ulu appears rather interesting, but as I have not seen the specimen I cannot tell whether it belongs to any of 
the species mentioned above, . 
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At Meru boma I succeeded in shooting a fine male Tumbili just as it intended 

to make a raid in a shamba with Pennisetum. 

Papio anubis subsp.? 

(Conf. Anpersson: Zool. of Egypt. Mammalia p. 34.) 

Dark Baboons of the anubis-group were seen by me for the first time at Me 

Naugktons farm not far from Nairobi, where they were said to do much damage in 

the farm, and especially destroy the crop of sweet potatoes and potatoes. 
Similar Baboons were also common around Escarpment station where the Kikuy- 

us complained of their ravages in the shambas. In both these places they occurred 

in herds which took their refuge to thick bush and forest as soon as they suspected 

any danger. The angry bark of the old males warned the herd to continue the flight. 

Now and then a big male was seen at some safe distance ascend a small tree or a 

stump to look round, but they always jumped down and ran away in good time. 

They avoided very carefully to come within range for the shotgun which was the 
only weapon I had with me then. They are also very tenacious of life, and although a 

fullgrown male was shot full in the chest with SSG at either of these localities mentio- 
ned both dragged themselves away in the bushes and were lost. On account of this 

bad luck I cannot dare to say anything more about the Baboons of Nairobi and 

Esearpment except that they certainly belong to this group of the genus, as was 

proved by the general darkness of their fur, by their black faces, and purplish brown 
colour of the naked parts around the callosities which details | observed with full 

certainty with my field glass. It is, however, quite possible or even probable, that 

they belong to the same race as the Baboons of the Guaso Nyiri district, described 
below. 

Papio anubis furax (ELvio7). 

fiuor: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 8. Vol. 20 p. 499. 

In the work »Zoology of Egypt», Mammalia, ANpERSON has proved that the 

oldest specific name given to a blackfaced, dark »green» Baboon with purple-brown 

eallosities is anubis Fiscuer 1830. Of this group a number of so called species have 

been described, but at least a part of these are only comparatively slight modifica- 
tions of the anubis-type and do not deserve, according to my opinion, to be regarded 

as possessing higher rank than that of geographic subspecies. This is also the case with 

some Baboons which I shot in the thornbush north of Guaso Nyiri. In their general 

colouration some of them agree quite well with ANDERSON’s plate (op. cit. Pl. IV) 

of Papio anubis from Abyssinia = Papio doguera Pucueran. The skulls of my spe- 

cimens are, however, smaller than the skulls of Abyssinian Baboons according to the 
measurements recorded by ANDERSON (I. c. p. 40). They agree with regard to their 
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size better with the specimens described from Baringo and Nandi by Ettior under 

the name of P. furax. But strange to say there are to be seen among the skulls 

from Guaso Nyiri not only such differences which can be explained as due to indi- 

vidual variation but also others which appear to be of more importance. The diffe- 

rences between the skulls of different ages are fully shown by the dimensions of the 

skulls a and 6 as recorded in the accompanying table of measurements. These two 

specimens (Pl. I fig. 4 & Pl. II figs. 1 & 2) were shot in the same place and out of 

the same herd on the north bank of Guaso Nyiri some distance below Chanler Falls. 

Specimen a is a very old male (Pl. II fig. 1) with the canines worn off to the same 

level as the other teeth which al] of them are strongly worn, and the lower incisors 

have even disappeared. Specimen 0 is a fully adult male (PI. I fig. 4, Pl. II fig. 2) 

in its prime of life. Its formidable canines are about 40 mm., and the molars are 

very little worn but the incisors somewhat more. It is evident that the differences 

between skulls a and 6 are due to age, and a comparison of their dimensions reveals 

the differences which are connected with increasing age. 

Specimen c is a rather old male (Pl. I figs 2 & 3) with incisors as well as mo- 

lars strongly worn. The canines are also worn down to a length of about 33 mm. 
Specimen c is intermediate in age between a and 6, and thus if a dimension in c is 

intermediate between the corresponding ones of a and 6, this is evidently a dimen- 

sion which alters with increasing age. A fine example of this is the distance between 

the last molar and the posterior border of the paiate. But there are other dimen- 

sions of this skull ¢ which are not intermediate between those of a and b, nor similar 

to either of them, and the differences thus exhibited by skull c appear to be of more 
importance than the others. 

These differences in dimensions indicate that specimen c has a shorter muzzle 

so that the distance from the mesial point of the superciliary ridge to the lip of 
the premaxillary is considerably shorter than in specimens a and b. The nasals (if 

measured in a straight line) are also shorter in the former than in the two latter (conf. 

the table). The shortness of these measurements is, however, partly due to the fact 
that the orbits are more abruptly raised in c (Pl. I fig. 3) than in a and b (Pl. I 

fig. 4) and the facial surface of the orbital walls forms almost a right angle to 

the flat upper surface of the muzzle in c, while the same angle is somewhat more 

obtuse, and the profile on a level with the orbits more slanting backwards in a 

and b. But the muzzle is really shorter in ¢ than in a and b as is proved by com- 

paring the respective distances from the middie of the lower border of the orbit to 
the tip of the nasals (conf. the table). Skull ¢ is also considerably broader across 
the orbits than skulls @ and 6. This is due to the great breadth of the facial sur- 

face of the outer walls of the orbits in c, because the inside distance between the 

lateral walls of the orbits is even a little shorter than in a and 6. 

Although these cranial differences are not very great, they appear to be of 
importance, especially as they are supported by differences in the colouration of the 

fur as well. Specimens ¢ and d which were shot on the north bank of Guaso Nyiri 

above Chanler Falls and only about one, or one and a half days march to the east 
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of the crossing of the Marsabit-road, are decidedly more brown and less ochraceous 

than specimens a and b. 
Specimens ¢ and d agree nearly with regard to their colour with Extiot’s de- 

scription of P. furax from Baringo and Nandi. The general colour tends to seal brown 

and the rings of the hair are decidedly paler than in the other specimens. The tail 

appears to be rather short, about 44 em. (without hair) in the male. 
It must nevertheless be admitted that the difference is not very great, at most 

of subspecific value, and, perhaps, I should not have been inclined to go even so 
far if not other members of the fauna as well had proved to be different above 

and below Chanler Falls. There are thus different races of Rhynchotragus and Procavia 

(Heterohyrax) in the corresponding two localities (conf. below). 

There ought also to be said a few words in explanation of the degradation of 

P. furax to a subspecies. This has been done, because some of the cranial characte- 
ristics especially enumerated by Exrior have been proved by the present material 
to be variable. Exiior says that the rostrum is »broader» in furax than in doguera. 
This measurement increases considerably with age and is 7'/2 mm. larger in a than 

in 6, although even the latter is fully adult, and both hail from the same herd. It 
is true that these specimens are not real P. furax but very near relatives and stand- 

ing, as will be seen later on, between that race and doguera, and then the same 

laws for changes with age may refer to furaz as well. The distance between the 

last molar and the posterior border of the palate is also very much increased with 

age as can be seen from the table of measurements. The pit on the side of the 
upper jaw is very different in the specimens a and b being much more pronounced 

in the latter which proves that this is not a specific character. The zygomatic width 
is often rather variable and apt to increase with age when the musculature is more 

powerfully developed. 
Considering all these facts I think it is most suitable to regard furax only as 

a geographic subspecies of P. anubis. 

N. of Guaso Nyiri 

Chanler Falls 

below | above 

ao | b. oS . d. 2 

| very old ad. ad. | semiad. | 

RIMMER is aria ie she, 6 (te) < ¢ 48 Savy Git © he BAe | 211 mm. | 201 mm | 201,5 mm. 152 mm. 

Odeipitonabel length! 8. Se | 1695 » | 161 » | 160 » 120 > | 
a i ene ee en ere | 147» | 142 >» 46 > 6 | 106 >| 
oa A). 1 AT) a ocx iawn coat “ain te oh 1215 > | 5 » 1 94 | 
Palatal length (inside between median incisors). .......-.- 93.» 83 88 >» 62 » 

UMMREIRCDEMSTIONSG Ga ees Bac» oe Me wig wd use BE 6 oa $6.» «|  » 83 73 

Pe A a es eo 68 » | 654 53 | 52 » 

Interorbital width ........ Bes a Oe gee , IZ.49 10 » | wh > | 11,4 » 

PePRLGKE Ce TEMES ee cee a hi bp tee Ghee ye we wD p yore 72 » 64 > 41 » | 

K. Sv. Vet. Akad. Handl. Band 48, N:o 5. 6 
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———— — ———— — — — 

| | N. of Guaso Nyiri 
| | Chanler Falls 

| below above 

| A ty has ad d. 9 
| | very old ad. ad. | semiad. 

| Length of upper molar series. - - . +--+ + + +e ee es - » -| 48,5 mm. 52,7 mm. 48 mm. 47 mm. 

Width of snout across first premolar ......+.+-+.+.. 54 » | 61 » 51 » 40 » 

| Length of lower molar series. --. .- - 5 SR AES ier iS LS eS) 61 » 61 » i) 

Distance from mesial point of superciliary ridge to tip of pre- | 

maxillary ts) cos Wee eee hanes 202 A HS «A188 » | 128 » 119 » 83» 

Distance betwen outer brims of the orbital walls at the middle of | 

| theatorbit« «adi. cubboin ross tametiaxse ae cia owe 87 » 86 of wel OB Zieewm 70 » 

| Distance from middle of lower border of orbit to tip of nasals .| 65 » | 64 » 58 » 36 > 

Distance between last molar and posterior border of palate . . . 30 » 14 | 23 » | — 

Width of palate between last molars. ......+.+.. - Se eo : 24,7 » 28,5 » 24 » 

| Width of the flat area of the muzzle halfway between orbits and | 

tips of nasals + . ss. 2.5... Sh APNE. ORR SRP ME SRR An Pie » 7,0) P| MILLS ts — 

| Breadth of facial surface of the lateral wall of the orbit at the | 

mid@leyat thesOtbibis. sme enmey deeb anne SO Sire | auld ets api luabe teal delilas _ 

Papio anubis doguera PucnErAn. 

Anperson: Zoology of Egypt, Mammalia, Pl. TV & VII. 

The Abyssinian member of the anubis-group of Baboons was called doguera by 

PucHERAN' and the whole description was: »major, brunneo olivaceus; manibus antlicis 

nigro irroratis.»> Later authors have added to this description. Matscu1e determined 
certain Baboons in the museums in Munich and Frankfort’ to be Papio doguera, 

and ANpERSON published soon afterwards in »Zoology of Egypt, Mammalia» a fine 
coloured plate of the Munich specimen and figures of the skull, as well as numerous 

cranial measurements.’ Thanks to this it is possible to conceive a clear opinion about 
this Baboon. 

The specimens termed in the above table of measurements a and b, and, as is 

already mentioned, shot at Guaso Nyiri below Chanler Falls resemble very closely 

with regard to their colour ANDpRSON’s plate quoted. The older is even more ochra- 

ceous yellow than the younger and thus more unlike P. a. furaz. Length of the 

hair on the back above the shoulders 10 ‘/z—13 em., further back above the hind- 

quarters 4—5 cm. 

In general proportions the skulls of my two specimens (PI. I fig. 4, Pl. IT fig. 
1 & 2) also resemble the figures in ANDERSON’s work of the skull of the Munich 

specimen regarded as P. doguera, especially if regard is paid to the fact that this 

' Rey. et Mag. Zool. 1856. p. 96. 
* Sitz.-ber. Ges. Naturf. Fr. Berlin 1898. p. 80. 
$ L. c. Pl. IV & VU, and p. 40. 
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skull is about intermediate in age between the two skulls of this collection. But if 

the measurements recorded on the accompanying table above are directly compared 

with those in ANpERSON’s table of measurements (1. c. p. 40, specimens | and 4) it 

will be seen that the former as a rule are somewhat smaller. If due regard is paid 
to the changes which are connected with increasing age (conf. above) this difference 

in size appears to indicate among other things a somewhat shorter snout and less 
width of the facial parts in. the specimens from Guaso Nyiri. It is not excluded 

that such differences are due to individual variation as the material for comparison 
is not great and I have therefore used the same subspecific name for my specimens 
as for the Abyssinian representatives of the anubis-group. 

These Baboons lived in numerous herds in the thornbush country north of 
Guaso Nyiri. Sometimes they inhabited high and steep rocks and had their strong- 

hold among gigantic blocks to which they took their refuge when danger threatened. 

In other places they fled into the dense thornbush in similar cases. In localities 
where there were no rocks suitable as night quarters the Baboons used to ascend 
some of the trees growing near the river and sleep in them, and it seemed as if the 

same trees were used night after night. The reason why a tree is selected for night 
quarter is evidently because it affords protection against attacks from Leopards. If 

a man aproached the tree the Baboons bounded to the ground and ran into the thick 

bush as quick as possible. This happened even if it was so late at night that the 
sun had set, as I observed myself once when it was so dark that I could not see 

to aim and shoot. Before they ascended the tree for the night they used to drink 

their fill in the river. I found that the Baboons in the thornbush north of Guaso 
Nyiri fed largely on a fruit which had a plum-like appearance. Their ventricles 
were filled with masticated bits of such »plums» and the cheek pouches contained 
intact fruits of the same kind. They were green, of the size of an olive and con- 
tained a stone like that of a plum. It was, however, no plum as the leaves of the 

bush which I saw once or twice in early development (otherwise the branches were 

naked) were pinnate. When not fully ripe it had a very strongly adstringent taste 
but in fully ripe condition it had a sweetish and not unpleasantly aromatic flavor, 

something reminding about italian vermouth. 

Prosimie. 

Nycticebide. 

Galago (Otolemur) kikuyuensis LOnnprrc, 

LoynperG: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 8 Vol. IX p. 64. 

In the year 1905 Marscute’ characterised the groups or subgenera within 
the genus Galago typically represented by G. agisymbanus, viz. Ololemur, and by G. 

! Sitz.-ber. Ges. Naturf. Freunde Berlin 1905, p, 277. 
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garnetti, viz. Otogale, in the following way: In Otolemur the orbit is much broader 
than the distance between the gnathion and the anterior margin of foramen infra- 
orbitale. In Otogale these distances are about equal. In Otolemur the nasals are at 
least as long as the distance between the gnathion and the anterior brim of the 

orbit, in Otogale shorter. In Otolemur the ears are shorter, in Otogale longer than the 
hands. In Otolemur the ears are much shorter than two thirds the length of the 
head, in Otogale about equal to this latter dimension. 

According to this definition the subgenus Otolemur included at the time men- 

tioned the following species: O. agisymbanus, lasiotis, panganiensis, and badius, while 

Otogale embraced O. garnetti, crassicaudatus, monteiroi, and kirki. 

The present species is evidently a member of the subgenus Otolemur the dia- 

meter of the orbit measuring 17 mm. while the distance between the gnathion and 

the anterior margin of foramen infraorbitale is 14,5 mm. The length of the nasals is 

19 mm. while the length of the preorbital portion of the skull is 18,3 mm. The ears 

are short and naked. General colour (Pl. IV fig. 1) of the upper parts pale greyish 

brown, somewhat darker on head and upper neck, outside of limbs more chamois. 

Throat and lower side of neck pale with an ochre yellow tinge or similar to »maize 

yellow» n:o 2 according to »Répertoire de couleurs>. Inside of fore limbs and under 

parts of body dirty white, inside of hind limbs more brownish. Hands and feet dark 

brown inclining to blackish. Tail rather dark brown above, gradually darkening to 

blackish brown towards the distal third, pale snuff brown on the lower side. The 

fur on the back very soft, 23—25 mm. dark slate-coloured for the greater part with 

broad subterminal rings similar to »chamois» n:o 1 (Répert. de coul.) and with dark 

brown tips which in the majority of the hair is short, but in the longer hair are 
longer than the chamois-coloured rings. 

Total length about 62 cm. Tail about equal to head and body in length. 

Greatest length of skull. . . . . . 61 mm. 

Basicranial length. 2). 0.9: 0. . . 490% 

Greatest zygomatic breadth . . . . 41 » 

Palatal length). weit id Wd. 1 eed 

Length of upper molar series. . . . 19,5 » 

These skull measurements agree closely with those recorded by Euuior for a 

species described by him under the name Galago hindei.' This species which has 
been collected at Kitui, Athi River, Brit. East Africa, must, however, in other respects 

differ rather widely from the one now described. The total length of G. hindei is 

said to be about 57,5 cm., and the tail is indicated to be 37 cm. It must thus have 

a very short body, only about 207/2 em., and it is certainly much shorter than the 

tail which is stated to be »very long», »almost white (»above pale wood brown, 

beneath whitish»). The hands of G. hindei are also said to be »like head» viz. pale 
wood brown washed with darker brown. 

Otolemur panganiensis Marscuie from the Kilimanjaro district has the tail con- 
siderably longer than head and body and a much larger skull attaining a maximum 

‘ Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 7, Vol. XX 1907, p. 186. 
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length of 75 mm. and a basicranial length varying between 58 and 62,5 mm. 0. 
badius from Ugalla, German East Africa, is dark reddish brown. 0. lasiolis from 

Mombasa has hairy ears and white tail. O. agisymbanus from Zanzibar appears to be 
a smaller animal than the one now described with the length of body 20 '/s em., 

head 5 em., and tail 22 em., according to the original description’ by CoquereEt. 

The type specimen of Galago (Otolemur) kikuyuensis was shot in the forest near 

Escarpment station at an altitude said to be 8,000 feet, the 7 of Jan. 1910. It was 

an adult male. I found it in the evening when it had already become so dark that 
it only with difficwty could be seen against the sky. Although I tried to secure 

some more specimens walking through the forest in the evenings before and after 

sunset, I did not succeed. My gunbearer saw once a second specimen jump from a 

tree to another, and we heard the »Komba’s» chattering scream now and then in the 

evening, that was all. One night part of a Dendrohyrax which I had shot in the 

evening before but which remained hanging on a branch, was eaten, and my »boys» 

who brought it down in the morning said that it was the »Komba’s> work. 

Gallago gallarum Tomas. 

Tuomas; Ann, & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1901, Ser. 7, Vol. VIII, p. 27. 

This beautiful little Galago is not uncommon in the dry thornbush country 
north of Guaso Nyiri, and it may be seen astir and moving about in the bushes 

even in broad daylight. The first specimen was observed by the present author in 
the bushes bordering the dry bed of a small rivulet at Njoro **/2. It was not shy 
at all, but I had no shotgun and was just trying to stalk a Giraffe at that moment, 

so I had to leave it alone. About 3 weeks later when we were camping north of 
Guaso Nyiri below Chanler Falls I saw another specimen which jumped up from the 
lower branches of a bush to the top of the same where it stared at us. This spe- 

cimen was secured. The same day */s the negroes accompanying Mr. CUNNINGHAME 
stoned another specimen which also was preserved. The following day I found not 
less than 3 specimens in a horribly spiny acacia bush, in which they moved with 

great dexterity, although it appeared almost impossible to evade the sharp spines. 

Two were shot in the bush and the third on the ground where it tried to run away 

with long jumps. 
The description published by Tuomas (I. c.) corresponds almost in all details 

with my specimens. As I unfortunately have no access to RipGway’s nomenclature 

of colours I do not know exactly what his »ecru drab» is like. When my specimens 

were alive climbing and jumping in the bushes they gave the impression of being 

light grey with light ochre-yellow, or perhaps better honey-yellow hind legs. When 

made into skins the reddish fawn or vinaceous cinnamon below the tips of the hair 
shines through in some places and in others the black terminal rings of the hair form 

1 Rey. et Mag. de Zool. 2 Ser., T. XI Paris 1859, p. 459. 
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a blackish cloud. The tail darkens gradually from pale grey at the base to black 

at the end. In younger specimens the tail is more or less brown especially in its 
apical half, but it also will appear that the black in the outer part of the tail fades 

into brown before it is shed, for some specimens have new hair with fresh colour on 

the basal half of the tail and the old hair of the apical half more or less brown. 

The length of the tail varies in adult animals from 27 to 29/2 em. without 
hair, in the younger it is about 25. 

Total length of skull in an old male specimen with worn teeth 45 mm.; con- 
dylobasal length 39,3 mm.; basicranial length 34 mm.; zygomatic breadth of skull 

32,4 mm.; length of tooth row from front of canine to back of m* 15,4 mm; length 

of parietal suture 19 mm.; breadth of braincase 23,5 mm.; length of nasals mesially 

12,5 mm. 

The total length of the skull of a younger animal is 42,5 mm. but the tooth- 

row has, of course, the same length as in the old animal. 

G. gallarum is an easily recognized species as already pointed out by THomas. 

Since G. gallarum was described, DotuMan has named another Galago from Somali- 

land (»>Fafan 35 miles east of Harrar>) G. dunni.’ The latter has, however, a larger 

skull, and has no fawn or drab colour, 

Another more northern relative is Galago teng (SUNDEVALL). By mistake the 
type locality of this species is said to be: »Mombasa, Taita>, in TrRouESSART’s 
»Catalogus Mammalium»>. SuNDEVALL writes about this: »Habitat in Sennaar et 

Kordofan, circa Bahr el Abiad», and these words are quoted directly from the col- 

lector himself Dr. HEDENBORG. 

A direct comparison between a male skull of G. gallarum of this collection and 
the skull of the male type specimen of G. teng proves the latter to be rather more 

slenderly built. G. teng has the posterior half of the nasals narrowed (but a little 
widened again at the end), and the cavities on the sides of the snout more pro- 
nounced than in G. gallarum. The least interorbital breadth is only 5,2 mm. in G. 

teng, while the same measurement is 6,2 mm. in G. gallarum. The latter has more 

outstanding orbits, and much heavier and broader zygomatic arches already in young 

specimens. On the other hand the tooth row is about 1 mm. longer in Galago teng. 

Galago teng has no drab or fawn colour in its fur and resembles in this respect 

G. dunni. Another resemblance between these two is the shape of the nasals as 

described above for G. teng and by Dotiman for G. dunni. It appears thus pro- 
bable that G. dunni may be a subspecies of G. teng. 

1 Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1910 Ser. 8, Vol. V p. 92. 
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Chiroptera. 

Pteropodida. 

Epomophorus wahlbergi SuNprva.v. 

K. Anpensen: Cat, Chiropt. B. M. 1912, p. 526. 

This Fruit-eating Bat was only observed once viz. at the upper Luazomela river 
where it flows down to the acaciasteppe one days march north of Meru boma. A 

small scolony» consisting of a male and three females were found hanging in a large 
bush with yellow flowers in a grove of big yellow-barked acacias. They were picked 

down with the specimen gun, and two of the females carried young, measuring about 
6 cm. from vertex of head to vent the 20 of March 1911. 

This species appears to be distributed from South Africa to East Africa as far 

north as to Mount Kenia. The present locality is thus, as far as is known, its nor- 
thern limit. Since this was written I have had the pleasure of receiving a paper ' 

from G. M. ALLEN in which he records »#. newmanni» from a locality probably very 
near the one where I collected mine. 

Nycteridex. 

Lavia frons frons (Grorrroy) and L. f. affinis Anpersen & WrovucntTon. 

Anpersen & Wroventon: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 7, Vol. 19, 1907, p. 138. 

A single male was shot in a patch of thornbush at Lekiundu river, just south 

of Guaso Nyiri */2 1911. This specimen has a cranial length of 25,8 mm. and the 

length of the upper tooth row is 9,5 mm. To judge from the measurements of these 
parts quoted by ANDERSEN and WrovuaGurTon (I. ¢. p. 139) this specimen should 

belong to the larger race Lavia frons frons (GEOFFROY). 

North of Guaso Nyiri below Chanler Falls I shot a pair of this kind of bats 
in the thornbush '°/s 1911. The upper tooth rows of these two specimens measure 
only 8,7 and 8,8 mm. resp. This should according to the authors quoted indicate that 
these specimens belong to the northern smaller race Lavia frons affinis ANDERSEN 

WroveutTon. The length of the forearm in the female is 56 mm. thus a measure- 

ment which can be found in both races. In the male the corresponding bones have 
been broken by the shot. The size of the ear of the specimens from the northern 
and southern sides of Guaso Nyiri is also different being smaller in the former. The 
dimensions of the different phalanges of the fingers etc. are also smaller in the spe- 
cimens from the northern side of Guaso Nyiri than in the one from Lekiundu. 
Although it is difficult to pass a definite judgement on so little material, it appears 

1G. M. Auten: Bats from British East Africa. Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool. Vol. LIV N:o 9, p. 322. 
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probable that the small northern race extends southwards to Guaso Nyiri and in 
that region meets the Jarger southern race, perhaps both blend together there. 

This bat is found hanging in the leafless bushes, quite exposed to the sun-rays 

as it seems, and flies away when one approaches finding its way quite well in broad 

daylight. The wings of the flying bat appear rather rich yellow and the body light 
greyish blue. When shot and more closely examined the fluffy fur looks pale lead- 
grey with a rather strong greenish tinge. The wings of the dead animal discolour 

goon. 

Nycteris hispida (ScuREBER). 

Dorson: Cat. of Chiroptera B. M. p. 162. 

A specimen of this kind was caught at Njoro, north of Guaso Nyiri in the 

thornbush country **/2 1911. It appeared to be common there and was seen flying 
at sunrise and sundown among the palms fringing a dry river bed. 

On the acacia steppe on the southern side of Guaso Nyiri small Bats were seen 

flying after dusk but as I could not secure any specimens I do not know which 

species they represented but refer to G. M. ALLEN’s paper quoted above in which 

several Bats from the same district are mentioned. 

Insectivora. 

Erinaceida. 

Erinaceus hindei Tnomas. 

Tromas: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1910 Ser. 8, Vol. V. 

Remains of Hedgehogs in the shape of the dry skin of their bodies were a 
very common thing in the thornbush north of Guaso Nyiri, but I did not see any 

living specimens. They were probably sleeping over the dry season. The skins 
found were undoubtedly remains of such specimens which had killed and eaten by 
some foe, either Jackals, or perhaps more probably Bubo lacteus. 

As it was impossible to determine such remains without a rich material for 

comparison I took the liberty of sending a specimen to British Museum, and had 

the pleasure of receiving a reply from Mr. G. DoLtuMAN, in which he informed me 

that it was quite similar to Hrinaceus hindei Tuomas. This species was originally 

described from Kitui and Machakos but afterwards also collected at Guaso Nyiri. 
It is according to THomas »closely allied to H. albiventris» of northern Africa. 
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Macroscelide. 

Elephantulus pulcher rendilis n. sp. 

The specimens of »Jumping Shrews» collected north of Guaso Nyiri in the 

thornbush appear to be closely related to EL. pulcher Tuomas.’ The small differences 
will be discussed further below. 

To judge from the locality and considering other components of the fauna of 

the thornbush I almost expected to meet there some of the somewhat more northern 
forms, but the following comparison with the descriptions prove this to be excluded, 
even if there is a great affinity to some of them. JZ. boranus* Tuomas differs in 

having »basal halves of belly-hairs dark slaty; line of demarcation indistinct». In 
the present specimens the hairs of the lower side of the body are entirely white, 
although towards the sides near the line of demarcation grey, and finally slaty, basal 
parts appear, but even there not by far extending half way up the hair; the line of 

demarcation is sharp. 2. boranus is also apparently more richly coloured above as 

THoMAs speaks about its back being »a deeper chestnut» — — —. 

The Abyssinian 2. peasei THomas® is larger than the present specimens (»hind 

foot s. u. 35»; »>Greatest length of skull 38») and »the bases of the hair everywhere 

slaty grey», and the white of the lower surface not sharply defined. 
E. somalicus Tuomas‘ is said to be similar to 2. peasei but paler in colour. 

In this respect as well as in the somewhat smaller dimensions it appears to approach 
my specimens, but the slaty bases of the belly-hairs give a distinguishing characte- 

ristic. 
E. dundasi DottMan® from Lake Baringo has also slate grey bases to the belly- 

hairs, rather longer nasals and longer upper tooth-row. 

E. pheus Hetier® from Sotik has »hair every where dark slate at base». Its 

skull appears to be longer but its upper tooth-row comparatively shorter than in my 

specimens. 
BE. revoili Hurnr’ from Somaliland appears to have larger hind foot (40 mm.), 

and longer tooth-row (20 mm) in addition to its different colour, 
BE. delicatus DottMan® quite recently described from »Orr Valley, Mt. Nyiro», 

is said te have »underparts white, hairs almost white to roots, the extreme bases of 

the hairs alone being greyish». In this respect the race mentioned resembles my spe- 

cimens more than the others do. But ZL. delicatus has a longer skull (37 mm.), longer 

nasals (15 mm.), longer palate etc. 

Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 6. Vol. XIII p. 69. 
Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1900. p. 802. 
Ann. & Mag. Ser. 7 Vol. VIII. p. 154. 
L. c. p. 255. 
Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 8 Vol. V. 
Smithson. Misc. Coll. Washington 1910. Vol. 56 n:o 15 p. 8. 
Mission Revoil aux Pays Comalis, Faune et Flore. Mamm. 1882 p. 5. 
Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 8. Vol. VIII. 

K. Sv. Vet. Akad. Handl. Band. 48. N:o 5. 7 

enor ff 4’ WP 
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It is quite probable that several of these forms are closely related and only 

ought to be regarded as geographic races or subspecies. Considering my own speci- 

mens I think it most suitable to regard them as a subspecies of LH. pulcher with which 

they agree in the general pattern of eye-markings and dimensions of skull. The 

latter fact is fully proven by comparing the measurements of THomAs’ type-specimen, 

which was female, with the corresponding ones of a female skull in my collection 

(conf. below). 

General colour of back rather light brown, produced by buff thinly overlaid 

with black tips to the hairs. Sides of body much paler and more greyish, resembling 

»pale ecru» (Rép. des couleurs 66,4) with scattered black hair which hardly alter the 

colour. Behind the ears a buff-coloured patch without black. Forehead coloured 
like the back but a little paler and more greyish gradually merging into the pale 

yellowish grey of the sides of the snout. A narrow dark mesial streak extends along 

the proboscis where it is blackish, up on the back of the snout, where it is umber 

brown, but disappears before it reaches the level of the eye in the brownish of the 
forehead. A white ring round the eye extending backwards to below the ear. The 

postero-inferior mark, which interrupts the white ring, is fawn-coloured, in some spe- 

cimens a little mixed with black (»nearly black» in FE. pulcher). Sometimes this dark 

mark is continued all around the white eye-ring as a fawn-coloured band, sometimes 

this is less sharply pronounced. Below the postero-inferior dark eye-marking the 
colour of the flanks extends nearly to the gape. Lips, chin and the entire 

under side white with sharp line of demarcation. The hairs of the upper parts and 

flanks are dark slaty basally, but the white hairs of the lower parts are entirely 

white, except perhaps those nearest the line of demarcation toward the flanks (conf. 
above). Hands and feet white. Tail brown above, whitish below. 

g g 
Greatest length of skull . . . . 35,0 mm. 33,7 mm. 

Condyloincisive length . . . . 33,2 » 31,7 > 

Greatest breadth, ~. << = .. = 2 200 > 20,0 » 

Length of: masala.!) 0) © ndGue bes gets 12H» 

Interorbital-widthi (4) Si. es. Gea GEE 6,0 » 

Length of upper tooth row. . . 18, » 17,200 

Length of head and body about . 12,0 em. 

The maximum length of the tail is 13 cm. in a male, but in females it appears 

to be shorter, about 11 cm. Hind foot s. u. about 31,5 mm. in males, a little less 

in some females. The gland in the sternal region is well conspicuous. 

As can be seen from this description the most important differences between 
the typical FE. pulcher and my specimens is that the former has the bases of the 

hairs of the under surface grey and the »posterio-inferior interruption» of the white 

ring around the eye »nearly black». These differences are evidently only of subspe- 

cific value. Without access to material. I cannot say if or how many ‘of.the other 
races in the adjoining countries deserve the rank of species. It appears almost pro- 
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bable as mentioned above that at least some of them could be joined with others as 
subspecies. H&LLER says for instance about his species 2. phwus that it is »closely 

allied to pulcher>. 

I obtained 5 specimens of the race described above in the thornbush country 

north of Guaso Nyiri, partly not far from a waterplace called Thera, partly below 
Chanler Falls. These specimens were all of them secured with the shotgun while 
running through the bushes. In spite of their large eyes which give them the appea- 

rance of being nocturnal in habits, these animals are seen moving about in full day- 
light under a glaring sun. Only single specimens were seen. When scared they ran 
through the bushes to all appearance like a mouse, and I did not see them deserve 

the name »Jumping Shrew. They were not very shy and did as a rule not run very 
long each time. 

Soricide. 

Sylvisorex sorelloides LOnNzBERG. 

Loynperc: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 8 Vol. IX p. 67. 

This very interesting long-tailed Shrew was caught on the acacia-steppe near 

Itiolu river, a tributary to Guaso Nyiri from its southern side. With regard to its 
very long and almost rat-like tail and general proportions it appears to resemble S, 

sorella THomas* described from the Masuku Plateau, Nyasaland. It differs by this 
characteristic very markedly as well from S. lunaris Tuomas and S. granti THoMas 

from Ruwenzori, as from S. mundus OsGoop from Kijabe, which all have the tail 

shorter than, or at the most subequal with the length of head and body. 

The general colour above is dark brown (PI. ITI fig. 1). The fur is rather long 
(about 5 mm.) and soft but not very dense. It is dark plumbeous basally with long 

brown tips, something between »raw umber» (n:o 301) and »brownish drab» (n:o 302, 

Répert. de Coul.), somewhat paler more greyish on the flanks. The lower side is 

whitish by long white tips to the hair which are plumbeous grey basally. The line 

of demarcation between the colours of the upper and lower sides is not very sharply 
defined. Hands and feet very slender, hairy. Fingers whitish except the fifth and 
the lateral side of the fourth which are brown. The corresponding parts of the 
hands as well are whitish resp. brown. On the hind limbs only the two inner toes 
and the corresponding parts of the feet are light. The tail is very long and slender, 

quite murine in appearance, scaly and annelated, but at the same time covered with 

a great number of short hair, which, however, do not conceal the annulation. The 

tail is brown above and distinctly paler below. It has no longer bristles at all. 

The snout of the freshly caught animal was strikingly long and slender, almost 

cylindrical in shape and almost cleft at the end. The vibrisse are numerous. 

' Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1897 p. 930. 
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The lateral musk-glands are strongly developed and emit even in the dried 

state of the skin a quite strong odour of musk. 

Length of head and body of the dry specimen about 67 mm.; length of tail 

84 mm.; length of hindfoot resp. 15 mm. without, 16 mm. with claws. 

Condylo-incisive length of skull 18,4 mm. The greatest breadth of the skull 

cannot be ascertained because it is partly broken on the right side behind, but it is 
probably about 8 mm. Interorbital width 4,3 mm., palate length to gnathion 7,5 
mm., length of maxillary series of teeth 8 mm. 

The anterior incisors have the posterior cusp pointed but not very high, not 

reaching half the height of the anterior margin of the succeeding tooth. First uni- 
cuspid rather large and sharply pointed. The second unicuspid does not reach half 

the height of the first, and it is also a little lower than the third. The third overlaps 
the second so that, if the teeth are seen from the coronal surface, the latter tooth 

looks smaller than it really is. But if seen from the lateral side it shows its real 

dimensions better and proves to be as well much higher as even broader than the 
fourth. The latter is much the smallest in the series, and it does not reach more 

than half the height of the third unicuspid. 

The relative size of the second and fourth unicuspids as described above forms 
an important distinguishing characteristic from Sylvisorex sorella THomMAS with which 

this species, no doubt, is closely related. In S. sorella the second unicuspid evidently 
is much smaller than in the present species as it is said’ to be subequal with the 

fourth, and both are only »about half the height» of the third, while in the present 
species there is as much difference in height between the fourth and the second 

unicuspid as between the second and the third. 

The last upper molar of S. sorella is said to be of »squarish form». In this 

species it is more triangular than square in outline. 

The long-tailed Shrew from Liberia which Minter has named Myosorex muri- 
cauda,’ but which THomas placed in the genus Sylvisorex when creating this,* differs 

decidedly from the present species in having only 3 unicuspid teeth in the upper 

jaw, and in having no »trace of scales or annulation» on the tail. The latter organ 

is also shorter than in S. sorella and sorelloides. 

Crocidura martiensseni NruMANN. 

Neumann: Zool. Jahrb. Abth. Syst. Bd. 6, 1900 p. 544. 

A specimen of Giant Shrew was caught °**: 1911 in the Meru country not 
far outside the forests of north-eastern Kenia. The dimensions of this specimen are 

as follows viz. head and body (dry specimen) 136 mm., tail 89 mm., and hind feet 
about 23 mm. with claws, 21 without claws. These measurments agree rather 

' Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1897 p. 931. 
* Proc. Acad. Washington 1900. Vol. II p. 645. 
5 Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1904 Vol. II p. 190. 
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closely with N®uMANN’s short communication about Crocidura martiensseni from 
Usambara and Kilimanjaro. The same is also the case with the dark brown colour- 

ation. 
Neumann has, however, not given any cranial measurements of his type, and 

I have therefore written to Professor MAtrscuir and asked for information, and the 

result of his kind communication is recorded below for comparison with my specimen. 

ee Type according Kenia spec. YI ording to 
MATSCHIE. 

Condylo-incisive length . . . . 32,1 mm. 33,3 mm. 

Greatest breadth of skull . . . 13,2 >» 1332 > 

Interorbital breadth . ... . 65,9 >» 5,9 > 

Length of maxillary series of teeth 14,6 » 15,1 » 

Concerning the colour of C. martiensseni which NeuMANN shortly has stated 

to be »dunkelbraun» Marscuir kindly has communicated the following which is of 

value as it gives information for the future about the appearance of this Giant Shrew. 
»Cr. martiensseni ist auf der Oberseite gleich der Terre d’Ombrie bralée, umbra ge- 
brannt Taf. 304 n:o 2, und auf der Unterseite dunkelgrau, stark umbrabraun (Taf. 

304,1) iiberflogen. — — — Alle Haarspitzen der Unterseite, oder vielmehr die obere 
Hialfte jedes Haares, sind hell umbrabraun, die Wurzelhilfte grau.» 

This description suits my specimen quite well except that it is darker above, 
closer to darkest sample of burnt umber (Rép. de Couleurs) 304 n:o 4 than to 

n:o 2. This may, however, be of less importance. The Usambara specimen has 

also a little longer skull and dental series as can be seen from the measurements 

recorded above but other cranial dimensions are alike. For the present it is impos- 
sible to say whether these small discrepancies in colour and length of skull is of 

racial importance. I hardly believe that, and prefer to name my specimen as above. 
Crocidura flavescens nyanse NEUMANN (I. c. p. 544) is »dull cinnamon-coloured» 

and thus still paler. C. doriana appears also to be paler as Dopson' terms it »light 
reddish brown above» and it is also smaller. 

The lateral gland of my specimen is well developed and is situated nearer to the 
groin than to the axilla. 

Crocidura fumosa THoMas. 

Tuomas: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1904, Ser. 7 Vol. XIV p. 238. 

Specimens of the Dusky Shrew were collected at several localities as at Blue 
Post, Kagio, Embu boma, the native village Kanyakeni south of Meru boma, and at 

the latter place in the more or less cultivated country, but also in the lower forest- 

‘ Ann. Mus. Civico Genova 1887, Ser. 2:a, Vol. IV p. 565. 
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region on the eastern slopes of Kenia. It is thus perhaps the most common Shrew 
in the district mentioned. 

It has also been found on Kilimanjaro, and a subspecies is described by THomas 
from Ruwenzori. 

Crocidura turba DoLLMAN. 

Dotiman: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 8 Vol. V. p. 176. 

This Shrew was collected as well on the acacia steppe south of Guaso Nyiri 

and at Luazomela and Lekiundu rivers as on Kenia in the forest at an altitude of 
2450 m. It is thus a rather common species. DoLLMAN has kindly compared some 
of my specimens »with the type specimen of C. turba and a long series of turba» which 

recently has been received in British Museum from East Africa, and he has stated 
the correctness of my determination. 

C. turba resembles C. monax but the great number of long hair on the tail 

of the former makes it easy to recognize from the latter, in which the tail is »al- 
most bristleless» according to THOMAS. 

Crocidura hindei THomas. 

THomas: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1904 Ser. 7 Vol. XIV p. 237. 

A specimen of this Shrew was trapped at Juja farm */: 1911. 

Crocidura hildegardee Tuomas. 

Tuomas: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1904, Ser. 7. Vol. XIV p. 240. 

A specimen of this small Shrew was caught at a native village Kazere one 
days march from Meru boma at the base of Kenia **/s, and another at the village of 

Kutu south of Embu boma **/; 1911. This latter place is not very far north of the 
type locality, Fort Hall. A third specimen from Blue Post (?/1), south of Fort Hall, 
is a little less brown, and the lateral gland is more pronounced. I felt therefore 
rather uncertain about its identity but Mr. Guy Dortiman has kindly after com- 
parison ascertained this, 
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Carnivora. 

Canidex. 

Canis mesomelas ScurREBER. 

De Winton: Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1899 p. 539. 

North of Guaso Nyiri this Jackal was evidently common in the thornbush 
country. The specimens which I saw in Febr. and March had remarkably bright 
colours, the rufous of the hindquarters and flanks appeared especially clear when 
they ran away through the bushes. 

I had expected to find a small race of the Black-backed Jackal in this country 
because Noack has described’ from Somaliland a small variety which he has called 

Canis mesomelas schmidti. This was, however, not the case. The specimens which 

I saw were not small. The females are smaller than the males, but a young adult 

female measured from snout to vent 72 cm., and the tail was 34 cm. without hair. 
In the accompanying table of measurements the dimensions of 9 skulls of 

Canis mesomelas from different parts of Africa® have been recorded. From this 
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the superior size of the males in South Africa is quite apparent. On the other hand 
it is plainly seen that the female skulls from Damaraland, Kilimanjaro, Sotik, the 
Guaso Nyiri district, and Eritrea agree very closely in size so that there cannot be 

based any racial difference on the size as far as the Black-backed Jackals of these 

1 Zool. Anz. Bd. XX. 1897, p. 519. 
* I am indebted to Mr. R. J. Cunnicuame for two skulls from South Sotik. 

* This skull has been obtained from Rey. Mr. K. G. Ropen. 
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countries are concerned. J. A. ALLEN has communicated’ measurements of 6 skulls 
from Leikipia, Brit. East Africa. These agree also with the measurements of the 

material of this museum. Dr Winton mentions (I. c. p. 540) that he has observed 

that »specimens from south of the Zambesi — — — are rather larger, and the facial 
part of the skull appears slightly longer in proportion than those obtained from the 

north of that river». The measurements of the present material do not support this 

except for southern males. It must, however, be borne in mind that male members 

of the genus Canis often vary a great deal, and some specimens may be bigger than 

the average. As I only have one male skull from East Africa, and that one is not 
very old, I cannot say whether the southern males of this species generally are larger 
in size or not. The measurements of Noack’s type specimen of C. mesomelas schmidti 

are of course decidedly smaller than the corresponding ones of any of the mesomelas 

skulls in this museum, even than those of females from Eritrea, and the Guaso Nyiri 

district. In consequence of this it must be assumed either that C. mesomelas schmidti 

is a race with very restricted habitat in Somaliland, or that the type specimen to 

which this name was given was a dwarfed individual. 
Noack has also indicated that his C. mesomelas schmidti differs from the typical 

race with regard to the dentition. This difference is said (l. c. p. 620) to consist 

therein that in C. m. schmidti no lateral cusps (»Nebenzacken») are to be found on 

pm®* and pm* which is said to be the case in the true C. mesomelas. This is, how- 

ever, a very variable characteristic. The small cusps are sometimes present sometimes 

absent even in southern specimens. In the specimen from Guaso Nyiri the additio- 

nal cusp of pm* is very well developed. In a similar way pm of C. m. schmidti is 

said to have only one lateral cusp, while there are two in the true C. mesomelas. 

The latter is the case in all my material. 

With regard to colour I cannot find any important differences between speci- 

mens from Eritrea and Guaso Nyiri on one side, and those from Damaraland on 

the other, except that the former perhaps are a little brighter, and that in the latter 

the dark line below the eye is only faintly developed, whereas it is distinct in the 
northern specimens. The presence of this dark line in specimens of this Jackal from 
the Cape Colony has been stated by Dr Wryton (Il. c. 540), and as mentioned above 

it can be traced in specimens from Damaraland. There are thus new and more 

constant characteristic needed before any distinction can be made between the East 

resp. Northeast-African Black-backed Jackals and the South-African ones.’ The type of 

C. mesomelas schmidti Noack is excluded from this, but more material of the same 

kind is evidently needed before the racial distinctness of C. mesomelas schmidti can 
be said to be fully proved when there are larger and typical Black-backed Jackals 
to be found as well in Eritrea as in the country north of Guaso Nyiri. 

1 Bull. Ameriean Museum XXYI p. 172. New York 1909. 
2 Q. Neumann has recorded the Black-backed Jackal of East Africa as » Canis mesomelas schmidti Noack» 

(Zool. Jahrb. Bd. 13, 1900, p. 550) without giving any reason for doing so. 
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Canis adustus SUNDEVALL. 

Canis lateralis Sctaver — De Winton, Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1899, p. 541. 

Canis adustus Suxpevau. — Loxnnerc, Mammals p. 14 in Sjéstedt’s Kilimanjaro-Meru Expedition. Uppsala 1908. 

In the steppe country round Nairobi this species appeared to be common and 

it was hunted there with hounds. I had the pleasure of receiving from Mr. Sreru- 

Smirn a skull from Ruiru river. A skull was also picked up by Mr. A. JANsson 
near the road between Embu boma and Kutu. 

The basicranial length of SUNDEVALL’s types of Canis adustus is 154 mm, in 

the male and 144 mm. in the female. 

In a female specimen from Nairobi the same measurement is 147 mm., in 
another from Ruiru river 146 mm. and in the picked up skull which is fully adult 

but young 140 mm. The skulls agree in other respects as well with that of the 

female type. 

We did not with certainty observe this Jackal further north than at the place 

where the skull was picked up, as mentioned above. 

Jackals were seen at a distance on the acacia steppe south of Guaso Nyiri and 

also heard »barking» there during the nights, but I had no opportunity of stating 

whether they belonged to this species or possibly to C. variegatus. 

Otocyon megalotis virgatus Miter. 

Gerrit S. Minter: Smithson. Misc. Coll. 1909, Vol. 52, Pt. 4, N:o 1883, p. 485. 

A male specimen from the Athi plains agrees with MILLer’s description. The 

teeth are also smaller than those of the southern 0. megalotis but hardly in such a 
high degree as it will appear from CABRERA’s measurements,’ because the dimensions 
of the teeth are rather variable in these animals. The transversal diameter for in- 
stance of m’ is in the present specimen 6,7 mm., of m’ 6,5 (6,7) mm. and of m®* 6,2 

mm., and these measurements are even larger than the corresponding ones of a female 

of O. megalotis from »Caffraria», but smaller than those of a male from the latter 

locality. This characteristic thus holds good only if specimens of the same sex are 
compared. If this is done the difference in other dimensions as well is prominent. 
The distance from the orbit to the tip of the premaxillary is in the southern male 
specimen 50 mm. but only 46 in the northern, an so on. Considering all, however, 

I hardly think that the East African race deserves higher rank than that of a geo- 

graphic subspecies. 

1 Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1910, Ser. 8, Vol. VI, p. 463. 

K. Sv. Vet. Akad. Handl. Band 48. N:o 5 8 
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Hyenide. 

Crocotta panganensis LONNBERG. 

LonneerG: Mammals p. 18, in Ssésrepr’s Kilimandjaro Meru Exp. 1908. 

We had bad luck with Spotted Hyenas because our steel-traps were too weak, 

and they wrenched themselves free again. But after my return home Mr. R. J. 

CUNNINGHAME kindly sent me a skull of a male Spotted Hyena from South Sotik, 

British East Afrika. The skin had unfortunately been lost. This skull proves to be 

of the broad type, according to CaBRERA’s' division of the species, the breadth across 

the upper carnassials being even greater than the length of the lower tooth-row ex- 
elusive of incisors. The ratio between zygomatic breadth and condyloincisive length 

is 72 %. The palatal opening is very broad (conf. table of measurements below). 
It is of course difficult to base the identification of a Spotted Hyena on a 

skull only but this skull resembles rather closely that of the type of C. panganensis.* 
Most of the small differences may be explained as individual variation or as due to 
difference in age. The upper carnassial tooth of the skull from the Sotik is con- 

siderably smaller than that of the type of C. panganensis, but a young cotype of 
the latter has almost as small carnassial. 

Basal ‘length of ‘skull 202) sey es wes) tae Be toire Tel thiweh onc Aw ete” Sie ae road LEVEN 

Condyloincisive length ....... Rs MPM ho kj ts sey ER Seo Gard ty CA Ie 238 =» 

Greatest zygomatic breadth ........ 2.4 s SUG IG “bi Gives reas feck aes i eee wii ronal gee, 

Least interorbital: widthis., . sie. -sketsaigeca “et beeen) opseae Pie wine We 53» 

Distance between upper ends of foramina infraorbitalia ... +... 2+ +e eee 57» 

Least postorbital width of skull . . . - 6 ee eee ee ee ee ee ee ee ore, SALONTES 

Width of palatal opening at sutura palatopterygoidea .....+..+4... is) ee se OO) mee 

Distance between outer sides of outer upper incisors . +... 6 ee ee ee 36» 

Distance between the bulle at the foramen at the middle of the inner side .... 28 » 

Breadth across upper carnassials® .. . -. 6 22 + se ete ee ee ew eee 107.» 

Length of upper carnassial . . - . . ss = 6 6 2 2 oe + te ee ew ew we 34> 

IDSs) 2 Th OM AN Qulcmin a ones Oo SNaMe AM aeons FAROE SL en Odo) aan nor « . 2 

Length of lower carnassial - - . - . + 2 27 ee se es ewe ew ee ww oe 8, (ey Oe 

Length of upper tooth row exclusive of incisors. . . .-..... +s. see eee 97,5 » 

Length of lower tooth row exclusive of incisors. ..... - erie ee eee ee he 104.» 

' Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1910, p. 95. 
* 1 take this opportunity to correct an unfortunate misprint in my paper quoted above. In the table 

of measurements |. c. p. 19 is written »Basilar length of skull 249 mm.», shall be 229 mm. 
‘ This measurement corresponds to that of the type of C. panganensis, but that quoted in the table of 

measurements of this species (1. c. p. 19) »distance between upper cernassial teeth at their posterior end 91,3 
min.», is another measurement taken as quoted at the extreme ends of these teeth! 
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Hyena schillingsi Marsonir. 

Marsewe: Sitzber. naturf. Freunde. Berlin 1900, p. 55. 

A specimen of Striped Hyena from the Kedong Valley procured for comparisons 
sake from Mr. Kuery at Nairobi agrees perfectly as well in colour as in pattern with 

Marscuikr’s description of the type and with a specimen from the Kilimanjaro district. 
Especially the two broad stripes over the hind quarters is a good distinguishing 

characteristic from the following race. The type locality of this species is the plains 

around Kilimanjaro but it is evidently widely distributed over the Masai steppe, while 

the following race takes its place further north. 

Hyena schillingsi rendilis LOnNsBerG. 

Linnperc: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 8, Vol. IX, p. 64. 

With regard to the dimensions of the skull this Hyena closely resembles the 

Striped Hyena of the Kilimanjaro district named Hyena schillingsi Marscuin.' The 
width of the palatal opening between the suture palatopterygoidee is even somewhat 

narrower (conf. the accompanying table of measurements) than in H. schillingsi and 
H. hienomelas bergeri Matscute in which two races this measurement is narrower than 

in all other described races of Striped Hyenas, in which it at least amounts to 21 

mm, according to Marscuin.* H. hienomelas bergeri differs from this new race in 

the same points as from H. schillingsi viz. by greater interorbital breadth, greater 

length of the posterior portion of the head, and the direction of the postorbital 

processes as set forth by the author quoted. 
The dimensions of two skulls of H. s. rendilis are recorded in the accompanying 

table of measurements together with those of a typical H. schillingsi from Kilimanjaro. 

Hyena from north of Hyana 
Guaso Nyiri | schillingsi 

~ —_—...—| from Kili- 
of Q | manjaro 

mm. | mm. mm. 

Greatest length of skull. «5.590 6) 0 eye ole se sis etinie se ele pee 234 |, 307 | 228 
| RUMITEMMIOTGTIER TG So es, ignites ORS. +o fe x cas a) + 43 Wines Sil ol eb « 200 173 / 195 

Zygomatic breadth of skull .-...- + +--+ ee eee eee een ena 148,5 117 144 

Primese interorbital breadth . . i934. 0.6 se te et ee 48,5 38 44,5 

| Least breadth of skull behind postorbital processes « «2... ee ee te 38 | 36 34 

) Greatest breadth of skull in the occipital region ......--+.++5. sl 73 79 

Breadth of skull across canines ..... - “lt eels Wk d “abr le aust ros see 50 45 51 

| Breadth of skull across anterior lateral cusp of p'’ ....-. +--+. 5 83 73 83 

Distance between bull# at foramina lacera media... .-.- +2 sss ees 22,5 22 21 

! Sitzber. Naturf. Fr. Berlin 1900, p. 55. 
2 ibidem Berlin 1910, p. 365. 
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| Hyena from north of Hyena | 
Guaso Nyiri schillingst | 

SEE ——| from Kili- 
fof 9 manjaro | 

mm. | mim. mm. 

Distance between foramina infraorbitalia ... . 2. 1. 2 2 1 eee ee ee 46 41,5 47 

Width of palatal opening at sut. palatopterygoidea. . - . 1 + + es ee eee 17,5 16,5 18 | 

Breadth’ of ,bothnasals ini front. gece) Suen Sous a ee ie ial eesge ae 22 20 20,5 

Distance from posterior palatal margin mesially to end of proc. pterygoideus . 44 38 47 

Distance from posterior palatal margin to foramen magnum mesially... . .« 89 75 | 89 

Longih of palate’, c Merrce st ea ts > cee nee ee | 105 94 | 101 
Tength Spiga? |e TA. OINY Set 1h AR RES LEDD | 30 30 ig 

It is chiefly with regard to its colouration that this Hyena differs from its 

relative at Kilimanjaro. It is generally of a much paler hue. The snout is less 

dark, and the forehead is pure grey without any such brownish tint as in H. schil- 

lingsi. The sides of the neck from below the ears and backwards are almost pure 
white. The black longitudinal stripe on either side of the mane on the upper neck, 
which is strongly developed in H. schillingsi, is much less conspicuous in the new 

race and is not continuous but more or less broken up in a series of short streaks. 
The mane itself is very much lighter than in H. schillingsi, in which the general 

colour of the mane, when not erected, is dark brown which is produced by the long 

blackish brown tips and the brown rings on the individual hairs. In this race again 

the dark, brown tips do not by far cover the pale brownish to whitish ground colour. 
The single hairs of the mane are coloured in such a way that the base is almost 
white for about 4—5 cm., then follows a 5—7 em. broad zone of very pale brownish, 

then again 2—3 cm. whitish and finally the dark maroon brown tips 4—6 cm. but 
in consequence of the great thinness of the latter compared with the middle and basal 

portions of the hairs they do not cover much with their dark colour. A probably 
important difference from H. schillingsi is that in the latter there are often, if not 
always, several short brown rings alternating with pale in the middle portion of the 

hair, while in the present race as described above it is only one broad and much 

paler brownish ring. The tail of the new race is very pale because the dark tips of 
the hairs are very short and give hardly any impression of dark colour except at 
the apical end, and the general colour of the hair is buffish white. The general 

colour of the sides of the body is whitish. The black stripes over the shoulders and 

hind quarters are decidedly narrower than in H. schillingsi. The same is also the 

case with the transverse stripes on the flanks, although they perhaps stand out more 

boldly in consequence of the lightness of the ground colour. In H. schillingsi there 

are two broad black stripes running from the dorsal crest down over the hind quarters, 

but in the present race there are three such stripes, although much narrower. The 

middle one of these stripes is less strongly marked than the anterior and posterior. 

The stripes on the sides of the body are not very sharply defined but have a certain 
tendency to join to a network or dissolve into spots. The stripes across the legs 
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are not so strongly marked as in H. schillingsi and are, especially in the older spe- 

cimen, more broken up into spots. The ground colour of the legs is paler than in 

H. schillingsi. The hind legs of the older specimen is pale ashy grey without any 

brownish tint in strong contrast to a H. schillingsi of similar age. The feet are pale 

earth brown. The chin is blackish and the large black patch on the under side of 

the neck is also present but the interspace between these two areas is light hoary 
grey, not brownish grey as in H. schillingst. 

From this description may be seen that almost every part of the body is dif- 

ferently coloured to the corresponding part of H. schillingsi, and sometimes the pattern 

as well is somewhat different. This difference is of course not very deep-going, but 

on the other hand sufficient to prove the existence of a separate geographic race. 

Only two specimens have been at my disposal but as one of them is a young adult 

female and the other a male, and both are closely alike I think the reliability of the 
description is warranted by this. 

The specimens mentioned were caught in the thornbush country north of Guaso 

Nyiri where Striped Hyenas appeared to be rather common but by no means easy 

to catch. 

In Nairobi I had the opportunity of seeing three skulls of Proteles from »Nor- 

thern Guaso Nyiri» but unfortunately we had no opportunity of securing any speci- 

mens ourselves. 

Viverride. 

Genetta dongolana Hrmpr. & Enrens. 

Hempricut & ExnrenserG: Symb. Phys. 1832, I, 2. 

When reviewing the Genets in the year 1902 Marscuie’ divided the species 

with shaggy tail and black marks on the hind legs in two groups one with »Sohlen 
der Vorderfiisse schwarz», and the other with »Sohlen der Vorderfiisse nur wenig 

dunkler als deren QOberseite». In either of these groups one species from North 

Eastern Africa is recorded viz. in the latter the Nubian Genet, Genetta dongolana 
Hemer. & EnRENB., and in the former a »Weissfiissige Genette, G. spec. von Harar 

in Nordostafrika>. The latter was shortly afterwards named »G. hararensis» by Nrvu- 

MANN” who, however, did not add anything of value to Matscuier’s notes in his 

okey». In the »Zoology of Egypt» by ANDERSON and DE WINTON a Genet from 
Suakin is carefully described under the name of »Genetta dongolana Hempr. & EHRENB.»* 
but this specimen is said to have »the under surface of the fore feet black», By 

' Verh. d. V. Internat. Zoologenkongress. Nachtr., p, 1128—1144. Berlin 1902. 
* Sitzber. Naturf. Freunde. Berlin 1902, p. 183. 
5 L. c. Mammalia, p. 188, 
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this statement it is made probable that the specimen from Suakin belongs to the 

same race as the type specimen of »G. hararensis». This is the more probable as I 

have obtained from a somewhat intermediate locality viz. Gheleb in Eritrea two 

specimens of Genets with shaggy tail and extensive black markings on the hind legs, 

collected by Rev. Mr. K. G. Ropg&n, which have the under surface of the fore feet 

quite black in one, and blackish in the other. Then remains the question whether 

these specimens can be referred to G. dongolana Hempr. & EHRENB. or if »G. hara- 

rensis» constitutes a constant geographic subspecies distributed along the coast districts 

of the Red Sea. More than a subspecies it certainly cannot be. MarTscH1E has un- 

doubtedly had access to the type of G. dongolana Himpr. & Enrens., and it must 

therefore be assumed that this type has »Sohlen der Vorderfiisse nur wenig dunkler 

als deren Oberseite». The question is then whether this characteristic is constant or 

not. That the degree of darkness is variable is already proved by the two Genets 

from Gheleb, Eritrea as mentioned above. It is still more proved by two Genets 

of this group caught by this Expedition in the dry thornbush country north of Guaso 

Nyiri below Chanler Falls. They were trapped from the same camp resp. **/s and 
5, 1911, and both are adult males. In one of these the under side of the fore feet 

is quite black on the outer side becoming gradually blackish grey and lighter grey 

towards the inner side and the tip of the middle finger. In the other specimen there 
is a black stripe along the outer side of the under surface of the fore feet but the 
hair around the pads of the finger tips are quite light. 

It appears thus probable that in one and the same race of Genet the ieee 
surface of the fore feet can be black or blackish in some specimens, and hardly 

darker than the upper surface in some other specimens. 

According to Marscuig there are also some differences with regard to the 

pattern of the tail-marks between G. dongolana, and »G. hararensis». The former is 

said to have 10 dark rings, and the light rings in front of the tail-tip are broader 

than the dark ones (Matscute |. c. p. 1140), whereas the type of »hararensis» has 

8 dark rings and the light rings in front of the tail-tip narrower than the dark ones 

(1. c. 1139). The Genet from Suakin described in the »Zoology of Egypt» is said to 

have »eight black bars alternating with broad pale areas» — —but the artist has 
represented it on the plate with 10 black rings and the white rings broader than the 

black. The tail on the plate is thus of true dongolana-type according to MATSCHIE, 

the description has too small number of black rings. 
The two Genets from Gheleb, Eritrea, have both of them 10 dark rings, al- 

though the last in one is rather slightly developed. In one of them all light rings 
are broader than the dark except that the second black ring from the tip is some- 

what shorter than the light ring behind it. In the other specimen the second, third, 

and fourth black rings from the tip are a little shorter or narrover than the light 

rings behind them respectively, otherwise the light rings are broader than the dark. 

In one of the specimens from Guaso Nyiri the black rings are narrower than 
the white except that the fourth ring from the end is somewhat narrower than the 

white behind it. In the other specimen from the same place the second black ring 
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from the end is decidedly longer than the white ring behind it, the third, and fourth 
black rings are subequal with, or a little broader than the white rings behind them, 

otherwise the white rings are broader than the black. 

From these facts it appears evident that the relative dimensions of the black 

and white rings are not constant in these Genets, and consequently no specific cha- 
racteristics can be based on them. 

The type of »G. hararensis» is said to have »Hinterseite des Unterarms dunkel- 

grau mit hellen Haarspitzen», while G. dongolana shall have »Hinterseite des Unter- 

arms fast so hell wie die Vorderseite> (Marscure |. c. p. 1139). 

ANDERSON’s Genet from Suakin is said to have »the outer posterior surface of 
the fore limbs more or less black, with greyish hairs intermixed». 

This is exactly the case with one of the specimens from Eritrea, in the other 

the posterior side of the fore limbs is not quite so dark. 

In one of the specimens from Guaso Nyiri the hind surface of the fore limbs 

is darker than the front-side, although not so dark as in the paler of the Eritrea 

specimens. In the other specimen from Guaso Nyiri there is no perceptible difference 

in colour between the front- and hind-surface of the fore limbs. This characteristic 
is accordingly variable as well. 

Under such circumstances it appears impossible to distinguish with certainty 
any different geographic races of this group of Genets from North Eastern Africa 
until much richer material has been obtained. 

It must, however, be remarked that Neumann has added still more to the 

confusion by creating still another name’ »Genetta guardafuensis» for a Genet from 

Eastern Somaliland, and as usual he has not given any description still less any 
measurements of the animal or its skull. He has simply stated that this so called 
species is »sehr fihnlich der Genetta felina THuNnB. vom Cap aber durch kleinere und 

rotliche — bei jener stets schwarze — Fleckung unterschieden». This cannot be 

called a description,” especially when the subject belongs to such difficult genus as 

Genetta. To judge from the locality it might be possible that this »G. guardafuensis» 

belongs to the same geographic race as the Genet from Guaso Nyiri if it really is a 
separate race. If the statement of NeuMANN, however, that »G. guardafuensis» is 
quite similar to G. felina in other respects than the single characteristic mentioned, 

is correct G. guardafuensis should have the posterior surface of the fore limbs black 

and then it would differ from the Guaso Nyiri Genet. 

The only thing Neumann has added to Marscuir’s notes on »G. hararensis» is 

that he terms the hind surface of the fore limbs »black» (»schwarze Fairbung») while 

Matscute used the word »dunkelgrau», and that he says that this Genet possesses 
a »schwarzen Mittelfleck» on the chin. Such a black spot on the chin is not present 

Se... Los. 
® Everybody who has worked with East African mammals has often been confronted with the difficulty 

to guess what Neumann has meant with the numerous names he has so abundantly published, as a rule, with 
very insufficient and unsatisfactory descriptions, hardly ever with cranial measurements. Such things are very 
annoying and the knowledge about the fauna is certainly not promoted by such superficial proceedings. 
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in the Genets from Eritrea nor in the specimens from Guaso Nyiri. The latter have, 

however, the lower lips dark, and in one of them the whole chin has a dark shade. 

It is thus possible that this chin mark is not a constant characteristic. 

Considering all I think the best thing for the present is to regard the Genets 

from Guaso Nyiri as belonging to the species Genetta dongolana. In such details as 
has not been already discussed they agree very well with the description published 

in »Zoology of Egypt» except that the »five narrow rufous lines on the back of the 

neck» are not so sharply defined, and much mixed with black tips to the hair. 
The ground colour of she body is greyish white and the spots are rufous buff 

mixed with black. Five longitudinal series of spots can be discerned, the two upper- 
most of which have a tendency to become more or less confluent into stripes. The 
black crest is sharply defined, the length of its hair is about 5 cm., and twice as 

long as the other hair. 
To prove the resemblance with regard to the cranial dimensions the measure- 

ments of the Suakin specimen recorded in »Zoology of Egypt» have been quoted side 
by side with the corresponding ones of the Guaso Nyiri specimens of this collection 

in the following table of measurements. 

| Anderson's | Specimens rom Guage 
| Specimen Chanler Falls 
|from Suakin 

| | oe a 

mm. | mm. mm. 

| Condylobasalilength sof jakcoll <b.) seis: “py iaslae, otis ces Meee sag eh mPa | _ = 85,5 

| Basal CCS) ee ee ee CT Ce ie cr eee eS CNT eT cay cio oY 81 = 81,3 

Zygomatie.Dresauhm., 6 se ie ee es we be Se ea wihe! os ae 43 43,7 46 

Petia tat Ucaseeee. OPT! AE BY! UM os PT. LE EO a ee | 40 44,4 41,8 
| Breadth betweentttips: of pt tics Ps ewer. cutis as tot sera she Uae et 9,5 10 11,6 

| Breadth outside DY PTR Seb E = COD Ph OS nS Fd Sees AEE cas SP ae {| 26 28 27,5 

Narmowest- intarorhbital, brain « -}.bs welt iret sel« del ee Pe ee ees 12,7 14 13,5 

IBSGR OER OL DURIOAGA) 5 © 6.1 foo cae can Oe Cobalt an is ean lee oe ne og ni 30 29,3 28,8 

| Length.of nasals: (middle line)... <6. «ees = ee = ye spe te es 15,3 18,8 15,6 

| Outerdeclenpthy Gpoeen ei cyl) 2 we ae) con etka Pelle os eof eleid ee ote ees eRS 9,5 8,6 9 | 

On the whole these skulls agree pretty well but the variability is proved to 

be rather great as is seen from the differences between the two male skulls from 

Guaso Nyiri for instance with regard to the length of the nasals. The difference in 
the length of the palate (2,6 mm.) in the two skulls from Guaso Nyiri is chiefly due 
to the difference in length of the skulls themselves. The length of palate is a little 
more than half the length of the skull, and if the difference in basal length of the 
skulls is about 4 or 5 mm., 2,6 mm. is only a natural difference in the palatal di- 

mensions. 

1 This skull is between 4 and 5 mm. longer than the other from Guaso Nyiri but it is ‘a little broken 
posteriorly so that the exact basicranial length cannot be recorded. 
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The skulls of the specimens from Eritrea are similar to those measured as above, 

but being both females they are a little smaller. 

Genetta suahelica Marscuin. 

Marscnie: Verh. d. V. Internat. Zool. Kongr. Nachtr., p. 1143. 

A specimen trapped at Meru boma ‘/: 1911 agrees quite closely with specimens 

collected at Kilimanjaro but is rather small. The specimens from Kilimanjaro vary 

a great deal in size, and the specimen from Meru boma is similar to the smaller 

of them. 
Two young Genet kittens bought from the natives at Meru boma belong pre- 

sumably to this species as well. We tried to raise these young animals but did not 
sueceed. They could not eat even finely chopped meat, because they had no teeth, 

although they had a length of head and body amounting to about 23 em. (+ tail 

17 em.), and a basicranial length of 45 mm. 

I have also seen specimens from Kismayu evidently belonging to this species. 

Genetta stuhlmanni Marscuir. 

Marscnte: Verh. d. V. Internat. Zool. Kongr. Nachtr., p. 1142. 

A Genet trapped in bush at Embu boma °**/:, and another caught just within 

the edge of the primeval forest on the eastern slopes of Kenia *‘/: near a small river 
Kitwai, one days march from Embu boma belong to the same species and, as far as 

T can make out, to the one named as above. 

The black spots which partly have a rufescent tinge in the middle are arranged 

in four longitudinal series. The spots in the upper three series are larger than those 

in the fourth. The dorsal stripe is intensely black and well developed from behind 
the shoulders and backwards. Eight light rings on the tail can be traced, at least 

on the lower side, but the outer 3 or 4 tend to become obsolete so that a consider- 

able portion of the tail appears black. The fore legs and the frontside of the hind 
legs have about the same colour as the body, but the posterior surface of the hind 

legs are brownish black. 
These Genets are rather small, and have much smaller skulls than Genetta sua- 

helica. The nasals are also shorter as the following measurements indicate, but on 
the other hand the interorbital region is broader than in @. suahelica. For com- 
parison with the latter the comparatively small specimen from Meru boma has been 

used. 

K. Sy. Vet. Akad. Handl. Bd 48. N:o 5. 9 
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| Genetta stuhlmanni 
Genetla sua- 

Geica irom Skull from | Skull from 
| Meru boma Embo bone E. Kenia 

on 

mm. | mm. mm. 

| Condylobasal length . . PA oe ee hee, 87,5 80,5 80,5 

| Basicranial length oo. c. o9os- oa fees ee 0, pac oes ee 82 76 76 

Zygomatice breadth . «Gh4b sf -o shoes =) een jue: ebeuee 9 = bee: 41 | 44,5 40° 

Interorbital' breadth 2) (oc. ic ss es tas @ Sen cov y's), @ eee ho tdis) Bolly ie ed aloes atoms | ll | 13 11,7 

| Length of nasals mesially ..-. 0 ee ee te ee 17,3 14 15 

| Front of canine to! back of m*., 2.1.) (6 p= © RRP = BM ee SRT) ee ep 32,5 30,9 31,1 

| Longest, diameter sof psy. =) ll eliniie > spits trie" ia lteols Srnec 8:3) oat 8,4 8,5 

| Length of palate to gnathion). heh: (bye) = koe meee ole eal ee 41,5 | _ 38,3 g P 

The name Genella stuhlmanni has been based by Matscuie on material from 

Bukoba, and Mengo in Uganda. The skull has not been described, as far as I know, 

and the description (I. ¢.) is not very detailed, but I think that the identification 

above is correct. It is then of interest to see that a Genet which geographically 

belongs to the Central Lake district extends its distribution to the eastern slopes of 

Kenia and there meets the more eastern G. suahelica, and this zoogeographical fact 

is in accordance with several others in other groups of animals as well. 

Mungos sanguineus rendilis n. subsp. 

It is connected with a considerable difficulty to ascertain to which race a spe- 

cimen of small African Mungoose with black tail-tip belongs in consequence of the 
great variability of these animals. Some years ago a synopsis of this »Herpestes 

gracilis group» was worked out by WroventTon.’ In this the author quoted recog- 

nizes 6 species, and a number of subspecies which are divided in two groups according 

to size as expressed by the length of the hind foot. The next subdivisions are based 

on the shape of the skull and the colour. Now it appeared comparatively easy to 

use this key, but in certain instances difficulties arise. This is for example the case 

with the small Mungooses from the thornbush-country north of Guaso Nyiri. The 

length of the hind feet in the male specimens from this locality is about 56—57 mm. 

(without claws) which ought to refer them rather to the larger M. sanguineus group, 

but in adult (even old) females from the same locality the same dimension is only 

between 51 and 52 mm. (without claws). This measurement agrees thus nearer with 

the corresponding one of the M. ochraceus group. In additition to this the brain 

case as well of male as female skulls from the Jocality mentioned is rather strongly 

inflated anteriorly, and the postorbital constriction is sudden. The skulls resemble 

thus in this respect the M. ochraceus group according to WRouGHTON. As a con- 

clusion of these facts it must be admitted that the limits between the M. ochraceus 

1 Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1907, Ser. 7, Vol. XX, p. 110. 
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and the M. sanguineus groups are not very sharp. The race which is to be described 

now, as it cannot be identified with any known form, appears to be intermediate, and 

its subspecific name is added to the species name sanguineus which is much older 
than ochraceus. 

Upper parts of the whole animal grizzled, the hair being broadly annulated 
with buffish white, sometimes more inclining to ochraceous, and dark brown to blackish. 

The annulation of the hair tends to produce about 2 mm. broad, somewhat wavy, 
blackish transverse stripes which are visible on the posterior two thirds of the body, 
and sometimes as far forward as above the shoulders. The pale bands between 

these look broader than the black in consequence of the arrangement of the hair, 

although on the single hairs the dark rings are broader than the light. The hairs 

are about 13—15 mm. on the anterior, 15—17 mm. on the posterior parts of the 

back, single hairs being somewhat longer. Each hair has three alternating light and 

dark rings, the base being light, and the tip dark. The head is more finely, and 

the tail more coarsely grizzled. The hair of the latter has 4 or 5 pale rings the last 
of which often reaches the tip. The legs are grizzled, but the fingers are more or 

less uniform buff. The lower side is different in different specimens. A fully adult 
but not old male is uniform rather rufous buff all over the lower surface and on the 

inside of the hind legs, but the chin and lower neck is somewhat grizzled separated 

by a uniformly buff-coloured patch on the throat. In another male and a female, 
both old, the whole of the lower neck is grizzled, and the middle of the thoracic 

region is also grizzled. The ventral region and the inside of the legs which are uni- 

formly coloured are dull buff. The general arrangement of the grizzled areas is 
similar to these latter specimens in a young male but the colour is still duller, pale 

greyish buff. The black tip to the tail is longest in the old male, about 13 cm. to 

the tip of the hairs, in the others it is only 7 cm. The hair of the tail is from 30 
to 40 mm. The dimensions of the four specimens show some variability especially 
with regard to the length of the tail: 

oO old length of head and body about 27'/: cm, of tail without hair 32. em. 

So adult » >» >» ; > » Q28'2 » » » » » 33/2 » 

2 old » » » » » » 99 » » » » > 94 » 

‘of young » » » » » » 27 > » > » » 264/2 > 

Old skulls with the nasal 
| sutures obliterated (conf, 
| __—~PL IY, fig. 3 

mm. | mm. 

Cond yopasaliength af aleulll “s&s iris <\Sey Mines ay ecg. ene! 64 / 61 

ennucweaniine lentils 3 45 oi SR EE ALOE OP SOP OPE) Le? 2 61,5 | 57,5 | 

BPROMACHS PRGA) ) 5h ihe Rit, Pa eo cend oe eMail af BB. eee 33 29,5 

Distance between outer sides of p‘ posteriorly .......... 20,8 19,8 | 

Distance from frontside of ec to hindsurface of m' ........ 22,2 21,6 

GraMpent GIatincer OL p* 3) i Warnmte ts. 1b. ates Shel che. oe se 7,1 7,2 / 

CirU ReeO CLMITIDESK OE U7 1 a tees iF mel wn ela fe Yep les kk ow 6 58 | 

LGR MiceLOLDicas Dromtll. <P ses Ft. eee SS 12.6 114 

Least breadth at postorbital constriction ............ 8,5 10 
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This Mungoose is probably nearly related to M. s. cbee but it is smaller, the 

length of the hind foot of the latter being 60 mm., to maximum 57 mm. in the pre- 

sent subspecies. With regard to the colour the Mungoose from the thornbush country 

north of Guaso Nyiri evidently is paler than its relative in the Kikuyu country. 

The skull is also smaller in the present subspecies than in M. s. ibee. 4 

Perhaps there is also a close relationship between this Mungoose and M. s. 

gracilis, but the latter has a larger hind foot, longer tail and smaller skull. The 

colour is perfectly different as well. There is in these specimens from Guaso Nyiri 

no likeness whatever in colour with RUppPeE.w’s figure of Herpestes gracilis,’ nor can 

they be termed »gelbgrau» (RUPPELL |. c. p. 29), nor »pinkish drab» (WRoUGHTON 

Jove: pul 11 doll); 
In spite of these differences there is no doubt that gracilis, ibew and the pre- 

sent specimens only represent geographical modifications of the same animal. This 

Mungoose was rather common in the thornbush along the northern bank of Guaso 

Nyiri below Chanler Falls. 

Just south of Fort Hall in a place where high grass grew on both sides of the 

road I saw during the march at four different opportunities small Mungooses run 

across the road beyond range for the shotgun. As Fort Hall is the type locality of 

Mungos gracilis ibee WrovuGuton there can be no doubt that these animals belonged 
to the species mentioned which accordingly must be common there. <A couple of 

times a glimpse of similar animals was seen in shambas near Kutu and at some 

other localities. 

Mungos sanguineus orestes Hr-urr. 

Heiter: Smiths. Misc. Coll. Vol. 56 N:o 17 p. 15. Washington 1911. 

A specimen closely agreeing with HrLuerr’s description of the type specimen 

from Kenia of this Mungoose was caught at Meru boma ‘2 1911. The measurements 

of the skull as well agree with those recorded for the type. 
With regard to the shape of the anteriorly swollen braincase this Mungoose 

appears to be perhaps more nearly related to the ochraceus-group, although it is of 
large size, but all these Mungooses with black-tipped tail may most suitably be 

regarded as geographic races of One and the same type. 

The type-locality of M. s. orestes is the »west slope of Mt. Kenia, altitude 

8,500 feet». It was thus of interest to find it at Meru boma viz. at the northeastern 

corner of the forest region the centre of which is Mount Kenia. It forms thus evi- 
dently a race adapted to these dark forests with their greater humidity which explains 

the melanistic tendency in its coloration. 

Its nearest relative may be WM. s. proteus THomas from Ruwenzori which also 

is a dark Forest Mungoose. 

1 Taf. 8 fig. 2 in »Neue Wirbeltiere zu der Fauna von Abyssinien gehérig». Frankfurt a. M. 1835. 
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Mungos paludinosus conf. mitis Tuomas & Wrovucuron. 

Tuomas: Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1902 p. 309. 

A specimen from Nairobi has a dark rufous general colour produced by tan- 

coloured (Rép. de Couleurs 317.2) rings and tips to the black hairs. The feet are 

black. 
With regard to the colour this specimen is rather similar to some specimens of 

M. p. robustus from Kilimanjaro, but with regard to cranial characteristics especially 

the smallness of the teeth and the bulla it approaches more closely to the Abyssi- 

nian M. p. mitis described by Tuomas 1902. This is proved by the following mea- 

surements: 

M. p. mitis 
| Nairobl"'e? (Tuomas) | 

mm. mm. | 

Basal length of skull. . . - 2-6-6 ee ee et ee ens | 93 95 

Condylomcomive length . «6.46 2 ewe te wh te tt es 100 100 | 

Zygomatic breadth... <0.- 20+ = <n eyes cee ee ee 57 62,5 

| Interorbital breadth . . . . . + 6 + ee te eee te es 20 | 21 

POPOPCEMEE CRITUICAMG fi) Sle Rn get tae lr ae ns Gia ete) oe 38,5 | 38 

MRIS DECRG. ichsratct ss) Skis ak Fs Sew) MRI 40 40,5 

Palate length from gnathion. .....-+++--+se2- oy a 56 

Breadth of posterior palate. . . 2... 6 - - ee ee eee 9! 8 

Greatest horizontal diameter of pt... .. 2.6. se eee 11,6 10,8 

> 2 » rib Leap enaety! > am coke Ph * Bee 95 | 9,1 

> > » pbs ak SNe Oe ree ea 6 5,8 

» » Da tA seo tye Guat 05) le «sake | 8 7,5 

» » eT Se EO ee ce Om So 9,2 8,6 

» » » WINES. ge are «San 6 5,9 

The corresponding measurements of the teeth of a M. p. robustus from Kili- 

manjaro are: 

p* 12,4 mm. DesnisasinabiendaDnmts 

1: ee ees tt oe 

ied, & 6,8. «> Magee att 

It is thus especially the molars which are much smaller than in M. p. robustus 

and agree with those of M. p. mitis. 
As characteristic of the latter Tuomas has stated that the bulle are »much 

lower and less prominent» than in the former. In the present specimen the distance 
in a straight line from the bony ledge above the bulla and to the middle of its 
ventral surface is about 11 mm., but in a specimen of M. p. robustus from Kiliman- 

jaro it is about 14 mm. I appears thus as if this specimen in this respect as well 

! The posterior palatal surface is only 7,3 mm, broad. 
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should agree with M. p. mitis, and it is probably a connecting link between the 

latter and M. p. robustus. More can hardly be said for the present when only one 
specimen is available. 

Ichneumia albicaudus ibeanus Tuomas. 

Tuomas: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1904 Ser. 7, Vol. XIII, p. 409. 

The White-tailed Mungoose appeared to be not uncommon round Nairobi. It 

was often trapped in the section inhabited by hindoos and natives. I saw several 

living specimens in captivity. An immature male was obtained from Kikuyu. 

Helogale hirtula ahlselli LOnNneerc. 

LonnperG: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 8, Vol. IX, p. 64. 

Body and tail all over coarsely grizzled with ochre yellow, sometimes more 

buff, and black producing an olive brown general colouration. The yellowish sub- 

terminal rings about 3 mm. (PI. V fig. 1). Head very dark grey produced by a 

fine whitish sprinkling on black ground colour, head and back are thus very diffe- 

rently coloured. Lower parts grizzled like the upper parts but duller, thus assuming 

a more brownish general tint. In two specimens out of three the fingers and toes 

tend to become pure black, in the third they are grizzled like the other parts. The 

extreme tip of the tail is sometimes more or less uniform rufous buff. The length 

of the hair of the back is generally 12—14 mm. but single hairs become 18 mm. or 

more. The not visible underfur is buffish. Length of head and body 250—260 mm. 
length of tail 180 to 200 mm. length of hind foot 54—56 mm. with claws, without 
48—50 mm. (skin measurements). One specimen measured in flesh had head and 

body about 24 cm. and the tail about 18 cm. 

rom of 

mm mm 

Condylobasalilength jofiskull)/f) a .b. Gol Ww ae Gis oe 52,5 52,8 

Basicramalienpth 3 2.9... 2 cr. ss a es) See oie ee 49 49 

| Zypamatiovbresdthiys 5057.02 2 ob: po le Une a ek a ep eae 33,3 32,2 

Interorbital breadth ic 4 essen. 20s $05.50 2s ey eee ieene eee 12,9 12,1 

Greatest width of brancase above meatus audit. ......... 24 23 

ength orgpalaton clea sts at aur ee: Metis areal ieee 27,5 26,3 

Greatest diamoten of pt 2) LViIMEPNiN. © Me oO 4. CaS 6,1 6,4 

» » bigmAumy pe -- BS hed = lo oes see he SSRLERS be 4,5 4,5 

| Bront (of ‘canine: to ack ote sn an cis cies) cnc) see 18,8 18,5 

| Breadth between outer corners of p$. - . .. 2... eee eee 19,5 | 1935 | 
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There is no real cusp on the inner side of p*®. The transversal diameter of m, 

is about 2,3 mm. its length is about 4 mm. The shape of the skull is shown on 

Pl. II figs 4 and 5, 
In the year 1902 OLprreLD THomAs' reviewed the then known species of Helo- 

gale. According to this review and later on printed descriptions the hitherto known 
races differ from the one described above in the following points. 

Helogale undulata PETERS is a much more rufous animal especially with rufous 
face, and »subtus undique rufus» as Prrers says.” The feet are also rufous. A 
pointed interior cusp to p* is present. Helogale atkinsoni THoMaAs has >face, crown 
and back uniformly grizzled grey. (»Finely ticked».) Under surface dull greyish 
brown. Feet grizzled greyish proximally, fulvous on digits». It appears to be smal- 

ler than the present species the basal length of the skull being 41,7 mm. greatest diame- 

ter of p.‘ 5,1 mm.; breadth between outer corners of p* 16 mm.* Length of hind foot 
41 mm. Helogale victorina Tuomas is »pale grizzled grey suffused with ochraceous 
yellow. Muzzle fulvous. Crown like back. Under surface from chin to anus dull 

buffy yellow, hands and feet also buffy yellow.» Tail buffy below. Greatest diameter 

of p* 5,5 mm.* Helogale varia Tuomas >General colour above finely speckled yellowish 

or buffy grey passing gradually below into deep buffy without speckling.» »A small 

patch on each side of muzzle running back to surround the eye brown or brownish 

rufous.» »Greatest diameter of p.* 5,2 mm.° Helogale hirtula Tuomas. Hairs on the 

back 18—20 mm. General colour as in H. atkinsoni but more coarsely grizzled. 
Head and back appear, however, to be of the same colour to judge from the de- 
scription. The rings of the hair said to be »white». »Under surface as in H. atkin- 

soni except that the belly has a more strongly marked tendency to rufous.»* Dia- 

meter of p* 5,9 mm. 

Helogale macmillani Tuomas »General colour abowe between broccoli brown 
and Mars brown» — — — »finely ticked with minute buffy specks» — — — »less 
than 1 mm. in length». »Under surface near Prout’s brown with scarcely any speckling. » 

— »Upper surface of hands russet.» »Front of canine to back of m* 15,6 mm." 
Helogale parvula (SuNDEVALL). The small South African species is so much 

smaller and darker and geographically so distant from the present species that no 
nearer comparison between them is needed, neither with the allied H. brunnula Tuo- 

mAs & ScHwaANN from Transvaal which latter is uniform brown finely ticked with 

buffy whitish. 
It may be quite clear from this review that the Helogale described above dif- 

fers from all other species of this genus hitherto described. In spite, however, of 

the differences such as the general colour, the great length of the fur, the rufous- 

1 Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1902 p. 119. 
® Reise nach Mossambique. Zool. Siugeth. p. 114. 
5 Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 6, Vol. 20, 1897, p. 378—379. 
* Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1902 p. 120. 
ol c. pall9. 
® Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 7, Vol. XIV, p. 98. 
7 Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 7, Vol. XVIII, p. 300. 
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ness of the lower side ete. in H. hirtula, it is probably the nearest ally of this race, 

and I prefer to regard the present form as a subspecies of H. hirtula, which I name 

H. h. ahlselli for my friend Mr. Rupo“r AutseLt who kindly and generously has 

assisted my expedition to Brit. East Africa. 
The characteristics common to both H. hirtula and the new race are the follo- 

wing: the large size of the teeth in which the new race is superior even to H. hir- 

tula; the presence of black hair at the claws, even if this is not quite constant; 

scantiness of the hair around the eye. 

H. hirtula has been described from »Gabridehari, 60 miles west of Gerlogobi», 

Somaliland. This is rather far to the northeast from the place where this new race 

has been found, viz. in the thornbush country north of Guaso Nyiri at Njoro (about 

1° N. lat.), and below Chanler Falls. 

H. hirtula ahlselli is a rather common animal in that country, It lives in holes 
in the ground and takes also often its refuge into old termite hills. It appears to 

live in small colonies, and more than once I observed such a colony to my great 

astonishment in the same place where a colony of Ground Squirrels had their burrows. 

When running the Helogale looks, if seen from some distance, rather like a dark 

Ground Squirrel. They sit also sometimes upright on the haunches as such. As 

soon as danger approaches the animals disappear at once in their holes, and even 

wounded specimens are apt to reach the burrows, if not killed on the spot. I suc- 

ceeded in shooting three old males. 
Since the above was written THomas has described three more species and 

subspecies of Helogale.' Of these H. vetula from Lamu is »finely grizzled grey» and 

much smaller. »Hind foot 44 mm. H. percivali has the »head between burnt umber 

and vandyke-brown» which is completely different from the present race. It is also 

smaller. H. hirtula lutescens from Lake Rudolf is perhaps the closest relative to the 

present but it is somewhat smaller and appears also to differ in colour to judge from 

the description. 

Felide. 

Felis leo sabakiensis LONNBERG. 

LoéxnperG: Mammals in: Sjéstedts Kilimandjaro-Meru Expedition Upsala 1908, p. 22. 

After having examined skulls of Lions obtained at Nairobi HOLLIsTER has arri- 

ved to the conclusions® that they represented the same race which the present author 

a few years ago described from the Kilimanjaro district. Not having had any oppor- 

tunity of shooting Lions near Nairobi I cannot add anything to HOLLISTER’s com- 

munication except that I can confirm his statement about the variability of the 
colour of these animals as I saw several skins brought in to Nairobi. The amount 

of black in the mane of the males varies for instance a great deal. 

1 Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 8, Vol. VIII, p. 724—725. 
° Smithsonian Mise. Coll. Vol. 56 n:o 2. Washington 1910, p. 11. 
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When speaking about Lions Dr. 8. L. Hinpr, Provincial Commissioner in 

Mombasa, told me that these animals on the Athi plains formerly were much more 

diurnal in their habits than they are now. It was then a common sight to see 
Lions move about, and even eatch their prey in broad daylight. The black in the 

mane of a crouching Lion resembled the scattered black stones on these plains. 
Lions are still rather common on the plains and come sometimes rather close 

to Nairobi, where a gentleman was severely mauled by a Lioness last winter 1910—11]. 
Several such accidents happen every year and end not seldom with the death of the 

victim. As His Excellency, Governor Jackson told me the Lion hardly ever kills a 
man outright on the spot, even if the wounds afterwards prove fatal. Lionesses 
with small cubs may attack without provocation, otherwise it is only wounded ani- 

mals, and such as have been pursued by hunters mounted on horseback and find 

that they cannot escape that become dangerous. It is the rule in British East Af- 

rica that a wounded Lion charges furiously, but there are exceptions even from that 

rule. One of the last days of my stay in Nairobi I heard from the Game Warden 

Mr. Woosnam that he had the day before pursued a wounded Lion in a papyrus- 
thicket’, but it tried to escape until the last moment. When not wounded the Lions 
as a rule try to escape as quietly as Jackals as I observed a couple of times myself. 

When there is abundance of big game the Lions do not often attack cattle. 

That they appear to be especially fond of Ostrich meat has been mentioned in my 
paper on the birds collected by this Expedition. 

On the acacia steppe near Itiolu river I saw °/2 the remains of a fullgrown 
Oryx on which 5 Lions (2 females and 3 grown up cubs) had fed. These remains 
consisted of the head, the vertebral column with short stumps of the ribs, the pelvis, 

3 of the legs, and pieces of the lungs. The ears and the nasal cartilages (as well as 
the cartilages of other parts) were completely gnawed away. The skin was also eaten 

except a big piece on the forehead. 65 paces from the place where these remains 

were found the Oryx had been killed, and there the missing foreleg had been left 

together with the stomach. It appears as if the Lions always use to remove the 

stomach and intestines of the prey soon after it is killed, and seratch sand and earth 
over them if the ground is such that it can be done. This has been observed by 

others as well as by myself. Sometimes the Lion appears to condescend to prey on 

rather small animals. On the southern side of Guaso Nyiri I found one day the 
remains of a Porcupine which my experienced gunbearer said had been killed and 

eaten by a »>Simba». 
How far north the distribution of this race extends I cannot say, but it is 

probable that it inhabits the steppe country even to the northeast of Kenia. A 

Lioness shot by Mr. A. Ss6@ren near Itiolu river, a tributary from the south to 

Guaso Nyiri measured in total length 244 em. 83 cm. of which was the length of 

the tail. 
Lions are not uncommon on the acacia steppe south of Guaso Nyiri. 

‘ A proceeding which is almost beyond the limits of bravery even for an experienced sportsman! 

K. Sv Vet. Akad. Handl. Band 48. N:zo 5. 10 
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Felis leo somaliensis Noack. 

Noacu: Mitt. Naturhist. Mus. Hamburg IX Jahrg. 1891, p. 48. 

North of Guaso Nyiri in the thornbush country I had the opportunity of shoot- 

ing a male Lion with rather strongly worn incisors ''/s 1911. This specimen belongs 

evidently to the Somali-race. Its general colour is paie yellowish grey, whitish below. 

The lips and chin are whitish. There is a whitish spot above and below the eye. 
Most of the whiskers are pure white but some of the smaller on the upper lip are 

black. With the exception of the parts mentioned the face is sprinkled with dark brown. 

The mane is short the hair averaging about 10 cm., and it does not extend back- 

wards beyond the neck. It is pale buff around the ears and on the sides of the fore- 

neck, forming a blackish brown crest along the upper neck and shading into dull 
brown on the sides of the hind neck. Along the back is a fine sprinkling of black, 
and on the posterior surface of the lower hams a blackish ill-defined streak. There are 

no spots except some few small ones on the inside of the hind legs. On the feet 
a few indistinct whitish stripes are seen. The tail is more sprinkled with black on 

the upper side than the back, and this increases to the short black tuft. 

The length of head and body of this Lion was about 180 cm. measured in a 

straight line, and the tail whithout hair 82 cm. These measurements agree nearly 
with those recorded by Matscutp. 

The dimensions of the skull are as follows: 

Maximum length of skull... .. . CRORES |S Obie Sp 58 Boh: 336 mm. 

Condylobasal length (pre: arteipsh steeh A ry edi Pek. EFT) 308 

Basalileng thi ys s5 i/o nseestte xp Clctetl aie eee es 287,5 » 

Zygomatic breadth .... . ere aC ee eR oe 218 » 

Interorbital -breacul os <. "ates, tc A. ee 72,5 » 

Least postorbital width > <= eke eel) sore en oe 61 

Width of platal opening at sut. palatopterygoidea .... . 32 

Distance between bulle# in front ............. 28 

tips of postorbital processes 98,3 

Length,.of p* sv kpss Paves ra supe tebe Mle ire Staaten de het cee i ES a 35 

The Somali Lion is perhaps the smallest race of its kind, and it may therefore 

be of interest to compare its skull with that of the largest race of Lion, F. leo 

capensis (FiscH), and for this purpose I have selected a fine male specimen shot by 

the famous Swedish explorer J. F. WAuLBERG in »Caffraria interiore» 1845. The maxi- 

mum length of this skull is 395 mm., its condylobasal length 340 mm. and its basal 

length 32,1 mm. Already by comparing these measurements with those above the 

remarkable difference in size is clearly understood, and also that the occipital crest 

extends further backwards beyond the condyles in the South African Lion (55 
mm.) than in the Somali Lion (28 mm.) Even in male skulls of F. leo sabakiensis, 

which I saw in Nairobi, the occipital crest appeared more developed than in F. leo 
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somaliensis. If the occipital crests are not counted in, the difference in length be- 
tween the South African and the Somali skull is 32 em. (viz. the difference between 

their condylobasal measurements). The zygomatic breadth of the South African 

is 251 mm. The difference with regard to this dimension is thus about equal to 

the difference in condylobasal length. The interorbital breadth, on the other hand, 

is in spite of other dimensions even a little smaller in the South African (71,5 mm.) 

than in the Somali Lion, but the least postorbital width is larger in the former viz. 

68 mm. The same is also the case with the width of the palatal opening at sutura 
palatopterygoidea viz. 40 mm., and the distance between the bull in front viz. 31 

mm., although in a smaller degree in the latter case. The distance between the tips 

of the postorbital processes is 112 mm. in the South African Lion, thus larger than 
in the other, and naturally enough this is also the case with the length of p* which 

amounts to 40 mm. 

The nasals are very different in the two races, those of the South African Lion 

being much longer measuring mesially 102 mm. against 80 mm. in the Somali ani- 

mal. The greatest combined breadth of the nasals in front is resp. 71 mm. and 
59 mm. 

The length of the lower jaw from the back of the condyle to the anterior sur- 

face at the symphysis is in the South African Lion 257 mm., and in the Somali 
Lion 231 mm. 

The former has thus more powerful jaws and in connection with this a stron- 
ger musculature which again has caused a stronger development of crests and bones 
on which these muscles are inserted. 

The Somali Lion is apparently a »Bush-Lion» and this may account for the 
seantiness of its mane (Pl. VI fig. 1), such an ornament being decidely not useful 
for an animal living in thick bush as it must get entangled in the thorns and twigs. 

The bush does not offer such an abundance of big game as the open plains, and this 

is perhaps the explanation of the inferior size of this race. It is, however, bold 

enough to prey even on big animals if it gets an opportunity. One day when we 

were camping at Guaso Nyiri below Chanler Falls one of our native gunbearers repor- 

ted that he had found the remains of a female Giraffe which had apparently been 
killed by Lions when it came down to the river to drink. This seemed very strange 

and I went to the spot the following day. The remains consisted, however, then 

only of the skull and the picked bones left by the Hyenas and Vultures so that it 
was impossible to find out anything about how the animal had been killed. It is pos- 

sible that the Lion(s) had sprung on the Giraffe when it stooped to drink, and it may 
be possible that it was sick or had been wounded before. The male specimen which 
I shot had a remarkably big belly and was much infested with ticks of the species 
Rhipicephalus armatus. It was nevertheless in very good condition and contained a 
great deal of fat which is highly appreciated by the natives. 

The carcase of a Rhinoceros is sure to attract the Lions, and this is known 

to some sportsmen much to the injury of the Rhinos! 
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It was said that the »Bush-Lion» which lived on the mainland opposite Mom- 

basa, in the thick bush there, was mane-less. It is thus possible that the Somali 
Lion extends its distribution as far southwards in the districts covered with thick 

bush. 

Felis pardus Lin. 

Unfortunately there was very little opportunity during the whole expedition to 

gain any direct knowledge about the Leopards of British East Africa, although these 

animals are by no means uncommon. No specimen was shot. Only once I saw with 

my own eyes a Leopard, and then I had no weapon. This happened in the thorn- 

bush country near the water place Njoro north of Guaso Nyiri “/: 1911. Mr Cun- 

NINGHAME and I were returning to the camp in the afternoon, and we were walking 
along a game path. CUNNINGHAME went a few steps in front of me and had already 
passed the thornbush from which the Leopard jumped out, hardly two metres from 

the path on which we were going. My gunbearer had unfortunately stopped behind 

for a moment, and the animal thus disappeared with long leaps unmolested as Cun- 

NINGHAME unfortunately missed with snap shot. I had only time to state that it 

was a large specimen with a rich rufous colouring, although one could have expected 
to find a pale form in this arid country. 

The characteristic hoarse gnarling sound with intervals (somewhat similar to 

that produced »by sawing a piece of thin wood with a coarse toothed saw» as Pocock 
says)" was heard during the nights now and then at Njoro and on the acacia steppe 
at Lekiundu river. 

In the forests of Kenia as well the Leopards are common. I heard from an 

Englishman who had a grant to collect rubber on the eastern slopes of Kenia, that 

the Leopards within short time had snatched away three dogs from him. In other 

places as well I heard similar accounts proving how fond the Leopards are of dog- 
meat. 

It is generally believed that there are two kinds of Leopards in British East 
Africa a large and a small race. It is also spoken about a small-spotted and a large- 

spotted race. Although I have not got material to express a definite opinion I think 
it must be observed that the difference in size partly can be explained by the great 

difference between the sexes, the males being much larger than the females. The 

condylobasal length of and old male Leopard from Gheleb, Eritrea (received from 

Rev. K. G. Rop&y) is, for instance, 192 mm. while the same measurement in females 

from the same locality (also received from the same gentleman) is from 167 to 175 mm. 
Partly the difference in size also may be due to the greater or less abundance of food. 

The Provincial Commissioner Dr. Hrypr has drawn my attention to the fact that 

according to his experience the Leopards in the forests and at the edge of the forests 
were larger than those of the open plains, and he regarded this to be due to the grea- 
ter quantity of food which was available to the former than to the latter. 

* Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1907 p. 677. 
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As regards the pattern it is a fact that as well small-spotted as large-spotted 

Leopards occur in Brit. East Africa, I have seen skins of both kinds there, and 

, Fig. 2. A large-spotted Leopard from Brit. East Africa. 

the Swedish ethnographer K. G. LiypBiom, Phil. Cand., has sent home four skins 
with both patterns. It is difficult to form any opinion concerning the value of these 
two patterns. The large skins appear to have Jarger spots than the small skins. 
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Thus the big male specimen from Eritrea mentioned above has larger spots than 
the smaller females without, however, directly deserving the name »large-spotted>». 

The large-spotted skins (conf. Fig. 2) sent home by LinpBLom are larger than the 

Fig. 3. A small-spotted Leopard from Brit. East Africa. 

small-spotted ones (Fig. 3). The number of the spots counted transversely at the 
middle of the body appears to be about equal in both. The size of the spots may 
accordingly in East African Leopards stand in connection with the size of the ani- 

mal only and thus be without value as a racial characteristic, 
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A skin of a Leopard from Kismayu sent home by Rev. Mr. ENn@pant is com- 
paratively small and has small spots. 

In a similar way as the spots are different in size in Leopards from the same 

country the ground colour as well is found to be very variable. In a skin from 

Machakos the ground colour of the back is (perhaps a little more rufous than) » tan» 

(Rép. des Couleurs 317,1) fading gradually down to »yellowish buff» (Rép. des Cou- 

leurs 310.2) on the lower flanks while the centre of the rosettes even there is »bistre» 

(Rép. des Couleurs 328,1). In another skin of a similar pattern, and which looks 

quite fresh (not faded), also from Brit. East Africa and probably from no distant 
locality as it also has been sent home by Mr. Linpgsiom, the darkest ground colour 
of the back is »yellowish buff» (Rép. des Couleurs 310,2) fading to creamy white on 
the flanks where the centre of the rosettes is pale »yellowish buff» (Rép. des Couleurs 

310,1). The difference between these two skins is thus very striking, and the indi- 
vidual variation very great. 

The four skins from Eritrea are less rufous than the most bright-coloured from 
British East Africa but not so pale as the palest from there. 

As it is difficult to decide whether there is one or two varieties of Leopards 
in East Africa it is uncertain what name is to be applied to East African Leopards. 

Following Marscuir I have once called’ a Leopard from Kilimanjaro » Felis pardus 
nimr (HemprR. & EnRENB.)». This was, however, a mistake as the name »nimr» ori- 

ginally had been given to a much paler animal which is said to have been — — — 

»flavescente albida, dorso medio levius fulvescente, ocellis e macularum nigrarum 

quaternarum quinarumve annulis in medio tantum corpore notata, areolis annulorum 

fulvescentibus» — — —. The coloured plate in HemMpricut & EHRENBERG’s »Symbole 

Physic» show a Leopard »Ex Arabia felici» and it is much paler even than the 

palest specimens from Eritrea and the palest from East Africa. I suppose therefore 

that the name »nimr> cannot be used for any African Leopard. 

In the year 1900 O. NEUMANN created a new name » Felis leopardus suahelicus»,’ 
because »die grossgefleckte ostafrikanische Form des Leoparden hatte bisher noch 

keinen Namen»(!). Not a single word of description is added, and such a proceeding 
of naming an animal without any diagnose ought to be repudiated. The difficulty 

of finding out what this »F. 1. suahelicus» is meant to be is the greater as no certain 

type locality is indicated but four different places are enumerated so widely distant 

as Tanga and Uganda. It is thus no wonder that LypeKKrR when figuring® the 

skin of a large-spotted Leopard from Uganda is quite uncertain whether it is iden- 

tical with »swahelicus», or not. LYDEKKER’s specimen proves to have an unusually 

short tail. From Ruwenzori CaMERANO has described a large-spotted Leopard and 
given it the name of F. p. ruwenzori. This one has a short tail, and if this cha- 

racteristic proves constant LYDEKKER’s specimen may be counted to this race. From 

1 Wiss. Ergebn. d. Schwed. Zool. Exp. Kilimandjaro-Meru 1905—1906 unter Leitung von Prof. Dr. 
Ynove Ssistept. 2. Mammals, p. 23. 

* Zool. Jahrb. Abth. Syst., Bd. 13, Hft. 6, p. 551. 
3 Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1907, p. 784. 
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my material, however, it will appear as if the big large-spotted skins had a com- 
paratively short tail independent of from which locality they have originated. Thus 

if the tail is laid forward along the middle of the back it reaches with the tip to 

above the shoulders as well in the big and comparatively large-spotted skin from 

Eritrea as in the two big and large-spotted skins from British East Africa. On the 

other hand in the smaller and small-spotted skins the tail is, as a rule, longer and 

when laid as above it reaches usually further forward with the tip to the middle of 
the upper neck, but there are exceptions from this rule so that in some small-spotted 

specimens as well the tail is comparatively short. 

From this discussion it is apparent that the question about eventually two 

races of Leopards in British East Africa cannot be solved for the present. More 
material is needed and especially material with indication of sex and age. It is of 

course then also impossible to say now which subspecific name ought to be applied 
to this or these Leopards. 

The small Leopard of Somaliland has been called F. p. nanopardus by Tuomas.’ 

The flat skin of the type specimen, an old female, is only 1070 mm. and none of 

my skins is so small, nor is there any with so short tail as 580 mm. as that of the 

female nanopardus. 

I wish at this opportunity to draw attention to the fact that it is very easy to 

“ _.q-—. ascertain whether the tail of a Leopard is complete or 
= Zoe intact at the tip, because every such tail is provided with 

) a spur or nail at the extreme end, homologous with that at 
ie eee pore res the end of a Lions tail about which so much has been spoken 
@ dorsal view; > from the right (conf, Fig. 4 a & b). 

side. Three times enlarged. 

Sa 
4 

< 
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Felis capensis hindei Wroucuton. 

Wroventon: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., Ser. 8, Vol. V, p. 205. 

A specimen from the bush steppe near Thika river and not far from Blue Post 

appears to agree with Wrovuauton’s description of this race of Serval. The present 
specimen is, however, a little longer, head and body measuring about 84 cm, and its 

tail is somewhat shorter, about 26 cm. without hair. But as it is a female its skull 

is not large, and the measurements of the same agree with those recorded by 

WROUGHTON. 

1 Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1904, Ser. 7, Vol. XIV, p. 94. 
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Q from | Wroven- 

Thika river | shasta oi 

mm, mm, 

Greatest length of skull. . 1.65 . swe csc ll4 120 

GMM OUOUIE volta MM ole e bh eal ender ie tne ug 2.0 95,5 07 

PAVGGMIAUG FORO “ais yo oe Roe wes) % te ene ceus 76 81 

Combined length of ph and p*. .............. 24). 20 22 

Length of upper carmassial ..... +++ eevee 13 13 

Breadth of upper carnassial. ........ + ese 5 6 

Length of lower molar . . . 2 .0.e.s:s eee eee 9,5 | 9,5 

PeOGU ORDO Ts sos Wy wha css es he 6s suas 22 23 

A skull of a male Serval from Natal in this museum has larger dimensions 

even than WRoUGHTON’s type specimen of the present race. The basicranial length 

of the Natal specimen is about 107 mm., zygomatic breadth 88 mm., combined length 

of p* and p* 23 mm., length of bullae 27 mm. The last dimension is the most 
striking. 

Wrovauton’s type was from Machakos, Brit. East Africa, but other specimens 
are recorded in Brit. Museum from Aberdare Range. The place where the present 

specimen was collected is situated some distance north of the type locality. The 
range of the subspecies extends, however, also southwards to the Kilimanjaro district 
which is proved by a skin obtained by Ss6strepr from natives in that country and 
which displays the same general pattern of colouration as the specimen from Thika 
river. 

The latter specimen was observed in the forenoon °°; 1911 skulking through 

long grass but was betrayed by its long ears visible above the grass. Mr. A. Ss6- 
GREN and I started to go on either side of it so as to intercept it, and the former 
got the opportunity of shooting it. 

The geographical distribution of the different races of Serval are imperfectly 

known as yet. The following contribution to the knowledge of this may therefore 

deserve to be published. Some short time ago I had the pleasure of receiving from 
Mr. A. SANDBERG a skin and a skull of a female Serval obtained near Pweto (Mpueto) 
in Belgian Congo at the northern end of Lake Mweru. This Serval agrees with regard 
to colour and pattern very closely with Felis capensis beire Wroucuton' from Beira, 

Portuguese East Africa. The skull as well as the teeth are smaller than the cor- 
responding parts of the type of F’. c. beire as the following comparison indicates but 
this is possibly due to difference in sex. 

' Described in the same paper as F. ¢. hindei. 

K. Sv. Vet. Akad. Handl. Band 48. N:o 5. 11 
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i 

WROUGHTON’S SANDBERG’S 
type of female specimen 

F.c beire from Pweto 

mm. mm. 

Greatest length of skull. ........... 128 118 

Basilar length ¢75). - 5-6 © = sae ees 108 99,5 

Zygomatic breadth ......+.+-++-+-++-s 91 74,5 

Combined length of p* and p*. .......-. 26 23,5 

Length and breadth of upper carnassial . . . - 16X8 14,5 X 6,8 

Length of lower molar... +--+ + eee L238: Mee 

Beutlee. 5) beiie, fale. coe. pume) Wa: Meve wom es) ie) Bis) Aetes 26.5 25,2 

As the differences between the sexes of F. c. hindei are not so great (conf. 

above) as between these skulls referred to F. c. beire it is possible that when more 

material is available the Serval of Pweto will prove to be a small-headed and small- 
toothed subspecies of its own, although very closely allied to F. c. beire. The in- 

teresting thing is, however, that a small-spotted and pale Serval occupies a district, 

Beira—Lake Mweru, which separates the native country of the large-spotted F’. ¢. 

hindei (Brit. and Germ. E. Afr.) from the South African home of F. ¢. capensis, which 

also is comparatively large-spotted. 

Felis ocreata GmMELin subsp.? 

At Juja farm when looking for small birds I saw one evening a Wild Cat in 

rather high grass but owing to the small shot in my gun I failed to kill it. Mrs. 

Mc Mitian told me that the wild Cats interbred with the domesticated Cats at 

Juja farm. 
A glimpse of a Wild Cat was also seen in high grass at Kagio between Fort 

Hall and Embu boma., 
Mr. Hampson of Nairobi showed me two skins of Wild Cats trapped at Es- 

carpment. 

This species is thus probably to be found in suitable localities a little every- 
where in Brit. East Africa but difficult to obtain. Without material for comparison 

it is impossible for me to say to which subspecies the Wild Cat of Brit. East Africa 
belongs,’ but Pocock has expressed as a supposition that a Cat caught at Nyiri near 
Fort Hall (not in Uganda!) belongs to the race F. 0. ugande ScHWANN (conf. Proc. 

Zool. Soc. London 1907, p. 668). 

1 In this connection I am able to add a little to the knowledge about Felis ocreata mellandi Scuwaxn 
(Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 7, Vol. XIII, p. 423) of which a very fine male specimen has been presented to 
this Museum by Mr. A. Saypperc of Bulawayo. This specimen corresponds fully with Scuwann’s description (I. ¢.) 
as far as it reaches, except that the underfur on the median line is not »dark brown or black» as is stated in 
the »key» (1. ¢. p. 426). It is black on the nape and fore-head but not on the body anywhere. It is there 
mostly dull cinnamon buff but in some places, as above the shoulders dull greyish brown. As Scuwany’s speci- 
mens were mutilated with regard to their tails I may state that the tail is rather long, measuring in the tanned 
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Felis caracal nubica (Firzinaer) Marscnie. 

Matseute: Siiugethiere Deutsch-Ost-Afrikas. Berlin 1895, p. 67. 

I did not see any living Caracal during the expedition but in Nairobi I saw 

two skins from the Kedong valley and purchased one of them for the sake of evi- 
dence, although it was not in good condition, but there was a skull to it, the mea- 

surements of which are given below: 

Greatest length of skull «ateas vy 086 6 ee we eee 114 mm. 

Basioranial lengthier sea < Nw teva we oe eee a: 96 

Ay gormativ,; brebdth: 4. veeectay scl is, sipuyian © ieoet tek we Te 

Greatest length of nasals (laterally). ......+....-. 27 

Least interorbital: wittin vs. gike, ity Sin) eels, jenn. 9. 2 ae se 23 

Breadth across postorbital processes ........+.+.. 46 

HGBNG OMUOLDICAR WHEE Mel tarls, Reis nll te Wem ss wha ee 330» 

Combined length of p¥idndpt ss bs. a 2 23,5 » 

LAN RON OR Pe Vie ic a any MER ei eee le os) Wd wie 14,2 » 

Henge of bully: cis cs eats Te ah <eppiests ete ee ere ees 24 «> 

As I do not have sufficient material for comparison I can neither confirm nor 

contradict Marscnin’s views about the East African Caracal but have to leave that 
to the future. His description of the colouration agrees with the present specimen 
which, although fully adult, displays quite visible spots on the lower side. 

Cynelurus jubatus guttatus (HeRMANy). 

Matscnte: Die Siugethiere Deutsch-Ost-Afrikas, p. 70. 

Cheetahs were observed a few times in different localities. In January I saw 
one at a great distance running with great speed over the steppe not far from Nai- 

robi. South of Guaso Nyiri I saw a specimen in high grass which hid the body, and 
in spite of its small head it looked like a Lioness. A male specimen was shot °/: 
near Lekiundu river, south of Guaso Nyiri, by Mr. A. Ss6aren who permitted me 

to keep the skull for the collection. The dimensions of this skull are as follows: 

skin 36'/2 cm. It has a black tip and two subterminal black rings well developed, and traces of others. As 
the skull of this race is unknown the following measurements may be given. 

Total length Of GROW cy. yactie a nile te ad tac eng LOD, mm. 
CONGYISUBSGIIGUSU. sa tee ah cs 4) a! 
Dupicranigwienpeint: 1 se). Mota Gale oslde. Eset “BS yely » 
AyROMetiGsmidth, te i wre Cds Hae. AKT D | G2 
ORGS) RRL CAN Dc ee ce 5 wgies oO, ® 
Teast Itercrbitalewidiis- cheese ss) ag 
Weriethh, Gh, nasal mona letsias. face ie eeh ew astied *1\ 5286 5 
Fossa lacrymalis to tip of nasal laterally .... . 20 , 
Gmreavest lenwen “Oe WOlgie Wes wocle a +s s os + || BOB DF 
Front of canine:toiback.of pm® ....... ... » 32,4 » 
ene. of? bo den td hud AA edadee! 12,602 
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Condylobasal ength) <5) eres = nite) a 160 mm. 

Basalfdength sf. = (sim vege ht = abieeetie see dek bare 151» 

Zygomatic breadth. . . +. - 06 = «as ww ws 130,5 » 

Tnterorbital, DYeQUbo <)%, © nce 1s) eo wife siren wie) came tte te 43,5 

Least postorbital breadth --. + 5-2... .+-:s- +. 57 

Distance between postorbital processes .........--. 80 

Length of nasals mesially .-. +. ...-..--2+ees 44.» 

Greatest combined breadth of nasals in front. ...... 33 

Tength OF pt oe oa) ee ers oy wie) eo a es 21,6 » 

Distance between bulle in front ........+.4.-.-. 20,5 » 

Width of palatal opening at sut. palatopterygoidea . .. . . 13,4 » 

This skull offers the strange anomaly that p* and m!’ are entirely missing on 

the right side, and there is no trace of any alveole, nor of any healed wound on the 

jaw bone so that this defect is evidently inborn. 
The Cheetah in question was infested with ticks of the species Rhipicephalus 

armatus which never have been found on this animal before.’ 

Glires. 

Sciuride. 

Heliosciurus keniz NruMANN. 

NeuMANN: Sitzber. Ges. Nat. Freunde. Berlin 1902, p. 176. 

In the journal quoted O, Neumann has shortly described a Squirrel from Kenia 
without giving any measurements of the animal or its skull. It is thus chiefly for 

geographical reasons that two Squirrels obtained 28 of Jan. in the primeval forest 

on the eastern slopes of Kenia are referred to this species. Five more Squirrels shot 

in the forest at Meru boma and a sixth from a forest two hours march to the north 
of the latter locality are quite similar to those from the Kenia forest. The general 

colour of the upper parts is very dark olive brown. The hairs are black with shiny 

black tips, a subtermina] dull yellowish white ring, and a lower whitish ring which 
often has a more or less strong tint of fawn. The underfur is richly developed, 

long and reaching the level of the lower light ring. The underfur is broadly tipped 

with fawn (in some specimens more ochraceous, in some others more reddish which 

blends together with the lower light ring of the hair. Basally the underfur is black. 
The lower side is dark brown and the hairs are ringed with fawn, sometimes with 
yellowish tan colour (»Rép. de Couleurs» 315), In some specimens hairs with whitish 
rings are found mesially and on the inside of the hind legs, but even in such spe- 

cimens the majority of the hairs are ringed with fawn or yellowish. From the throat 

a white patch extends to between the fore legs. This white mark which NEUMANN 

* Conf. L. G. Neumann: Ixodides. Ark. f. Zool. Bd. 7, n:o 24, p. 6. Stockholm 1912. 
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has mentioned as existing in the single specimen on which he based the name is 

present in all my specimens." Around the eyes a more or less defined fawn coloured 
ring is to be seen. The sides of the head is otherwise nearly similar in colour to 
the lower parts. The hair of the tail is black with white tips and three yellow rings. 
The colour of these rings is, when the tail is in fresh pelage, most similar to »Mars 
yellow» (»Rép. de Couleurs», 316), sometimes more yellowish tan, sometimes inclining 
to fawn. The tip of the tail looks almost black because the white tips to the hair 
are absent there and the light rings more or less reduced in number. The upper 
one is absent, and sometimes the two others as well. 

The length of the skins (head and body) is 22—25 cm. 

The length of the tail varies from 22 to 26,5 cm. 

The length of the hind foot is about 48—50 mm. without claws. 

The maximum length of the skulls varies from 52,5 to 55 mm. 54 being the 
usual size of old specimens. 

| of ? g 

| mm. mm, mm. 

Maximum length of skull. .......... | 54,2 52,5 55 

Condyloincisive length of skull ....... «| 47,2 47,1 | 485 

Zygomatic width of skull. .......... 31 30;7 "| “Bits 

Least interorbital width of skull... .....| 16,7 16 bly Bf 

Length of upper molar series ........--. | 10 10,2 10 

DARE COP CIA UOIN wills olin a cslideiien 6 diamant s we 11,3 11 12 

Width of palate between premolars ..... . 7,5 7 7,7 

GUM OL RINGS vous e's a is, wets uulate ; 21,4 21,6 23 

All these specimens are fully adult with worn molars. They are from the forests 

near Meru boma. The specimens from Kenia have the same dimensions. 
As the dark fur indicates, this Squirrel is an inhabitant of the dark and thick 

forest. Often two or three specimens were found in company, and at least once it 

was stated that both were adult females. They appear thus to be sociable inde- 
pendently of sex. 

Paraxerus jacksoni (pm WriNToN). 
De Winton: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., Ser. 6, Vol. XIX, 1897, p. 574. 

and 

Paraxerus jacksoni capitis Tuomas. 
Tuomas: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., Ser. 8, Vol. IV, 1909, p. 105. 

The type specimen of P. jacksoni is stated to be from Kikuyu, while the type 
of P. j. capitis is from Nairobi Forest. I have collected six specimens from the 

* Mr. R. B. Woosyam showed me a pair of dark Squirrels shot near Escarpment which had no such 
white throat mark. As they otherwise resembled the Kenia Squirrel it is probable, that they only represented 
a melanistic phase of the same. 
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surroundings of Nairobi which thus must represent the latter subspecies. It is a 

little doubtful which exact locality is meant with »Kikuyu». Nairobi is also situated 

in the typical Kikuyu country. A little to the northwest of Nairobi a railroad station 

is named »Kikuyu», and somewhat still further northwest Escarpment station is 

situated which sometimes is called Kikuyu Escarpment. Nairobi lies at an altitude 

of a little more than 5000 feet, and Escarpment at about 8000 feet. At the latter 

place I collected two specimens of similar Squirrels. If there was any difference 

between the Scrub Squirrels of Nairobi and those of Kikuyu this difference ought to 

be still more pronounced in the corresponding animals from Escarpment, as Kikuyu 

with regard to geographical situation and altitude is intermediate between the two 

other places. 
According to Tuomas P. j. capitis shall be paler on the body than P. jacksoni 

>and on the extremities ochraceous replaced by buffy, ‘and buff by whitish». In the 

subspecies the under surface is said to be »soiled whitish or creamy white, the cor- 

responding part in true jacksoni cream-buff or buff». 
When comparing my specimens from Nairobi and those from Escarpment, I 

cannot find any perceptible difference in the colour of the upper parts of the darkest 

specimens from Nairobi and those from Escarpment, and in a similar way the ex- 

tremities are just as richly coloured in some of the Nairobi specimens as in the 

others. The lower surface of the Nairobi specimens is, as a rule, paler and more 

whitish than corresponding parts of the Escarpment specimens but in some of the 
former it is distinctly buffy, and the difference from the latter in colour is then very 

slight if any at all. Considering the great variation in colour among Squirrels and 

the considerable bleaching of the fur to which they are subjected, as also is pointed 

out by Tuomas (1. c. p. 106), I do not believe it possible to maintain P. j. capitis 

as a different race on account of any difference in colour. It remains then to see 

if any other distinguishing characteristic can be found. Dr Wryron states the length 
of the tail of P. jacksoni to be 155 mm., while THoMAs gives the same measurement 

of P. j. capitis as 187 mm. The longest tail of my two Escarpment specimens is 

about 15 cm., but in some of the Nairobi specimens it is very little more, and it 

seems hardly possible to base a subspecies on such small differences in length of such 

a variable organ. 

From a geographical and topographical point of view there is no reason to 

suspect the presence of different Scrub Squirrels at Nairobi and any other place in 

the Kikuyu country. 
These little Squirrels are on the move even in the middle of the day. They 

were usually found in bush, sometimes outside, sometimes in the middle of the thick 
and dark forest. Seldom they were observed in trees and then not in very high 

trees. At Escarpment station I shot my specimens among the remaining dry tops 

and branches of big cedars which had been cut down. When moving among the 

green foliage these Squirrels look quite greenish and are not easily seen. Their colour 

can certainly be called protective. When they are quietly running along a branch 
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in the dim light in thick bush they look more like an indistinct greenish shadow 

than a living animal and disappear very quickly out of sight. 

Paraxerus jacksoni kahari (H eLirr). 

Heiter: Smiths. Miss. Coll., Vol. 56, 1911, N:o 17, p. 2. 

Five specimens of Scrub Squirrels were collected in the neighbourhood of Meru 
boma and the native village Kanyakeni, where they mostly were found in the shambas, 

which were surrounded by hedges and contained small trees planted to support the 

yams-vines. These specimens looked when alive very much like those collected around 
Nairobi. A closer examination reveals, however, that the Meru Scrub Squirrel which 

Hever recently has named P. kahari has a considerably smaller skull, with shorter, 
less constricted preorbital region, narrower occipital region, shorter diastema and so on. 

For comparison a few measurements of a skull from Nairobi and another of 

similar age from Meru boma are given: 

Nairobi Meru 
] boma 

mm. | mm. 

MIME NOUDU Oe se er nee es ee 6 ee ew 8 ee 43,8 40,7 

Condylomcisive lenpth 3 2 2. . fe Pe ee wh ee ws 39,1 36,4 

PU ROMMaLIG twAdthae che) Sie ed ints GER ilies 2. ot See | euistwits 25,2 23,7 

Beant interoehitell with: «ye sueiwibey ctidyee se grie cel > parpbyeensnswae 11,5 11,3 

| Length of upper molar series... ++ ee + eet ee et eee 7,5 7,3 

BPH GE RUAN sc isthe Bm “op. hal 6, ee iyo (apes wo yes eh. 8 12 ll 

From behind postorbital process to anterior end of nasal suture . | 24,2 | 22,1 

Xerus rutilus dabagala (Hevuetry). 

Hever: Noy. Act. Acad. Leop. Car. Nat. Cur., T. XXVIII, p. 4, Tab. 2. 

or: Xerus rutilus rufifrons (DoLiMaAy). 

Dottman: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1911, Ser. 8, Vol. VII, p. 518. 

On the southern side of Guaso Nyiri I observed Ground Squirrels in a patch 

of thornbush, but I could not obtain any specimens there. On the northern side of 

the same river they were more common, and I collected eight specimens at Njoro 

and other places, even below Chanler Falls. 
My specimens agree with the description of X. rufifrons which DoLLMAN has 

based on specimens obtained in the same localities in which short time afterwards I 

collected some of mine. But, of course, there is some variation in colour even among 

specimens caught at exactly the same place. Some specimens are entirely pinkish 

brown (conf. below) all over back and sides with hardly any blackish sprinkling at 

all visible, not even on the back of the head, and with no difference whatever 
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between a dorsal area and the flanks. Such specimens agree very closely in colour 

with Hruentn’s Xerus dabagala which, I suppose, is only a geographic race of X. 
rulilus as well, and, of course, closely related to this race, if different at all. Dot.- 

MAN states (I. c.) that the skull of his Xerus rufifrons is »similar to that of X. da- 

bagala>, which makes the identity of these two still more plausible. The author 

quoted points out, however, some differences between X. dabagala and X. d. rufifrons 
which ought to be discussed. The first of these is that the back of the head of the 

latter is »slightly darker than rest of dorsal surface and speckled with bright yellow 
and orange-red», while according to Dotuman the head of X. dabagala should be 

»ereyish brown». But the latter colouration of the head of X. dabagala is not men- 
tioned in von HEvuGLIN’s original description, nor displayed in the coloured figure of 

the type.’ »Muzzle and forehead bright orange-red (tan colour n:o 2, ’Répertoire 
de Couleurs’)» — — DoLuMAN writes about X. rufifrons, and then he adds: »The 

orange-rufous tint is much brighter and more vivid than in X. dabagala, where the 

muzzle is more the colour of the flanks». In one of my specimens from Njoro the 

colour of the muzzle and the forehead agrees perfectly with Dottuman’s description 

and the colour-sample quoted, but in the others this is less apparent and the colour 

of the parts mentioned is more brick-red, especially on the forehead, even if the 

colour of the muzzle tends more or less to »orange rufous». In some specimens the 

general colour of the forehead is similar to that of the flanks, although the latter 
are sprinkled with white and therefore look paler. The general ground colour of my 

specimens lies between »Salmon flesh» (Rép. de Couleurs N:o 138, 4) and » Red ochre» 

(l. ec. N:o 332,1). In some specimens it is very close to the first, in some others to 

the latter. This ground colour is modified by the white tips of the hairs. In some 

specimens the colour of the median dorsal area, to different breadth in different 

specimens, has another colour, viz. speckled or grizzled with blackish and yellow. 
An examination of the hairs, which produce the colour of this dorsal area, proves that 

they are coloured according to a different pattern than the salmon flesh — red ochre 
and white-tipped hairs of the flanks of the same specimens. They are ringed in such 

a way that the tip is black, or dark brown then follows an ochre-yellow ring, and 
then again a black or dark brown ring. The dark tip is of different length, often 
quite short and it may then be broken or worn off and missing. 

As these black and yellow-ringed hairs occupy an area of different extension in 

different specimens, and sometimes are absent, or at least mixed with the red ochre 

and white-tipped hairs it appears probable that they are the remains of another 
pelage which is to be shed, and has been fully shed in such specimens with uniform 

red ochre and white-tipped pelage. 

DoLiMAN says that the bright orange-yellow (maize-yellow) »sides of muzzle, 
face and neck» of his X. rufifrons is »strikingly different from the white face and 

neck of X. dabagala>. H®uGLtn says, however, about X. dabagala — — >rostri apice 
lateribusque gule in flavidum vergentibus», and this is also displayed by the coloured 

1 Nov. Act. Acad. Leop. Car. Nat. Cur., Tom XXVIII, p. 4, Tab. 2, fig. 3. 
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plate. In my specimens the colour of the parts mentioned varies from the palest 
maize-yellow to rather pronounced orange-yellow. Sometimes this yellow tinge extends 
all over the throat, but oftener the latter is white in the middle. 

Considering the variation I think it is difficult to maintain any difference be- 

tween X. dabagala and rufifrons. 

The cranial measurements agree with those recorded by DOLLMAN in the largest 
specimens, but some fully adult are a little smaller. 

9 ae | x | 

mm. | mm. | mm. 

Greatest length of akull cpa alees crab iene s 3 8 fe) s 52 |} 52 54,7 

Condylobasal » > S wie <tc CRAM BREE AR ce etal ren 18 oe 47,7 47,2 51 

Condylobasilar » » TT ea so be a St eae ee 42,4 42,3 45 

maypomene wide ‘i! VTAIIATRS SPAS PY. soettd ss ~- 30 29.2 

Seeman Patil eld avdld Tey OTC ERII WY . Saeiiis 14,2 15,7 15,5 

Derietly of siden nest op savin dod hh seleiersie, icra ty. Vig 17,7 17 

Widt of palate,inside.m:* 6 ss. s6 2. 6% .4 ofa tele e sh 7 7 7,3 

Length of upper cheektecth ..-... +--+. 2+ eee ees 9,4 10 10,3 

These Ground Squirrels lived in colonies and are rather shy. Their general 

colour agreed very well with the reddish gravel, and in the glare of the sun it was 
not easy to follow their movements with the eye, when they had been disturbed and 
ran for their holes. The vegetation around the colonies was always very scanty 
because the Squirrels had eaten almost everything palatable to them. The locality 

of a colony could therefore be detected already before any burrows had been seen. 
Sometimes a colony of Helogale was found at the same place. 

Myoxide. 

Graphiurus parvus dollmani Oscoop. 

Oscoop: Field. Mus. Nat. Hist. Zool. Ser. Vol. X no 3, 1910, p. 15. 

A specimen caught at Kutu (between Fort Hall and Embu boma) */; 1911 
agrees with regard to dimensions and colour with OsGoon’s description except that 
the blackish area around the eye is only little developed and not well defined. The 

skull is unfortunately broken so that all skull characters cannot be verified, but 
those about which information can be obtained are in accordance with the descrip- 

tion of the type which is from »Ulu Kenya Hills, British East Africa. 

K. Sv. Vet. Akad. Handl. Band 48, N:o 5. 
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Muride. 

Otomys irroratus elgonis WrouGcHuTon. 

Wrovenron: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 8, Vol. V, 207. 

One male and three females of this Rat were trapped on the eastern side of 

Kenia partly at an altitude of 2,500 m. around a glade in the primeval forest, partly 
at an altitude of 2,700 m. among a vegetation of tall plants of different kinds on a 

hill which rose a little above the mixed forest and bamboo region. The temperature 
at this latter place was rather low, about + 2° C in the early morning, but the 

very rich fur of this species appears to give it full protection. About half of the 

visible portion of the upper incisors and the molars in both jaws (but not the lower 

incisors) are blackened probably by the food. 
I believed at first that these specimens belonged to O. 7. tropicalis THoMAS 

described from Kenia, but a closer examination of the skulls revealed that their 

dimensions agreed better with WRovuGHutTon’s subspecies. Especially striking appeared 

to me the interorbital breadth which in my specimens is 4,5 mm., in the type of 

O. i. elgonis 4,6 mm, but in the type of O. i. tropicalis only 3,3 mm. Other dimen- 

sions as well agree with WrovuautTon’s description of O. 7. elgonis. The frontal crests 

are not strongly developed. 

Otomys angoniensis elassodon Oscoop. 

Oscoop: Field Mus. Nat. Hist. Zool. Ser. Vol. X no 2, p. 10. 

Five Specimens which fully agree with regard to their measurements and skull 
characters with Osaoon’s description (l. c.) were collected at Kagio at Kutu (between 

929 vie . . 

Fort Hall and Embu boma) a, and at Guaso Nyiri on its southern side near 

Lekiundu river and also near the ford on the Marsabit road. The type locality is 
Naivasha but it has also been recorded from »Rumruti, Laikipia plateau». My loca- 

lities prove that it is to be found to the north and east of Kenia as well. 

One or two of my specimens are a little paler and might with regard to colour- 

ation approach O. nyikae canescens Osaoop (I. ¢. p. 10), but the cranial measurements 

of these specimens as well, agree better with those of the other race as quoted above. 

Dendromys insignis. 

Tuomas: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 7, Vol. XII, p. 341. 

An old male with nearly worn out teeth of this pretty Tree-mouse was trapped 

near Escarpment station among bush in the forest *’/: 1911. This specimen agrees 
very well with regard to size and colour with Tuomas’ description (1. c¢.) of the type 
from Nandi. Specimens obtained at the native village Kazere northeast af Kenia 
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*°, and near Kutu */s are decidedly more greyish so that I was rather doubtful 
whether they belonged to the same race. They were therefore sent to British Mu- 
seum for comparison and their identity was kindly confirmed by Mr. Dotuman. In 

the Kazere specimen the black dorsal stripe is also narrower than in the others. This 
may depend upon the fact that this one is comparatively young, although adult, 
but the variability in colour of this species appears to be rather great. 

Thamnomys oblitus Oscoop. 

Oscoov: Field Mus, Nat. Hist., Zool. Ser. 1910, Vol X n:o 3, p. 16. 

A specimen of this kind was caught '*/s on the acacia steppe at Lekiundu 
river south of Guaso Nyiri Mr. Guy Dotuman has kindly examined the specimen and 
communicated the result. 

This species has been described on a single specimen from Voi, Brit. East 
Africa. It is thus of interest to state that it extends northwards to the steppe coun- 
try just south of Guaso Nyiri. 

Epimys rattus Livy nus. 

A series of this Rat was collected at Nairobi, where it was common. 

They were all of the blackish variety. 

Epimys medicatus Wrovuauron. 

Wrovucuton:; Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., 1909, Ser. 8, Vol. IV, p. 540. 

This species appears to be the common big Rat at Meru boma. Several spe- 

cimens were trapped there as well when we passed on our way northward the first 

days of Febr. as when we were on our way back in the end of March. 
One of my specimens has been compared with the type in British Museum by 

Mr. Guy DoLLMAN. 

This species was originally described from Mumias, Brit. East Africa, but has 

afterwards been recorded from Rumruti and Baringo. Meru boma is, however, as 
yet the easternmost locality of the species. 

Epimys hindei Tuomas. 

Tuomas: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1902, Ser. 7, Vol. IX, p. 218. 

A specimen of this Rat was caught near Ruiru river */4 1911. The type was 

described from Machakos, and the Roosrvetr Expedition found it on the Athi and 
Kapiti plains. It has also been recorded from Kibonoto, Kilimanjaro by the present 
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author on material collected by Ss6stepr. THomas regards it as »most closely allied 
to the peculiar Nyasan M. nyike». As I did not find it further north it is probably 
confined to the typical East African steppe s. str. 

Epimys effectus DoLuman. 

Dounman: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1911, Ser. 8, Vol. VI, p. 524. 

A very large series of specimens of this Rat had been collected, especially 

from Meru boma, but also from the native village Kanyakeni in the Meru country 

south of the boma and further at Kutu, Kagio, Fort Hall and Punda Melia. To 

the north of Meru boma at upper Luazomela river some young rats were caught at 
a place where natives had made a clearing and built some huts, and these young 

specimens belong probably to this species as well. 

There is a considerable amount of variation in this species with regard to colour, 
Some specimens are rich buff or tan-coloured on the sides, more or less overlaid 

with dark brown or black on the back. The specimens of this colour pattern are 

white on the ventral surface with a sharp line of demarkation between the white 

and the bright buff of the flanks. Other specimens are dark brown on the back, 

greyish brown on the sides, more or less suffused with dull buff; and the lower sur- 

face of these specimens does not show a single white hair but is dark slaty, or 

blackish grey with dull buffish tips to the hair. Between the two extremes thus 

described there are many intergrading links, but the intermediate ones are less com- 

mon so that it may be spoken of a white-bellied and a dark-bellied phase. Both may 

occur at the same locality, but at Meru boma the dark phase was more common, 

To make sure about the identity I sent a representative of either phase to 
British Museum where the author of the species kindly examined them and signed 

both with the name effectus. 
The juvenile pelage of EH. effectus is, as DoLLMAN has stated, ashy grey, but it 

is darker on the back, inclining to blackish, and a buffish wash of the sides appears 
sometimes in rather early stages. 

In the Meru country this Rat appears to live chiefly in and around the native 

villages as a »house-rat». It is of interest that at least at Meru boma it occurs 

together with Lpimys medicatus. 

In one of the specimens from Punda Melia the skull is anomalous as the last 

molar of the upper jaw is missing, but in the lower jaw it is present. 

Epimys panya Hever. 

Heiter: Smithson. Mise. Coll. 1910, Vol. 56 n:o 9, p. 2. 

The type-locality of this Rat has been stated to be Juja farm or the Athi 
plains. At this same locality I obtained a topotype. Specimens which without 
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hesitation may be referred to the same species were also caught at Fort Hall, at 
Ruiru river, at a village about 2 days march south of Meru boma ete. I am less 

sure about the identity of some Rats from Kagio because it is not easy to distin- 
guish this species from young BP. effectus. 

Epimys jacksoni De Winron. 

De Winton: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1897, Ser. 6, Vol. XX, p. 318. 

Specimens of this long-tailed Rat were collected in the lower forest region of 

Kenia, and a little outside the same between Embu boma and Meru boma the last 

days of January. Some of these specimens are decidedly much larger than De Wrn- 

TON’s type from Ntebbe,' but after comparison with the collections in British Museum 
Mr. DottMAN has stated the identity. 

The dimensions of my three largest specimens are: 

¢ Head and body. . . . 118 mm.,, tail 153 mm. 

g > ; ey, Wyte HELD os » 140 >» 
paws > paras te eee » 142 

Length of hind-foot about 26 mm. with claws, a little more than 24 without 

them. 
This Forest Rat has also been found on Kilimanjaro (LONNBERG), and south of 

Tanganyika (DoLLMAN). On Ruwenzori lives a closely allied subspecies. 

Epimys dennie Tomas. 

Tuomas: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1906, Ser. 7, Vol. XVIII, p. 144. 

A specimen which well agrees with THomas’ description was caught in the 
mixed bamboo and forest belt of Kenia at an altitude of 2,700 m. A younger and 
darker specimen trapped at the same locality may also be referred to this species 

in spite of the difference in colour, which may be due to its age. 

This species was originally described from Ruwenzori, and THomMAs compared it 

with #. carillus from northern Angola, Pungo Andongo, and with 2. alleni from 

West Africa and Congo. This is of interest because it proves the western affinities 

of this Forest Rat. 

1 Tuomas has, however, declared this one to be young. Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1906, Ser. 7, Vol. 
XVIII, p. 145. 
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Zelotomys hildegardee (Tuomas). 

Tuomas: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1902, Ser. 7, Vol. IX, p. 219. 
Oscoop: Field Mus. Nat. Hist. Zool. Ser., Vol. X n:o 2, p. 7. 

A specimen of this interesting Rat was caught at Juja farm '%/1 1911. Its - 

tail is whitish almost all around. In another specimen from Ruiru river the tail is 

greyish above. 

The species was originally described on specimens from Machakos and Kitui. 

It is thus one of the endemic forms of East Africa s. str. 

Leggada bella Tuomas. 

Tuomas: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1910, Ser. 8. Vol. V, p. 87. 

This little Mouse was trapped at Punda Melia **/; 1911. 

Leggada triton THomas. 

Tuomas: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1909, Ser. 8, Vol. IV, p. 548. 

This dark little Mouse was first caught *°/s in three specimens at a place called 

Kazere situated outside the Kenia forest on partly cultivated ground, 2,125 m. above 

the sea. Two more specimens were trapped resp. in the upper forest region of Kenia 

at an altitude of 2,700 m., and a little lower down, or at an altitude of 2,450 m. 

At our first camp on the way back outside the forest at a place situated in the 

cultivated region not very far from Kutu and at an altitude of 2,000 m. four more 

specimens were trapped. These were rather young specimens with not worn molars, 

and the total length of their skulls was only about 21 mm. but the condylo-basal 

length from 19,5 to 20 mm. These measurements agree better with HELLER’s Leggada 

[triton] naivashe but I think this is dependent on the youth of the specimens. ‘Those 

from Kazere had worn teeth and were considerably larger with a condylobasal length 

of 21,2 to 21,7 mm. 

THOMAS compares this species especially with the western L. musculoides. 

Leggada triton murilla THomas. 

Tuomas: Ann. & Mag. Nat. 1910, Ser. 8, Vol. V, p. 91. 

A specimen caught at Blue Post Jan. 21 1911 is conspicuously paler than the 
Pigmy Mice trapped in the Kenia forests and at higher altitudes in the cultivated 
country so that I think it right to refer it to the subspecies murilla. The lower 
parts of this specimen is also more purely white than corresponding parts of the forest 

specimens. It is, however, probable that intergrading links may be found. 
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Cricetomys gambianus kenyensis Osaoop. 

Oscoop: Field Mus. Nat. Hist. Zool. Ser. Vol. X, nso 2 1910., p. 9. 

Two specimens of this Giant Rat were trapped in the primeval forest on the 

slopes of Kenia, the first near Kitwai river one days march from Embu boma *7/:, 

the other one days march further north. The skull measurements of the somewhat 
larger male specimen agree quite well with those of the type (I. c.) which also was 

a male obtained from the southern side of Kenia. The female is a little smaller, 

although its teeth are more worn and indicate a more advanced age. It was caught 

in a hollow log. 

Lophuromys aquilus zena (DoLLMAy). 

True: Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. Vol. XV, 1892, p. 460. 
Dotuman: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 8, Vol. IV 1909, p. 550. 

This easily recognizable rat was collected in eighteen specimens at the following 
localities: Escarpment, »8,000 feet»; Kenia, 2,700 m.; Kenia, 2,500 m.; Kenia, 2,450 

m.; in shambas not far from Embu boma 2,000 m.; at Embu boma; at Kutu south 

of Embu boma; at Meru boma »about 5,300 feet», and somewhat south of the last 

place. It was trapped as well high up on Kenia at an open place in the bamboo- 
region at an altitude of 2,700 m. where the climate was rather harsh,’ as lower down 

in the cultivated region. It does not seem, however, to descend to the real low and 

hot country. 

A remarkable fact is that such a great number of specimens of this kind have 
mutilated tails, viz. 7 out of 18. Of these 4 are entirely without tail, and in 3 the 

distal portion of the tail is missing. In all seven this had happened before the ani- 
mal was trapped so that the wound was entirely healed. 1t may also be remembered 

in this connection that TRuxr’s type specimen had the tail somewhat mutilated, and 
the only specimen collected by Ss6stept had the tail multilated as well. This pro- 

ves that it is quite a common occurrence in this species that its tail is lost entirely 
or partly. It is evident that this might be caused either by foes of other kinds, or 

when the animals fight with members of their own species. The latter appears perhaps 

less probable, partly because males and females have lost their tails in nearly equal 

number and partly because the tail must be lost when the rat is pursued, not when 
it is fighting. It appears thus more probable that the tail is lost to a pursuing foe 

of some kind. It is also evident that this partial loss must be of considerable import- 
ance to the species as such a great percentage of specimens survive in a mutila» 
ted state. In spite of the fact that the lost parts do not appear to be reproduced 

in this case, it is evidently a kind of autotomy that takes place to the benefit of the 

species. 

»>° C. was observed in the evening and + 2 C° in the morning at sunrise. qe 
L, c. and Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser 8, Vol. VII, p. 529. 

1 

2 
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DotiMAN has named the race occurring on the Aberdare Range and on Kenia 

L. zena.* The difference from the typical LZ. aquilus from Kilimanjaro appears to be 
very small. More than subspecific rank can impossibly be admitted to L. zena, and 

intermediate links may be found. The author quoted has also described an allied 

form (L. rubecula) from Elgon. 

Saccostomus mearnsi HELLER. 

Hetier: Smiths. Mise. Coll. Vol. 1910, 54 p. (nto 1924) p. 3. 

A specimen of this interesting Rat was trapped */: at Luazomela river, a tribu- 

tary from the south to Guaso Nyiri. It agrees with HrLuEr’s description and figu- 
res of the skull. The only difference appears to be that the nasal region of my 
specimen is slightly narrower, but as it is a female, and the type is recorded to be 

a male, such a little difference might easily be explained as a sexual variation. 

Acomys ablutus DotimMan. 

Doriman: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 8, Vol. VIII, p. 127. 

Four specimens of this comparatively short-tailed Spiny Mouse were caught not 
quite a week later than DoLuMAn’s type viz. °/2—*/: 1911 at our camp near Lekiundu 

river not much south of Guaso Nyiri. This place is situated not far from the type 

locality »Nyama Yango>. 

Three of my specimens have a little larger skulls than DoLuMan’s type viz. 

measuring in total length 23,2 mm. (¢), 23,4 mm. (2) and 23,5 mm (@). 

The last of these has: 

Condyloincisive length. . . . . . . . 21,7 mm. 

Zygomatie width. IHN Ot perlie 

Least: interorbital breadth 2 .rei12 vs & 54/8). > 

Width of::braincase 1.) «i syesiene Bonmd0:7 

Length of nasals.. bacco of Jdpins all Sadi dupie 

Length of upper molar series . . . . . 3,7 (3,8) mm. 

These measurements except the last are somewhat larger than those recorded 
by DoLiMAN, and it is thus probable that his type specimen was not quite fullgrown. 

It appears uncertain whether this Spiny Mouse should be regarded to be any- 

thing more than a geographic, less rufous subspecies of A. wilsont THOMAS. 

The country where my specimens were caught is a stony acacia-steppe but at 

least one of the specimens was trapped among reeds near the little river. 

‘ »Nyama Yango> = »my meat», was the name among the natives of the late A. H. Neumann, and his 
old camp is, undoubtedly, the place meant in Doriman’s paper. 
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Acomys percivali Do_uman. 

Dotuman: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., Ser. 8, Vol. VIII. p. 126. 

Fourteen specimens of this dark slate-coloured Spiny Mouse were collected north 

of Guaso Nyiri at the water place Njoro, and below Chanler Falls. Some of the spe- 

cimens were damaged by the ants and many destroyed. The same was the case with 
the following species. As soon as the mice had been killed in the traps, the ants 
devoured their nose, feet, ears ete. so that many specimens had to be thrown away. 

The dimensions of my specimens agree on the whole with the measurements 

recorded by DotitMAN. Some of my specimens have, however, the tail measuring as 

much as 90 mm. The dimensions of the skulls are perhaps generally a little smaller 

than those recorded by DoLtuMAN as may be seen from the following table of mea- 
surements for which only skulls with worn teeth have been used: 

a aa pey @ | 9 

mm. mm. mm. | mm. 

CGOMGRSE TANG. ss ws ke Sw Sekt Os 27,3 | 26,3 / 26,3 | 25,3 

Condyloincisive length ........ 24.6 23,5 24,2 22.8 

| Zygomatic breadth .......... eT? ‘igs Bees 108 

}, Minterorbifal breadth: :) «©... as). Si). 44 | 4,2 | 4,4 | 4,4 

None of my specimens exhibits any rufous phase, but some are darker than the 
others. 

This species is evidently common in the thornbush country north of Guaso 
Nyiri below Chanler Falls. 

Acomys kempi DotiMay. 

Dottman: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., Ser. 8, Vol. VIII. p. 125. 

Fourteen specimens of this bright-coloured Spiny Mouse were collected in Febr. 
and March 1911 at various localities on the northern side of Guaso Nyiri from a 

place not much east of the ford on the Marsabit road, and to some distance below 

Chanler Falls in the east, and northwards as far as at the water place of the Rendiles 
called Njoro. The type locality recorded by Dotan (I. c.) is included in this area. 
Some of my specimens have been damaged by the small but extremely voracious 

ants of this thornbush-country, which entirely spoiled several more specimens of 
this mouse as well as others. Those which I have preserved in a good state prove 
that the variation of the length of the tail is much greater than Dot~Man could 
observe on his two specimens. It varies in adult specimens from less than 90 mm. 

to 107 mm. The length of head and body recorded appears to be rather too great. 
K. Sv. Vet. Akad. Hand]. Band 48. N:o 5. 13 
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The skull measurements of my specimens agree on the whole quite well with 

Do.LLMAN’s, but are not seldom a little smaller proving that his type specimen was 

perhaps a little larger than the common average. ‘The difference in size between 
Doxtiman’s A. kempi, and his A. pulchellus with regard to the dimensions of the 

skulls disappears thus completely in fully adult specimens, but the differences in 

exterior characteristics appear to hold good, at least with regard to such specimens 

which I have obtained of A. pulchellus. 

From A. ignitus this species is said to differ »by its far paler colour, longer 

tail, and very much smaller skull with less inflated bulle>.* Of these characteristics 

the length of tail evidently is variable. 

Acomys pulchellus Dotiman. 

Doriman: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1911, Ser. 8, Vol. VIII, p. 127. 

This was the comparatively least numerous of the Acomys on the northern side 

of Guaso Nyiri. I have only three specimens in the collection saved from the ants. 

All these are comparatively young and therefore the colour does not fully agree with 

DoLiMANn’s description of the type, but the author quoted has kindly stated the 

identity. In my specimens the upper parts of the head and the anterior part of the 
back is slate grey. The posterior part of the back is dull buff, sprinkled and washed 

with slaty. The flanks and sides of the head are pale snuff brown (Rép. de Couleurs, 

303, almost paler than shade n:o 1 on the plate). The lower parts are white, sharply 
marked off from the flanks. This may represent the colouration of the not yet fully 

mature animals. 

Dasymys savannus HELLER. 

Heiter: Smithson. Mise. Coll., 1911, Vol. 56, N:o 17, p. 14. 

A specimen of this kind was trapped near Itiolu river south of Guaso Nyiri 

‘/, 1911. The type locality is stated to be Fort Hall. 

Hetier regards this species to be most nearly related to D. mashone from 

South Africa. 

Arvicanthis abyssinicus nairobe (ALLEN). 

AuLEN: Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. 1909, Vol. XXVI, Art. XII, p. 168. 

A specimen of this race was trapped at Juja farm **/: 1911. 

1 Doruman |. c. 
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Arvicanthis abyssinicus preceps Wrovuauron. 

Wroveuton: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., 1909, Ser. 8, Vol. IV, p. 538. 

A specimen caught at Fort Hall *'/s 1911 has been sent to British Museum for 

examination, and Mr. Guy DotiMan has kindly communicated that it is identical 

with Wrouauton’s subspecies described from Naivasha under the name quoted above. 
This variety has also been recorded from Baringo and Rumruti on the Laikipia 

plateau, and from Nandi by DoLtMAN’, but not east of Kenia before this. 

Arvicanthis somalicus reptans (DoLLMAN). 

Dotuman: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., 1911, Ser. 8, Vol. VIII, p. 129 & 352. 

A series of nine specimens of this race were collected around our camp at Le- 

kiundu river only a short distance from Nyama Yango, the type-locality recorded by 
DoLiMAN, and only a few days later viz. 8—9 Febr. 1911. Three more specimens 

were caught on the southern side of Guaso Nyiri at the ford on the Marsabit road 

11—13 Febr. 1911. The latter specimens are darker than those from Lekiundu river 

and have less buff on the sides and on the face. The lower side of one is also 
considerably darker. This is, however, undoubtedly only individual variation. The 

_variability is also in other respects evidently a little greater than is expressed by 

Dottiman (I. ¢.). The greatest length of the skull of my biggest male specimen from 

Lekiundu is 30,3 mm. Condyloincisive length 28,2 mm. but zygomatic breadth only 
15 mm.; interorbital constriction 4,7 mm., length of nasals 11 mm. ete. as recorded 

by DoLLMAN. 
I suppose that this race is to be regarded as a southern representative of A. 

somalicus, which also is in accordance with the occurrence of other representatives 
of the Somalifauna in the country round Guaso Nyiri. 

Arvicanthis pulchellus massaicus (PaguNsTECHER). 

PaGenstecker: Jahrb. Hamburg. wiss. Anst., 1884, p. 45. 

This Striped Rat was found to be common in the Kikuyu and Meru countries 

and was collected in 19 specimens at the following localities between Nairobi and 
Meru boma enumerated from south to north, Blue Post, Punda Melia, Kagio, Kutu, 

Embu boma, in the forest on eastern Kenia, in shambas 2000 m. above the sea, at 

Kazere, and another place not far southwest of Meru boma, and finally at the latter 

place itself. It was as a rule found in or near »shambas», or in places which had 

been formerly cultivated. Only once it was found in the forest of Kenia, and never 

on the acacia-steppe north of Meru, or in the thornbush north of Guaso Nyiri. 

1 Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1911, Ser. 8, Vol. VIII, p. 348. 
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Tuomas has recently described* a new subspecies, Arvicanthis pulchellus ardens, 

from Kilimanjaro which is said to differ from A. p. massaicus in their »brown ground 

colour, buffy stripes, and strongly buffy feet» (Il. c. p. 314). I have therefore com- 

pared specimens from Kilimanjaro with my own from British East Africa. The former 

have decidedly more buffy hind feet, but with regard to the general colour of other 

parts I cannot see any remarkable difference. My specimens from the localities 

mentioned above are just as brown as those from Kilimanjaro. 

Arvicanthis pumilio diminutus Tuomas. 

Tuomas: Proc. Zool. Soc., London 1892, p. 551. 

The only locality where this pretty Mouse was trapped (in 3 specimens) was 

at Escarpment station. 
In one of the specimens the fulvous suffusion of the lower side is stronger than 

in the others. 

Lophiomyide. 

Lophiomys ibeanus Tomas. 

Tuomas: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., 1910, Ser. 8, Vol. VI, p. 223. 

When passing the place called Blue Post at Thika river the 24 of April 1911, 
[ had the pleasure of seeing a living specimen of this rare and strange-looking rodent 

in the possession of Mr. HenpERSoN, then in charge of the hotel there. Some few 
days later when Mr. HENDERSON was on his way home to England the Lophiomys 
died in Nairobi, and he then kindly presented the animal to me because he had 

heard me express my interest in it. This specimen had been caught at Mau Escarp- 

ment, as I was informed. According to THomas (Il. c.) this place should be the type- 

locality for L. ibeanus ibeanus. The present specimen appears, however, to be larger 

than the typical race is said to be. The upper length of the skull from tip of nasals 
to back of interparietal is 64,2 mm. (60 in L. ibeanus ibeanus and 62 in L. 7. hindet 

according to Tuomas), and the greatest breadth of the skull is 42,3 mm. (38,5 in L. 
i. ibeanus, and 42,5 in L. 7. hindei). The upper molar series measures, however, only 

13,5 mm. and the length of the palatine foramina is only about 11 mm. In conse- 

quence of these dimensions, and because the premaxille are heavily granulated, I 
think, this specimen must be referred to L. ibeanus, and not to the somewhat larger 
Abyssinian LL. bozasi, although the frontal region of the skull is somewhat concave 
as it is said to be in the latter. The great size of the skull is, however striking, 
the more so as the specimen, although adult, cannot be very old, because the sutures 

on the top of the skull are quite conspicuous, and it is a female just as the types 

as well of L. 7. ibeanus as of its subspecies hinde?. The length of the alcoholic, skinned 
specimen from occiput to root of tail is 25 cm. and the length of the tail is 19 cm. 

1 Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., Ser. 8, Vol: VI, p. 313. 
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Considering that the difference in the size of the skull between this specimen 

and that of the type of L. 7. hindei is just as great as between the latter and ZL. 7. 
ibeanus, although all are of the same sex and adult, it appears probable that these 
animals vary considerably in size individually. In such a case it appears hardly 
possible to maintain L. ¢ hindei as a subspecies as it only differs in size. 

Pocock has quite recently’ discussed the peculiar arrangement and coloration 

of the hair of Lophiomys and arrived at the plausible conclusion that the black and 

white pattern »must make the animal conspicuous in the dusk». Pocock regarded 
thus Lophiomys as a »selfadvertiser>, and believed it to be protected by »a most 
peculiar but indescribable smell», which the author quoted had felt emitted from the 

specimen examined by him. To this may be mentioned that the living animal seen 

by me did not produce any perceptible odour, nor did my taxidermist Mr. A. JANSSON 

perceive any such when he skinned the dead animal. The skin has a somewhat 

musky smell but by far not so strong as that of many Shrews for instance. The 

body preserved in alkohol has no peculiar smell. 
Mr. Hrenpprson’s specimen was quite tame (which perhaps explains that it did 

not affect our olfactory organs). He could handle it just as he liked, and he lifted 

and carried it by getting hold of the long hair of its back. When put on a table for 

instance it slowly walked a round without any attempt to slip away, and it did not 

try to bite. 
It was fed on carrots, while in the possession of Mr. HENDERSON, and it ap- 

peared to like that diet. 

Spalacide. 

Tachyoryctes splendens ibeanus Thomas. 

Tuomas: Proc. Zool. Soc., London 1900, p. 179. 

This Mole-rat is rather common at Nairobi where several specimens were ob- 

tained. One specimen was also caught among grass at a small dry rivulet on the 

open plains some distance north east of Nairobi. Especially the blackish young, or 

half grown young animals were often seen among the vegetation at the road side 

even in daytime. 

When compared with the Mole-rats caught at Meru boma the specimens from 

the neighbourhood of Nairobi are easily recognized on the shape of the nasals which 
are rather evenly tapering backwards, as is well illustrated by Tuomas’ figure of the 

type (I. c. p. 180). The same bones of the Meru specimens are comparatively broader 

behind and do not taper so much. A skull of the latter kind was therefore sent to 
British Museum for comparison, and Mr. Guy Dotiman kindly replied that a long 
series of specimens from Kenia and the Igambi Hills exhibited »a considerable va- 
riation in the form of the nasals». In consequence of this the Tachyoryctes of Meru 

boma as well must be considered to be splendens ibeanus. 

' Proc. Zool. Soc., 1911, p. 946—948. 
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A series of eleven specimens from this locality display a rather great variation 

with regard to colour as well. The young are, of course, black, but the adult have 

sometimes hardly any black at all on the head, and sometimes an old specimen with 

well developed crests on the skull has the entire head black. There is also a nearly 
albinistic specimen in the collection. This one is whitish ash-coloured with pale 

buffish tips to some of the hairs. 
Around Meru boma these Mole-rats were very common in the shambas. 

Bathyergide. 

Heterocephalus glaber progrediens n. sp. 

This peculiar Naked Rat was observed in the thornbush country north of Guaso 
Nyiri, and four specimens were captured. When one sees this quaint and naked being 

the first impression is that it is the newborn young of some large rodent. The 
nakedness, blindness, comparatively small feet but big head make it look like a foetus. 

But the ferociousness with which it at once bites anybody or anything that touches 

it, soon takes away the belief in its youth and harmlessness. It lives entirely under 

the ground, and its burrows appear to be long but mostly situated rather near the 
surface. Here and there the burrow has openings through which the earth is thrown 

out rapidly in thin squirts. The result of this is small hills which DRAKkE-BROocKMAN 

very properly with regard to their appearance compares with »miniature volcanoes». 
Often quite a number of such little hills are situated near each other in rows along 
the burrows. It appears most probable that the animals do most of the digging 

with their powerful incisors as the feet look very weak. The throwing out of the 

earth is of course effected with the hind feet, which are especially adapted for that. 

The outer appearance of these peculiar animals has been repeatedly described by 

Ripre.,? OLDFIELD THomas,® Parona & CaTTANEO* etc. 

One of my specimens is figured Pl. III, fig. 2, and the head of the same, a 

little enlarged, is seen on the same plate fig. 3 from its anterior end. These two 

figures show the arrangement of the hair and bristles on the head and body, while 
the peculiar fringes on the feet are elucidated by fig. 4 which shows a hind foot 

seen from above, twice enlarged. 

In the interior of the mouth as well some scattered bristle-like hairs are found 

on the insides of the cheeks in front of the molars as may be seen on PI. III, fig. 5. 

In this figure as well the structure of the palate is shown. It differs from that of 

Fornarina phillipsi Tuomas in having only two pair of palate-ridges, the anterior 

pair of which is confluent, while Fornarina to judge from the figure communicated 

by Tuomas (I. c. Pl. LIV, fig. 2) has four. 

1 The Mammals of Somaliland, London 1910, p. 137. 
Mus. Senckenb. Abh., Bd. I, Frankfurt 1845, p. 99—101. 

3 Proc. Zool. Soc.. London 1885, p. 845—849. 
4 Ann. Mus. Ciy. Genoa, Ser. 2, Vol. XIIT, p. 419—445. 
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The dimensions of my largest and next smallest specimens are as follows: 

Length omnes and Body. 2 ew 105 mm. 86 mm 

» ee a ee es ee Be 39 - 36 

» ee Iai eh RE ede Rar alin in wieateigs 26p er ain 20 19 

» pe eee Grid Were . a, es Sis ate «ste 27,5 » 23,5 

» SOS Saas Slax 6 Sut 4 Jae about 33 23 

Distance from muzzle to ear. ......+5+4+ee+-e 22.5 17,6 

» » » ayers eens Eh Lee ere 12,5 9,2 

> Me Gye to ars yes ile 2) eI ef 10,5 8,1 

Skull: 

Occipuf to tip'of nasal 2... 266 ee et wn 23.» 18,4 

» Se PURMIOINOTA }. Cis> REHele VOIR ys 28,2 » 22.1 

Conelglobaaal lengthy, 1 ds. parked a) eitiieh opal >. » sees 26 20,6 

Condvle) to InGisor tip. . se ijepe ss i oe Sti.» 22 

RENENBROT OTERO. G Soul a eb e.s mk 4, es Hue 6 20,2 » 15 

nease width beninG OFbita’ ss. se te le et ee 6 » 6,7 

Mastoiarpreadth viv Geshe Jt Pet, Qi 13 > 12 

Length of fipialeG, 5. ~)inisinae rit. Aes). kite 9,2 » 6.6 

Combined breadth of nasals in front ........ 4,5 » 3,7 

Combined breadth of upper incisors ........ 3,3» 2,4 

RIS i ste) de | ek wea eas, Sk Ue) oe 10 7,5 

Length of upper molar series .-......+..- 3,3.» 3,4 

RANSOM CR MRIRUE ss gk ee eee a a ec es 8 8 13,6 » 11,7 

As these figures indicate there is a considerable difference in size between the 

specimens collected. This stands of course in connection with difference in age, but 
even the smaller and younger of these two specimens measured above has a plainly 
developed lambdoid crest. Both have three molariform teeth on either side of both 
jaws. As all my specimens are collected in the same locality there cannot, of course, 

be any doubt about their representing the same species. But it is not quite so easy 
to tell at once which. Fornarina is, of course, excluded in consequence of the number 
of cheek teeth. Of the three species of Heterocephalus described, one, viz. H. ansorgei 

Tuomas,’ is very much smaller, if the type has been fullgrown, and its cheek-teeth 

are smaller. H. dunni TuHomas* which is a large species, is said to have a »short 
low coronoid» on the lower jaw as Fornarina, and also the zygomata »very boldly 

expanded as much anteriorly as posteriorly» — — — In my specimens the coronoid 
is high and slender, very different from the type exhibited by Fornarina. The shape 
of the zygomatic arches is probably something intermediate between that exhibited 
by H. glaber as represented by Ripret’s figure*, and H, dunni as described by THomMas 
(l. c.). It is thus comparatively more bowed out in its anterior portion than in the 
former species, but the zygoma is conspicuously more expanded behind than in front. 

Proc. Zool. Soc., London 1903, p. 336. 
Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., Ser. 8, Vol. IV, 1909, p. 109. 
Mus. Senckenb. Abhandl., Bd. I, Frankfurt 1845, Taf. X, Fig. 3 a,b, ¢. nd 
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In the smaller and younger specimen the ascending processes of the premaxil- 

laries extend further backward beyond the end of the nasals, but in the largest 
(=oldest) specimen the nasals reach about as far back as the premaxillaries. The 

former condition prevails in Fornarina which thus in this respect represents a more 
juvenile stage than Heterocephalus. 

If Ripreny’s figure of the skull of H. glaber is correct my specimens differ 

widely from that species with regard to the situation of the palatine foramina which 

in the former are situated chiefly in front of a line drawn across the palate as a 

continuation of the pheripheric contour of the zygomatic arches. In my specimens 

these foramina are situated behind such a line in the same way as in Fornarina 
according to Tuomas’ figure’ of the latter. But, although the situation of these 
foramina thus far is alike in my specimens and in Fornarina, there is another quite 

important difference between them. In the latter, according to THomas’ figure, the 

suture between the premaxiliary and the maxillary extends across the palate at the 

anterior end of the palatine foramina, but in my specimens the corresponding suture 

is seen at the posterior end of the foramina in question. These foramina are also 

very small in my specimens their length being about 1,5 mm. 
Concerning H. dunni Tuomas writes as follows: »Incisors enormously thick and 

large, far heavier than in any other member of the group.» — — — »combined 

breadth of upper incisors 3,0>.— — — In my largest specimen the incisors are still 

larger and heavier measuring as much as 3,3 mm. As the type of H. dunni is said 

to be old and the length of its head and body is about 10 mm. more than that of 

my biggest specimen this difference in the combined breadth of the upper incisors 

appears to be of importance. The size of the incisors in H. glaber appears to be 

rather constant and not increase much with age, because Tuomas says that the 
study of immature and old specimens of that species has shown to him »that no such 

development of the incisors occurs in old age in that animal». That is, the incisors 
do not increase in size with age so that they become so big as those of H. dunni. 
In the present specimens on the other hand, a very striking increase in size of these 

teeth takes place. In the smallest and youngest of my specimens the combined 

breadth of both incisors is only 2,1 mm., in the next 2,4 mm., in the third 2,8 mm., 

and in the biggest 3,3 mm. If only one of these younger and smaller specimens, and 

the biggest had been collected, it would have appeared rather probable that these 
specimens represented two different races, a small and a large, because the dissimil- 

arity is so very obvious and even the smaller looks rather adult thanks to its lamb- 

doid crest. With the intergradation exhibited by all four specimens it is impossible 
to believe in such a theory, and the gradual development of the incisors is quite 
clear. But then, when nothing of that kind of development is to be seen in H. glaber 

as quoted above, these specimens cannot be referred to that species. Other differences 
from the same, in addition to different shape of the zygomata and the situation and 
size of the palatine foramina, are the greater length of the nasals, the longer diastema 

and the greater occipitonasal length of the skull. 

DSCs els, lV ahipes pe 
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From H. dunni the largest of my specimens, which with regard to size and 

age comes nearest to the type of the species quoted, differs in the following points 

in addition to those already mentioned above. The skull of my specimen is larger 
in all dimensions. For comparison may especially be mentioned: 

H. from 
H. dunni Guaso Nyiri 

POCO UMMRIULONISCL! “gi se ts 1 tos sk hw ek Sip Ble > 23 26 

Pamenar WiGen DGNING OfDIUS «suis se ce tt tw he 5,5 6 

Combined breadth of upper incisors... . 1... ee ee 3,0 3,3 

}Oinstenan: sai Pats, Ge wets e ald otal). Olle 6 Gen ls 7,7 10 

Léngt lof Gpper toothseries « <6) s) es et ele eter owe 29 3,3 

Considering these facts it does not appear possible to identify my specimen 

with any of the three species of Helerocephalus described, but as they undoubtedly 

all are nearly allied I prefer to use the new name which must be given only in a 
subspecific sense. 

The cheek-teeth of the type of this new Heterocephalus glaber progrediens are 

quite simple in the upper jaw. In the lower jaw remains of a lateral enamel-fold is seen 
on the first and last of these teeth on one side. In the younger specimen the two 

anterior teeth of the upper jaw show a deep lateral fold which, however, in the 

anterior tooth by wearing already is detached from the outer enamel-layer and ap- 

pears as an inner central ring of enamel. In the middle tooth the lateral connection 

of this fold still is open as in Riprenw’s type of H. glaber. The third posterior 

tooth is not yet so much worn as to show the pattern. All the three cheek-teeth of 

the lower jaw have a deep fold as well on the lateral as the median side which 
meet in the middle of the tooth. The fold of the lateral side of the first tooth is, 
however, on the verge of disappearing. 

Pedetide. 

Pedetes surdaster Troms. 

Tromas: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1902, Ser. 7, Vol. IX, p. 440. 

This species was said to be not uncommon on the plains outside Nairobi, but 
as I did not do much collecting on the steppe, I did not obtain any specimen my- 
self. A fine specimen was, however, presented to me by Mr. Hosrry. 

Hystricide. 

Hystrix galeata Tuomas. 
Tuomas: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1893, Ser. 6, Vol. XI, p. 230. 

The African Poreupines can naturally be divided in two groups according to 

the different development of the nasals, viz. a comparatively northern, the crisfata- 
K. Sv. Vet. Akad. Handl. Band 48. N:o 5. 14 
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galeata-group with long nasals which as a rule have a great relative breadth also in 

front, and the southern africe-australis-group with shorter nasals which are much 

narrower in front than behind. 

The Porcupines obtained by this Expedition belong, as could be expected, to 

the former group and to Hystrix galeata, which species, however, has been subdivided 

into some geographical subspecies by the present writer’ and Frerp. Mixer.’ Of 

these subspecies H. g. ambigua LONNBERG is easily recognized on the shape and 

proportions of its nasals, the breadth of which at the front end of the nasopremaxil- 

lary suture is only 57 °/o of their breadth at the posterior end of the same suture ete. 

Ferp. Miiier has named not less than three new subspecies of H. galeata. 
In doing so he lays great stress on the fact that the skull of the type of H. 
galeata THomMaAS (which was a young or semiadult specimen in which the last molar 

is not yet in use) has greater posterior interorbital width (at rudimentary postorbital 

processes) than anterior interorbital width (at edge of lacrymals). MULLER regards 

this as such a valuable characteristic that he divides the subspecies of H. galeata 
>in 2 Gruppen» — — »einmal in solche, deren grésste Frontalbreite hinten, an dem 

rudimentaren processus postorbitalis liegt, und sodann in solche bei denen die Breite 

der Frontalia vorne, an der Wurzel des Lacrymale, am gréssten ist.» To the first 

group belongs (the type of) Hystrix galeata Tuomas, to the second the already men- 

tioned H. g. ambiqua, and MULuLER’s »H. g. conradsi», »H. g. lademanni», and »H, g. 

lénnbergi>. Concerning the three latter not much information is given. H. g. con- 
radsi is said to have the width of processus nasalis premaxillaris 12—14 mm., and 

the thickness of arcus zygomaticus maxillaris 3,,—4 mm., while the corresponding 

measurements of H. g. lademanni are 16—16,5 and 7 mm. respectively. With regard 

to H. g. lénnbergi the reader obtains no other information than about those points 

by which it differs from H. g. ambigua, but not how it is to be distinguished from 

H. g. conradsi, and H. g. lademanni, while the difference from the typical H. galeata 

shall consist in the anterior interorbital breadth being smaller than the posterior. 

The question is now whether these interorbital measurements and the relation 

between them is constant or not? That the interorbital measurements themselves 

are not constant is easily ascertained by examination of some Hystrix galeata-skulls 
of different age. It appears also almost certain that the anterior interorbital width 

increases more with age than the posterior to judge from the general development 
of the skulls. In two specimens from Kilimanjaro, for instance, the anterior measure- 

ment is in the younger 69 mm. and in the older 75 mm. while the posterior mea- 

surements are resp. 67,7 and 71,5 mm. The difference between the two dimensions 

is thus in the younger only 1,3 mm. but in the older 3,5 mm.* I appears therefore 

probable that in still younger skulls this difference may decrease still more, or even 

be inverted. 
The variability of these dimensions has also been very plainly proved by Frrp. 

Mittier himself concerning the by him described H. stegmanni.* The difference 

Mammals. Schwed. Zool. Exp. nach dem Kilimandjaro und Meru. Upsala 1908, p. 29. . 

Sitzber. Ges. Naturforsch. Freunde. Berlin 1910 p. 314—315. 
% Arch. f. Naturgesch. 76 Jahrg. 1910. Bd. I, p. 182. 

1 

2 

3 
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between the anterior and posterior interorbital width of this latter Porcupine is in 

the two largest of 11 skulls 4 and 5 mm. It decreases in the smaller (younger) 
skulls, although irregularly, and is in them 1 or 2 mm. In one of the smaller skulls 

both dimensions are alike and in one of the rather young, although not one of the 
youngest, the condition is inverted so that the anterior interorbital dimension even 
is 3 mm. smaller than the posterior. 

Considering all these facts it is difficult to believe that the eventual geographic 
races of Hystrix galeata can be divided in two groups by such an uncertain and 

variable character as the relation between the anterior and posterior interorbital 
measurements. It appears rather to have only relative value even as a subspecific 

character. Frerp. Mijtuer’s foundation of H. g. lénnbergi is thus, I regret to say, 

as yet not at all proved, and the Porcupines of Kilimanjaro which according to my 

opinion represent H. galeata must still be regarded to do so, 

The type locality of the species is Lamu. THomas described' afterwards a spe- 

cimen from Ntebbe. This was an old female the skull of which I have had the 
opportunity of seeing in Brit. Museum. The breadth of this skull across the post- 
orbital processes is 71,5 mm., exactly the same as in a Kilimanjaro specimen in this 

museum. Two other specimens of H. galeata in Brit. Museum from Fort Hall which 

both are fully adult, one of them may even be termed old, have the same dimen- 

sions resp. 65 and 63 mm. but at least the latter is a male and that sex is often 

smaller among the Porcupines. 
On the acacia steppe northeast of Kenia between the tributaries to Guaso Nyiri, 

Luazomela and Itiolu rivers I obtained a Porcupine. A skull of another from »Nor- 

thern Guaso Nyiri» was bought in Nairobi from a hunter returning from the locality 

mentioned. Both these specimens are of male sex, and both are fully mature. Ac- 
cording to my-opinion they represent H. galeata as the following measurements com- 

pared with those of some other skulls appear to confirm. 

= =a eee Bo 
3 a3|/o8| s |2£38] « 
Se |Itiolu|) HS | 2a 8 |sgal 2 
Oe ae oe oo = 32 | = | 
Pere Se iat |) aie oe! abe] 
a ao alma | <8 

mm. mm. | mm. | mm. | mm. | mm. | mm. 

| Basicranial length of skull... ..- 6 + eee eee ee eee 149 153 — | 156 | 148 | 155 | 145 

Distance from occipital crest to tip of premaxillaries . ...... . 155 157 161 | 169 | 161 169 151 

MMII OY POMIGUNEBUCUEG 6 66 5c 5 eS 33 | 28 31 o7 ||) * 34 33,5) 29 

> » frontal ee WRT (at. ae et Vi EA A, GY oon 29 36,5) 35 27° | 31 | 32 31 

» Patiala s SHIT isd Lieder Ord ST ST ASIA. | 97 | 965) 96 | 102 96 106 | 99 | 
| 

Combined breadth of nasals at anterior end of nasopremaxillary suture | 40 44 41 41,5, 45 39 40 | 

» » » : » posterior » » , > 55 65 58 | 60 65 | 63 58 

Interorbital width at upper edge oflacrymals. .........4.. 67,5 | 80 ae | 70 

. > » » postorbital processes . 2. 2. - + «6 ses 2 + 66 73 65 66,5| 71,5| 72,5) 70,5 

1 Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1901, p. 87. 
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These measurements indicate a very great individual variation in several re- 

spects. The most puzzling is perhaps the great difference in the relation between 

the parietal and frontal bones. In the Itiolu-specimen, for instance, the parietal is 
extremely short and the frontal extremely long, and in the Ntebbe-specimen the 
opposite condition prevails. But a comparisen shows that the Fort Hall-, the Kili- 

manjaro-, and the Northern Guaso Nyiri specimens with increasing resp. decreasing 

measurements gradually fill up the gap. A greater amount of material would no 

doubt prove this still better, but at the same time how very difficult it is to base 

new species and subspecies of Porcupines on cranial measurements. 

This variability is due to the comparatively long time during which each indi- 

vidual Porcupine continues to grow, and the great changes to which the skull is 

subjected during its growth. The factors at work are the development and exten- 

sion more and more backwards of the air sinuses, and the development of the mu- 
sculature which causes an increased growth and transformation of those parts of the 

skull with which it stands in connection. Through the influence of the musculature 

(m. temporalis) the parietal area is expanded and the lambdoid crest, so to say, 

moved backwards more in some specimens than in others. 

Both my specimens have the for H. galeata typical great height of the skull 

measuring from the palate between the first molars resp. 76 and 77 mm. The nasal 

processes of the premaxillaries are also as in the typical H. galeata very broad mea- 

suring at the middle of the nasopremaxillary suture resp. 18,5 and 20 mm. The 

maxillary portion of the zygomatic arch is inflated by the continuation of the air- 

sinuses into it, and its least width amounts therefore to about 15 mm. 

With the great dimensions of the skull of H. galeata a considerable bodily size 

is united. My specimen from Itiolu river measured when freshly killed 80 em. from 

snout to vent in a straight line. 
The Porcupines are rather common in certain parts of Brit. East Africa. In 

the surroundings of Nairobi its scratchings in the earth, and excrements were often 

observed. Now and then a dropped quill was found. At Escarpment station the 

Kikuyus complained about the damage the Porcupines did in the »shambas> chiefly 

on the potato-crop. But although I promised a high reward, the natives said they 

could not catch any. In consequence of their nocturnal life and their habit of remain- 

ing in their burrows over daytime Porcupines are very seldom seen. His Excellency 
Governor F. J. Jackson told me that during 16 years residence in East Africa he 

had not seen any living Porcupine. 
The specimen which was caught by this expedition (Pl. VI fig. 2) on the grass- 

steppe between Luazomela and Itiolu rivers had evidently intended to sleep over the 
day under an acacia-bush from which it ran out when some of the »boys» of the 

safari passed. It was then chased and clubbed. One day when stalking Buffaloes in 

a thornbush-patch south of Guaso Nyiri not far from the ford on the Marsabit-road 

I ran across the remains, mostly quills, of a Porcupine which evidently had been 

eaten by some carnivorous animal. My gunbearers declared with great certainty that 

it was the doing of a »Simba» = Lion. 
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Hystrix galeata somalensis n. subsp. 

A couple of years ago I had the opportunity of studying with the kind per- 

mission of my friend OLDFIELD THomas the material of Porcupines in British Museum 

Nat. Hist. I found then among other things that in Somaliland is to be found a 

Porcupine which is much smaller than H. galeata of the surrounding countries, Bri- 

tish East Africa, Abyssinia, and Eritrea. This small Somali Porcupine is represented 
in British Museum by two specimens both of which are old viz. a male (n:o 6, 5, 

4, 9) and a female (n:o 6, 5, 4, 10) from Burao, 

The measurements of these specimens are as follows: 

mim. mim. 

SERIOUATAD COUR ein, et cas 5 Bh es ps) oe ends ss eae rr a F 125 132 

Distance from occipital crest to tip of premaxillary ..........4.4. 138 149 

SRRIORRECBTICGH TUPRUMNY 6g et ng eRe A eS bs ise iw Fe tas eum sioe Ty es 33 32 

Frontal» Mi ae RSE ea BR I ie sie a a [Feiegg  E 96 
Nasal » SVs Gee ee UP an eee alee CRANE ee. SB, ; 85 87 

| Combined breadth of nasals at posterior end of nasopremaxillary suture . . . 56 63 

» > > » » anterior » » » » Sig rAd 35 | 38 

| Width across postorbital processes. . 2 2 6 6 se eee tt ete te ee es 61 | 68 

These measurements prove that, taken as a whole, the skull of the Somali Por- 
cupine even when fullgrown and old is smaller than the smallest male and semiadult 

skulls of H. galeata, and it thus deserves to be regarded as a separate race. 
In the thornbush country north of Guaso Nyiri where the fauna also in many 

other respects resembles that of Somaliland proper, I was fortunate enough to obtain 
a Poreupine which our native guide speared not far from the waterplace called 
Njoro, situated about 1° N. lat. This was an adult but not old female in which 

the last molar is in use but not much worn. The premolar has not yet been changed. 
Although the posterior portion of the skull has been broken by the spear it is quite 
clear that this specimen belongs to the same race as those from Burao in British 

museum, as the following measurements indicate. 

Length of nasals mesially. . . ... . 1 ae xn] 83 eaie 
Combined breadth of nasals at posterior end - Gaadprenatillary suture . 54 » 

> > > > >» anterior » » > > . 34,5 » 

The length of the nasals is thus in all these three specimens measured shorter 
than the minimum in any adult H. galeata. The combined posterior width of the 

nasals lies within the limits of variation for H. galeata, but the combined breadth of 

the same bones anteriorly is smaller than in the species mentioned. It approaches 

by this H. africw-australis to some degree without, however, reaching the same but 
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being intermediate between that species and H. galeata. ‘This can be illustrated by 

the following figures based on my own measurements. In H. africce-australis the 

anterior breadth of both nasals are from 52 to 60°/o of the posterior breadth of the 

same bones. In the Somalirace the same relation is 60 to 63 °/o but in H. galeata 

above 70 °/o. 

The nasal process of the Somali Porcupine is very broad and resembes that 

of H. galeata. It measures in my specimen fully 17 mm. The maxillary portion of 

the zygomatic arch is inflated by the air-sinuses and measures about 15 mm, across. 

The distance from lacrymale to the zygomatic suture is about 12 mm. 

The upper incisors appear to be narrower than in H. galeata so that their 

combined breadth above the cutting-edge only measures 10 mm., while the same 

measurement in the H. galeata specimens of this expedition is resp. 12 and 13 mm." 

With regard to exterior characteristics the differences between the Somali race 

and typical H. galeata are not very great. The latter appears, however, to judge 

from a comparison with four specimens to have more white in the crest, longer white 
tips to the quills of the rump, and the quills round the tail with the white domi- 

nating unlike H. g. somalensis in which the white tips to the quills of the back are 

decidedly shorter, and broad black rings to be seen also on the quills around the tail. 

The specimen of H. g. somalensis obtained at Njoro was by chance found above 

the ground. It ran out from below a thornbush where it had intended to sleep 

over the day. 

Leporide. 

Lepus victorie THomas. 

Tuomas: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1893, Ser. 6, Vol. XII, p. 268. 

This species is probably common in the neighbourhood of Nairobi, but as also 

the following species is found there it is difficult to say which of the two species is 

most numerous. I obtained specimens at a farm managed by Mr. HAMPSON some 

distance northwest of Nairobi. 
A young Hare caught at Juja farm **/: is also referred to this species. 

They were usually found in open places under isolated or small groups of bushes 
or patches of plants. Old termite hills which had fallen down and were overgrown 
with coarse plants, a common feature in the landscape, were favourite places for the 

hares. They sit rather close and run with great speed. 

Lepus crawshayi Dre WINTON. 

De Winton: Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1899 p. 416. 

Specimens of this Hare were obtained not far from Nairobi on a grassy plain 

near the Limuru road, and on a steppe with rich growth of grass near Rooruka river, 

‘In not yet adult specimens of H. galeata I have seen this measurement only amounting to about 

11 mm. but never so small as 10. 
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Hares were seen many times in the neighbourhood of Nairobi, at Juja farm, 

Blue Post, Kutu ete. but, as observed above, when specimens were not shot it is 

difficult to say to which species a running Hare belonged, although the difference in 
colour is considerable. 

In addition to the difference of the pelage between these two Hares, the cha- 

racteristics of the upper incisors pointed out by pr WrnvoN are very useful for 

distinguishing the two species. The combined breadth of the incisors at the cutting 

edge of L. crawshayi is only 5 mm. but in L. victoriw the same dimension is fully 

6 mm. In the former the grooves are quite filled up with cement so that the sur- 

face of the teeth looks flat. The cheek-teeth of L. crawshayi as well are smaller 

the length of the whole series measured at the worn surface of the crowns being 
about 12,2 mm. whereas the same dimension in L. victorie is 13,2—13,3 mm. 

Lepus somalensis Hruatin. 

Hevetin: Noy. Act. Acad. Leop. Car. Nat. Cur. 1861, Bd 82, p. 5. 

The first locality where I made aquaintance with the long-eared Somali-Hare 

was in some dry thornbush-patches on the acacia steppe around Lekiundu river. 

When the expedition had crossed Guaso Nyiri to its northern side this Hare was 

found to be common in the thornbush which occupied the whole country there. 

They usually sat under acacia bushes and could often be seen at some distance, 
especially if they had raised their long ears. They were not shy, but did not sit so 

close as for instance L. victorie and L. crawshayi. On the other hand they did not 

develop such a speed as the two latter species. Sometimes a Lepus somalensis only 

comparatively slowly went away a little bit, if not too much scared. 

The sexes appear to be of similar size. Out of my series of ten specimens the 

upper length of the skull, from occiput to tip of nasals, is 87 mm. in one male, 86,5 

mm. in two females but 86 mm. in two other old males and an old female. The 
others are somewhat younger and therefore smaller, but the variation in size of adult 
specimens does not appear to be great. 

Other measurements of a male and a female skull are as follows: 

/ of 2 

| mm. mm 

RADUGIOUICISISE LEMIDON 6 ce sue i alu Bole eee ee ae ola 77 77 

PAVIXUENS ORORAGLE acre ek ota iy Oe ee PaM eh oneal fe 4 39 39,8 

Oblique length Gruasalg.:°s ASP eee eta ete os 35,5 37,5 

Breadth of braincase. .......:4.. Mw ware! 2b 29 28,7 

Pireateria Was «faite: fe Uy hee ds Ede LEENA a 1s . 23,5 24,5 

Length of palate to inside of incisors. .......-...- 31 33,5 

> a Nalatal fORMIMIRE “Sake et eal wilh ns € ck teh 9) 8 21,3 23,3 

> wmolar: Gacies PGSMM ge acr sees fa Us, auld uy 3 cs 15 15 

XA Combined breadth of incisors at cutting edge... .. - 
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The length of the dry hind foot without claws is about 10'/:—11 em. and the 

length of the dry ears 13 '/2—14 cm. 

Hyracoidea. 

Procaviide. 

Procavia brucei borana LONNBERG. 

LoynperG: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 8, Vol. IX, p. 66. 

This race of Hyrax belongs like its geographical neighbour P. pumila rudolfi 

Tuomas to the Heterohyrax-group, but it differs strikingly from it as well with regard 

to the colour of the fur as especially with regard to the shape and dimensions of the 

skull. Its fur is also longer. The average length of the hair appears to be in the 

present specimen about 16 mm. but it is an old female with somewhat worn fur. 

Many hairs attain a greater length, not counting the great number of long black 

bristles which are scattered all over the body, but especially numerous on the poste- 

rior part of the rump. The general colour of the back is umber brown, grizzled with 

whitish rings and blackish tips to the hair, The not visible parts of the underfur 

is basally smoke grey to pale slate grey, different in different places, externally dull 

cinnamon. The flanks are paler and more greyish than the back. The dorsal spot 
is large, its colour is cinnamon n:o 4 according to »Repertoire de couleurs». The 

face is much darker than the back, blackish brown. The superciliary band creamy 

white, and the lips white. The back of the ears grizzled of greyish white and broad 

dark brown tips to the hair. The sides of the neck are pale brownish grey, grizzled 

with blackish brown tips and rings to the hair. The underfur of these parts is whit- 
ish. The under side is creamy white, with a slight buffish tinge which is a little 
more pronounced between the fore limbs and in the anal region. Feet very pale 

yellowish grey with some longer dark brown hair. 

Length of head and body about 42 cm. 

Length of hind foot about 53 mm. Both these measurements are taken from 

the type which is an old female, stage VIII according to Tuomas’ terminology. 
If the skull of this Hyrax is laid at the side of that of P. pumila rudolfi 

Tuomas the difference is found to be very striking. The former is much more elongate, 

and, in spite of its much greater length, its width as well across the zygomatic 

arches as across the postorbital processes is not larger than the same of fullgrown 

specimens of P. p. rudolfi. The superciliary portion of the frontals is gradually raised 

a little towards the free margin over the orbit so that the forehead becomes some- 
what concave. The nasals are comparatively long, rather broad posteriorly, but sud- 

denly narrowed and provided with parallel side contours in more than half of the 
anterior part. The whole preorbital region of the skull is longer as well, as the 

tables of measurements indicate if compared. | 
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Y stage 

Vill 

Greatcst length of skull. ....-......+--, ag Aah 74 mm 

Condylobasal length of skul) ... 1... - se ee eevvene 7 

Besicraniariengéau we he el 66 

imygomado bresdthes') . SYM). lee . Une Out .% 39,5 

Length of nasals mesially . 6. 6 6 6 ee ee ee te ee 16 

| Combined breadth of both nasals MOStONGUY beak wisest’ seer 17,5 

> , we anteriorkys. « . 2 +). & sb 6 

Pangth OF GIBBONS. smash ee = 6 ty tk 8 yt me 8 10 

| » » upper molar series ..... - Peimgen sm ei ae fe Rel sh 28,3 

ERTEOe TT ORME ei. Cares es se ek ce te Be ete 54 

Menen OM mire Atsae PUT TOL? OAL Re RH. TNS : 4,6 

Breadth across postorbital processes... 6 6 6 ee ee ee es 30 

Distance from orbit to tip or premaxillary «©... 6 6 ee ee 22,5 

These measurements agree aproximately with those of P. brucei somalica but 
are much smaller than those of P. brucei hindei Wrovuauron' described from the 

Kikuyu country. The present specimen is, however, probably related to the latter 

race because it shows exactly the same structure of the hind margin of the palate 

with »a pair of protuberances» just as described by WrovuaurTon (I. ¢. p. 108). As 
the type of P. brucei hindei also was an old female in stage VIII the measurements 

recorded in WrovuGuron’s diagnose are directly comparable with those above. If 
such a comparison is made it will be found that the skull of my type specimen is 

9 mm. (more than 10 °°!) shorter and 8 mm. narrower than the corresponding mea- 

surements of P. b. hindei, which discrepancy appears to be too great for allowing 

identification. The smaller size of the skull, of the present race makes itself known 
in all other dimensions as well, but the narrowness of the nasals anteriorly (6 mm. 

against 8 in P. b. hindei) is especially striking as it amounts to one fourth of the 

measurement of the larger race. 
With regard to the colour this P. b. borana also differs in several respects from 

P. b. hindei. The dorsal spot of the latter is for instance »cream-buff». 
The Hyrax described above appears to be smaller than other geographic races 

of Procavia brucei except somalica which, however, is geographically separated from 

this one by P. pumila and its subspecies P. b. rudolfi. The shortness of the descrip- 
tion of P. b. somalica prevents me from pointing out other differences, but as 

WrovucutTon undoubtedly had access to skulls of P. b. somalica as well, when he 

described P. b. hindei, and then pointed out the »curious palatal character» (as 

described above) of this latter animal this character probably represents one of the 

differences, 
In the year 1901 NeumANN described a Hyrax of the Heterohyrax-group from 

»Kaffa, Gimirra and Bimeschc» under the name Procavia thomasi.* As his deseription 

' Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., Ser. 8, Vol. V, p. 107, 1910. 
* Sitzber. Naturf. Freunde, Berlin 1901, p. 240. 
K. Sv. Vet. Akad. Handl. Band 48. N:o 5. 15 
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chiefly consists of a comparison of the then new form, and P. valida(!) it gives 

comparatively little information about Procavia thomasi, and there are no skull mea- 

surements. I have therefore written to Professor Marscuie and asked him to kindly 

provide me with some skull measurements and some notes about the shape of the 

nasals and the condition of the posterior palate. Professor Marscuin kindly replied 

and gave the following information which proves that Procavia thomasi is quite 

distinct from P. brucei borana. As his notes may be of use for other authors I take 

the pleasure of pulishing them here. »Die Nasalen [of Procavia thomasi] sind nicht 
plétzlich verschmiilert, aber bei dem ¢ in der Mitte stark eingezogen. Am hinteren 

Gaumenrand sehe ich keine Hicker neben dem medianen Processus.» 

The greatest length of the skull of a female in stage VIII from Gimirro is 82,4 

mm., in a male and two females stage VII it varies from 86 to 89 mm. The basal 

length in the three latter is from 71 to 76,4 mm. The length of the nasals mesially 

is 17,7 in the oldest female, in the others 18,1 to 19,4 mm. The breadth of the nasals 

posteriorly is from 16 to 17,6, and in front 7,5 to 7,8 mm. The length of the molar 

series is 30,4 to 31,5 mm., of the diastema 10,2 to 11,7 mm. 

These measurements indicate that P. thomasi is larger than P. b. borana. 

The type specimen of the latter was shot in the afternoon '*/2 1911 when run- 
ning along a rocky ledge in a small ravine just north of Guaso Nyiri about one days 

march to the east from the Marsabit road. Its distribution extends probably chiefly 

westwards from the locality mentioned because further east (below Chanler Falls and 

at Njoro) its place is occupied by a still smaller Hyrax. 

Procavia pumila rudolfi Tuomas. 

Tuomas: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., Ser. 8, Vol. V, 1910, p. 202. 

In the thornbush country north of Guaso Nyiri rocks of varying sizes from a 

small mountain to a rocklet are numerous, and as they are always very much weather- 

worn and full of cracks and crevices they offer very good dwellings for Hyraxes. 

They are also very often inhabited by such. At Njoro and in the thornbush country 

below Chanler Falls this small race is very common. 

It is to great extent diurnal in its habits. If one carefully approaches some 
rocks inhabited by this species one may be sure of seeing several Hyraxes running 

about, or Jying basking on the ledges. Others may be seen running back to shelter 

from the thornbush. When frightened they disappear, of course, at once, and even 

wounded specimens are lost if they are not killed on the spot. Only once I saw 

some of these animals run down from an acacia growing near their rocky refuge, and 

Mr. R. J. CUNNINGHAME told me that he one day had seen a Hyrax of this small 

kind with great dexterity move about in a frightfully spiny bush. 
The colour of the fur agrees with THomas’ description (1. ¢.) but some of my 

six specimens are darker and the dorsal spot varies from buff to rufous. 
As THOMAS only has had an immature male at his disposal it appears of interest 

to communicate some cranial measurements. 
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Stage VI' Stage VIII 
| 

‘ ° 

MIMOTIOOMABIIGNGER) Sis Gites Voss «ete et ee 53.5 56 55,5 54,5 57 60 

Gondylabasal Jangthincdeyie < secsine Chay lem ices ol + yee leer pep wie 57,5 60 60 59 60,5 65,5 

EY 228g a ee ee 33,5 36,5 36 34,5 37,5 39,5 

Upper tooth-row from front of p' to back of m’. ....... 23.5 24 22 22.5 22.5 22.5 

Dength of masala meaially . .- 2. sie et tt et te 11,5 13,5 12,5 13 13 14,5 

Combined breadth of nasale posteriorly ....... 2-55. l4 15,5 4 4 14 16 

Breadth across postorbital processes... . . 1... ee ee ee 25 27 26 26 27 30 

Manieth) of dinatama 2) ic): - Maisie! fb eS Sieh ahi el bile 7 7 7,4 6.5 6,8 6,9 

| Distance from orbit to tip of premaxillary. . ......... 17,3 17,8 18,5 19 18,3 19,5 

These measurements prove that this little Hyrax is not far from fullgrown 

when it reaches stage VI according to THomMAs’ terminology.’ 

In the fully adult specimens the hind margin of the palate is somewhat raised 

and swollen along either side, and this ridge ends in a kind of protuberance on either 
side of the central process fully separated from the same by a notch. This condition 
reminds about that described by WrovuaGuton on the skull of the much larger Pro- 

cavia brucei hindei.? (Concerning P. b. borana, conf. above.) The nasals are short 

and broad, evenly tapering in front, not suddenly constricted and then with parallel 

margins as in the other Hyrax which also was found north of Guaso Nyiri but above 

Chanler Falls viz. Procavia brucei borana, which has been described above. 

The fact that two small representatives of the Heterohyrax group are found 

so near each other without being separated by any physical geographical obstacle is 
of interest, the more so as analogous cases were found among the Baboons (conf. 

above) and Dik-diks (conf. below). 

Procavia (Dendrohyrax) crawshayi THomas. 

Tuomas: Proc. Zool. Soc., London 1900, p. 178. 

An adult male (stage VIII according to THomAs’ terminology) was shot in the 

forest near Escarpment station. The colour of this specimen agrees exactly with the 

description of the type except that the belly is not »deep buffy» but buffish white. 

The lower side of the neck is more buffy. The head is perhaps also darker than 
that of the type specimen as the black in the grizzled parts is dominating over the 
whitish. 

Condylohasal ‘lougth tof aka). 5.5,4.f 20392 wie! iene ood 90 mm. 

Craniobasal length ‘ofakulls.o vesiwce 2 6.58 Mees oe we 85,5 » 

Greatest DIPAGUMCOGBERON 5 6 thease Qclicbs 6 etm ohm» 47 

1 The first of these stand between stage V and VI as m® is in use but m* not yet on a level with 
the bone. 

? Proc. Zool. Soc., London 1892, p. 53. 
5 Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., Ser. 8, Vol. V, p. 108. 
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Length of nasals mesially ........ Se Oh ee - > 22 mm. 

Greatest breadth of nasals .... - Oo ee Oe es I SS 

Length of molar series ..-...-..-++..s.- erent oa S 

Greatest length of m°. . «5s © ms @ Se Guns. so Mena Ney = EOD 

The »Perere» as the Hyraxes are named in Kisuahili were very common near 

Escarpment station but as they are entirely nocturnal I only saw this specimen just 
before sunset one evening, and although I walked through the forest every evening 

as long as I stayed there trying to obtain some more it was without success. In 

night-time they made an awful noise, especially about 9 o’clock, and produced very 

strong creaking and grating sounds, and now and then some ghastly screams, but 

they were then impossible to detect among the foliage and branches of the trees. 

We heard »Perere> as well in the forest of Kenia, and one day on an open place I 
saw at some distance a young specimen scramble down a small tree and disappear 

in the bushes. 

Proboscidea. 

Elephantide. 

Elephas africanus cavendishi LypeKkKer. 

LypekKER: Proce. Zool. Soc., London 1907, p. 395. 

The African Elephant has during the last years been subdivided in a number 

of subspecies. The material on which this proceeding has been based has not been 

very rich depending upon the bulkiness and the difficulty of procuring it. It has 

been principally the shape of the ear which has given the characteristics used for 

the separation of the subspecies. An Elephant (PI. VI, figs 3 & 4) which I shot 

‘8. 1911 at the waterplace called Njoro in the thornbush country north of Guaso 

Nyiri and Chanler Falls is in this respect most similar to LyDEKKER’s Elephas afri- 

canus cavendishi. The type locality of this race is »the Lake Rudolph district» and 

this stands in good correspondence with other faunistic features of the country where 

I obtained my specimen. 
The great transverse diameter of the ear is an especially prominent characteristic 

of BE. a. cavendishi. This measurement was in LYDEKKER’s type 87,5 cm. and in my 

specimen somewhat more still viz. 100 cm. from the posterior margin to the fold at 

the ear-opening. As can be seen on the photo (Pl. VI, fig. 3) the ear-lappet is well 

developed, but hardly so long as in the Aberdare Elephant (2. a. peelt). 

The following measurements were taken on the just dead animal: 

Distance in a straight line from anus to fold at earopening . . ~~. - 1 6 ee ee eet te ee ee es . 300 cm. 

Distance from this fold to posterior corner of eye . - - + - 6 2 6 te ee ee ee et ee ee os, 8) Dee 

Distance from posterior corner of eye to the place where the tusk projects free from the surrounding gum. . 52 » 

Distance from the latter place to the end of the trunk. . . . - - . ee ee eee ee we eee et 225 =» 
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The height at the shoulders could not be measured because I could not straighten 
the forelegs of the animal. 

The iris was 23 mm. and the pupil 11 mm. 

Twelve centimetres above the posterior corner of the eye the orifice of a gland 

opened with a duct about wide enough to admit a common lead pencil. But it was 

almost plugged with a number of broken thorns of acacias and similar small twigs. 

I heard from Cunnincuame that the Elephants, so to say, perspire from this gland 

sometimes so that a dark and damp spot is seen on the forehead round the orifice. 

A similar statement has also been made by I’. C. Setous' who observes that such 
a wetting of the skin around the gland always appears »after a run in the hot sun». 

In the Indian Elephant the corresponding gland has been regarded as a scent 

gland which principally works at the rutting season. 
As I have material of this gland preserved I hope to be able at another op- 

portunity to publish some notes of its structure which may give some information 
about its function. 

This Elephant was a middle aged and medium sized animal, a herd bull so to 

say. The testes contained ripe sperms which have been described by G. Rerztus.’ 

They proved to be even comparatively speaking very small, »ungefahr von der Grésse 

derjenigen des Menschen, welche schon an sich als klein zu betrachten sind» (I. ¢. p. 3). 

The propagation of the Elephants at this place appeared to be normal as the 

females seen were accompanied by young. Once about a dozen female Elephants 

with »calves» of varying size passed our camp. At another opportunity Ss6GREN and 

CUNNINGHAME came unawares near two females with small young. The Elephants 
charged with a squeal and CUNNINGHAME had to shoot one of them in self defense. 

To judge from the spoor the bulls went mostly single or by twos. Some tracks in- 
dicated animals which were larger than the one shot by me. 

When one sees the leafless dry thornbush it does not look inviting to any 
animal, and it appears impossible that such animals as Elephants shall be able to 

find their food there. The question is near at hand, what can they feed on? If 
one follows a fresh spoor of an Elephant it is soon seen that he is not very parti- 
cular in this respect. Sometimes he has twisted off the top of a bush and put in 
his mouth chewing it all but dropping pieces of twigs now and then. Sometimes he 
has torn off a branch of an acacia (those with greenish yellow bark appear to be 

preferred) thick as an arm, and it all wanders the same way under the powerful 

' Conf. Lypexker: The Game Animals of Africa, p. 16. 
® Biol. Untersuchungen N. F., Bd. XVI, p. 3. 
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molar apparatus. The nuts of the doum palms are often eaten, but he does not 
appear to be able to crush them as they are found in great number whole in the 

droppings. Sometimes comparatively big trees are uprooted and pushed down to 
give the Elephants access to the branches. An acacia of as large size as these trees 
attain in the thornbush and which has been broken down by Elephants is shown 

_ on Pl. VII, fig. 1. It happens at such occasions that the Elephants break, their 

tusks and a big piece of ivory was found by one of our boys. A rather big Elephant 
with only one tusk was seen by CUNNINGHAME at Njoro. 

The Elephants probably did not drink but every second night at Njoro to judge 

from the spoors at the waterholes, but it might be possible that they knew more 
than one water-place so that they alternately visited different pools. It appears, 

however, certain that they can provide themselves with so much water that it lasts 

for more than one day. I make this conclusion in consequence of an observation 
on the Elephant which was shot at Njoro. It was killed about 12 at noon and had 

probably not drunk since the evening before as it took us between 5 and 6 hours 

to follow the spoor and the Elephant had walked slowly hither and thither feeding, 

and was resting under an acacia when we first saw him. Nevertheless its ventricle 

was found to contain great quantities of water which was as pure as the water in 

the pool from which it originated. The water in the ventricle was not mixed with 

the food material, although the Elephant as already mentioned had been feeding 
almost all the way from the water hole to the place where it was shot. This fact 

that the water contained in the ventricle can be kept in some way or other without 

mixing with the food material explains that they can »put the tips of their trunks 

into their mouths, and drawing about a bucket full of water from their stomachs, 

squirt it over their shoulders» (SeLous as quoted by LypreKker lI. ec. p. 15). 

The Rendiles told us that the Elephants probably would remain near the water- 

holes at Njoro during the dry season but go away when the rains begun. 

It has been repeatedly stated by sportsmen that the eye-sight of the Elephants 

is weak. I had the good opportunity of verifying this myself. The locality where 

we found my Elephant was covered with scattered bushes most of which were only 
about 120 cm. in height. We were thus well visible over the tops of these bushes, 

especially to an eye situated so high above the ground as that of an Elephant, but 
he did not see us, although we did not crouch except when we moved. And it was 

no difficulty to reach within about 70 m. from him. 

It has been stated in the literature by A. H. NeuMANN, and perhaps by others 

as well, that the right tusk »is almost always more worn than its fellow». I can 

make the same statement about my own specimen. Its right tusk is more worn and 
somewhat chipped at the end, while the left is intact (PI. IV, fig. 3). An Elephant 
skull in this museum from Cameroon, thus probably of Elephas afr. cyclotis, has the 

right tusk badly broken while the left is in good condition. This is, no doubt, a 

result of the same agency, viz. the propensity of the Elephants to use the right tusk 
more than the left. Although this is not a rule without exceptions (e. g. a South 

African Elephant in this museum has both its tusks just as perfect), it is of interest 
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because it is evidently something analogous to the preponderant use of the right side 
of the head in Giraffes as set forth at another place in this memoir, and also to the 
right-handedness of man. 

In the primeval forest of Kenia Elephants are to be found but whether of the 
same race or not is uncertain. These forest Elephants may belong to the Aberdare 

race (H. a. peeli). When passing through the forest region between Embu and Meru 

we saw tracks of Elephants several times,and on the way back we were so close to 

them that we heard them break branches ete. At an open place in the forest at an 

altitude of 2,500 m. the Elephants appeared to have a favourite resort between two 

small rivulets. There were spoors everywhere and at two different places around 

some water holes the probably alkaline earth had evidently been dug up by the 
Elephants with their tusks as the marks plainly showed. Close above this place rose 

a hill so steep that it was connected with difficulty for a man to ascend it, but the 
numerous Elephant tracks proved that these animals often passed up and down there. 

The »steps> in these tracks were often 80 to 100 cm. high above the next. 

The Elephants ascend on Kenia to, and even above the bamboo region as the 

spoors indicate. At an altitude of 2,700 m. where the temperature at sunrise only 
was + 1° C. the Elephant spoors were numerous. These animals are thus not so 
susceptible to a low temperature as is generally believed. But when the rainy season 

sets in, I was told, that the Elephants descend to the shambas in the cultivated 
region. »They do not like the dripping from the trees.» 

In the Kenia forest I saw in several places the ingeniously arranged pitfalls in 
which the Wandorobbos catch Elephants. They were dug in the paths of the animals 

and often with great cunning, between two big trees, in a curve of the path etc. to 

make it more difficult for the Elephants to avoid them. They were deep but so 

narrow that if an Elephant fell into such a pitfall he should be jammed in by his 

great weight so tightly between the walls that he could not move, and thus not be 

able to work his way out again. 

Perissodactyla. 

Rhinocerotide. 

Rhinoceros (Diceros) bicornis Lin. 

The Rhinoceroses were formerly common over great parts of British East Africa, 

but it is now exterminated, or nearly so, near all settled districts and roads along 

which there is any regular traffic, or where too often hunting parties are going in 

search of game. I saw, however, several on the acacia steppe south of Guaso Nyiri, 
and in the dry thornbush country north of this river they were found to be rather 
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numerous in certain localities as well as on the southern side of the river below 
Chanler Falls. In the dry country there numerous game paths lead to the river, and 

in the dust of these paths the spoors of Rhinoceroses were a regular feature. Probably 

many of these paths were just the products of the more or less regular walk of the 

Rhinos between their pasture-lands and the water. In day-time the Rhinoceroses are 

very seldom found near the river. As a rule they are met with at a distance of 

from 5 to 8 kilometres, perhaps more, from the water. Their chief food appeared 

to be a low scrub. They were found not only on the flat country but sometimes 

on the mountain slopes in the bush among rocks and boulders where one hardly 

could imagine that such a bulky and clumsy-looking animal would be able to find 

its way. 

Here and there along the paths of these animals such places are seen where 

they are used to deposit their droppings and then scatter them. Such places are 

usually situated at a bush which as a rule has been broken and kicked to pieces, 

and a big hole is scooped up in the ground. It is sometimes stated in the literature 
that the scattering of the dung is done with the horn. Although I never have seen 

a Rhino at work it appears to me quite clear that at least most of it is done with 

the feet to judge from the deep furrows radiating from the hole and which exactly 
fit to the breadth of feet and in which even toe marks may be seen. 

It is very difficult to explain how such a habit could have originated and be- 

come fixed, for it can impossibly be in any way useful to the animal now and thus 

be explained by natural selection. It might, however, be an inheritance. 

The propagation of the Rhinoceros is, of course, slow, as usually is the case 

with such big animals, and it takes a long time before they reach full development. 

The fact that female Rhinoceroses often were seen in company with their not far 

from fullgrown young proves that several years pass between each period of gravidity, 

or parturition. On the other hand it is evident that the female Rhinoceroses in the 

districts visited do not suffer from barrenness because as a rule they were accom- 

panied by a more or less grown up young. Sexual maturity is reached before the 

last molar has cut the gum as can be concluded from the fact that this tooth was 

not fully developed in a female which Mr. Ss6GREN shot south of Guaso Nyiri and 
which was followed by a good sized calf. On the other hand, a male Rhinoceros 

(Pl. VII, fig. 2) with only six cheek-teeth in use had comparatively very small testicles 

in which no ripe sperms were found, and it was thus not yet sexually mature. This 

animal measured from snout to vent in a straight line about 255 em. (about 8*/s 

English feet) or 295 em. along the dorsal line. Its exact age is difficult to tell but 

it was probably several years old. It had like all other Rhinoceroses observed at 

close quarters numerous scars and ulcers (conf. the fig.) along the flanks. If those 
are obtained when the animals fight inter se or not is impossible to say, but it is 

most probable because hardly any other animal would dare to attack them, and the 

skin is too hard and thick to be deeply scratched by the thornbush, The Rhino- 

ceroses were found to be infested by ticks of the species Hyalomma cegyptium (L.), 
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Amblyomma hebreum (Koon) and Dermacentor rhinocerotis (De Grrr). In the ven- 

tricle were found a few larve of some Oestride but they were too young to be 
determined according to Prof. Ss6stTrpr. 

The Rhinos in the Guaso Nyiri district had all, as far as could be observed, 

small horns, the front horn measured along the anterior curve in those shot only 
about 36—40 cm. 

According to several observers the Black Rhinoceros of the Somali countries 

shall be smaller than those in other parts of Africa, and a subspecific name »soma- 
liensis» was created in the year 1900 by Count J. Porockr. Drakr-BRocKMAN in 

his book about »the Mammals of Somaliland»* says »It has been said that it [the 

Rhinoceros of Somaliland] is smaller than the East African variety, but this is pos- 
sibly due to the poorness of its food supply during certain seasons of the year in 

Somaliland. The horns certainly seldom grow to any great Jength» — - (I. e. 
p. 106). The Rhinoceroses north of Guaso Nyiri in the thornbush country live under 

analogous conditions and they were certainly poor. The ribs could be traced through 

the skin (Pl. VII fig. 2). 

Quite recently LypEKKEeR has compared two skulls of DRrakr-BROCKMAN’s 

Rhinoceroses from Somaliland with a skull from »Bast Africa» and found*® that the 

former »differ by the narrower form of the whole upper surface, both at the inter- 

parietal constriction and at the orbital expansion». The figures of the Somali skull at 
the side of the East African skull show a striking difference in breadth. Only two 

measurements of the breadth of these skulls are recorded, viz. the »breadth at 

orbits» and the »zygomatic width», in LyDEKKER’s paper. For comparison the same 

measurements of two South African, two East African, and two skulls from Guaso 

Nyiri are recorded in the accompanying table of measurements. From this can be 

seen that LypeKKeER’s East African skull must have been unusually broad as none of 

the 6 skulls now measured attain the same orbital breadth, nor zygomatic width. 

a 

LyDEKKER’s A mt Want-  SPARR- 
specimens Guasao: Nviri BS¢ East perc’s | MAN'S 

; Bes Afr.» | from from 

Somali East Afr. B Zz rai 3 wep 

: em. em em em, em. em em, em. 

| Length of upper aspect ....... 57,5 | 65,5 56,5 54,5 56,5 57 56 55,5 

Breadth at orbits .......... 23,0 27,5 23,5 21,7 24,3 26 25,5 22.3 

betomeommatio widths p< Loisere.strss.eieens! « 29,5 35,6 32,3 31 32 33,4 32,3 34 
| Least width of skull at the postorbital 

MOMMMNTO@UIOKE po 9 he te te tk — _ 11,8 11,4 lls 12,2 11,3 11,7 

Width of across anterior horn boss. . -- _- 13 116 13,3 14.5 13 13 

Lypekker’s East African skull is thus beyond the average in these respects 

and accordingly, as this table of measurements indicates, the differences between 

somaliensis and other Black Rhinoceroses are not so great as will appear from 

' Conf. L. G. Neumann: Ixodides. Ark. f. Zoologi Bd. 7 n:o 24 p. 4 Uppsala 1912. 
* London 1910. 
5 Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1911 p. 958—960. 

K. Sv. Vet. Akad. Handl. Band 48. N:o 5 16 
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his communication. Specimens with smaller orbital breadth than this somaliensis 

skull can evidently be found in different parts of Africa, and the zygomatic measu- 

rement is very variable. 

The least width of the skulls at the postorbital constriction appears to be 

rather constant in the specimens measured by the present author, but unfortunately 

LyprkKKER has not given this measurement, nor that for the width across the ante- 

rior horn boss which latter is more variable in size. The exact condition of somali- 

ensis in these two respects cannot be stated but the specimens from Guaso Nyiri do 

not appear to differ essentially from skulls from other parts af the continent. To 

judge from the present material there is thus no pronounced racial difference between 
the Rhinoceroses at Guaso Nyiri and those in East and South Africa. 

There are, however, individual differences which appear very striking at the 

first look but prove to be less important when considered more closely. The breadth 
of the anterior end of the mandible is in South African specimens usually 5 to 5*/2 
em., and in the Guaso Nyiri skulls from 4 to nearly 5 em. but in a skull from Kili- 

manjaro it is very broad, measuring 6,2 cm. and containing rudiments of four inci- 

sors. Such a thing has, however, only interest for the study of the individual varia- 

tion but is then of importance. 

It appears rather uncertain how long time this interesting remnant of a past 

fauna will be allowed to exist. The danger for extermination is the greater as the 

Rhinoceros is a slow breeder. It certainly has diminished rapidly in some districts, and 

it is deplorable that so many of these huge beasts are killed without reason. The 

Rhinoceroses have a bad reputation and this causes the death of many of their kind. 
»He is irritable, nervous, inquisitive, and churlish; unwary and wanting intelligence; 

unsympathetic as the dry, arid districts in which he lives», says F. VauaHan Kirpy 

in »The Great and small Game of Africa» (p. 37) about the Black Rhinoceros. With 

my little experience I cannot say anything against these attributes, but the three 

first of them he shares to some degree with not a few of them that speak ill about 

him, and, worse still, act accordingly. r 

It is much spoken of charging Rhinos, and it is, of course, an undeniable fact, 

as I have experienced myself, that some Rhinos do charge viciously. But it is by 

far the smallest number of them that are wicked. The greatest number flee at once 

when they get the wind of, or hear a man. Some may perhaps advance compelled 

by curiosity when they with their very bad eye-sight cannot make out what it is 

that has disturbed them. Others may, when they have been scared and rush away 

in the direction in which they happen to be headed, run so that they pass in proxi- 

mity of man, and then it almost looks as if they intended to charge, although they 
are entirely innocent. Such incidents are, however, sometimes counted together with 

the real charges and the Rhinos are therefore by some people, who have witnessed 

real attacks, and by a number of nervous persons regarded to be much worse than 
they really are. Unfortunately some people also give vent to their hatred and shoot 

down the Rhinos in such a way that it must be termed wanton destruction and be 

most seriously condemned. 
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It is wonderful how often some people are »charged» by Rhinos, and in some 

cases it is no doubt a bona fide belief, and some people may perhaps have had worse 

luck with those creatures than others, or the Rhinos may be more fierce in some 
districts. 

But on the other hand it is very easy to produce an effect which looks as if 

a Rhinoceros charged. A man approaches such an animal from its lee side and then 

he sends a native around to the windside. As soon as the Rhino perceives the taint 

it starts. If it runs up wind it charges the native, if in any other direction it charges 
somebody else! 

Two Rhinoceroses are allowed on a license, and the charging ones are not 

counted. With the great number of sportsmen now visiting British East Africa two 

Rhinoceroses on each license is too much, and a not too small a fee ought to be paid 
for the killing of every charging Rhinoceros as well. I suspect that the number 

of such »bad brutes» would not be so great then as it is reported to be now. It 
may appear hard that one should be obliged to pay for the killing of a charging 

dangerous beast, but those people who visit East Africa solely for the purpose of 

shooting and bringing home »trophies» can no doubt afford to pay something for 
saving their lifes, if need be. 

In settled districts and such with a lively traffic the Rhinoceroses may be a 

troublesome nuisance, especially if they are numerous. But there are vast stretches 

of land in British East Africa, as well dry steppe as arid thornbush country, which 

never can produce any kind of crops, and where at most nomadic tribes may be able 

to feed their flocks. There the Rhinoceroses do no harm, and there, at least, they 

may be allowed to remain in reasonable number. 

Although my experience about the Rhinoceros of East Africa, naturally enough, 
is not very great I think it may be opportune to mention as examples the behaviour 
of some of the Rhinos observed. 

The 4 of Febr. we were going with our safari from Luazomela to Itiolu river 

across the open steppe. The wind blew transversely across our path from right to 

left. A female Rhinoceros with her calf seen on our left at a long distance, more 
than a kilometre, started to run like mad with raised tail as soon as the taint from 

the safari reached her. The calf followed close after her. A little later the same 
day a Rhinoceros was observed asleep under an acacia about, or rather less than 100 
metres from our path. The safari was ordered to pass silently, but the Rhinoceros 

heard something and rose. As its visual power was not strong enough to give any 
information about what was going on, and it could not smell anything against the 

wind it laid down again quietly since it had tried to stare at us for a while. Simi- 

lar incidents of both kinds were repeated several times during the expedition. In 

the thornbush north of Guasy Nyiri one day the grown up calf fled first and the 
mother followed, since they had stared at us a while. 

Another day in the same country I passed a Rhinoceros with a nearly fullgrown 
calf at a distance of about thirty metres under the wind, and they did not perceive 
anything. At another opportunity I had shot a big Baboon on the slopes of a 
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mountain in the thornbush country. After the report of the shot we heard a couple 

of Rhinoceroses snorting in the bushes close behind us, but we did not see them. 

As we were on march I wanted the Baboon skinned at once so that the boys should 

not need to carry the heavy body. My gunbearers drove then the Rhinoceroses 

away by throwing some stones at them so that they should not disturb the skinners. 
When we were camping at the water-holes at Njoro I went out as usual in 

the morning the 215+ of Febr. to collect zoological material and had shot some small 

birds when a porter came running to me and said something about a »faru» (Rhino) 

which was about to kill the »nyumbis» (mules) and threatened the camp. I returned 

speedily and saw a Rhinoceros most peacefully browsing close to our mules on the 

other side of the dry river-bed at which we had our camp. The boys were of course 

very excited and wanted me to shoot. As the Rhinoceros had only small horns I 

did not want to shoot it, hoping to get a better specimen for the collection at ano- 

ther opportunity. I told the boys that, but said that if they wanted me to stay at 

the camp and protect them I would wait there till the Rhinoceros had walked away. 

When the boys found that they could not entice me to shoot, the »faru» suddenly 

lost all its dangerous qualities, and two hegroes at once ran across the dry river-bed 

and drove away the Rhinoceros by shouting and throwing sticks at him, and he 

trotted of through the bushes with full speed. 

A comparatively long experience of a similar kind proved to me that at least 

the greatest number of these animals, if not all, were rather good-natured, but by 

and by I learned to know that not all had the same kind disposition. One day when 

we were marching from a water-place Thera in the thornbush to Guaso Nyiri I went 

about half an hour in front of the safari with my gunbearers and an askari as guide. 

We followed a game path, and the wind blew across from left to right. Suddenly 

we perceived a Rhinoceros lying under an acacia to the right of our path. We were 

thus not able to pass without his noticing us. We stopped then and my gun- 

bearer, Kongoni, advanced cautiously to the left of the path. As soon as the Rhino 

got wind of Kongoni he jumped to his feet and with a »locomotive snort» (as 

VauGHAN KirBy says) he went for the boy with full speed. When the askari, who 

also had advanced a little an the left side of the path, saw this, he shot (and hit 

the ground several metres from the Rhino). The Rhino changed then direction about 

45 degrees towards the askari. I took then a step to be clear of a bush and be 

ready to shoot. The Rhino saw this movement, changed again his direction about 

45 degrees and came towards me, but a bullet in his neck at rather close quarters 

made him swerve off. This was plainly a very deliberate charge, and the interesting 

thing is that the Rhino changed direction twice when he saw a new adversary. 

A few days later, an afternoon when I was returning to our camp at Guaso 

Nyiri below Chanler Falls we found a Rhino lying close to the game path which 

we were following. The thornbush was rather thick there, and it would have been 

troublesome to make a detour around him. I tried therefore to drive him off 
by shouting at him. He started to his feet with a snort and as we were near him 
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he saw us and charged. I had thus to shoot, and he dropped on his knees stone- 

dead for a 9,3 mm. mauser bullet between the shoulder and the neck. 

Thus, of all Rhinoceroses I had the opportunity of seeing only two charged, 
and the notes above may prove that it is not by far the rule that these animals 

are so bad-tempered as their reputation makes them. 

Equide. 

Equus burchelli bohmi Marscutz. 

Marscuie: Sitz.-ber. Ges. Naturf. Freunde Berlin 1892, p. 131. 

(Equus burchelli grantii De Winton. 

De Winton: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1896, Ser. 6, Vol. XVII, p. 319.) 

This Zebra is common on the plains around Nairobi where not too heavily deci- 

mated by the settlers. At a place called Punda Melia, south of Fort Hall, which 

just has received its name (which means »zebra») from the former abundance of 

Zebras there, I saw only a single such animal on our way north, and six when we 

returned. On the acacia steppe noth of Meru boma at Luazomela, Itiolu, and Leki- 

undu rivers the Zebras were numerous, and at the latter locality they were often 

found in mixed herds with the large Grévy’s Zebra without apparent rivality. On 

the Athi plains they often are associated with Coke’s Hartebeest and Gnu, at the 

northern acacia steppe with Oryx Antelopes. 

North of Guaso Nyiri in the thornbush country I did not see any Zebras, but 

Mr. CUNNINGHAME told me that he had seen three one day. Although the Zebras 
occasionally cross this river — perhaps when scared by Lions, or if some other danger 

threatens them — it appears to constitute the northern limit of their distribution in 

this part of East Africa. 
At a certain distance when the stripes are no longer conspicuous, a Zebra looks 

either very light grey almost white, or nearly black according to the different shade 

of light in which it stands. But a couple of the uppermost white stripes across the 

hind quarters shine much more brightly white than the others. 

A considerable variation in the colour pattern of the Zebras of British East 

Africa has already been proved by J. A. ALLEN.' The same author has also stated 

the presence of shadow stripes in some specimens, even if they as a rule are absent. 
The difference between H. b. grantii De Winton and E. b. béhmi Matscuis appears 

thus to be very slight if any as already once before has been pointed out by the 

present writer,” and Marscuin’s name is the older. 

1 Bull. American Mus. Nat. Hist. New York, Vol. XXVI, Art. XII, p. 160—165, figs 3—10. 
* Mammals p. 32 in Wiss. Ergeb. d. Schwed. Zool. Exp. Kilimanjaro Meru von Y. Ssésrepr. 
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Equus grevyi OusTaver. 

OvustaLeT: La Nature 1882 X An. II semestre, p. 12. 

(Equus grevyi faurei Marscuin? 

Marscute: Sitz.-ber. d. Ges. Naturforsch. Freunde. Berlin 1898 p. 170 & 180.) 

It is rather uncertain, as well if the subspecifie name »faweri» can be main- 

tained, as, if this should be the case, by which characteristics the race provided with 

that name shall be distinguished. When the name was given MATSCHIE wrote as 

follows: »Wahrscheinlich wird H. fawrei mit weisser Schwanzspitze sich von FL. grevyi 
mit schwarzer Schwanzspitze gut unterscheiden und letzteres die Somali-Liander, 

ersteres die von mir als Rudolf-See-Gebiet zusammengefassten Gegenden bewohnen, 

zu welchen auch Schoa und das siidliche Abyssinien zu rechnen ist.» At my request 

whether he later had obtained any more material, and whether he perhaps could 

add any more characteristics by which these two races could be separated MaTSCHIE 

kindly replied that this was not the case. At the same time, however, he wrote: 
»Bei EH. grevyi sind die dunklen Binden auf den Halsseiten hinter dem Kinn ungefahr 
so breit wie die hellen, bei fawrei sind die weissen Binden etwa halb so breit wie 

die schwarzen. » 
According to these two characteristics — the white tail-tuft and the relative 

breadth of the black stripes on the sides of the neck — the following figures in the 

literature among others belong to »#. g. fawrei»: 

Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1899 p. 714 & p. 825 (ScLATER) ; 
Atti R. Accad. delle Science, Torino Vol. XX XVII (CAMERANO) figs. 1—5; 
Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1900 p. 553 & p. 554 (Ripaway); 

The Game Animals of Africa, 1908 p. 49 & 51 (LYDEKKER). 

On the other hand the typical Equus grevyi would be represented by Ousta- 
LET’s two figures accompanying his first description of the species in »La Nature» 

Vol. X. 1882, and by Sciarer’s figure in Proce. Zool. Soc. London 1882 p. 721. Con- 

cerning the origin of the specimen of Hquus grevyi OusTALET gives the following 

information: »Ce Zébre qui a été capturé dans cette région de l'Afrique orientale 
quwon appelle Je pays des Gallas» — — — oll a été offert en présent par S. M. Meé- 

nélek, roi de Choa a M. le Président de la République» — — —. The latter figure 
as well has been prepared from a photograph of an animal which »had been sent alive 

by King Menelek of Shoa to the President of the French Republic» — — — and the 

figure in the same »Proceedings» for 1899 p. 713 which should belong to EH. grevyi 

faurei represents likewise »a fine female specimen of Grévy’s Zebra presented to the 

President of the French Republic by the Emperor Menelek, and received — — — in 

September 1898». These three specimens have thus a similar origin, in spite of their 

different appearance, as all of them have come from King Menelik’s dominions, pre- 
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sumably Shoa, and this makes the question about the two supposed races rather 

doubtful. 
If there were two races of EF. grevyi they must, of course, have a different 

geographical distribution and »F. g. faurei> should inhabit Southern Abessinia, Shoa 

and the region about Lake Rudolph southwards to Guaso Nyiri according to Mat- 

SCHIE’s opinion, while the typical 2. grevy: should belong to Somaliland. Against 

this speak the facts already recorded that the late King Mrneik has sent as well 

specimens with broad black stripes on the neck (presumably F. g. fawrei) as such 

with narrow stripes (the type of H#. grevy: and another similar specimen) to Europe. 

Likewise speaks against the same supposition the fact that a skin sent by Mrnaes 

to HAGENBECK from Berbera, thus from Somaliland, has broad black stripes on the 

neck (as »H. g. faurei>). This can be stated on the figure published by Sc_aver in 

Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1890 p. 413. 

The confusion is still more increased when one reads in DRAKE BROCKMAN’s 
book »The Mammals of Somaliland»' about Grevy’s Zebra. »This is a small and 

dark Zebra. The black stripes being broad and very close together give it the 

appearance in the distance of a black pony.» 

The Grévy’s Zebras are, of course, the largest in the group. And those which 

I have had the opportunity of seeing, — and they can be counted in many hundreds, 
— never gave the impression of being black. On the contrary when the distance 
was so great that the stripes could not be discerned, the black and white blended 

together into a soft, pale, almost silvery grey. — On the other hand the common East- 

African Zebra (EH. granti») sometimes and in certain shades of light looked quite 

black in a distance, but in other shades of light almost pure white. This was espe- 

cially striking when a little flock was seen together, and some were standing so that 
they looked black and others white, but after a while they changed position and 

then also at the same time colour. The effect of the stripes of these two animals 

is thus considerably different when they are seen at some distance. They were always 

easily seen. In his above quoted book »The Game Animals of Africas LyDEKKER 
speaks about »two races or subspecies of Grévy’s Zebra». The Somali race is men- 

tioned under the name ot »F. grevyi berberensis» which has been given by Pocock’ 
1902, but has been omitted in TRoUEsSART’s »Catalogus Mammalium, Quinquennale 

Supplementum> 1899—1904. The type is said to be from Duhri, Ogardain and shot 

by Capt. Swayne. In this race the stripes are said to be dark brown and the inter- 
spaces washed with ochre-brown and very noticeably darker than the white of the 

belly (Pocock 1. ¢. p. 308). Such a description appears to suit a young specimen, 
but an animal coloured like that would probably look, darker than a normally colour- 

ed Grévy’s Zebra. 
In a description of Equus grevyi Pocock writes’ — — >this species is quite 

peculiar for the minute size of those bare patches of skin above the knee on 

' London 1910. 
* Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1992 Ser. 7, Vol. X, p. 308. 
5 Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1897 Ser. 6, Vol. XX, p. 48. 
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the fore Jegs, which in England are spoken of as warts or chestnuts.» And a little 
further below, on the next page in the diagnose the author quoted expresses him- 

self as follows: »Warts on fore legs very small». Although the »warts» are smaller 

than those of the Zebras of the burchelli group, such a general statement as this 
must, however, be taken cum grano salis as will be seen from the following measu- 

ments of these organs in my specimens. In one of them, an old stallion, they may 

be termed small as the diameter of the wart on one foreleg is only 8 mm. in diame- 

ter, but on the other it is 12 mm. In the next specimen the wart is 158 on one 

side and 18x14 on the other. In a third specimen it is 29x17 on one side and 

3218 on the other, and in a fourth about 34x18 on both sides. In these latter 

cases the warts hardly can be termed »minute». The great variability in size dis- 

played in these specimens is quite remarkable because, in spite of the fact that 

these organs probably must be regarded as rudiments, their relative size, presence or 
absence has been regarded as a very important characteristic, a view which to some 
degree now must be modified. 

The ergots are always very large in my specimens of Grevy’s Zebra and have 

a diameter measuring from 30 to 40 mm. 

As has been stated in the literature, the mane of the young foal of Grévy’s 
Zebra is continued as a crest all along the back to the root of the tail. This dis- 

appears with age, and in the old individuals there is nothing left of this juvenile 

crest on the back. But in a young adult stallion remains of this crest are to be 

found. The hairs of the black stripe on the posterior back (but not anteriorly) attain 

a length of about 4 em. and are thus strikingly longer than the very short hair of 

other parts. 

The collection now described contains two fine stallions and a mare of Grévy’s 
Zebra from the southern side of Guaso Nyiri near Lekiundu river and a stallion 

from the thornbush country north of Guaso Nyiri at the water-place of the Rendiles 

called Njoro. All these specimens are alike in having the upper or dorsal portion of 

the tail-tuft more or less white and the under or ventral portion black. The black 
stripes on the sides of the neck are much broader than the white. These characte- 

ristics are thus in accordance with those given for »H. g. faurei»>, and I have there- 

fore mentioned this name but with hesitation, as I do not know, if it really belongs 

to a different race, or if is simply is synonymous with FH. grevyi. The latter is the 

more probable as the type-specimens for both names have a similar origin, as far as 

is known, and the eventual difference in geographical distribution is as yet only 

hypothetical. 

The measurements of a male (Conf. Pl. VIII Figs. 1, 2 & 3) and a female skull 

of Grévy’s Zebra from this collection are given in the following table: 
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| } 
South of Guaso Nyiri 

} 3" ad. : 9 ad. 

mm. mm. 

Ne oo Ae 0 le ok ce ee ae ere 547 | 547 

CRT CLUE IOUE Cietinae seiel wy «(wae leis. eciey ie) loys hy tae ow lene 578 580 

Greatest breadth of aku of se Bach She ol we be td. ainhtes tnt te 210 217 

» » a ee See ee ee ee ee ua 102 / lll 

RIMMER IRGOCOROIAL REGU oo ex) 5 Sis) <b 6 5c 8 8 te hee ke eine 143 132 

Greatest length of nasals. ... . . area. Sth SENIG GS aESth Kletare) S 291 293 

> presaen ‘or masala pening: (see he She pd eel ee Pe Ot 127 122 

Breadth of nasals at anterior end of naso-premaxillary suture. -... . 57 48 

Distance from orbit to tip of premaxillary ..........+.-+.44.. 365 366 

en OuM ROO Der GIT BORIS ie le se ess eek ate ee ie 186 183 

Greatest breadth of premaxillaries in front .............4.. 71 67 

engun of palate’ meaially 2 2S ee SS elo whee 282 271 

The canines are strongly developed in the stallions, in the mare they are small 

but present as well in the upper as in the lower jaw. A small p' is present on the 
left side of the upper jaw of the old mare, and in a young stallion in which the 
last molar has not yet cut the gum the p’ is present on both sides. It appears thus 

probable that these teeth are normally developed in all specimens but being function- 
less soon fall out. 

A young stallion from Njoro with a condyloincisive length of 585 mm. has a 

skull which is even larger than that measured above, although this was a very fine 

middle-aged specimen, among the largest in the herd, and considerably bigger than 
an old stallion shot at the same time. In this young stallion from Njoro the per- 
manent dentition is not yet fully developed. The condition of the dentition is as 
follows. 

Upper jaw: i’ in use and worn. 
i? just cutting the gum. 

di*® in use. 

c in a level with the jaw bone. 

p’, p*, p® in use. 

p* not yet fully in a level with the other teeth. 
m', m® in use. 

m’ just appearing. 

Lower jaw: i, in use and worn 

iy just visible on the left side, on the right di, still in use. 
di, in use. 

ec the upper edge not yet at the upper surface of the jaw bone. 
Ps, Ps in use. 

dp, in use. 

M,, Ms, in use. 

m, just appearing. 
K. Sv. Vet. Akad. Handl. Band 48. N:o 5. 17 
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A Horse with such a dentition would be between 3/2 and 4 years. It is possi- 
ble that this specimen is not quite as old, but the relative order for the succession 
of the teeth appear to be the same in Grévy’s Zebra as in a Horse. The same 

appears also to hold good for Béhm’s Zebra as the dentition of such a skull in a 
somewhat earlier stage is as follows: 

Upper jaw: 1;.d1°, di*, ‘de, pt p.. dp. (p)> mm. mm. (nee): 

Lower jaw: i, di, (is), dis, de, po, Ps. Apy, M,,-Ms, (m5). 

There is a rather striking difference of type between the skulls of the Grévy’s 

Zebras (Pl. VIII Figs 1, 2 & 3) and those of the burchelli series from South Africa. 

The former have a much longer and comparatively more slender skull, while that 

of the latter is comparatively short and broad. The condyloincisive length of a 

skull of an old male F#. b. antiquorum is for instance only about 530 mm., but its 

greatest breadth is fully 223 mm., thus more than the corresponding measurement 

of the longer skull of the Grévy’s stallion (conf. table of measurements above). The 

greatest breadth of the skull is with other words only 36 °/o of the condyloincisive 

length in #. grevyi but 42°/, in EB. b. antiquorum. The least interorbital breadth of 

the latter is 156, that of the former 143 mm. thus resp. 29 and 24 °/o of the condy- 

loincisive length of skull. The difference in length between the skulls of HL. grevyi 

and #. b. antiquorum is chiefly due to the prolongation of the facial portion of the 

former, for the distance from the anterior brim of the orbit to the posterior surface 

of the occipital condyle is practically the same in both. On the other hand the 

distance from the anterior brim of the orbit to the tip of the premaxillaries is 

resp. 365 and 336 mm. In correspondence herewith the length of the palate mesially 
is resp. 372 and 352 mm. The different length of the molar series is also very strik- 

ing. It measures in the H#. grevyi stallion 186 mm. but in the FL. burchelli anti- 
quorum 151 mm. In spite of its length the facial portion of the skull of E. grevyi 

is comparatively more slender as well in breadth as in height. The width of the 

skull just in front of the orbit is in E. grevyi 185 mm., but in EF. b. antiquorum 197 

mm. The latter skull is, however, more suddenly narrowed so that it measures 132 
mm. across the anterior margin of m’ while the same measurement of ZH. grevyi is 

138 mm., and the width at the base of i® is in H. b. antiquorum 63 and in E. grevyi 

71 mm. The height of the skull expressed by measuring the distance between sutura 
nasalis and the alveolar margin of p* is 137 mm. in the former and only 131 mm. 
in E. grevyi. 

The East African members of the 2. burchelli series are considerably smaller 
than EF. b. antiquorum. Their skulls are neither so broad, nor so heavy as those of 

their southern relatives. They are, however, comparatively broader than the skull 

of Grévy’s Zebra. Thus the greatest breadth of FE. b. granti is 39 °/o (perhaps some- 
times 40), and the least postorbital width 27 °o of the condyloincisive length of the 
skull. 

‘ On one side p* just cutting the gum. 
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On the acacia steppe north of Meru boma we met with the first Grévy’s Zebras 

between Itiolu and Lekiundu rivers. They were rather common there in herds varying 

in number. On the march between the rivers mentioned I saw a mixed herd of 

the common or Grant’s zebras and Grévy’s zebras, The animals were grazing quite 

peacefully together, and it was evident that the two species did not take any more 
notice of each other than either species would have done, if the other had been 

Oryx-antelopes or any other kind of non related animals. It is thus evident that 

these two species are physiologically so distant that they have no feeling of relation- 

ship and rivalry, otherwise the stallions of the larger species hardly would have 
tolerated those of the smaller in the same intimately mixed herd. 

Round our camp at Lekiundu river »Kanganis», as these zebras are called by 

the natives, were rather numerous, and two fine stallions were shot there the first 

afternoon. When we were returning to camp with the skins and skeletons of these 

‘specimens after sunset I heard for the first time the peculiar cry of the Kangani, 

and I confess it was the most uncanny sound I ever heard in Africa (Lions, Leo- 
pards, Hyenas etc. not forgotten). It has nothing at all in common with the rather 

melodious bark of the zebras, but reminds more about the braying of an ass. It is 
very difficult to describe it starts like a grunt and is continued into a kind of long 

drawn out howl or scream variegated with grunts and shriller sounds. It is nothing 

equine about this cry, and one cannot imagine that this ghastly performance is 

produced by the beautiful Kangani. 
The Kanganis were mostly seen on the quite open steppe, often in company 

with Oryx-antelopes. As a rule they were not very shy, and often it was not con- 

nected with much difficulty to come within range. Sometimes, however, they behaved 

quite differently and galopped away like mad as soon as they perceived any human 

being, even if they had not got the wind of him.* 
In the thornbush country north of Guaso Nyiri the Kanganis were not so nu- 

merous as on the steppe. Single specimens were also oftener seen there. They lived 

chiefly in such places where the thornbush was not very thick, and where some open 

places more or less covered with grass could be found. 
The 18th of March when we again had crossed Guaso Nyiri to the southern 

side I saw on the steppe several Kangani mares accompanied by young foals which 

still were fawn-coloured. Roosrverr found young foals with the Kanganis in the 

latter part of Sept. which thus indicates irregular breeding-habits. 

The hoofs of the Kangani are broad and horse-like. RipGway* offers as an 
explanation of this the theory that >it is not a mountain animal, but always keeps 

rather to the low and often swampy ground». The localities where I had the op- 

portunity of studying this animal were never swampy. It is possible, however, that 
in some places on the southern side of Guaso Nyiri the dust of the dry season will 

turn into mud in the rainy. In certain localities the steppe, especially near Itiolu 

‘ Roosevert »found the Kangani even more wary and difficult to shoot than the oryx». (»African Game 

Trails>, p. 293.) 
2 Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1909, p. 563. 
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river, consists of so soft ground that a walking man sinks down over his ankles, but 

I never saw any Kanganis in such places. On the southern side of Guaso Nyiri they 
were mostly seen in places where the soil was firm, sometimes with a layer of dry 

dust on top in which they now and then were seen rolling like horses. In many 

localities of wide extension the plains were thickly strewn with black, sharp-edged 
stones of volcanic origin, .and even in such places the Kanganis were fully at home. 

The soil of the thornbush country on the northern side of the river mentioned con- 

sists of hard-packed gravel with a great amount of quartz pebbles. My experience 

is thus that the Kangani prefers hard ground. 

The appearance of the hoots of old specimens testifies that. The present author 

can fully confirm by own experience A. H. NEUMANN’s statement in »Great and 
Small Game of Africa» (p. 89): »In stony country the soles of an old Grevy’s hoofs 

are sometimes worn almost quite flat, frog and all.» To this may be added that 
considerable pieces may be broken from the sides of the hoofs and, although this 

heals up again, the unevenness of the sides of the hoofs proves the hard usage they 

have been subjected to among the sharp stones. 

Considering the altitude I have only three observations which can be referred 

to the habitat of the Kanganis. Our camp at Lekiundu river was according to the 

barometer 1150 m., Njoro about 750 m. above the sea level, and our camp below 

Chanler Falls at about the same aititude as the latter. 

Artiodactyla. 

Suida. 

Potamocherus cheropotamus kenize LONNBERG. 

LiynperG: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., Ser. 8, Vol. IX, p. 66. 

It is connected with great difficulties to obtain adult Bush-Pigs as they are 

nocturnal in their habits, and in day-time are hidden in the densest thickets that 

can be found, and where it is impossible to penetrate noiselessly as well as to see 
more than a few metres ahead. Fresh spoors were seen not far from Nairobi, in the 

forests on Kenia, and also at Meru boma, and a couple of times I even was near 

enough to hear when the pigs rushed away through the bushes but none was ever 

seen. In steppe and dry thornbush country they are not to be found, there the 
Wart-hogs take their place. 

From Mr. KiLeEtN of Nairobi I obtained a couple of Bush Pigs which had been 

killed not far from the place mentioned. They are both fully adult specimens, and 
resemble each other in colour. 

The whole head of an old sow (PIl.TX) including even the chin and lower jaw, 

is white, partly dirty white, with entirely black ears with rather long tufts, a black 

patch above either eye, and a black streak above the white whiskers. The head of 
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a somewhat younger sow is similar, the black patches at the eyes are less pronounced, 

but on the other hand, a blackish band, grizzled with white, running between the anterior 

corners of the eyes is more conspicuous than in the former. A well developed dorsal 
crest runs from between the ears backwards along the neck, over the withers, and to the 

middle of the back where it appears to cease abruptly. This crest consists of basally 

black bristles with long white tips which are dominant in the older, but are shorter 

in the younger so that the black of the crest in that specimen is seen everywhere 
among the white tips. On the sacral region again, in front of the root of the tail 

long black bristles with white tips form a bit of a crest. In this sacral crest there 

are very few white tips to the bristles in the old specimen. In the younger their 
number is greater, but they are not by far as numerous as above the withers. 

The sides of the back are rich rufous, much mixed with black in the old, duller 

rufous and with the black dominant in the younger sow. Sides of neck, chest, shoul- 

ders, hams, feet, and lower side shiny black in both specimens. Tuft of tail black. 

The general colouration of these animals, and the length of the bristles indicate 

that they belong to the P. chwropotamus group. But the nearly complete absence 

of black or dark on the forehead as well as on and around the snout, the white chin, 

and the abrupted dorsal crest appear to make this race quite distinct from the 

hitherto described forms.’ In some respects it approaches to P. intermedius from 

Uganda. In P. ch. nyase, and johnstoni the snout is more or less completely black 
above and below, and in other races there is a broad black ring around the snout, 

and the chin is black, even if the greater part of the face is pale. 

These distinguishing characteristics are supported by others derived from the 

skull. The dimensions of the two skulls from Nairobi are recorded in the table of 

measurements below. It may be seen from this that the measurements of the boar(?) 

skull (conf. Pl. X) nearly agree with the corresponding measurements of the skull 

of an adult boar of Bush Pig from Kenia kept in British Museum Nat. Hist. where 
it bears the N:o 4, 11, 5, 17. The measurements of this latter skull have been re- 

corded in my previous paper on the genus Potamocherus.” In the boar skull of this 
collection the width of the parietal flat area is 8,3 °/o of the upper mesial length of 

the skull, and the same percentage for the specimen in British Museum Nat. Hist. 
is 8,5 °f. The present female skull has this area somewhat broader, but such a 

discrepancy between the skulls of different sexes is found among other races as well. 

By this relative dimension of the parietal flat area the boar skulls of this race are 
very easily distinguished not only from the small and very narrow-headed Kilimanjaro 
race, P. ch. demonis, and the likewise narrow-headed P. ch. nyasw, but at the same 

time also from the large- and broad-headed P. ch. johnstoni. The southernmost 

1 Conf. Lénneerc: Contributions to the knowledge of the genus Pofamochoerus. Ark. f. Zool., Bd. 7, 
N:o 6, Uppsala & Stockholm 1910. 

2 Ark. f. Zool., Bd. 7, N:o 6, Stockholm 1910, p. 16 & 17. As I have not been able to read the 
proofs of this paper sufficiently because it was printed during my absence, there are unfortunately several 
misprints. Among other things it ought to be corrected that the type of P. ch. demonis, of course, is the 

specimen of Brit. Mus. not that of Berlin. 
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am | F() ae 
Brit. Mus Nairobi Nairobi Gheleb, 
Sane, 17 B. E. A. B. BE. A. Eritrea 

iF mm. | mm. mm. mm. 

Upper mesial length from occipital crest to tip of nasals ... . 361 349 332 348 

lWidtheot parietal. tlatwareiivs ss eha-) syetidks Bays yicicst ee edee ee = 31 29 | 40 48 

| Greatest width at lambdoid crest. . . . . . Se ee ad 86 | 71 60 98 
Distance from postorbital process to lambdoid crest. ...... 98 89 92 97 

Greatest zygomatic width ........... OWE. Meio S 170 177 | 162 161 

| Width at postorbital processes... 2-5 -.-...-.-.-+-.e- 102 | 106 109 101 

Least interorbital width ....... fe NS FANE RIAA ORS hee 69 79 78 72 

Distance from orbit to front end of naso-premaxillary suture . . 203 | 193 179 191 

Distance from hind surface of m* to tip of premaxillary ... . — 212 199 212 

[nen gph) of 0 ae ee eee ke 5a. a Pee 33,5 33 33 32 

Least width of skull between lambdoid crest and zygomatic arch 63 59 | 53 64 

| Least width of nasal surface of skull between the orbit and the | | 

apophyses above the canines ...-...€-+.+-+.+..+../] == | 56 43 51 

Width across upper ends of the canine apophyses. ...... «| Sy 91 _- = 

Width of nasal region on a level with anterior margin of canine | | | 

alwenles: ajact cpt dwn » 5) Vague lls 62 thesmrowemn (sb Belin Pals dant aid — 34 | 35 38 

representatives of P. chawropotamus have a much broader parietal area amounting to 

about 12 °/o of the upper length of the skull, while the somewhat more northern race 

P. ch. maschona has a narrower parietal area (amounting to about 6 °%o) than the 

Kenia Bush Pig. In some respects the skull of this latter strongly reminds about 
the West African Bush Pigs of the P. porcus group, especially by the great breadth 
of the posterior nasal region (Pl. X, fig. 3) between the orbits and the canine apo- 

physes when compared with the anterior nasal portion in front of the apophyses 
mentioned. The nasal surface is flat especially in its posterior two thirds. The canine 

apophyses are very strongly developed in the boar(?) skull (Pl. X, fig. 1 & 3), their 

shortest anteroposterior diameter being 37 mm., and, although they hardly reach 

the level of the nasal surface they are very broadly anchylosed with the lateral exo- 

stoses of the snout so as to form a canal on the side of the upper jaw. This is the 
more striking as the animal to judge from the condition of the teeth (Pl. X, fig. 2) 

is not very old. Such a coossification between the canine apophyses and the lateral 

exostoses of the snout I have seen in, and also described from boar skulls of the P. 

porcus group, but I have not seen it in other members of the P. chwropotamus group 

than this one so that I do not know if it is a common occurrence there, which ap- 

pears, however, hardly probable. 

The anterior portion of the zygomatic arch in the boar skull (Pl. X, figs 2 & 3) 

of the Kenia race forms a right angle towards the longitudinal axis of the skull, and 
at the some time the anterior bony wall formed by this arch stands nearly vertically. 

In the sow the latter is more sloping, but comparatively less than generally is the 
rule in the P. chewropotamus group. 
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The race of Bush Pig descibed above has been named the Kenia race because 

it evidently inhabits the forests of the Kenia plateau. On the northern side of this 
plateau the dry Somali-Galla countries are situated, and on the southern side the 

open East African steppe. Both these surrounding countries do not offer suitable 
conditions of life for Bush Pigs, and the Kenia race appears thus to live in a certain 
isolation which may account for its differentiation. The geographically nearest race 
in the south east is P. ch. demonis (MAsor) of Kilimanjaro which is easily recognized 
on its smallness and very narrow parietal area.’ In the north the Abyssinian P. 

hassama (HruGuiny) is a rather distant neighbour. This latter race is chiefly known 

from the first description,* but ForsyrH Major has also published some notes and 

two figures of a skull. He points out as for this race especially typical characteristics 

the low canine apophysis, and »the elongation of the hinder part of the skull back- 

wards from the postorbital processes of the frontals».* These characteristics are also 
plainly shown in Magor’s figures, and prove the distinctness in these respects of the 

Abyssinian race from the one from Kenia. The present author has not had any 

opportunity of examining any boar skull from Abyssinia, but an evidently female- 

looking skull has been obtained for this museum from Gheleb, Eritrea, through the 

kindness of Mr. K. G. Roptin. The measurements of this skull have been recorded 
in the table above, side by side of those of the sow skull from Nairobi. From this 

may be seen that the posterior portion of the skull is broader with regard to several 

dimensions in the Abyssinian than in the Kenia specimen. The former is also some- 
what longer with regard to its postorbital extension, although this is less striking 
than in Masor’s figure of the boar skull. The nasals are more vaulted than in the 

Kenia specimen, and the anterior part of the zygomatic arch is much more graduaily 

sloping towards the facial portion. 
The colour of the Abyssinian race is very different from that of the Kenia race. 

Two skins of P. hassama male and female obtained by Mr. K. G. Rop&n at Gheleb 

have the snout and the upper part of the head behind the interocular region whitish. 

The whiskers and a streak below the eye are also white, the remaining part of the 

head blackish brown. Chin mixed with whitish. Ears, shoulders, hams, and feet 

blackish brown. Back and sides pale rufous somewhat mixed with blackish in the 

boar, still paler, partly buffish in the sow. The dorsal crest which does not extend 

over the posterior back, is whitish with hardly any, or few black bases to the bristles. 

Two little pigs of P. hassama from the same locality are pale rufous somewhat 

mixed with black. A whitish crest is developed over the withers and anterior portion 

of the back. Preocular region of head above and below blackish brown; ears and 

feet of the same colour which extends more or less up the legs. 
P. hassama is thus in all ages much paler than P. ch. kenie which latter with 

regard to its very dark colouration of the body more resembles P. ch. demonis. 

1 Conf. Lonnpere |. c. p. 27. 
* Verh. d. K. Leop. Carol. Akad. d. Naturwiss., Bd. XXX, pt. If Nachtr., p. 7. 

5 Proc. Soc., London 1897, p. 369. 
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Hylocherus meinertzhageni THomas. 

Tuomas: Proc. Zool. Soe., 1904, p. 193. 

When the Expedition passed through the upper forest belt of northeastern 

Kenia where clumps of bamboo were mixed with the trees at an altitude of approxi- 

mately 2,700 m. a skull of an old and very big boar of Forest-Pig was picked up 

by Mr. Jansson, and close to it a few minutes later one of the boys found the lower 
jaw as well. It was no doubt a specimen which had been trapped by the Wando- 
robbos in one of their ingenious pitfalls, of which quite a number was seen during 

the march. The tusks and incisors were missing, probably broken out by the wild 

huntsmen, but otherwise the skull (Pl. XI) was complete with exception of the ex- 

treme tips of the nasals and the prenasal bone. In this region spoors and droppings 

of Forest-Pig were very numerous, the latter closely resembling those of domestic 
Hogs, although larger. In some places the Forest-Pigs had rooted up the ground,’ 

and it appears that these animals are quite common in this belt of mixed bamboo 
and forest on the upper slopes of Kenia even on its northeastern side. I was also 

told by Mr. & Mrs Sanppack Baker of Nairobi who kindly presented me a skull 
of an adult but not old sow of this species, that formerly these pigs had been found 

in the lower forest regions as well, but their regular haunts are no doubt the lower 

bamboo and upper forest region. The type of Hylochwrus meinertzhageni was obtained 

from Nandi, and from the same region MAuRICE DE RotscHiLtD and H. NEUVILLE 

have described several specimens of both sexes.” These authors describe their speci- 

mens, and figure the head of a sow (lI. c. p. 144) with »deux taches blanches ou 

d'un blanc jaunatre, lune & la commissure des lévres, l'autre au dessous de ]’oreille, 

& Particulation de la machoire» (1. c. p. 146). In an adult sow of Forest-Pig, obtained 

through Rowtanp Warp from Mau, these whitish spots are entirely absent. The 
bunches of bristles mentioned by the authors quoted as forming the spots are well 

developed, but are entirely black. In a similar way the specimen from Mau has not 

a single whitish bristle on its lower side, whereas RoruHscurLpD and NEUVILLE write 

about the specimens from Nandi »la gorge, la poitrine, le ventre et les parties internes 

des membres, en un mot toutes les parties inféro-internes de la peau sont parsemées 

de soies blanches» (I. ¢. p. 147). It is of course impossible to say whether these 

differences are constant or not, and in the male specimen figured by the authors 

quoted (l. c. Pl. I) these spots are not visible. Unfortunately I have not had the 
opportunity of seeing any skin of Forest-Pig from Kenia. C. W. WoopHoUsE says 

about the Forest-Pig of Mau: »there is usually a white tuft of hair in the sow and 

young on the horizontal tubercle of the face, and this remains in the boar as a few 

' ©. W. Woopuouse (conf. below when writing about the habits of the Forest-Pig of Mau says that it 
does not root. It is thus possible that the »rootings» seen by me were products of Bush-Pigs, although there 
were spoors and droppings of Forest-Pigs at the place. 

2 Bull. Soc. Philom. Paris, Sér. 9, T. VIII, 1906, p. 141. 
5 The Journal of the East Afr. and Uganda Nat. Hist. Soc., Vol. Il, N:o 3. p. 43. 1911. 
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scattered white hair.’ Compared with other statements above this proves the va- 
riability in the amount of white and its presence, or even absence. 

Old male 9 9 

from Kenia! from Man from Kenia 

Greatest length of skull mesially to tip of nasals .... 1... . ee eee 465! / 408 367 

re Lh crs colltatonat agar Al esi inert gle aaa sca rr 407 359 326 

Distance from posterior border of palate to tip of premaxillaries .. . . . . 310 262 ' 236 

OTUs dae etc tel ait cle alee’ MN tail Siar near pode pect 243 | 207 

ICTR CT aTIGHGIB OM. col lsi sllrs cisiielianis (<6) +» © 0 + gis vis ss 49 7 40 

Distance from anterior brim of orbit to tip of premaxillaries ........ 317 280 246 

» » tip of postorbital process to lambdoid crest ......... 115 98 87 

tetra’ wittifer eh ie 4 et hte SiRIS Siar 1S HG Zee es 267.—s| 200 | 175 

PIR ETCETEC CL Uriate toteu a chee adic) chau R RD Sle Mh he ee le al sid ove 107 92 | sl / 

Width across postorbital processes . - 2. - «62-2 ee ee ee ee tn 146 124 | 104 

MIBUMEGEO MATION 1166 OTGR «s.r + et ht et 122 98 73 

MPRUEUIETTOL REL DEIN CONINGH «sha s - s'— s+ < +e 0 6 et te Ti 67 67 

Height from basion to top of occipital crest «6 6 1. 6 ee ee ee ee ee 138 122 113 

Seacen eerpaa BOKRets Of Canines . - <.i.5 « 6 - 8 so eid ew deen wl life 152 120 | 100 

Least width of palate between m? ..---+ +++ s+ eee eee ene 35 38 37 

DSO ENE he es on nn a 45? | 33 21 

Horizontal length of mp* ...... 2. ++ e+e ees Be eae cee crerears — 12,5 12,5 

> oe er eee apes oe ED ed STH 16.5 | 18,5 
> » rine UP Sy bales bs 20. 0 Ss 1s Oe a _ | 25,3 26,5 | 

> » eo ce vigibla Pareriti: Piss. sielaile us ial). wa 43 38 33,5 - | 

MPREORNOWGN JAW seers 3) acer eyed +e ef hh ee 8s eee ele © 363 _ 304 

Breadth across symphysis at base of canines ....- +--+ +e se ees 1l4 101 94 

Least breadth of lower jaw across diastema. ... +--+... +--+ eee eee 85 77 78 

EPL MONGGN OL Wg ect ees cm we ws ee ee ee ~ yee 16 13,5 11,5 

> AMAT ine detail ah Saat er a to Pt 15,5 17 18 

» > POPTKig Geel C10. Wd wp eRe edh Ge DROSS TAs oO GES She ih) Sire 24,5 25 285 | 

» » corn: ol Sa TLE po) ee ae 51 42 40 | 

The dimensions of the three skulls of Forest-Pig which I have had for com- 

parison are recorded in the accompanying table of measurements. The general pro- 
portions agree approximately with other specimens described before. The dimensions 

of the female skull from Mau resemble rather closely those of THomas’ type which 

was a young adult boar. 

The zygomatic arch of the big boar skull is very strongly thickened and has 

a very rugged surface which corresponds to the enormous wart with which these 

animals are provided, and which is homologous with the wart below the eye in the 

Wart-hog. 
In one respect viz. with regard to the shape of the nasals my two specimens 

from Kenia are more alike inter se than either of them resembles the specimen from 

' Approximately, tips of nasals broken! 
* The length of the anterior molars is diminished with the increasing age of the animal. 

K. Sv. Vet. Akad. Handl. Band 48. N:o 5. 18 
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Mau, although the former belong to different sexes and are of different age. This 

likeness consists therein that the nasals are shorter so that their posterior end is 

considerably in front of the anterior suture between the lacrimale and maxillare. At 

the same time the posterior half of the nasals is flatter, especially opposite foramen 

infraorbitale than in the specimen from Mau. In the latter the nasals extend further 

backwards so that their posterior ends are on a level with the anterior suture between 

lacrymale and maxillare. The posterior half of the nasals are rather strongly vaulted 

in the specimen from Mau so that the distance from the alveolar brim opposite 
foramen infraorbitale to the median nasal suture is 85 mm., whereas the same mea- 

surement in the very much bigger boar-skull from Kenia is only 82 mm., and in the 

female skull from Kenia hardly 73 mm. Whether this is a racial characteristic, or 

individual variation cannot be decided on the present material. The agreement of 
the Kenia specimens, although they are of different sex, is, however, worthy of being 

pointed out. 

Considering the dentition it is of interest to note that in the female skull from 

Mau dp‘ on the right side has fallen out and given place to a comparatively small 

p', while on the other side dp* is still in use. This is in accordance with observa- 
tions made by Roruscuim.p and NEUVILLE (1. c. p. 153). In the female skull from 

Kenia dp* on both sides are still retained but the tooth is on the verge of being 

pushed out with the roots partly resorbed, especially posteriorly on the outer side. 

In the Mau specimen the dentition is, or has been more complete even than in 

the somewhat younger specimen from Kenia. In the former there are open alveoles 
in front of p® for p* which has, however, fallen out probably after the death of the 

animal. In the lower jaw there are in front of p, two small open alveoles which 
probably have belonged to dp;. On the right side there is in addition to this a 

rudimentary but not very small tooth sunk in the jaw. Its length is about 8 mm., 

and its breadth 6 mm. As it is situated much nearer (distance 24 mm.) the canine 

than the alveoles of the presumed dp, (distance 40 mm.), it must be considered to 

be dp,. 

In the female Kenia-specimen there is only a very small alveole somewhat in 

front of p*, and nothing in front of p, in the lower jaw. 

The Mau-specimen is well provided with incisors as well. About 10 mm. behind 

it a tooth is situated which appears too strongly developed to be a milk-tooth and 
which as I presume ought to be regarded as i*. Its cutting edge has a length of 

fully 7 mm., and its basal parts are stout as well. 

In the lower jaw on the right side there is a quite strongly developed tooth 

behind i,. Its crown has a length of 11,5 mm., and a thickness of nearly 5 mm. 

It differs very considerably in its shape from the slender di, of a Hylocherus as 
figured by Rovscutnp and Nevuvite (I. c. Pl. 7), and I must consider this tooth to 

be i,. Marscure has also found i, in a specimen of his Hylochwrus ituriensis. On 

1 Ann. du Mus. du Congo. Zool., Ser. V, Etudes sur la Faune Mamm. du Congo, T. 1, Fase. 1. 
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the other side of the jaw this tooth appears to have been broken and resorbed as 
there is a mark in the jaw bone. 

The female specimen from Kenia has also had on one side of the lower jaw a 
well developed i, to judge from the size of the alveole, but on the other side there 
is only a trace of an alveole. 

These observations prove that there is a considerable variation with regard to 

the development of the dentition of Hylocherus, but this variation is probably in- 
dividual. 

The following m@asurements of different bones of the skeleton from Mau agree 
as a rule, more closely with the corresponding measurements recorded by RoruscHiLp 

and Neruvitxe for their greatest boar from Nandi than with those of the biggest sow 

(conf. 1. c. p. 160—163). This appears to indicate that the Forest-Pigs attain a greater 

size on the Mau mountains than in the Nandi forest. The same is probably also the 

case with the Forest-Pigs of Kenia as the old boar skull picked up there by this 
expedition is larger than those from Nandi. 

PIER ROR EE BUCO MRP ere EUMEY sea WIESE SNC St ee ig ees we oe Oe te 233 mm. 

Bromutn abeipperieng@lon scapula: susie thetic ee eA 151» 

Daas veer EAE UAT ica tel Cisne sakais: Gis. Sai bolus) 6 « 6 * te 8 40 

Crmptonte Onna OL HOManUe, sid bees) wiserunss ay 6) my er ex) > gd arid « 271 » 

Length from caput to lower condyles. .....-.-+..++seees 233» 

Greatest breadth at lower end of humerus ............ i 60 

> » >» upper » » = gmp geht Ci na ae ae a a” 95 

CCAenOUSnNNGL NACI s! Sie. fellas esc Sle =, 2 che ee eee as 183 » 

» breadth at upper end of radius ............42. 45 » 

» » » lower >» » Wt FS WALLS: fol this Ry ee. £7 61 » 

Least >» of diaphyse » Fie mmtiseeui tte: ><¢e> ixdiwnss te bie 26 » 

SAROMEOREMEMOLOVOL UIE lee Ne «eb «te 0 stile 6 cw Fads 5 oh slass po 

» » » olecranon from upper edge of sigmoid cavity... . 88 » 

» » BEROAUM Es Et MEN Pe he ee tig cee be eee ew 276 » 

Distance from caput to inner lower condyle .... +... + ++ +s 276 » 

’ between lateral surfaces of lower condyles. .......4.. 70 

Greatest anteroposterior diameter at lower end of femur ......: - 79 » 

DiamoterloficGaie fOMarts, ace epee t there + yen) eneyse Ieee wipe 36» 

Greatest lengéhvof tibia, . . 1) «ee et os wn he Fie Bs 228 » 

> transverse upper diameter of tibia... . +--+. + e+ ee es 68» 

> ; lower > Ge 9 nak: 2 eS ee 39 » 

> distance from ala tlit to tuber ischit .. . - +. 2 ee ee ee 297 » 

» width of pelvis acros al@ ilii «©. 6 6 6 ee ee et ee es 300» 

> » srench aid. si. hited Slat as 2 lest; 144» 

’ > » across acebular region ... +--+ ++ eee eee 173. » 

. length of 3d metacarpal... +. -- 6 es eee et ees Si 

» »  » 4th | ES eR a ee Or eT ae” 85 » 

» > > Sd MISCHCAXOAR ese cla ee el be Se dee 82 » 

> » 9» 4th eee Fergie eee re alte OOP abe ex. hers 87 >» 

> » # cdleansue Pot. SSeS fe NPR ES 3 naa tee 107 » 

> anteroposterior diameter of caleaneus. . . - +. 6 + - +e es 39 » 
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Greatest transverse diameter of calcaneus. ........+-+2.+.. 30 mm. 

lengthvor astragalus, psi eaten mene mreurinel an, mc nr 53 > 

breadth of De ie gk a) eftiales a Meme ta Mee ts” ioptel i=.) eater tare Reman 36» 

> thickness of **92"° TSP, cen samerey ia s) Tsk scare ee eames 300» 

M. pe Roruscuitd has criticised (1. ec. 142) reports about the Forest Pig in 

which this animal has been compared in size with a zebra. The latter animal stands 

of course higher on the legs but in bulk and weight of body an old boar of Forest- 

Pig may not be very much smaller. 

Phacocherus delamerei LONNBERG. 

LénnBerG: Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1908, p. 940. 

When the present author named this new species of Wart-hog and based the 

description on two skulls in British Museum Nat. Hist. it was not known with full 

certainty where these skulls had been collected, but it was presumed that they were 

from Somaliland. Last spring (1911) when I had the pleasure of meeting the donor of the 

skulls mentioned, Lord DrLaMere in Nairobi, he told me that they probably were 

from the country north of Guaso Nyiri which by the present expedition has been 

proved to be inhabited by a fauna agreeing with that of the Somaliland to great 

extent. 

Wart-hogs were by no means numerous in those parts of the Guaso Nyiri district 

which I visited. I saw only once a sow with two half-grown pigs in the thornbush- 

country near the water-place Njoro. I shot this sow through the chest, but she escaped 

in the bushes, although severely wounded and very much bleeding. 

Some time later Mr. A. Ss6@REN shot an old sow of the same kind on the 
northern side of Guaso Nyiri and allowed me to keep the head for the collection of 
the Expedition. This specimen measured about 112 em. from snout to vent and 

about 65 cm. in height at withers. The skull of this female (Pl. XII) exhibits the 

characteristics which the present author has pointed out as typical for Phacocherus 
delamerei (1. c. p. 938). There are no incisors in the upper jaw, and the premaxil- 

laries are so very thin that they could not possibly hold any alveoles for incisors 

just as in the type specimens. In the lower jaw four rudimentary incisors are to be 

seen. The nasals are rather flat, not forming any ridge behind. The shortness of 
the postorbital portion of the skull is quite striking (Pl. XII). The length of this 

portion is only 11,3 °/o of the upper Jength of the skull (resp. 10,5°o and 10,9 °/o in 

the type specimens in British Museum Nat. Hist. The width of the parietal flat 

area is a little greater than the length of the postorbital portion of the skull. It is 
12,9° 0 of the upper length of the skull thus a little more than in the types viz. 

11,9°/o, and 11,5 °/o. The interorbital width is 36,6 °/o of the length of head. This is 

a little more than in the types viz. resp. 33,0°%%o, and 34,7 °/o but this difference is not 

great enough to speak against the identity with Ph. delamerei especially as other 
important characteristics fully agree. It is thus stated that this species inhabits the 

thornbush country north of Guaso Nyiri and may from there extend towards So- 
maliland. 
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The following measurements of the skull of this specimen are recorded for 
comparison with other species. 

Length of skull mesially from occipital crest to tip of premaxillaries . . . . .« 325 mm. 

PEMSIOUMIM METS) via lS ols bile bps els salle « ee ss pelea © 's 263 

WIGGHEOR PRriGmunring aren ton holes ht. Neha eee Sie eae ee 42 

Pee ILM TRT VIEL? oie teas, Cota ele PLS Sb iple 2S cit Paves 6 119 

Grontenh syaomatio With sserdee co Ss rticl Wie Slate aye Spb wl eiie «fel ehe 2m 197 

Length of the postorbital portion of the skull . ..... 2... 22 ee eee 36 

From these measurements may be seen, as well as from the percentages quoted 

above, how widely Ph. delamerei differs both from the broad-headed Ph. massaicus, 

and the long-headed Ph. eliani. 

When speaking about this last species | take the opportunity of discussing a 
question about the identity of Ph. wliani Cretzscumar, and Ph. haroia EHRENBERG, 

which I have not been able to settle before, but for the solving of which I have 

now received some material. The Swedish Missionary Rev. Mr. K. Rop®&n has kindly 

procured a fine skull of a Wart-hog boar from Gheleb in Eritrea. This place is 
situated only about 75 kilometres northwest from Arkiko which is the type locality 

of »Ph. haroia». It appears thus most probable that the same kind of Wart-hog 

shall be found at these two not very distant localities. 
The male skull from Gheleb measures mesially from occipital crest to tip of 

nasals 391 mm. and has thus very nearly the same length (viz. 388 mm.) as an 

Abyssinian skull of Ph. eliani in Brit. Mus. Nat. Hist. The length of the postorbital 

portion of both skulls is the same viz. 60 mm. The width of the parietal flat area 
is a little greater in the skull from Gheleb viz. 32 mm., but it can nevertheless be 

termed narrow as it is only about 8,3 °o of the length of the skull. The interorbital 

width measures 123 mm. that is about 31,4 ° of the upper length of the skull, while 
the same percentage for the Abyssinian skull is nearly the same viz. 31,7 °°. There 

can thus be no doubt that the Wart-hog from Gheleb is identical with the Abyssi- 
nian Ph. eliani, and accordingly it may be concluded that Ph. haroia is fully syno- 

nymous with Ph. eliani. 

For future comparison a few measurements of a female skull of Ph. eliani 

from Gheleb may be added: 

Length of skull mesially from occipital crest to tip of premaxillaries .... . 335 mm. 

ReItCNEe OF PAROtAl TIMLAMEGN, s Stents! ca clita cs. sl ate tatet a aie Cesk ee 33» 

PMORPRILOLULDIGAL IGE I2tae. sl lemeset «hy eit IS RESO, oie tele. 103 

mength jof postorbital portion iof skull) 5 5j..6) -(js) Fyfe ia ss ois wie le 55 

The parietal flat area is thus in the female a little broader than in the male. 

Phacocherus africanus subsp. 

Wart-hogs are or have been not uncommon on the plains around Nairobi. As 
I, however, had very little opportunity of shooting there, I did not obtain any ma- 
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terial. It could be expected that the Wart-hogs of these plains should belong to 

Phacocherus massaicus LONNBERG this is, however, not the case. I had the oppor- 
tunity of measuring the skull of an adult boar which had been sent to Mr. KiEtry 

four mounting. The upper mesial length of this skull from the tip of the nasals to 

the occipital ridge was about 427 mm.; the interorbital breadth 127 mm.; the width 
of the parietal flat area 43 mm.; and the distance from the occipital crest to a trans- 

versal line through the middle of the orbits 75 mm. These measurements prove 

that the difference from Ph. massaicus is very considerable. The postorbital region 

is rather long in both, viz. 14 %o of the length of the head in Ph. massaicus,’ and 15 °/o 

in the Nairobi skull, but the posterior region of the skull is much narrower in the 

latter. This is proved by the fact that the interorbital breadth is only 29 °/o of the 
length of the skull, against 38,8 °fo in Ph. massaicus, and the width of the parietal 

flat area is only 10°/o against 14,5 °/o in Ph. massaicus. In this respect the Nairobi 

Warthog is intermediate between Ph. massaicus and Ph. africanus eliani in which 

latter the interorbital breadth is 31,7 °/o, and the width of the parietal flat area is 

6,3 °“o. This intermediate stage of the Nairobi Warthog appear to indicate its racial 

distinctness, but for lack of material I cannot express any definite opinion. 
During my stay near Escarpment station in the beginning of January 1911 

I bought a quite young pig of Wart-hog from the Kedong valley which a Kikuyu 

brought to my camp. . 

Hippopotamide. 

Hippopotamus amphibius Liv. 

Below Chanler Falls the river Guaso Nyiri was inhabited*® by Hippopotamuses. 

Spoors were seen now and then on the sand-banks in the river and also on dry land, 

but the animals were not very numerous in that portion of the river along which I 

passed. This appears to be quite natural because the river is during the dry season 

in most places so shallow that the water would not cover a fullgrown Hippopotamus, 

and in addition to this, there is hardly any vegetation on which such animals could 

feed. At two occasions, however, I had a very good opportunity of watching such 

animals. The first time this happened, a »Kiboko» had passed close to the camp 

just before sunrise. I got information about this and hurried after it. Some little 

distance above the camp it entered the river again, and when the sun had risen it 
was found to have taken its refuge to a place where the river was running rather 

swiftly and with strong current through a narrow cation, where the water accordingly 

was deep. I sat watching it on a rock opposite, and it lifted its snout regularly to 

breathe. When I saw that it was an immature specimen | did not want to shoot 
it as it would have been »wanton destruction>, and too much of that kind is to be 

' Conf. Liénnpere: Proce. Zool. Soc. London 1908 p. 937. 
* Once or twice spoors were also seen above these falls. 
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seen in Africa now-a-days. The other time I found a Hippopotamus in a small but 
deep pool] at the side of the river. This specimen was evidently a fullgrown cow, 
but as it had a small calf I did not care to shoot that time either. 

Mr. Ss6GREN had shot some Hippopotamuses at that same place, and one of 

them was a gravid’ but only semiadult female with the last molar not yet developed. 
This was the largest Hippo which I saw at Guaso Nyiri, and it was certainly small. 

It is therefore possible that a dwarfed race lives in this river. If this is the case, 
it ought to be protected because its distribution cannot be very great even if there 

are better conditions of life for a Hippopotamus in the Lorian Swamp than in Guaso 

Nyiri itself. 

Giraffide. 

Giraffa camelopardalis reticulata Dr Wryton. 

De Winton: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1899 Ser. 7, Vol. IV, p. 212. 

On the acacia steppe south of Guaso Nyiri Giraffes were seen now and then 

sometimes single, sometimes in small flocks. The 11 of February I saw for instance 
near the crossing of the Marsabit road 8 giraffes all cows and young animals. As 

the acacias were leaf-less they had not much to eat and appeared therefore to be 
restless, travelling all the time from a group of trees to another. They were also 

very shy here. When we had crossed to the northern side of Guaso Nyiri and tur- 
ned to the east a couple of days march the Giraffes became more numerous. The 

15 of Febr. I saw first seven, four of which were adult with the typical reticulata- 

pattern and colouring. The younger animals were less dark, more reddish-looking 
because the spots were more reddish brown, and the light interspaces broader and 

more yellowish than in the adult or old animals. Later on the same day I had the 

pleasure of counting 14 of these splendid animals at one time. 
Around the water-place of the Rendiles called Njoro Giraffes were not uncom- 

mon. From the top of a rock I counted for instance one day at the same time 6 

in one direction, probably cows and immature animals, in another 2 cows and a 

ealf, and in a third 2 bulls and a cow. The animals were, however, extremely wary 

at this place, and I got no opportunity of securing a specimen. When we had come 

further east and were camping some distance below Chanler Falls, the Giraffes were 

found to be still more common and less shy. I shot a very fine bull the first mor- 

ning without any difficulty, and afterwards hardly a single day passed without that 
I saw Giraffes, often at rather close quarters. One day I shot a Gerenuk not 100 

m, from a young bull Giraffe which stood resting under a cactus-euphorbia, but he 

did not move before we carried the body of the Gerenuk to the tree because we 
wanted the shade for the skinning work. At another opportunity I came quite close 

to a Giraffe which just wanted to drink out of the river in the afternoon. One of 

' Some parts of this foetus were saved. 
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the Giraffes which I saw more than once had no tail tuft, and the tail was muti- 

lated probably by some carnivorous animal. That a Giraffe was killed by Lions near 

our camp below Chanler Falls has been mentioned above (p. 75). Otherwise I sup- 

pose that the fullgrown Giraffes have hardly any other enemies than man. The hide- 

hunting has been successfully stopped, I believe, by the regulation that 5 £ must 

be paid for the license permitting one Giraffe to be killed. Fortunately for the 

species its head and horns are not very suitable as »trophies», and therefore I hope 

that these beautiful and interesting animals shall be able to live long in the arid thorn- 

bush country, north of Guaso Nyiri where certainly no settlers can expect to raise 

any crops on the gravel. And as the Giraffes browse in the tops of the acacias they 

cannot be said to compete about the food with the camels, cattle and sheep of the 

nomades. It does not therefore appear to be any reasonable cause for that they 

should be exterminated, and for the present the stock is good, I am glad to say. 

The Giraffes feed chiefly in the morning and in the afternoon. During the 
heat of the day they are often seen standing motionless under some acacia or euphor- 

bia asleep.* It is easy to perceive even in a distance whether a Giraffe standing 
under a tree really is asleep, or not. If it is, the neck is not held so straight up as 

in a walking or browsing animal but it slopes forward very much in an analogous 

manner (although of course not so low!) as a sleeping or tired horse lets it head hang. 

It appears as if the long neck almost should upset the balance of the animal when 

its upper contour line is a straight continuation of that of the sloping back, but this 

is not so. Such an attitude evidently relieves and rests the musculature of the neck. 
The adult bulls which have a much heavier skull than the cows and the young ani- 

mals have, in correspondence to this, a much thicker neck than the latter. This is 

so conspicuous that it can be seen already at a considerable distance. The adult 
animals are, as already mentioned, darker than the young. That is, the dark areas 

are more strongly pigmented but the light net-work is white. A result of this is 

that the old animals usually look darker, but in certain shades of light they may 

shine rather whitish, just as Grant’s zebras sometimes look whitish sometimes blackish. 

The young animals have red spots on a yellow ground colour which forms compara- 

tively broader interspaces than the white net-work of the adult. The effect of this 

is that the young animals look reddish, and the same appears to be the case with 
some apparently fullgrown cows as well. But there is a certain amount of variation 

to be seen. The 28th of Febr. 1911 I saw two Giraffe cows near Thera which had 

comparatively small but very dark spots with broad whitish interspaces between. 

The bull in their company was more of the reticulata-type. There is thus no doubt 
that transitional stages between the »netted» and the »blotched» Giraffes occur. 

The Giraffes are very easily seen, even when they stand motionless, at a long 

distance, if not covered by trees or bushes, and I must confess that I never could 

detect anything protective in their colouration. The young and the adult are also 

' That is their habits during normal conditions but as mentioned above, if food is scanty during the dry 
season the Giraffes are more restless and may be seen travelling all day. 
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so different in colour that if either was protectively coloured the other could hardly 
be so. 

The pattern of the Giraffe can thus hardly be said to be protective and a result 
of natural selection for that purpose, The present writer must agree with RoosevEeLr 

when he says — — — »save under wholly exceptional circumstances no brute or 

human foe of the giraffe could possibly fail to see the huge creature if fairly close 

by; and at a distance the pattern of the coloration would be lost. The giraffe owes 
nothing to concealment; its coloration has not the slightest concealing effect so far 

as its foes are concerned.» 
But if the pattern of colouration of the Giraffe cannot be explained as protec- 

tive some other explanation must be tried. A comparative study of the different 
races of Giraffe and their young ones may perhaps give a hint for the understand- 

ing of the origin of the pattern. In the young Giraffes there is less difference in 
colour between the spots or blotches and the ground colour, and the interspaces 

between the spots are comparatively broader than in the adult. In some races of 

Giraffe (e. g. G. c. tippelskirchi) the spots of both sexes are irregular with jagged 
contour, more or less star-like in shape. In other races (e. g. G. c. rothschildi) it is 

only the females which have irregular, jagged and star-like blotches which are >red- 

dish chestnut in colour upon a light orange-fawn ground» (LyDEKKeER), while the 
males have large and very dark-coloured spots, »showing a tendency to split up into 

stars, as indicated by lighter tripartite radiating lines in the larger ones and the light 

interspaces yellowish fawn forming narrow network-lines on the body» — — —." Still 
another type is the one displayed by G. c. reticulata in which the ground colour of 
the fully adult animals is reduced to a white net-work of comparatively narrow lines 

between large dark areas. 
It is a generally accepted rule that the colour of the young, when it is diffe- 

rent from that of the adult, and does not show any distinct secondary adaptation, 

represents a recapitulation of a phylogenetically earlier stage of development. It is 
also a general rule among mammals, and certainly not least among ruminants that 
the old males represent the latest and most specialised type. Considering this and 

the facts about the colouration of Giraffes as stated above, it appears more than 
probable that the pattern of these animals has been gradually developed in such a 

way as the ontogeny of several races indicates. The first stage has thus had com- 
paratively indistinct or ill-defined blotches which have not been very much darker 

than the reddish or yellowish red ground colour. In the next stage the blotches have 
deepened in colour, but their outlines are still indistinct, or at least irregular and 

jagged. The darkening of the spots has been very well described by Tuomas for the 
race which some few years later was named G. c. rothschildi by LyDEKKER. THOMAS 
writes:* »The blotches in young specimens are reddish fawn, darkening in the centre 
to deep blackish brown, and this darkening spreads outwards in old specimens, until 

the blotches are wholly blackish.» A few lines further below THomas also points 

1 Lypeker: Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1904 p. 210. 
2 Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1911, p. 475. 

K. Sv. Vet. Akad. Handl. Band 48. N:o 5. 19 
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out that »the darkening of the centres of the blotches» as well as »their total blacke- 

ning» has been repeatedly observed in the Southern Giraffe. Some races like G. c. 

tippelskirchi of German Kast Africa, and G. c. wardi of Northern Transvaal remain 
in the stage with star-like spots, and it is of interest to note that such a stage is 
found as well among the Giraffes with a well developed frontal horn (tippelskirchi), 

as among those with the frontal horn rudimentary (G. c. wardi). In a later stage 
of development the blotches become more compact and larger. This is effected by 
deposition of more pigment in the periphery of the spots especially in the interspaces 

between the irregular processes of the star-like blotches. Finally an increase in size 

takes place by the confluence and combination of several adjoining blotches into 
larger dark areas. That these latter really have originated in such a way as descri- 

bed is proved by the fact that remnants of the formerly existing light interspaces 

between the primary constituents often can be seen in the shape of radiating light 

streaks here and there. It is such remnants of former light interspaces between 

primary spots which are described by LypErKKer’ as »lighter tripartite radiating lines 

in the larger» spots of G. c. rothschildi. It is thus not »a tendency to split up into 

stars> as the author quoted says, which makes itself known by these radiating lines, 
but exactly the opposite, a confluence of spots into larger areas. Even in G. ‘ec. 

reticulata, which represents the last stage in this series of development of pattern, 

similar light streaks radially cutting into a large dark area may be seen (conf. PI. 

VII, fig. 3), although comparatively rarely. A good proof for the confluence of pri- 

mary spots into larger dark areas is given by the fact that very often such areas 

show not one but several such dark centres which are commonly seen in the pri- 

mary spots or blotches. Very good illustrations to this are to be found in LyDEK- 

KER’s paper in Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1904 Vol. I, for instance Pl. XII G. c. roth- 

schildi g, Pl. XV fig. 1 the neck of G. c. coltoni, and Pl. XVI G. c. capensis &. 

There appears to be no doubt whatever that the development of the pattern of 

the Giraffes has taken place in such a way as I have tried to set forth above. The 
cause of this development is, however, more difficult to indicate. It has already 

been stated that it cannot have been natural selection for protective purposes. 

It is a very common thing among Ruminants that the adult are darker than 

the young, and especially the bulls have a tendency to blacken with age. It is also 

a fact that some of the most specialised types among the larger ruminants in the 

adult stage of both sexes are quite strongly pigmented. It is thus only in accor- 
dance with a general rule among Ruminants that the adult bull Giraffes are darker 

than the young and immature. It appears also to be in agreement with the condi- 

tions prevailing in other groups that this general darkening which from the begin- 
ning only was found in the old males by and by extends to both sexes. But if the 

starting point is something like a young G. c. tippelskirchi with comparatively pale 

and jagged star-like spots, and an increase in the pigmentation takes place with the 

darkening spreading from the centre of the spots it is quite natural that a pattern 

similar to that of G. c. reticulata will be a final result. 

tL. ¢. 1904, p. 210. 
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I have now tried to show that the development of the pattern of the Giraffes 

as it has reached its present maximum in the reliculata-type is analogous with other 

phenomena among the Ruminants, if it is only assumed that the original pattern was 

spotted. 

Nothing is known, of course, about the colour or pattern of the ancestors of 

the Giraffes, but it does not appear at all improbable that they might have had the 

pigment more or less concentrated round certain centres on an otherwise somewhat 
paler ground colour. It is not needed to assume that these ancestral types should 

have had a sharply defined spotted pattern. It is quite sufficient if they from the 

beginning had had such rosettes of accumulated pigment as for instance often are 

seen in red domestic cattle in Sweden as well of native as of Ayreshire breeds. This 
is mentioned only as an analogy, but also because such a pattern appears to the 
present writer as a probable starting point in the development from a comparatively 

more or less uniform to a spotted coat. A concentration of the pigment at and 
around these centres would probably result in a blotched pattern. 

It is, of course, also possible that the first blotched pattern was developed as 

the result of broken up longitudinal stripes which may have been present in the 

early ancestors of the Giraffes, and of which the stripes on the hind quarters and 

legs of the Okapi may be the only remnants saved up to the present date. The 

occurrence of longitudinal stripes in the first coat of the young Ungulata belonging 

to several widely distant groups (f. i Tapirs, Pigs, Deer etc.) appears to indicate that 

this was the primitive pattern of the ancestral Ungulata. 

The specimen of G. c. reticulata which I shot on the northern side of Guaso 

Nyiri below Chanler Falls was a splendid old bull with worn teeth and probably at 
the height of its development. As can be seen from the photos of the skull (PI. 

XIII fig. 1) the azygous frontal horn is strongly developed. It rises from a broad 

conical base and continues in a thick cylindrical portion which is rounded and trun- 

eate at the end like the main pair of horns. The basal portion of the azygous horn 
is studded with small exostoses in front and on both sides but those of the right 

side are larger (PI. XIII, fig. 2). In front of this horn on the posterior portion of 

the nasals is a somewhat bigger boss, which lies entirely on the right side of the 

mesial line (Pl. XIII fig. 2). This skull is, however, by far not so dextral in its 

development as that of a bull of G. c. tippelskirchi Marscuie from Kilimanjaro 

described by the present author at another opportunity.‘ The right of the main 

pair of horns is basally a little thicker than the left, and the thickened basal portion 

extends forwards nearer to the orbit than on the left side (PI. XIII fig. 2). The 

roof of the right orbit is provided with a small boss but is otherwise hardly thicker 

than that of the left. The posterior or occipital pair of horns are not so typically 
developed as in old males of the Baringo Giraffe, but there is an osseous thickening 

on either side, and that of the right is the stouter, and it extends about 5 mm. 

further laterally than the left. It is thus evident that this race is »right-headed>, 

1 »Mammals» (p. 35—37) in Syécren’s Wiss. Ergeb. Kilimandjaro Meru Exped. 
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or that it prefers to use the right side of the head when butting, but in less degree 

than for instance G. c. tippelskirchi,! and G. c. cottoni.”. A skull of an old bull 

Giraffe from the Sotik, which I saw in Nairobi and which, I suppose, represented 

G. c. tippelskirchi, had the occipital exostoses and those above the orbit much bigger 

on the right than on the left side; the right main horn was thicker than the left; 

and the nasal exostoses were chiefly situated on the right side of the median line. 

These facts indicates that »right-headedness» is a common feature among Giraffes. 
The dimensions of the skull of G. c. reticulata are seen in the following table 

of measurements. If this skull is compared with a skull of G. c. tippelskirchi from 

Kilimanjaro it will be seen that the main pair of horns and the azygous frontal 

horn are much better developed in G. c. reticulata. 

| @. e. reticu- |G. c. tippels- 
lata o from, kircht from 
Guaso Nyiri | Kilimanjaro 

mm. mm. 

Condylobasal length ......... Pe TOA RBS, ORS PES SE 597 633 

Basal lengths. <0 © tent cate ert oie es er ee sia cae) te oes RG ae 570 607 

Graatest breadth 21 c5 SP SREB) ec iiwt 0 5 AE GO ona e Es Rion ties are | 267 307 

Distance from gnathion to anterior end of nasopremaxillary suture .. . 151 168 

» » » EQUOTDEG p<. bs 5 toukie, ve eens ble yos ts cake ie peas 379 397 

» » orbit to hind surface of occipital condyle .... . 503 os! 223 234 

» »  gnathion to anterior premolar... .. . eM Ceo. rf. 245 258 

Length of upper molar series. . -- - 2s + 2+ see 2 et ee we ew ws 149 153 

Breadth of skull across hind end of nasopremaxillary suture ..... - 88 98 

Height of skull at the same place . . . - - +e ee ee ee eee ee | 89 109 

Breadth across bases of main pair of horms. . ... +. +++: ms 227 212 

But on the other hand the nasal exostoses and the supraorbital bosses are much 

more strongly developed in G. c. tippelskirchi which results in giving it a greater 

breadth of the skull across the orbit. And the nasal portion of the skull is as well 

higher as broader than in reticutata as the measurements prove. 
The sperms of the Giraffe have been described for the first time from prepa- 

rates of this specimen of G. c. reticulata by G. Rerztus.° 
This Giraffe was infested by a great number of ticks around the anal opening 

and around the base of the scrotal sack where the skin is thin. They proved to 

belong to the species Hyalomma cegyptium (L.)* 

Conf. my above quoted paper on this subject. 
According to LYDEKKER. 
Gustar Rerzius: Biol. Untersuchungen N. F. Bd. XVI. Stockholm 1911. 

Conf. L. G. Neumann: Ark. f. Zoologi. Stockholm. Bd. 7 n:o 24. - © wo 
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Bovide. 

Bubalis cokei (Ginruer). 

Scrater & Tuomas: Book of Antelopes, Vol. I, p. 27. 

The »Kongoni> as Coke’s Hartebeest usually is called in Brit. East Africa, is 

the commonest Antelope on the great plains along the Uganda railroad in the southern 

game reserve, and around Nairobi it is still common, although its numbers are dimi- 

nished where the country has been settled. At Juja farm Kongonis were abundant 

on the open plains. It does not appear to extend its distribution north of Tana river, 
at least not in the interior of the country. It was not seen on the acacia steppe 
south ef Guaso Nyiri, although its companion on the Athi plains, Grant’s Zebra, was 

common there. 
In the »Book of Antelopes» it is quoted from GrpGeE concerning this species: 

»The cows calve during the latter part of November and December» — -—- —. It 

is very possible that some of the cows calve at that time, and some calves which I 
saw in the beginning of April appeared to be a few mouths old, while calves seen 

from the train in the southern game reserve *‘/i2 1910 looked to be more than a 

month old. But Roosrvett’s observation’ on the Athi plains where he says that 

he found »new-born wildebeest and hartebeest calves, and others several months 

old» in the month of May is more in accordance with my own experience. I shot 

for scientific purpose two Kongoni cows the 11 of April and both those contained 

foetuses which were covered with hair and nearly full-grown. The majority of the 

cows appeared at that time te be in the last stages of gravidity. But as already 

mentioned there were also calves which probably had been borne some months earlier 

their number was, however, less than that of the gravid cows. I saw only once a 

Kongoni cow with twins. 
The dimensions of a male and female skull from Nairobi are as follows: 

| Oo ad. 2 old. 

mm. | mm. 

| Greatest length of skull. .........--.- so «| «(438 
Basicranial Jongth. . 2 5 6 566 4 2s ee 340 | 378 | 

Greatest breadth .. . 2... sss we wae 136 141 

| Least interorbital breadth. . ....-..-. 86 92 
Greatest length of nasals ..-...--+.+.-: 191 186 

| Width of nasals in front ......--+.+-.-s 30 34 

Length of upper molar series .-...+-+-+-+-> 89 86 

As can be seen the measurements of this cow are larger than those of the bull 

which may depend upon the fact that the cow was unusually big, and the bull only 

! »African Game Trails», p. 292. 
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an average specimen. In the »Book of Antelopes» the basal length of the skull of 
this species is stated to be »14 inches» viz. 355 mm. and the greatest breadth to 

5,2 viz. 131 mm. 

The behaviour of the Kongonis, how they have their sentinels standing on 
termite hills and so on, has been repeatedly described. They are always wary and 

sometimes very shy, but show at the same time a certain amount of curiosity. It 

has been much spoken about the tenacity of life of this Hartebeest. If hit in the 

right place I think, however, that they succumb as quickly for the bullet from a 

modern rifle as any other antelope of that size. 

The Kongonis look sometimes more yellowish sometimes more reddish, but it 

may depend upon the light. 
The specimens which I shot on the plains near Nairobi were infested with ticks 

of the species Rhipicephalus pulchellus. 

Connochetus albojubatus THomas. 

Secrarer & Tuomas: Book of Antelopes, Vol. 1, p. 105. 

Mr. W. N. Mc Miuxan of Juja farm kindly granted a fine bull Wildebeest to 

be shot for the collections 1%: 1911. There was quite a number of this species on 

the plains belonging to his farm, but on our way further north we did not see any 

more so that I suppose that Tana river is the northern boundary line of this species 

east of Kenia. 
The habits and behaviour of this animal has been repeatedly described, and I 

have nothing of value to add. It is strange to see how big and entirely black this 

Gnu looks at some distance. When they run with lowered heads they remind in a 

very striking manner of Bisons in spite of the in reality great difference in size. 

The specimen shot was greatly infested with ticks chiefly Rhipicephalus pul- 

chellus. 
The dimensions of this skull agrees closely with the corresponding ones of the 

typical skull viz. 

Basicranial length, <(os. wi) /).. Go eee oe Bs OS. Im. 

Greatest, breadth of skull. .... « « « .«,Jj82 0 

Distance from orbit to tip of premaxillary 295 » 

Cephalophus harveyi kenie LONNBERG. 

Linnperc: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 1912, Ser. 8, Vol. IX, p. 65. 

Harvey’s Duiker has been recorded from Dar es Salaam, Tanga, the Kilimanjaro 

district, and Southern Somaliland. It could then be expected that the red Forest- 

Duiker of the Kenia district would prove to belong to this species. Since I had 

succeeded in obtaining a specimen myself I found that there appears to be some 
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differences which are quite easily seen between this animal and Cephalophus harveyi 
according to the descriptions found in the literature. My specimen may be described 

as follows: 

Fur close, fine and glossy with the hairs of the back measuring 20—27 mm.' 

General colour rich chestnut red, fading below to rufous. The black blaze on the 

forehead extends from the muffle to the coronal tuft; on the nose it is about 17 mm., 

but widens to twice that in the interocular region. The greater and central portion 

of the tuft is mahagony, but the lateral parts are rufous. Eye-brows and sides of 

the face rufous. The black central stripe is continued on the nape behind the ma- 
hagony-coloured tuft and is then dissolved in the mixed black and chestnut red of 
the upper neck which extends to above the shoulders, Chin dusky anteriorly, but 

behind this part it is whitish, gradually blending into the buff throat and rufous 

lower neck. Kars white inside and blackish outside, behind them a nearly naked 
black area on either side of the black stripe of the nape. Fore legs glossy brownish 

black. Hind legs rufous to chestnut red but from above the hocks and down to the 
hoofs glossy brownish black. The tail has basally the colour of the back, on the 
posterior half some whitish hair are mixed in, and the terminal well developed tuft 
is proximally black, terminally white, with some rufous hairs mixed in. An ill-defined 

dark brown streak extends over the chest mesially but disappears near the navel. 

The hoofs measure about 37—38 mm. in total length. 

The type locality of Cephalophus harveyi is Kilimanjaro, and the type-specimen 

has been pictured in »Book of Antelopes» (Vol. 1, Pl. XVII). The Kenia specimen 
differs a great deal from this coloured plate quoted, especially by its mahagony, not 

black, coronal tuft, and much darker legs and feet. When Trur communicated a 

description® of this Duiker from Kilimanjaro he stated that the tuft is »black», and 

the forelegs are said to be »entirely dusky». This description evidently agrees with 
the type specimen in British Museum, because it is termed »excellent> by the authors 

of the » Book of Antelopes». In the year 1903 Tuomas described C. ignifer from Eldoma 
Ravine and stated then that C. harveyi had »no chestnut coronal tuft«. LypEKKER 

emphasizes again in his book »The Game Animals of Africa»*, as Tuomas before, that 
Harveys Duiker is distinguished from Cephalophus ignifer »by the black forehead and 

the absence of chestnut in the head-tuft». The tail of the typical specimen of Cepha- 

lophus harveyi as represented on the plate in »Book of Antelopes» is quite unlike this 

organ in the present specimen. This may, however, be due to on error committed 

by the artist, because the Natal Duiker on Pl. XVI of the same work has been 

pictured with a tail equally hairy along its whole length, although, as I have stated 

on typical specimens from Natal in this museum, the tail of the Natal Duiker is thin 
basally and carrying a terminal tuft, just as this organ is represented in C. nigrifrons, 
and C. ogilbyi on Pl. XVIII of the work quoted. 

' It is quite probable that specimens living at a higher altitude on Kenia will prove to have somewhat 
longer hair. 

2 Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., Washington 1892, Vol. XV, p. 476. 
§ London 1908, p. 153. 
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The question is now whether the other differences between typical C. harveyi 

and the present specimen which have been referred to are constant or not. If they 

are constant, they evidently characterize a local race which then ought to be termed 
C. h. kenie. 

The dimensions of the skull of my specimen, an adult female may be seen from 
the following table of measurements: 

Totalionethy of alu cas ng enue Cl deeds ne oma 171 mm. 

Condylohasal length sige ene ve emicg =) eee) cen ee 163» 

Basicranial lenetny ewe) e) 4 is) ine) cet stad tere 151» 

ZY BOWBUC WIGEN 2 = Ye. ee) te =) eel Ce ain erolret eee ah? 

Distance from anterior brim of orbit to tip of premaxillary 88 

Wengthn ofmasalsi-cra.. cite k ance lie. foes ee etc einen 58 

Interoxrbital-widthiss seksi feelers Shel see ees = 42 » 

Length of upper molar series. ........+.+:5-. (48,5) 49 

Length of palate from mesial notch ........... 88 » 

[edi l|C e eeetttce 1 ck os WoO Stoo. eaeaeres x19 » 

These dimensions differ somewhat from those recorded by TRuE (Il. c. p. 476) 

for an adult male skull of C. harveyi from Taveta, but this difference may be due 

to the larger size of the buck than the female. The mesial notch of the palate in 
the present specimen extends to about the middle of m*, and the lateral notches to 
the front of m*. 

The red Forest Duikers of different parts of Africa are evidently closely allied 
and, at least partly, only geographical races of one and the same type substituting 

each other. This is seen not only in the general colouration, but also in the shape 

and dimensions of the skulls, although, as THomas has proved, the western C. nigri- 

frons and C. claudi have longer preorbital portions of their skulls. The present spe- 

cimen approaches in some respects C. ignifer THomas’ of Eldoma Ravine and may 
be regarded as connecting that race with G. harveyi. C. ignifer differs from the 
present race in having: »inner side of forearms, inguinal region, and inner side of 

tighs white»,’ while there is nothing white there in C. h. kenia. The broad black 

blaze of the latter appears also to be a good characteristic, while in C. ignifer the 
forehead is »mixed rufous and black». 

Red Forest Duikers are not uncommon in the thick forests at Nairobi where 
I secured the specimen described above, and I saw and shot another specimen in a 

forest two hours march north of Meru boma but lost that one, because it was im- 

possible to follow the blood track in the darkness of the forest. In consequence of 

its habits of living in thick woods with rich undergrowth it is seldom seen and dif- 
ficult to obtain, in the dense cover where only twilight prewails. But if it moves 
over a place where the daylight penetrates its chestnut red coat at once attracts 
the eye. 

' Tuomas: Proc. Zool. Soe., London 1903, p. 226. 
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Cephalophus abyssinicus hindei Wrovuauron. 

Wrovcuron: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., Ser. 8, Vol. V, 1910, p. 273. 

A fine male Duiker shot at Punda Melia ' 1911 agrees with WrouauTon’s 

description (I. ¢.). It can be added that the present specimen has a blackish spot 
on either side of the white chin. 

As Wrovaeuton had a young male as type, and in addition to that a skull of 

an old male, the following measurements of my specimen may be of value for com- 

parison. 

Crantestriength GMabOM art cs sce ww Sig es ee we SG 167 mm. 

MRP) MEIC eee fe ie os) wy ee ue 8 eed fe ee 158 

PORBIOFAN IGE NOMEN Ss) ec bP a eter bee APPT SE kk a 146 

Cipatece woh oman) Wath. cf SLRS oid Th). 74,7 

DOG On MASA ETL reek hs Seis SD usale (ol Seis Bye KY wil 60 

engi, of Walate (Mmerially) vat) ehh se epee) ene 82,5 » 

Length of upper molar series .. . 2 5. 2 ee eww 47 

museio in front of premolars, « «a. sa) 6m 6 Sw 8 50 

Length of horn in straight line ........... . 110 

This Antelope appears to be fond of high grass in which it can hide. It was 

observed at Kagio, Kutu, and on the steppe near Rooruka river in addition to the 
locality mentioned, and is probably common. Those seen by me vere always single. 

A young kid was found in a bush near Blue Post °°: I911. 

Rhaphicerus neumanni Marscuie. 

Matscnie: Die Siugethiere Deutsch Ost-Afrikas, p. 120. 

This little Antelope is not uncommon in bush-steppe and perhaps also in grass- 

steppe, although I have less experience of the latter kind of landscape. 

A gravid female was shot in bush-steppe not far from Thika River and Blue 
Post 20 Jan. 1911. 

Nesotragus moschatus von Dien. 

Scrater & Tomas: Book of Antelopes, Vol. IT, p. 51 

Strange to say the little »Suni» does not appear to be recorded in the scientific 

literature further in land than from the Kilimanjaro district except that J. A. ALLEN 
recently has mentioned a specimen from the Kijabe. In his book »The Game Ani- 

mals of Africa» (London 1908) LypeKkkeR says that its distribution on the main- 
land is >from Kilimanjaro to Mozambique.’ I found it to be very common in the 

1}. c. p. 186. 

K. Sv. Vet. Akad. Handl. Band 48. N:o 5. 20 
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forests around Nairobi, and even so far north as in the forests at Meru boma. In 

the forests of Kenia I saw heaps of its droppings a little everywhere and found the 

remains of its skull at a Wandorobbo fire-place at an altitude of about 2,700 m.? 

I have compared skins and skulls of the 6 specimens which my license per- 

mitted me to shoot with von DispEn’s type specimens, kept in this museum, and 
also with some specimens from Kilimanjaro. With regard to the colour there is a 

certain variation, some specimens being more reddish others more dark, chestnut 

brown. The darkest specimen in my collection is a female shot at Meru boma. It 

agrees in colour best with a male from Kilimanjaro. 

With regard to the skulls there is a considerable variation in the degree of 

development of the nasal process of the premaxillary. In von DipeEn’s type this 

process is short and pointed, and separated from the anterior end of the lacrymale 

by an interspace of about 7 mm. along which the maxillary and the nasal form a 

suture with each other. In all specimens of my collection the nasal process of the 

premaxillary is more strongly developed and extends rather broadly backwards so 

that it meets the upper anterior end of the lacrymale and fully separates the maxil- 

lary and the nasal from each other. I believed at first that this should be a racial 
characteristic, but when examining the Kilimanjaro specimens I found them to be 

intermediate. They have the interspace between the tip of the nasal process of the 
premaxillary and the anterior end of the lacrymale shorter than in the type, and 
the suture between the maxillary and the nasal accordingly much shortened. In 

one of the Kilimanjaro specimens this distance is almost completely reduced. In 

consequence of this intermediate stage all specimens are retained under the original 

name. 
The size, shape and situation of the premaxillo-maxillary vacuities are subjected 

to a great variation in my material. They are sometimes large sometimes small, in 

some specimens only the upper posterior end is left, and in one of the bucks it is 
practically obliterated as only a small opening entirely situated in the maxillary 

is left. 

The female type is an old specimen, and this is probably the reason why it is 

broader than my female skulls, because my best buck has a broader skull than the 
other male skulls. The differences with regard to these dimensions are therefore not 

of racial value. 

The »Suni»> was chiefly found in forests with a rich undergrowth of bushes 

and it was often very dark in its haunts. The first specimen was shot in a thicket, 

where my gunbearer had detected it, but it was so dark that I only could see the 

flickering movements of its light tail, and had to aim at that without knowing whether 

the body was to the right or left of the visible object. The Suni appears to know 

that it is well protected in this kind of thickets and does not move far when it has 

been disturbed. It has the same habit as some other antelopes to deliver its ex- 

crements in a certain place and, in spite of the small size of the animal, large heaps 

of its droppings are often found in the woods. 

‘ I saw also a specimen on the Mombasa island. 
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Rhynchotragus guentheri wroughtoni Drake-BrockMan. 

Drake-Brockman: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist., Ser. 8. Vol. IV, p. 51. 

When the expedition had crossed Guaso Nyiri to tho northern side at the ford 

on the Marsabit road Dik-diks were found to be rather common in the thornbush, 
On the first and second days march towards the east from the ford mentioned I 

shot five specimens of a greyish looking Dik-dik with very short nasals and a well 

developed proboscis (Pl. XIV, fig. 1), evidently belonging to the Rhynchotragus 

guentheri group. This group which is characterised by the »tips of nasals about level 
with the back of the middle premolar» includes Rh. guentheri THomas with the sub- 

species Rh. g. smithi Tuomas and Rh. g. wroughtoni DRAKE-BRocKMAN, and Rh. naso- 

guitatus LONNBERG. My specimens from the northern side of Guaso Nyiri appear to 

differ rather strongly from all these, among other characteristics by their extremely 

short nasals which do not attain a maximum length of more than about 10 mm., 

and often less. The premaxillaries are very short and do not reach more than about 
half way to the nasals. In Rh. guentheri, as THoMas kindly has written to me, there 
is a small discontinuous remnant of the nasal process of the premaxillary left which 

reaches the nasal suture, but nothing like this can be seen in my specimens. The 

maxillaries again extend upwards in front of the lacrymale in the shape of a 4 to 6 
mm. broad band which forms a suture of a similar breadth with the nasals. The 

lacrymale is thus entirely excluded from the margin of the anterior nasal opening. 
In the fig. of the skull of Rh. guentheri in Proc. Zool. Soc., London 1894, p. 324’ 

the lacrymale excludes the maxillary from the nasals and I took this for an important 
difference, but THomas has in a letter kindly informed me that this figure is not 

quite correct. In reality the maxillary reaches the nasal with a short suture in Rh, 

guentheri. The discrepancy in this respect is thus not very important, but the dif- 
ference in length of the nasals prove completely the distinctness of my specimens 

from Rh. guentheri. The length of these bones is in the latter species 17—17,5 mm., 

but in my specimens from 8 to 10,3 mm. In addition to this there are also diffe- 
rences in colour which will be mentioned below. 

Rh. g. smithi THomMas was described’ on a head skin and a skull from Lake 

Stephanie. This skull resembles, according to a communication from the author quoted, 

with regard to the shortness of the premaxillary and the broad suture between max- 

illary and the nasal the skulls of my specimens. But Rh. g. smithi differs markedly 
from the latter with regard to size. Although the type skull is of a male, all its di- 

mensions are larger even than those of my biggest female skull, in spite of the fact 
that in these animals, as is well known, the females are always larger than the males. 

Compared with my male skulls the basicranial length of Rh. g. smithi is about 9 °o 

' Reproduced in Book of Antelopes, Vol. Il, p. 90. 
2 Proc. Zool. Soc., London 1900, p. 804. 
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larger, and other measurements in proportion. The nasals of Rh. g. smithi are also 

longer measuring 14,5 mm." 

The connection between the maxillary and the nasal by a vertical and somewhat 

thickened process in front of the lacrymale as described above for the Dik-dik from 

Guaso Nyiri tends to give more stability to the anterior portion of the skull for the 

support of the movable proboscis. In this respect the Guaso Nyiri race resembles 

Rh. nasoguttatus from Lake Baringo.” The shape and size of the premaxillaries and 

the shape of the anterior nasal opening are, however, different in the two Dik-diks 

mentioned. In the white-spotted species the anterior nasal opening is nearly parallel- 
sided so that there is not much difference in its width at the naso-maxillary suture 

(8,5 mm.) and at the posterior end of the premaxillaries (7 mm.), while in the Guaso 

Nyiri Dik-dik the upper posterior dimension (11—12 mm.) is very considerably larger 

than the lower anterior (6—7 mm.). The premaxillaries are much stouter and more 

expanded at the anterior end in Rh. nasoguttatus than in my specimens from Guaso 

Nyiri. The nasals are also longer in the former. With regard to the colour of the 
fur there is no trace of white spots neither on the nose and face, nor on the feet 

of the present specimens. The sides of the body are less suffused with yellowish than 

in Rh. nasoguttatus, and the hind quarters are almost pure grizzled grey. Even on 

the back there is a less yellowish tinge in these specimens.* The general colour of 

the back and upper sides is comparatively dark, grizzled by yellowish buff to buffish 
white subterminal rings, and dark brown to black tips to the hairs. The same dark 

colour is also found below the pale rings but the concealed parts are dark smoky 

grey. The neck is paler and more coarsely grizzled grey, because the subterminal 

rings are broader and almost pure white. The lower flanks are paler than the back 
and of another colour which is a little different in different specimens. The dark 

tips to the hair are there so thin that they do not influence the colour. The rings 

are white, and the colour just below the rings is sometimes the palest shade of »dark 

fawn» (Rep. de Couleurs N:o 307), sometimes more reddish similar to »dead leaf» 

(Rép. de Couleurs N:o 321.1) but in other examples more greyish; the concealed parts 
of the hair are here the palest shade of smoke grey inclining to whitish. 

' The skull of Rh. thomasi has not been described by Neumann, and it is thus uncertain whether it 
belongs to this group or to the Rh. kirki group as the describing author says. Its colour is different as will 
be mentioned below. 

* When writing about this latter Dik-dik in his book: »The Game animals of Africa» (London 1908, 
p. 194) Lypexker is doubtful whether the white spots on the nose of this animal form a constant characteristic. 
I am fortunate with regard to this to quote the Game Warden of Brit. E. Africa Mr. R. B. Woosnam, who told 
me as an interesting fact that in the Lake Baringo district every Dik-dik shot, proved to have white spots on 
its nose. Mr. Woosnam did not know then that I had described this animal. — In Sitz.-ber. d. Ges. Naturforsch 
Freunde, Berlin 1910, p. 351, Dr. A. Bercer writes: »Am Baringo See fanden wir dieses merkwirdige Tier 
[Rhynchotragus nasoguttatus Loxns.] sehr haufig in der steinigen Dornbuschsteppe.» — Draxe-Brockman (Proc. 
Zool. Soc. London, 1911, p. 978) has found white spots on the nose »in a large proportion of the Dik-diks in 
Somaliland», and he believes this not to be constant there. Even if Rh. nasoguttatus should not always be 
provided with such spots it is plainly characterized by its cranial dimensions, colour etc. It may also be 
remembered that when it was described and named nothing had been mentioned before about white spots on Dik- 
diks, and the name was thus fully justified. 

’ If Rh. thomasi should belong to this group it is entirely different in colour as NeuMANN says about it: 
»das ganze Fell mehr einfarbig rotgelb aussehend» than Rh. hindei. 
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The belly and under parts generally are pure white, sometimes with sharp limi- 

tation, sometimes with a narrow pale isabelline band bordering the lower flanks, The 

throat is also white but the lower side of the neck is like its sides grizzled, although 

with still more white. The face and muzzle »buff» (Rép. de Couleurs 309. 3), the 

sides of the head like the neck. A white eyebrow-mark is present. The crest of the 
males is black with broad whitish subterminal rings on the anterior, and rufous buff 

rings on the posterior hairs. In the females the crest is much shorter, and its poste- 

rior portion consists of rufous hairs with Jong black tips. There is thus a considerable 

difference between the sexes with regard to the crest as well. The feet are a little 
paler buff than the face. 

With regard to the pure white of the lower side these specimens agree with 
Rh. quenthert wroughtoni DRAKkt-BrRockMAN but differ from Rh. guentheri in which, 

according to the author quoted’, »the yellow grizzling fades somewhat gradually into 

the pale pinkish buff of the chest and abdomen». It is thus also with regard to 

the colour easy to distinguish these specimens from Rh. guentheri, but it is more 

difficult to express any opinion about their relation to Rh. g. wroughtoni a single 

specimen of which has been shortly described from the »foot hills of Mt. Akul Kas- 

sim, Wabi River Gallaland, Abyssinia within 20 miles west of Sheikh Hussein». To 

make sure about the identity I took the liberty of sending one of my specimens to 

Brit. Museum for comparison with the type of this subspecies, and Mr Guy DoLLMAN 

kindly replied that »the colour is exactly the same, both as regards pattern and 
tint». 

With regard to cranial measurements the type of Rh. g. wroughtoni is similar 

to the present specimens except that it has considerably longer nasals viz 13 mm. 
But DoLLMAN’s comparison settles the question. It is therefore to be assumed that 

the type specimen of Rh. g. wroughtoni had unusually long nasals and that these 

bones vary in length more than hitherto has been known. Drake-BRocKMAN has said 

that the ears of Rh. g. wroughtoni are longer and broader than in other species except 
Rh. cavendishi, but exact measurements are not given for either of these. The length 

of the ear of the specimens from Guaso Nyiri is about 94 mm. and the Jength of 
the opening of the ear-conch is about 73 mm. The latter measurement is about 

similar to that of Rh. nasoguttatus. 

DRAKE-BROCKMAN’s description is rather short, and I have therefore discussed 
these specimens somewhat fully to show the variability of the species and make it 
better known for the future. For the same purpose the accompanying table of mea- 
surements of five skulls has been prepared. The type locality of DRaku-BRrocKMAN’s 

subspecies is situated very far from the one where my specimens have been collected 

and this appeared to begin with to speak against the identity as the Dik-diks often 

have a rather restricted habitat. 

1 Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 8 Vol. IV, p. 51. 
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| 

4 of | Tye 132 el | <) 
| | 

| mm. ea | mm. | mm. | mm 

Motel Temgtht =) 0 ot cle? cece) See on ee ead te een rere ron 108 | 107 | 115 lll | 110,5 | 

Condylobadal length iV. :Ga~ 7S ae hae eee Penh 101 100,5 | 109,5 104 103 

Basicranial D1) iy ae yet be chee ofa) EAS oc ee eee 94 | 94 102,5| 97 96 

AY SOMBGICWIGGH 2 Glieves ep cies ch ismisiece cunt Een em ons aces MGS 54,5| 545| 54 | 53 55,5 

Posterior brim of orbith to gnathion . . . Me oe oe teen 80 79 84 81 81 

» D » amterior alveolar edge. ... . ~ 54 54 57 55 57 

Tekcth of inasala 43/2 ee ee, eee 3 Mh Was (: 
|| Tipyor nasalsitotpnatbion: gee e- ees 0s) eee oe le te 45 — 50 48.5| 43,5 

Length ‘of upper molariseries 5.92 5. 260.) 2 te eG Se 37 34,5) 38 | 37 | 35,5 

Lengthyof horn. .<.ie - sxtgatinn ts. 1) a= Ea vin) be eka) AP a ee | u6i 65 — — | — 

This grey Dik-dik was rather common in the thornbush in the localities men- 
tioned especially on rocky hill-sides. It occurred as other species in pairs. When I 

had shot the first pair of this kind '*: 1911 one days march to the east of the 

Marsabit road I wrote in my diary: »The two Dikdiks shot to day have a soft and 

long, rather tapire-like nose (Conf. Pl. XIV fig. 1), just as the nasoguttatus mounted 

in the museum in Stockholm. They look rather long-legged when they do not run 

fast. When first started the make some stiff jumps (like several other antelopes) 

before they begin to run. Sometimes they stop soon and look round.» 

Rhynochotragus cavendishi minor LONNBERG. 

LénnperG: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 8, Vol. IX, p. 65. 

When the Expedition had passed eastwards to below Chanler Falls another 

Dik-dik was met with. This one was more yellowish in colour, and its nasals were 

not so short as in the grey species seen a few days before. It belonged evidently 

to the Rhynchotragus kirki group. To this group can be counted Rh. kirki GinrHER, 

Rh. k. hindei Tuomas, Rh. cavendishi THomas, Rh. thomasi NEUMANN, and Rh. dama- 

rensis GUNTHER. For geographical reasons as well as for differences wih regard to 

the skull the last mentioned species does not need to be compared with the present 

specimens. When describing Rh. thomasi NEUMANN has, as usual, not cared to give 

any skull measurements but only described the colour of the animal.’ As this is 
said to be »rotgelb» it cannot be regarded to resemble my specimens at all. Rh. 

cavendishi THOMAS is a large species with the basicranial length in the male type- 

specimen 104 mm. thus very much more than in the present specimens (conf. table 

of measurements), and other dimensions differ in similar proportions. In some respects, 

however, my specimens resemble Rh. cavendishi viz. in the development of the pre- 

maxillaries which are said to reach the nasals, »articulating broadly» with them, and 

1 Sitz.-ber. d. Naturf. Freunde, Berlin 1905, p. 89. 
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with regard to the comparatively long nasals. In Rh. kirki GiinrueEr again the nasals 

are very much shorter than those of the present specimens, hardly measuring */s as 
much in length, and it has slender premaxillaries, »their ascending process sometimes 

ending just above the anterior tooth, and sometimes rising nearly or quite to meet 
the nasals.»' The shape and size of the premaxillaries is also shown by GinrTHER’s 
figure of the skull of Rh. kirki. This is quite a considerable difference, in spite of 

the variability, from the condition found in the present specimens in which the pre- 
maxillaries are gradually widened so that their suture with the nasals amounts to 
6—8 mm. It is also unlike the condition in Rh, k. hindei Thomas about which the 
describing author says: » premaxillz just touching nasals above».* It is evident that the 
broad connection between the premaxillary and the nasal gives a greater firmness to 
the anterior portion of the skull which serves to support the proboscis than in such 

forms in which no such connection is to be found. The solidness of this portion of 
the skull is still more increased in my specimens from Guaso Nyiri by the premaxil- 

laries being somewhat thickened when compared with the thin transparent lamina 
of the maxillary and the lacrymale which form the lateral wall of the nasal cavity. 

Considering the structure of the anterior portion of the skull it appears suitable 

to regard these my Dikdiks as forming a subspecies of Rh. cavendishi which in con- 
sequence of its small size may be named minor. 

The general colour above is a grizzled yellowish grey produced by buffish yellow 

subterminal rings and dark brown tips to the hair, which basally are greyish brown. 

The middle of the back is more brownish. The neck Jooks paler greyish, and less yellowish 

because the subterminal rings are there dirty whitish. The flanks are less grizzled and 

paler than the back, about sand-coloured, sometimes more, sometimes less suffused with 

buffish. Surroundings of the tail and posterior parts of hams pure ashy grey. Lower 

parts suffused with buff, only the middle of the belly and inside of hams being pure 
white. Lower neck pale yellowish grey, throat white in the middle, suffused with buff 

on the sides. Legs and middle of the face fulvous buff, sides of face paler almost sandy. 

A white spot around the eye. Anterior shorter portion of crest ringed with buffish 

white and dark brown, but the greater posterior portion dull fulvous buff with hardly 
conspicuous dark tips to some of the hairs. Ears sand-coloured on the outside, white 
within, with a black line along the upper half of the outer margin as well on the 

outer as on the inner side. 
The females have a smaller crest the hairs of which are very broadly tipped 

with black. 

! Book of Antelopes, Vol. 2, p. 83 and p. 85 fig. 29. 
* Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. Ser. 7, Vol. X, p. 243. 
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a | 0b ec var.! a 
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Distance between outer sides of horn cores basally ..... 42 40, | 365) — 

Combined) breadth OL sepalsi ise 9) :) ake face sasuls ee ets 15 | 16 15 15 

The cranial measurements of this race are recorded in the accompanying table 
of measurements. As can be seen from the same, one of the skulls measured (ter- 

med »c ¢» in the table) is very much smaller than the two typical males (a, 6), in 

spite of the fact that it is fully adult. The skull ¢ looks also very different when 

compared with the others especially because the distance between the horns is smaller 

and the nasals shorter. I am, however, inclined to regard it as an individual aber- 

ration, a dwarf, because the skin is quite like the other male skins except that the 
tuft is smaller and the black tips to the hairs of its posterior portion a little more 

conspicuous than in the typical males. But it is not excluded that it represents a 

smaller but related race as it was found at another locality, although not much 

distant. 
This small buck was shot at Njoro a watering place belonging to the Rendiles 

about 2 days march north of Guaso Nyiri (*’/: 1911). In the same neighbourhood a 

female Dikdik was also shot, but this was unfortunately so young that its dimensions 

are of little value. 
These Dikdiks were common in the thornbush country north of Guaso Nyiri below 

Chanler Falls. In habits they resembled the other species. A few times I heard 

them produce a kind of whistling sound like »i i», and a snort when they were started. 

Kobus ellipsiprymnus canescens n. subsp. 

The specimen on which O«aitey based the specific name ellipsiprymnus was 
brought from South Africa, although the exact locality hardly is known with cer- 

tainty.” All Waterbucks with a white line across the rump have afterwards been 

' The milk-molars still remain, and m® is cutting the gum. 

* Conf. W. L. Sctarer: Mammals of South Africa. Vol. I, p. 187—188. 
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referred to this species until MArscutr recently created two subspecific names K, ec. 
pallidus from Shebelli, Somaliland, and K,. c. thike from Thika river, Brit. East 

Africa. The first of these names is based on two immature specimens; It is thus 
uncertain whether the characteristics quoted by Marscuie are constant. These are: 

»The ground-colour is not a mixture of grey and russet brown but very light brown 
without any reddish tint. The white eye-stripe reaches only 2,5 em. beyond the eye 

in front) — — —. The light colour may stand in correspondence with the youth 

of the specimens. If the second characteristic is constant, it distinguishes K. c. pal- 
lidus from my specimens from Guaso Nyiri. The white eye-markings are also much 

larger in the latter which hardly can be explained by their greater age. 
The Thika-race, based upon an adult buck from Thika river, is said to be 

characterized by its »tief dunkelbraune Farbung und dadurch dass die Hiiftbinde auf 

der Mitte des Hinterriickens unterbrochen ist». The last of these characteristics does 

not need to be constant in a race of Waterbucks, as can be judged from the fact that 

in one of my bucks from below Chanler Falls, and in the cow shot near the crossing 

of the Marsabit road on the northern side of Guaso Nyiri such an interruption of 

the rump-band takes place, but not in the other buck, although it was shot at 
exactly the same place as the first. Concerning the description of the colour of 

K. e. thike there are also several discrepancies from my specimens. One of these 

is that in K. e. thike »auf der Mitte der Brust befindet sich ein grosser weisser 

Fleck». No such marking is to be found in my specimens. The latter appear also 

to be less dark, especially on throat and chest, which are said to be »warm-sepia- 
farbig oder russfarbig (Rép. de Couleurs 305. 1) mit grau gemischt» in the Thika- 

race, while the corresponding parts of my specimens rather deserve to be termed 
pale smoke grey somewhat tinged with brown (conf. below). As it could have been 

suspected that such a white spot on the breast as that mentioned in the description 

of. K. e. thike might be an individual variation, I took the liberty of writing of 
Prof. Marscure and asking him about this. But in his reply he declined the possi- 

bility mentioned saying: »Dass die breite weisse Stelle auf der Brust meines Kobus 
ellipsiprymnus thike individuell sein sollte, glaube ich nicht; so etwas als Variation 

habe ich noch nicht gefunden.» Concerning the colour of throat and chest in K. e. 

thike the author also kindly gave the following explanation: »Die Kehle und Brust 
sind sehr dunkel, die Warm-Sepia-Farbe herrscht vor, der Riicken ist nur rot- 

licher.»> Since Matscute this way had still more sharply defined the characteri- 

stics of the Thika Waterbuck I must state that my specimens from Guaso Nyiri 

cannot he counted to the Thika race as I had expected. The following descrip- 
tion proves more fully the differences. The back is grizzled, the ground colour 

being hoary or whitish grey overlaid with »warm sepia» (Rép des Couleurs» 305. 2). 
The warm sepia colour dominates over the hoary on the rump, and also, although 
less markedly, above the shoulders. Towards the sides the warm sepia fades 
more and more and is replaced by »otter brown» (»Rép. de Couleurs 354) begin- 
ning with darker shades and finally passing to the lightest on the lower flanks 

where the light grey wholly dominates. The under parts are whitish with an 
K. Sy. Vet. Akad. Hand]. Band 48. N:o 5. 21 
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»otter brown» tinge. The shoulders and hams are thinly overlaid with »warm 

sepia» passing into »otter brown». The ground colour of the upper neck is hoary 
grey rather thickly oyerlaid with »warm sepia» (395. 1). The face is »>warm sepia» 

(305. 2) paler and mixed with hoary grey; on the sides the forehead is »burnt 

umber» (Rép. de Couleurs, 304. 2) somewhat mixed with »warm sepia». The ears 

are the palest shade of »dark fawn» (Rép. de Couleurs, 307. 1) fading to whitish 

towards the outer margin of the basal half, but inclining to »warm sepia» on the 

upper margin and the tip, white inside. The white eye-mark is well developed, fully 

3 cm. broad and extending about 7—8 em. in front of the eye. A broad white 

band around the muffle. The chin is white beyond the angle of the mouth. The 

interramial space between the white chin and the white throat spot is whitish, tinged 

with »otter brown». The lateral angles of the white throat spot do not reach the 

base of the ears. The lower side of the neck smoke grey, the hoary grey being 

tinted with brown. Nothing white on the chest. The white rump band is about 3 
em. broad and interrupted dorsally in the middle for about 2'*/2 ecm. in one of the 
bucks. The tail is warm sepia above and on the tuft, white below. The fore legs 

below the »knee» are »warm sepia» (305.2) in front, »chocolate» (343. 2) on the sides 

and behind; the white band around the hoofs and false hoofs is narrow. The hind 

legs below the tarsal joint are »dark fawn» (307.4) in front, more blackish behind. 

The cow is generally paler, the »warm sepia» tint on the back of the buck 

being substituted by a corresponding tint of »brownish drab» (302), and the colour 
of the lower legs nearest to »raw umber» (301). 

In addition to what has been already mentioned concerning the colour of the neck 

and the breast it may be concluded from this description that the Waterbucks from 

Guaso Nyiri (Pl. XIV fig. 2) are considerably paler than the Thika race. The back 

of the latter is said to be »rétlich sepiafarbig>, but there is no reddish tint in the 
former. The Thika race has »die Kérperseiten nur ganz wenig mit grau getént», 

while there is more grey than sepia on the corresponding parts of the Guaso Nyiri 
specimens. In the Thika race »die Weichen sind heller, sehr hell umbrabraun (Rep. 

de Couleurs 301. 1 aber etwas grauer)» in the Guaso Nyiri specimens there is no trace 

of »raw umber» on the lower flanks. The ears are also much paler in the Guaso 
Nyiri race. 

It appears also to be paler than the typical South African race, which at the same 
time is considerably larger as can be seen from the cranial measurements recorded below. 

j 

| Petre Brit, E. Ate, Guaso Nyiri 

rot rot | of 

Basicranial length = 5: a ek eve eee tw, Ob ine eee 380 340 330 

Condylobasal length’. . =~ 3 snes em 6 ele se hee) wee 400 358 355 

Greatest breadth :.)2" 3 tPF PS CMM e ene 5 ee een 178 158 157 

Distance from orbit to tip of premaxillaries ........ 245 220 225 

} » occipital condyle to front margin of orbit . . 204 183 17 

Length ,of masalais, 3fi34), sea ah Perae eee ee ee 156 144 156 

» ») “uppermolar series’. = . < = © se): rc, ee cabot 108 101 106 
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The length of the horns of my two Waterbucks is, measured along the anterior 

curve, about 57—58 em., and two other bucks shot for trophies by Mr. Ss6qRrmEn 

near the same place had exactly the same length of the horns so that this measure- 

ment appears to be the »normal» at Guaso Nyiri below Chanler Falls, but the spread 

of the horns varies considerably. It was in these four bucks about 22 '/s, 27 ‘/s, 29, 

and 32 em. 
The measurements of the typical skull of K. e. thike is a little larger than the 

Guaso Nyiri skulls the basal length being 349 mm. according to Marsouie (I. ¢. p. 

411), and the greatest breadth 162 mm. The distance between the posterior surface 

of the occipital condyle and the anterior margin of the orbit is in Marscuin’s type 

specimen 185 mm. >also nur 23 mm. linger als die grésste Breite des Schadels». 

Martscute lays much stress upon the great breadth of the skull of K. e. thika, and 

he appears to regard this as a typical characteristic of that animal. If a comparison 

is made between the basal length of the skull and its greatest breadth, the latter 

measurement is found to be 46 °/o of the former according to MATscHIn’s measure- 

ments of K. e. thike. In a similar way the corresponding percentages for the skulls 

of my two Waterbucks from Guaso Nyiri prove to be resp. 46, and 47, and the 

difference between the greatest breadth of the skull and the distance between the 
occipital condyle and the front margin of the orbit is resp. 25 and 19 mm. But 

this great relative breadth of the skull is nothing characteristic of the northern 
Waterbucks of the ellipsiprymnus group alone. The measurements of a skull of a 

Waterbuck from South Africa recorded above show that the breadth of the same is 

46 °/o of the basal length there as well. These proportions are thus alike in southern 

as well as in northern specimens. 
To judge from Marscuir’s measurements of the typical skull of K. e. thike it 

appears to be a little larger than my two skulls from Guaso Nyiri but the difference 

is not great and might easily be individual. For the present no other cranial diffe- 
rences of importance can be pointed out, and it is thus rather uncertain whether 
the differences in colour and pattern justify the creation of a different subspecies 
for the Waterbucks of the Guaso Nyiri district. Against Marscure’s formal decla- 

ration it is, however, difficult for the present to identify his very dark K. e. thike 

with my pale specimens from Guaso Nyiri, and although unwillingly I have felt 

myself compelled to give them a separate name until the question can be fully solved 

by more material. 
The paleness of the Waterbucks along Guaso Nyiri appears to reach its extreme 

in some individuals at and near the Lorian Swamp, where I heard that »white Wa- 
terbucks> had been repeatedly observed. Such a one is reported in Proc. Zool. Soc. 
London 1905 II p. 297, and in »The Field» the »white Waterbucks» from this loca- 

lity have been mentioned more than once, and it has been stated that the eyes of 

these white specimens are »of the normal colour, not pink».* This makes this white 
variation to something more than the common pathological pink-eyed albino which 

now and then occurs among many different species of mammals. 

a Conf. also the Extract in The Journal of the East Africa and Uganda Nat. Hist. Soc. Vol. Il, N:o 3, p. 75. 
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Waterbucks were seen near Lekiundu river, and on both sides of Guaso Nyiri 

from the ford on the Marsabit road to some distance below Chanler Falls. Often 
5 to 8 or more cows and immature animals were seen together but no buck. At 
other opportunities single bucks, or a few bucks in company were observed or a 

buck with some few cows. They were always found near the river, but often on very 
bad and stony ground. They were not very shy. When first observed close to the 

river they usually took their refuge to higher ground and trotted up on stony hills with 

great dexterity. The grey fur harmonized completely with the grey, leaf-less bush 

but they were, of course, very easily seen as they did not try to hide and their 

contour-lines always betrayed them. They have a more deer-like and stately carriage 

than any other antelope, because they hold head and neck high. 

Redunca sp. 

At two different opportunities not far from Nairobi I saw a Reedbuck, but it 

was on private ground where I had no right to shoot, so that I could not ascertain 
which species it represented. 

Aipyceros melampus rendilis n. subsp. 

In the thornbush country north of Guaso Nyiri I collected the material of 

Impala Antelopes which I was entitled to by my licence viz. 4 specimens and selected 
two good bucks (Pl. XIV fig. 3), a young buck with still almost straight horns (Pl. 

XIV fig. 4) (m*® not yet up), and a female. When [ had come home and compared 

my material with specimens from Kilimanjaro (collected by Ss6stepT) which must 

be regarded as representing A. m. suara MartscuiE I found that the difference in 

colour is quite conspicuous. My specimens are irrespective of age and sex alike and 

much darker than the Kilimanjaro specimens which display a much redder general 

colouring. 

The general colour of the back of the Guaso Nyiri race is »fawn» (Rep. de 

Couleurs 308.4 in ¢, 308.3 in 2), and darkens in the bucks on the posterior back to 

»madder brown» (Rep. de Coul. 334.4). In contrast to this the colour of the Kili- 

manjaro specimens is the same shade as »dead leaf» (Rép. de Coul. 321. 3 & 4) but 
brighter. The line of demarcation in the Guaso Nyiri specimens is quite sharp, and the 

colour of the sides is »dark fawn» (Rép. de Col. 307. 1), while the colour of correspon- 
ding parts in the Kilimanjaro specimens is »buff» (Rép. de Coul. 309. 1). The white 

above the eye, on the chin and throat is similar in both races. Below and in front 

of the eye, below the continuation of the white eyebrow-stripe there is in the Guaso 

Nyiri specimens a blackish, not sharply defined but well visible patch which I have 
not seen in a buck from Kilimanjaro, but which may be faintly traced in a ewe from the 

same place. (The authors of the »Book of Antelopes» say that this patch »is never 

present in northern» specimens, and it may thus be of some importance.) The black 
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patch on the crown is present in both races. The colour of the face is fawn with 
a dusky blaze in the Guaso Nyiri race (Pl. XIV fig. 3), more bright rufous in the 

Kilimanjaro specimens. The colour of the outside of the ears is »dark fawn» in my 
specimens, »buff» in those from Kilimanjaro, the terminal portion is black in both. 

The mesial dark dorsal streak is in consequence of the general dark colour not very 

apparent before it becomes black on the rump, and it is continued on the tail, where 

it, however, is concealed in the bucks by the long white hairs on the terminal por- 
tion of this organ. The black stripes on the buttocks, and the black tufts on the 

hind legs are developed as usual. The black spots as well on fore as hind legs in 

the place where the lateral hoofs are situated in other antelopes, and the black spot 

on the heel are perhaps more pronounced than in the Kilimanjaro race. 
These differences in colour between the Impalas from Guaso Nyiri and Kili- 

manjaro are also supported by cranial differences as the following measurements 

indicate. 

a Guaso Nyiri Kilimanjaro 

ata a il ge ge 
| 

mm. mm. mm. | mm. mm, 
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| Breadth of nasals at the end of the nasopremaxillary suture... .-. +... > | P21 24 24; 20; 20 

Distance from orbit to tip of premaxillary. .. ... +. +--+ eee ee ees | 162 169 170 | 159 | 160 

Bength of apper miolar series 6S 5 tie ee we ele ee 81 78 so | 76 | 71 

The length of the horns of my two Impala bucks, which are to be regarded 
as good average specimens, measure about 73 and 66 cm. along the front curve and 

the distance from tip to tip is resp. 43 and 53 cm." 
The Impalas of German East Africa appear to be smaller with shorter and 

especially narrower nasals. The difference is not very great, but I think it is the 

best proceeding to name the Impala of the thornbush country north of Guaso Nyiri 

as a separate geographic race which is called rendilis after the nomadic tribe inha- 
biting this country. Concerning the colour it could almost have been expected that 

the inhabitants of this arid region should have been paler instead of being rather 

darker. 

1 The spread of the horns is, as is well known, very variahle, and sometimes one of the tips is nearer 
the median line than the other. A good example of this was an Impala which I saw in Nairobi and which probably 
was from Sotik. The spread of this was not less than 68 em., but the tip of the right horn was only about 
25 cm. from the median line. — Some ultramodern zoologists would probably term such a specimen a hybrid! 
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In the thornbush country the Impalas occurred in small flocks usually counting 

from 7—8 to about 15. As has been observed at other localities as well, such a flock 

sometimes consists of a good buck and a number of females and young bucks which 

not yet have fully developed horns, sometimes there are no adult buck at all to be 

seen in the flock, and sometimes 7—8 adult bucks live together without having a 

single female or young buck in company. It is more seldom single bucks wander 

alone or only two in company. When we were camping at Guaso Nyiri the Impalas 

were as a rule seen near the river, and at the water-places Njoro and Thera as well 

they lived not far from the water-holes. When not on the move their favourite haunts 
appeared to be the bushes fringing the dry beds and ravines of the small rivulets 
and water-courses. There the Impalas have a good cover. Often some evergreen 

bushes grow in such localities, and these may be the only green food available during 

the dry season in this country. 

When alarmed they warn the others with a sharp sniff or whistling snort and 
make some wonderful bounds high above the bushes before they start on their re- 

gular flight in a certain direction with full speed. It is evident that they make 

these high leaps out of curiosity and to try to find out from where and from whom 

the danger threatens. 

On the acaciasteppe south of Guaso Nyiri Impalas were seen in bushes near 

Lekiundu river, but as I did not shoot any specimen there I cannot tell whether they 

were of the same race as those of the thornbush. 

Gazella thomsonil GUNTHER. 

SerateR & Tuomas: Book of Antelopes, Vol. 3, p. 171. 

The beautiful little »Tommies» are still common on the plains around Nairobi 

and at Juja farm. Unlike the Grant gazelles they do not extend their distribution 

much further north east. Like the Kongoni and the White-bearded Gnu they were 

non existent on the acacia-steppe south of Guaso Nyiri. They belong thus to the 
East African fauna in a restricted sense. 

Where they are not pursued the Tommies are the most confiding of the ante- 

lopes of the plains, but where they are often shot at, they become very shy and 

run for their lifes even at very long distances, and long before they are within range 
for a rifle. 

Gazella granti Brooke. 

Scrater & Tomas: Book of Antelopes, Vol. HI, p. 179. 

Not less shan six subspecies of Grants Gazelle have been named and these 
have been reviewed not long ago in LyDEKKER’s book on the »Game Animals of 

Africa» (1908). The variability of the species is, however, great and, although some 

of the races appear to be well defined, it is sometimes rather difficult to form a 
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definite opinion about certain specimens. For instance, a typical head of G. g. robertsi 
is very easy to recognize on its horns the tips of which point outwards and backward 

and thus have a great spread. Horns of G. g. robertsi about which there could be 

‘no mistake I saw brought from Sotik. On the other hand it is not uncommon that 

a dispute arises whether a certain pair of horns shall be regarded as G. g. granti, or 

G, g. robertsi, and I remember that I have been in uncertainty myself about this 

when once called to settle a controversy on such a matter. This proves that there 

are intermediate links between these races. 

The Grant Gazelle of the Athi plains near Nairobi, and in the southern Game- 

reserve belongs to the typical G@. g. granti, while G. g. petersi with more parallel 

horns, and the colour of the back reaching the root of the tail is found at lower 

Tana and Sabaki rivers, thus nearer the coast. 

G. g. notata is said to live in the country »from the highlands southwards and 

south-eastwards of Lake Rudolf to the Guaso Nyiro-valley and Mount Kenya» (Ly- 
DEKKER |. ce. p. 262). Judging from this I expected to find the race mentioned in 

the country round Guaso Nyiri. This was, however, not the case. The characteristic 

of G. g. notata, from which also the name is derived, is that it shall have the body- 

markings »much intensified». »Dark and light lateral bands much longer and broader, 

the former nearly black and reaching forwards on to the shoulder, and backwards 
nearly to the white rump-mark; the latter pale buff, and succeeded above by a second 
dark band, lighter than the main lateral band, but distinctly darker than the centre 

of the back. This second dark band united with the other behind the posterior end 
of the light band. Pygal band black and very strongly defined» (ScLaTER & THOMAS 

l. ec. p. 191). The Grant Gazelles on the acacia-steppe at Lekiundu river near but 

south of Guaso Nyiri had, however, no such appearance, nor their congeners in the 

thornbush on the northern side of the latter river. Instead of having intense markings 

they were very pale all over, and the markings obsolete. There are two such sub- 

species described viz G. g. brighti Tuomas, and G. g. lacwum NEUMANN. The former 

which LyprekKerR terms the Lado race is said to inhabit the country between Lake 

Rudolph and Lado. The latter the Abaya race is from the surroundings of Lake 
Abaya, or »vom Zuai-See bis zum Gandjule-See». G. g. brighti* is fully described and 

characterized by its pale colour and absence of dark lateral bands in all specimens 

of any age. This race has also comparatively short horns and a »growth-boss» at 
their anterior bases retained into adult life. About G. g. lacwum it is much more 

difficult to get any clear idea. It is said to be somewhat smaller than G@. g. granti 

and provided with straight horns. The dark lateral band is said to be conspicuous 

in young animals, and present but indistinct in old females. The dark pygal band 

is said to be less developed than in G. g. granti and the white rump-patch smaller. 

The horns shall be longer than in G. g. brighti. 
Considering all it appears most likely that my specimens are more nearly related 

to the race named G. g. lacuum than to any other but, although in the following I 

1 Proc. Zool. Soc., London 1900, p. 805. 
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am going to use this name, I do not think that it signifies at all a from other races 

sharply defined form, but most probably such a one which merges gradually as well 
into G. g. granti on one hand as into G. g. brighti on the other. 

Gazella granti lacuum Neumann. 

NeuMANN: Sitz. ber. Ges. nafurf. Freunde, Berlin 1906, p. 243. 

The Grant Gazelles on the acacia steppe south of Guaso Nyiri around Lekiundu 

river do not differ much from the typical G. g. granti except that they are paler and 

the dark spot on the muzzle of the bucks is smaller and Jess pronounced. The dark 

pygal band is present but not very sharply defined and sometimes it can hardly be 

traced (Pl. XIV, fig. 5). In the females the markings as usual are better developed 

but even in some of them the lateral band is on the verge of disappearing, or quite 

obsolete. On the northern side of Guaso Nyiri the Grant-gazelles were still paler. 

The nasal spots of the bucks are often only a faint dusky cloud, and the dark pygal 

band is practically absent, even if the hairs at that place are a shade darker. In 

some small herds one or two females were seen with lateral bands, in other herds not 

a single animal with lateral bands could be detected. This was for instance the case 

at the water-place Njoro and these animals thus approach G. g. brighti, but the horns 

were longer measuring in a buck shot at that place about 55 cm. along the anterior 

curves and with a basal circumference of 15,5 em. Equally pale bucks were shot 

near Chanler Falls, and the best of them’ carried horns measuring 63 cm. and with 

a basal circumference of 17,3 em. These large horns and their shape which is rather 
similar to that in true G. granti prove that these specimens are not identical with 

G. g. brighti. The spread of the horns is as usual among Grant-Gazelles variable. 

In the specimen from Njoro (Pl. XV, fig. 1) the distance from tip to tip is about 

29'/2 em. but in those from Chanler Falls only about 19 em. On the two Lekiundu 

bucks the same dimension was resp. 23'/2 and 16 em. 

With regard to the size of the white rump-patch I cannot find any perceptible 
difference between these animals and typical Grant Gazelles from Kilimanjaro. 

Generally speaking these Gazelles are somewhat smaller than the typical race, 
and the measurements of the skulls as can be seen on the accompanying table agree 

nearly with those recorded by THomas® for the type of G. g. brighti. But even the 

measurements have in this case only relative value, and do not constitute with full 
certainty distinguishing characteristics. This I have ascertained myself as I have 

measured skulls of adult bucks of G g. granti from Kilimanjaro which have a shorter 

condylobasal length than the average of my specimens from Guaso Nyiri, although 

others were about 20 mm. longer. The smallest of my specimens is the one from 

Njoro which, however, was a fully adult animal in good condition. This may stand 

‘ The females in company with this buck had dark lateral bands according to Mr. Cunninauame’s ob- 
servation. 

* Proc. Zool. Soc., London 1900, p. 805. 
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in connection with the fact that in this arid region food must be scarce for these 

animals. The buck killed there had chiefly fed on the leaves of an evergreen bush 
which grew at a dry river-bed. 

The first two bucks killed at Lekiundu river (Pl. XIV, fig. 5) measured both 

of them when freshly killed 170 cm. in a straight line from the muzzle to the tip 

of the tail, and the length of the tail corresponded to 26 cm. out of that. The 
paler bucks from Chanler Falls were certainly not smaller, although I have no body 

measurements of them. The buck from Njoro again which, as already mentioned, 

was my smallest specimen has the basal length of its skull about 12 mm. shorter 
than the type of G. g. brighti. 

Lekiundu river S. of Guaso Nyiri | Njoro |N. of Guaso Nyiri | 

aay = — = near Chanler Falls 
wd 2 2 om HSA RRR OTD SEA og | 

| mm. mm. mm. mm. mm. | mm. mm. 

Condylobasal length of skull... ....... 222 221 -- | 252 | 249 255 254 | 

PRIRONEGOOS GIGS. We ley es <<). Sek oe 206" |) 2060 — |) 6288) 228+)" 236 238 

Greatest breadth of skull. ...........| 99 | 99 | 107 107 | = 108 107 | 108 | 
Distance from orbit to tip of premaxillaries. . . 126 ls | 137 128 129 136 137 | 

Least interorbital width .......+..+-+.- | = 63 56 | 66 66 63 65 62 

Petts kt. et? ook tC |e |S 7, 
Upper molar series. 2. pe pidbaee fo eall” | ikeat 4 Miety  yo s2 | 79 

A study of the cranial measurements recorded above shows that, with the ex- 

ception of the specimen from Njoro, the other bucks are very much alike. The 
greatest variation is found in the length of the nasals. One of the bucks from Le- 

kiundu has long nasals 74 mm., one of those from Chanler Falls has also comparatively 

long nasals 67 mm., but in the others they must be termed short. Skulls of 
the typical Grant Gazelle from Kilimanjaro, often have rather long nasals measuring 
more than 70 mm. It might thus appear possible that this should be a characteristic 
of the typical race, and shorter nasals on the other hand of the smaller more northern 

races. Some of my specimens are then intermediate in this respect as well. But it 

must be remembered that the variation in this respect is rather great even among 
the typical Grant Gazelles, and that fullgrown bucks of the latter race may be found 

with the nasals measuring only little more than 60 mm. 

Short nasals stand in connection with a movable muzzle, and for a browsing 
ruminant such an organ is of importance. The Grant Gazelles of the open plains 

are grazers, but those of the thorn-bush are at least partly browsers. This may account 
for the difference in the length of the nasals in different races if constant. 

It may be concluded from this that intergrading links between the typical G. 

g. granti of the steppes of Central East Africa, and the paler and smaller races G. 
g. brighti and G. g. lacuum of the arid regions further north can be found so that no 

sharp limits can be drawn between them. The, as it seems, still incompletely known 

K. Sy. Vet. Akad. Hand]. Band 48. N:o 5. 22 
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Banded Grant Gazelle, G.g. notata is probably an inhabitant only of somewhat higher 

altitudes, the Loroghi mountains ete., and does not descend on the hot and arid 
plains, resp. thornbush country. Its longer fur and richer colouration speaks for 
such a theory. 

HoLuistER has recently recorded' this race from the Laikipia plateau and also 

given the measurement of a skull which had a condylobasal length of 260 mm., thus 

larger than that of the pale race described above, but the author quoted says »there 

appear to be no constant cranial characters by which skulls without horns» of this 

and the typical race can be separated. The horns are different, however, he says, 

»spreading but little at the points», The distance between the points is recorded to 
be 16 cm., thus the same as in one of my specimens from Lekiundu. There is thus 

in this respect as well intergrading specimens to be found. 

The Grant gazelles are rather common on the acacia steppe south of Guaso 

Nyiri. They occurred usually in small flocks, but single as well bucks as females are 
often seen. In the thornbush on the northern side of the river they were less nume- 

rous. In consequence of their pale colour and short, smooth fur they appeared 

quite white in some shades of light. 

Lithocranius walleri (BRooxke). 

Scrater & THomas: Book of Antelopes Vol. III, p. 229. 

The type locality of the species is said to be the Tsavo plains east of Kiliman- 

jaro. The specimens from Somaliland which already then were known to be larger, 

were named »Lithocranius sclateri» by O. Neumann.” The distinguishing characteris- 

tics are said to be, in addition to the difference in size, as follows: The typical 
L. walleri is said to be »redder» (»réther>) than the Somali-race. It shall have black 

knee-tufts (»schwarze Kniebiischel») and »das weisse der Unterseite bildet an den Seiten 

des Schwanzes einen undeutlichen breiten Fleck». On the other hand, the Somali- 

race is said to have »braune Kniebiischel, und das weisse der Unterseite zieht sich 

seitlich des Schwanzes als feine weisse Linie aufwirts>. 

Looking at my three specimens from the northern side of Guaso Nyiri I find 

that the upper central parts of the knee-tufts are black, but the lower and lateral 

parts are rufous. It is thus difficult to know whether this characteristic shall indi- 

cate L. walleri, or L. sclateri. The white along the posterior edge of the hams extends 

as a fine line to the root of the tail, where it expands to a maximum breadth of about 
1 cm. in the doe, about 2 cm. in the buck. It is difficult to know what NEUMANN 

means with his words »einen undeutlichen breiten Fleck», which should be charac- 

teristic of L. walleri, but it appears most probable that my specimens in this respect 
as well are intermediate, between the northern and southern races. The name »scla- 

teri» can thus only be regarded to have subspecific value. 

' Smithson. Mise. Coll. Washington 1910, Vol. 56, p. 7. 

» Sitzber. naturf. Freunde. Berlin 1899, p. 19. 
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The horns of my old buck are well developed, although no records they mea- 
sure along the front curve about 31 cm. with a basal circumference of 13'/s em., 
and a distance between the tips of 6'/2 em. 

Concerning the skull NEUMANN says that the nasals and premaxillaries of the 
typical L. walleri are much shorter than those of L. sclateri. Fortunately in this 
case he gives the dimensions of these bones in two specimens of L. walleri, and one 
L. sclateri. These measurements which are quoted below are said to be derived from 
old male skulls as also is the case with mine. 

L. sclateri o My specimen) L. walleri o | L. walleri 
from Berbera from Guaso fromPangani from 

| (NEUMANN) Nyiri (NEUMANN Kibaya 

mm mm. mm. mm. 

| Length of premaxillary......... 66 60 55 57 

Length or nassle.*. 2 0 se ee 74 61 49 54 

Length of upper molar series. . ... . 56 52 46 | 

From this may be seen that my specimen occupies an intermediate position 

between L. walleri and L. sclateri with regard to these measurements as well which 

thus confirms the supposition expressed above concerning the subspecific value only 
of L. sclateri. 

For the benefit of a future comparison of other cranial dimensions as well, of 

specimens from different localities the following measurements of my adult specimens 
from Guaso Nyiri are recorded. 

| 

| mm. mm. 

| Greatest length of skull (occiput to tip of premaxillary) .... . 229 209 

| ME SLOMESATMBUOCUN OL RKUL. foes ss s,s os 4: ee 6 8 ss 219 198 

. Basicranial » BPMN We Leis a NPE eet dani. a Me i 206 182 

Greatest breadth MISH Sis ists dial 2 2 Paes. Hie £ 96 87 

Banat imterorbitel, bread thie esha tis che Ss) se lose, oe: bs ako ke 67,5 | 54 

| Distance from orbit to tip of premaxillary. ........... 106 98 

» » > MET RC ee Mite a gee eee, Me Sec ne cee 107 95 

Pert DL Upiar, DIO BOLIER (eric «abe ne we ok «ym hs ek 52 50 

If Brooke’s figure of a male skull of the typical L. walleri' is correct, the 
distance between the proximal end of the premaxillary and the nasal is considerably 
greater than is the case in my specimen in which this distance is only 7 mm. which, 

of course, stands in connection with the somewhat longer premaxillary in this inter- 

mediate form. : 
The skull of the Gerenuk displays several very interesting peculiarities to which 

I will pay attention at another opportunity. 

' Reproduced in »Book of Antelopes> 1. ¢., p. 231. 
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The first Gerenuks were seen by this expedition among scattered groups of 

bushes, and in patches of thornbush on the steppe around Lekiundu river south of 

Guaso Nyiri. In the thornbush country north of the latter river the Gerenuks were 
common. They were usually seen in small families from three to about seven, but 

sometimes also single. Good bucks, which are very much larger than the does and 

the young bucks, are by far not numerous compared with the other specimens. Some- 

times I did not see a good buck for several days, although not a day passed without 

that a good many Gerenuks of small size were observed. The best buck which I 

saw and succeeded to shoot was single. The habits of these peculiar antelopes have 

been repeatedly and correctly described (conf. the quotations in the »Book of Ante- 

lopes», and in LYDEKKER’s >The Game Animals of Africa», etc.). The Gerenuks are 

wary, and in some places even shy, so that they do not admit the shooter at a 

shorter range than about 300 m., and as they, as a rule, only show their long nar- 

row necks they are then by no means an easy target. In the thicker thornbush 

north of Guaso Nyiri they were less shy, and to a certain extent even curious. In 

the grey and leaf-less thornbush the stalking sportsman or naturalist often sees at 

some distance two or three vertical rufous streaks; that is the erect necks of some 

Gerenuks which stare for some moments at the intruder in their dominion. If they 
are within reasonable range it is time to shoot, although the bodies are entirely hid- 
den and the necks narrow. But if one moves to continue the stalk the Gerenuks 

dive down with their necks below the bushes and disappear. As a rule they do not 

go straight away, but oftener their »long crouching trot» carries them obliquely to- 
wards one side or the other. If the sportsman sees the direction, and the thornbush 

is not too thick, they may often be intercepted by making a short cut because, as 

a tule, they do not go very far before the rufous necks appear again behind some 

bush. This may be repeated a couple of times before they disappear completely, or 

it has been ascertained that there is no good buck in the little flock. 
The Gerenuk is in a marvelous manner adopted to the life in the thornbush. 

Its slender form enables it to slink through narrow openings in the bush, and its 

sleek coat does not catch in the thorns. The skin is rather thin, except on the neck 

of the buck where it is thick, but of a soft and elastic, almost rubber-like consis- 

tency, unlike other antelope skins. 

The Gerenuk is a browser feeding on the leaves, tender shoots, and, during the 

dry season at least, to great extent on the berries of the different kinds of bushes. 

Their long and slender legs, long and narrow necks, long, hairy and movable lips enable 

them to reach high up in the bushes, especially when they rise on the hind legs as 
they often do. I have had the pleasure of seeing that myself, and I am thus able 

to testify that the figure reproduced on p. 232 in Vol. III of »Book of Antelopes» 

depicts two very characteristic attitudes of this interesting animal. There is a very 

striking analogy in the shape, not only of the neck and head, but also of the lips 

between a Giraffe and a Gerenuk. Thanks to this wonderful adaptation the Gere- 

nuk is able to sustain itself on such dainty material in this barren-looking desert as 

the thornbush appears to be during the dry season, that its intestinal canal, as I 
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intend to describe at another opportunity, can be, and is more simply built than in 
any other antelope of, or above its size. 

The Gerenuks which I shot had their stomachs filled with green leaves and a 
kind of berries which were of the size of pease and grew erect on the branches of a 

thorny bush. Im the centre was a hard seed, and between that and the skin a white 
or transparent aromatic and resinous substance. 

Oryx beisa annectens (HoLuisrer). 

Hotuister: Smithson. Mise. Coll. Washington 1910, Vol. 56, nr. 2, p. 7. 

Hoxuister has recently described (I. c.) the Oryx-Antelope of the Laikipia 
Plateau as a new species under the name of Oryx annectens. The distinguishing 
characteristics with regard to the colour are said to be »lateral stripe narrower» than 

in the true Oryx beisa >and head markings somewhat approaching those of O. callotis»,. 

The four specimens of Oryx which I was allowed to shoot on my license were 

obtained south of Guaso Nyiri river near its tributary Lekiundu river and near the 

ford on the Marsabit road. These specimens differ from the typical Oryx beisa and 

agree better with HoLuister’s O. annectens, but the characteristics are to some extent 

variable, as will be set forth below, so that I can only admit subspecific rank to »0. 

annectens>, 

HOLLIsTER’s type of »0. annectens» is said to have the lateral stripes »reduced 
to narrow streaks from 8 mm, wide in the middle to 10 mm. wide near the post- 

erior end». In my specimens as well it is often only 8 mm. wide in the middle but 

widens posteriorly in one specimen to 20, in another to 25, in the third to 20, resp. 
25 on the other side, and in the fourth to 25 and 30 mm. resp. 

My specimens are thus not so widely different from the typical O. beisa as 

Houuister’s type of O. annectens, although the difference still is perceptible. The 

situation of the lateral stripe with regard to the general colouring of the body is as 

described by HoLuistTeErR. 
The markings of the head appear, however, to offer better characteristics. The 

stripe through the eye extends higher up to the top of the head, and is also pro- 
longed downwards so that it joins the black throat stripe in all four specimens (only 
in one of HOLLIsTeR’s specimens), This reminds about the pattern of the head of 

Oryx gazella, and the same is also the case with the broadening of the facial black 

patch and its extension downwards on the sides of the face so as to actually coalesce 
with the confluent eye stripe and throat stripe, which takes place in one of my spe- 
cimens.* In two others the distance between the lateral tip of the facial patch, and 

the eye stripe is reduced to 20—25 mm., in the fourth it is a little more, viz. 30 
mm., but scattered black hairs tend to bridge over this interspace in all three spe- 
cimens. 

1 The same pattern is beautifully illustrated by a photo of an Oryx bull by Rooseverr in his » African 
Game Trails», p. 270. This specimen appears to have been killed to the north west of Kenia. 
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The dorsal stripe is quite absent in one of the specimens, in another it is rather 

weakly represented on the posterior portion of the back, in a third it extends from 

the middle of the back to the sacral region, and in the fourth from above the shoul- 

ders to the loins. 
The black marking on the cannon-bone is only slightly developed on the fore 

legs, in some instances there is only a black shadow streak, in others it deserves the 

name of a black spot but not very large. On the hind legs below the hocks one of 

my specimens is shaded with black on the outside down to the false hoofs. Another 
has arather big black blotch 15 x 4'/2 cm. on the outside of the cannon bone below 

the hocks. In the two others this portion of the hind leg is only more or less faintly 

shaded with black. This variability is of interest especially as these markings re- 

mind about the condition of other species. 

The following cranial measurements of my specimens prove my best bull to be 
larger than HoLuisTeR’s type, but not to such a degree as to cause any doubt as to 

the racial identity. 

oe 2 2 

mm. mom, |, . Zam. | mm. 

Gondylobasal Jengihi-. 2). lsigst «| sie | -inies al ide ee 376 379 | 372 | = =349 

Greatest breadth of skull. ........ pe oa ae 152 156 152 | 145 

From orbit to tip of premaxillary ..... - reas 240 241 232 | 223 

| Least interorbital breadth .......... GANS 104 107 LOT © 1 DOSE 

| Hength iofnasalancpai-wlof: 8 <ieae wenn viee = i) ek59 159 | «61330 | 131 
| Length of upper molar series. ..-.+-+-++.+:+. 107 108 98 | . 105 

Gength Of WOrms os sede py ponies oe ae 785 870 820 | 810 

Spread at points. ....-..-+.-+-+.- SiG; ote 215 200 223 | 220 

All these specimens are fully adult specimens with rather strongly worn teeth. 

The smallest and the biggest cow were in company when shot. The individual varia- 
tion in size is thus rather great, as usually is the case with those animals the growth 

of which is continued through several seasons which are apt to offer different con- 

ditions of life. With regard to animals which live in such a country as these Oryx 

Antelopes do, this fact is quite easy to understand, because a long and severe drought, 
which is nothing rare there, may make the pasture extremely scanty and of bad 

quality. This naturally results in starvation for the antelopes, and a stunted growth 
of the young animals, while those which grow up during a period of favourable rains 

get abundance of food. 
We met with Oryx Antelopes of this kind on the acacia steppe round the tribu- 

taries Luazomela, Itiolu, and Lekiundu rivers to Guaso Nyiri. In some places they 

wery quite numerous in this country. They were also seen on the northern side of 

Guaso Nyiri but were not so numerous in the thornbush there as on the steppe on 

the southern side. 
They occur sometimes single or two or three together, oftener in small herds 

containing from five to a dozen or more. If the animals are common in a locality 
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they join to big herds. The largest herd I counted south of Guaso Nyiri in February 
numbered 43 individuals, but returning over the same steppe in March since green 
grass had been developed I counted about 90 in one herd ('*/s 1911) not far from 

the ford on the Marsabit road. The Oryxes associate often with Zebras, Grant zebras 

at the southern range of their distribution, but with Grevy zebras nearer Guaso Nyiri 

and north of this river. Sometimes the herds are mixed in subequal numbers but 
in other cases a single Oryx can be seen among Zebras, or the opposite. 

The Oryx Antelopes were seen grazing in the morning, and towards evening. 

Later in the forenoon and about noon they are usually standing quiet, often selecting 

the shade of an acacia, if such are to be found, or with the head, and as much as 

possible of the body, under some big bush. In the thornbush country north of Guaso 

Nyiri grows a kind of funnel-shaped, flat-topped acacia-bushes which are much liked 

by the animals for the shade they give in this hot country. The Oryxes are fond 

of standing to rest under these, and they are then not so shy as usual. One day 

for instance I came across about a dozen fine animals with very long horns — one 

of them had only one horn, the other being quite broken away — standing under 
such bushes about 60 metres from me and my gunbearers. They allowed us for sev- 

eral minutes to stand in full view of them discussing the length of their horns and 
admiring their beauty before they leisurely trotted of through the thornbush un- 
molested. 

As a rule the Oryxes are very shy and wary, sometimes extremely so. It 

happens sometimes that they appear smitten by some inexplicable terror and gallop 
away at very long distances kilometres away. In other cases it is no difficulty to 

approach them to a distance of about a couple of hundred metres. If their curiosity 

is aroused they may exceptionally stand and stare even if the dangerous object is 
not very far from them. One day when Mr. Cunnineuame and I were stalking (in 
vain) a Giraffe and were lying down behind a low ridge to wait for a good oppor- 

tunity to continue our work, a very fine Oryx bull passed about 40—50 metres from 

us. When he saw us he stopped and looked at us. He did not mind that I sat 

up, produced my Zeiss-glass and examined him most carefully. For minutes he stood 

there, although nothing was hiding us from him; C. and I were talking about him, 
he made a few steps now and then, stopped again, and finally continued his walk. 
So different can the behaviour of wild animals be. 

In some shades of light the general colour of the Oryx blends very well together 

with the dry grass and the leaf-less bushes, but of course there cannot be spoken 
about protective colouration in such a case as this. I found often that the straight 

black horns was the first thing of an Oryx that was observed by the human eye. 

The Oryxes are commonly preyed upon by Lions in these regions as was proved 

by >kills> found. 

RoosEvELT found very young Oryx-calves in September and assumes this month 
to be the regular calving-time of this species. As the calves which I saw in February 

were rather well grown, this observation may be confirmed, but the number of calves 

seen by me was comparatively small. The 12th of March I saw a quite young calf 
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with his mother, and another Oryx in the thornbush below Chanler Falls. This proves 
that the calving season is not quite regular. 

Tragelaphus haywoodi Tuomas. (?) 

Tuomas: Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1905, p. 181. 

Unfortunately I did not succeed in obtaining any Bushbuck when I visited 
such places as Escarpment, and Meru boma where antelopes of this kind were to be 

found. In the dry country, where we spent most of the time collecting, no Bush- 

bucks live. Twice the natives brought Bushbuck-skins for sale but as they were 
very badly mutilated I did not care to buy them. The first time this happened 
near Escarpment station. That skin was dark without any stripes only with some 

few spots. The second skin of Bushbuck was shown to me some distance south of 
Meru boma. It was about chocolate-brown with one faint transverse stripe, and 

some few spots which also were rather faintly developed. 

To judge from the locality, at least the latter skin, and probably the first as 

well, ought to have belonged to the Kenia race of Bushbucks which THomas has 
named as above. THOMAS type which was from Nyiri, a locality intermediate between 

these two, had, however; »three inconspicuous transverse whitish stripes on each side. 

No longitudinal bands, but a few white spots on the sides of the ramp». The num- 

ber of transverse stripes is thus variable in the Bushbucks of the Kenia district. 

Boocercus' eurycerus isaaci THomas. 

Tuomas: Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 7 Ser. Vol. 10, 1902, p. 309. 

At Meru boma I bougth a pair of Bongo horns from a native. The animal 
had been caugth in a pitfall somewhat to the southwest of Meru boma, and as far 

as I could make out, in the upper forest region on the northeastern side of Kenia. 

Length along the front curve nearly 79 cm.; in a straight line 69 mm.; basal circum- 

ference 29'/s cm.; from tip to tip 29 em.; greatest spread (outside) nearly 44 cm. 

As only a part of the skull remains the only measurement of value to be recorded 

is the least interorbital width which is 108 mm. 
I saw also the skin of this animal, but it was very mutilated and in a bad 

state so that I did not care to buy that. It was dark chestnut red with 12 white 
flank stripes. The dorsal stripe was mixed black and white. 

About the end of March when the expedition passed through the mixed bamboo 
and forestregion on the eastern side of Kenia spoors and droppings of Bongo were 

secn at an altitude of about 2,700, in the same tract where the Hylocherus appeared 

1 Although Tomas plainly has stated that he has given this name in consequence of the bovine tail 
of the Bongo several authors wrongly spell Boocerus (!) as if the name referred to the horns! 
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to be common. From a zoogeographical point of view it is of interest to note that 

these two typical forest animals extend so far (north)east. 
Concerning the habits of the Bongo I am indebted to Lord DeLamere for 

the following notes: The Bongo lives in herds which may count up to 20, yes even 

sometimes 30 individuals, to judge from the spoor. They move up and down 

the mountain sides at certain seasons to escape the Wandorobbos. The latter live 

during the dry season at, or above the forest line to get honey from the bees. 
The Bongo is then lower down in the forest. In the rainy season the Wandorobbos 
move down, and the Bongo up. The Wandorobbos pursue the Bongo sometimes 

with barking dogs, and the Bongo makes a stand against the dogs. The Bongo 
feeds exclusively on leaves and branches, never on grass. It seldom if ever goes 
outside the forest. If it happens to come to an open grass-covered spot in the forest 
it passes straight across without stopping to feed. When browsing the Bongo walks 

along all the time, never standing still, but it rests lying in some very dense thicket 
for some hours for instance from 10 a. m. to 3 p. m., or something like that. 

When browsing it makes rather much noise breaking branches and twigs. 

Taurotragus oryx pattersonianus LyprekKrEr. 

LypekkER: Noy. Zool. Vol. 14, 1907 p. 325. 

The Eland is rather rare in those parts of British East Africa where I had the 

opportunity of studying the fauna. Only twice during the whole expedition I had 
the pleasure of seeing these splendid animals. The first time was on the steppe 
between Luazomela and Itiolu rivers. A small herd consisting of four cows and a 

fine »blue» bull got wind of the safari at a very long distance and ran away with 

greatest possible speed in a great curve up the wind, so that I could only watch 

them through my Zeiss-glass. The second time was (3 March) on the northern side 

of Guaso Nyiri not far from Chanler Falls. A small flock was observed. I did not 
see any bull among them (but he might have been hidden among the bushes). The 

animals were very wary this time too, but I got the opportunity of killing a fine 
cow (Pl. XV fig. 2) at a comparatively long range. Two other cows which were in 

its company were not scared by the shot, but stopped and looked round, and could 
then have been shot with greater ease than the first if I had wanted them. These 
Elands were found in a place where the thornbushes were low and scattered. As 

the contents of the stomach proved, they feed as well on grass as on leaves and 

twigs. 
The colour of my specimen (Pl. XV fig. 2) agrees with that which LYDEKKER 

has stated for the type specimen with the differences which are due to difference in 
sex. The »incomplete white chevron» is present, but not quite as broad as in Ly- 
DEKKER’s figure. The black stripe running in the middle line of the forehead of the 

bull is merely indicated in the cow, but the lower part of the face is dark brown. 
The forehead and the posterior part of the back have the same colour, a pale but 

K. Sy. Vet. Akad. Hand]. Band 48. Nz:zo 5. 23 
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clear rufous fawn. A mesial black stripe extends along the back to above the 

withers. It is broader and of a purer black behind, getting browner anteriorly, and 

finally from the withers and forward along the neck continued in a dull fawn crest. 

The sides of the head and the neck are light grey, tinged more or less with »pale 
ecru» (Rép. de Coul. n:o 66,4). The back of the ears pale sandy grey, basally on 

the outside whitish grey, but the upper half of the outer margin blackish with the 
duskiness encroaching on the upper posterior surface. The extreme tip is white. 

There are four white stripes, 5 to 9 cm. apart, across the body in the shoulder region 

and behind the same. One of these is, however, rather faintly developed. The body 
colour fades gradually from the back downwards on the sides to pale buff, and finally 
to white on the lower side. The hams and hind legs are pale ecru. The fore legs 
more buffish in front and whitish behind with a big black mark situated above the 

»knee» on the posterior outside, just a si sshown on the plate XCVIII in »Book of 

Antelopes» for the typical Eland. A continuous black band encircles the hoofs and 
false hoofs as well on the fore as hind legs. This band is about 2 em. broad, and 

on the fore leg it sends up a mesial streak in front so as to divide the Tragelaphine 

white spot above the hoofs in two. On the hind feet again this white mark above 
the hoofs is undivided. The tail is buff-coloured but with black tuft. In the centre 

of the lower surface of the body is a large blackish patch with longitudinal extension 
but not reaching far forward on the chest. 

This description has been made out rather detailed because it does not appear 

to be known how the cow of Patterson’s Eland looks, and even the characteristics 

of the buck appear to be partly unknown as the type-specimen was not complete. 

As late as in »The Field» newspaper for Nov. 25 1911 Pocock says: »assuming that 
Patterson’s race of the common eland has the feet coloured like Livingstone’s eland» 

— — —. The colour of the feet of Patterson’s Eland was thus not known then, 

but is is of interest to find (conf. above) that it is so essentially Tragelaphine. 

Another passage from Pocock’s above quoted discussion of the colour of the 

different races of Elands may be fully rendered: »Other points of interest noticed 
in the Senegambian example were the colouring of the ear, which was black behind 

in its distal third, with a small white tip, and the presence of a broad black band, 

also observed in the Soudanese animal, extending along the chest and belly.» A 

comparison with the description above proves that these markings are present in my 
specimen of Patterson’s Eland as well, which thus shows some signs of affinity with 

the two mentioned races, although it differs in many other respects. 

The dimensions of the skull of this specimen are as follows: 

Gondylobasallength, > =< ..0 a cs <5) ame os ec nel ene ee 413 mm. 

Basicranial POP AEs Se oli he OARS he pe ae ee 383 

Greatest: breadthy ..ngsteisi six aig: tae -eeaeie ee 177» 

Interorbital breadth at upper incisures .......... 100 >» 

Length ol masala me eee vee feller on ee 177 

Brim of orbit to tip of premaxillary ............ 248 » 

Length’ of apper melariseries!..  - . 6 = = cose ee 131,5 > 

Dength Gf horns ss) Mae) heat ee ee, cen mres comeaied moms 57 
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The animal was in good condition with the other teeth moderately worn, but 
the first premolar is very much worn down and appears to indicate a phylogenetic 
reduction of that tooth. 

Buffelus caffer raddiffei Tuomas. 

Tuomas: Proc. Zool. Soc. London 1904, p. 371 & 464. 

The splendid Buffaloes of those parts of British East Africa where I had the 
opportunity of collecting my zoological material belong apparently to the same race 
which Tuomas described from Uganda under the name above. 

The first Buffaloes observed by this expedition were seen between Luazomela 

and Itiolu rivers. The »safari> went across an open grass steppe, but several hundred 

metres to our left was a thick and extensive thornbush patch in which the Buffaloes 

were completely hidden. When we had advanced so that the wind blowing across 
our path and towards the thornbush patch reached the Buffaloes they broke out on 

the further side of their hiding place in a heavy gallop, their big black bodies sur- 
rounded with clouds of dust. 

Next time we found Buffaloes on the southern side of Guaso Nyiri near the 

crossing of the Marsabit road. At this locality as well their covert consisted of thorn- 

bush of different kind among which a certain large funnel-shaped and flattopped 
acacia-bush was most prominent. It appeared striking to me to find Buffaloes in 
such a dry place as this, as in my mind I mostly had associated these animals with 

swamps, reed beds, and water. The water was, of course, not far off in the Guaso 

Nyiri river and some of its tributaries, but there was not a green straw of any kind 

to be seen. The soil was so dry that a cloud of dust arose when the Buffaloes 
moved. I got the opportunity of stalking and shooting a fine cow *'*/2 1911 in this 
thornbush. When found she stood resting with her head close under one of the 

funnel shaped acacias. Her height in straight line at the shoulders was 138 cm. 
and the distance from muffle to vent 225 em. The shape and direction af the 

horns may be seen from the accompanying figures (fig. 5a & b). 
On the northern side of Guaso Nyiri Buffaloes live here and there in the 

thornbush, especially below Chanler Falls. Some distance below this place I had 
— the opportunity of shooting a magnificent herd bull in its best stage of deve- 

lopment before the tips of the horns had begun to be worn off. It measured 
from the root of the tail to the posterior margin of the horn bosses 223 cm. Its 

height above the shoulders was 150 cm. The palms of the horns were quite close 
together, as can be seen from the fig. (Pl. XV fig. 3), when the animal just was 

shot, but in drying they have shrunk apart. Their width across is in a dry state 
27 cm. The greatest width outside is 104 cm., inside 93 cm. Distance between the 

tips 80 cm. The horns of the African Buffaloes vary even in the same herd, some 
are more widely laid out some are more strongly curved. The difference in appea- 

rance in different stages of age is very striking. When the horns have attained a 
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certain stage of growth, their tips are more and more removed from the mesial line 
by the growth of the core and the horny sheath. Since the horns have reached 
their maximum of development again the distance between the inward directed tips 
is increased by wearing. The smooth tips then by and by become shorter and 

more blunt. I have seen old specimens in which the tips were entirely worn off so 

that the ends of the horns were quite truncate. 

Characteristics entirely based on the shape of the horns must thus be carefully 
considered before they are accepted. 

Fig. 5 a. Buffelus caffer raddcliffei 9. 

All specimens seen by me were covered with hair and looked quite black when 
alive. A closer examination proves, however, that only head, neck, fore-quarters, 
back, tail-tuft, a band above the hoofs, and the front side of the legs are quite black. 

The remaining parts, especially the hind quarters, are dark brown. On the »>knees> of 
the forelegs is a pad of long rather pale brown hair for the protection of the skin 
when the animals kneel down. Mesially along the posterior part of the upper neck 
and the anterior part of the back to the whirl behind the shoulders the hairs are 
bristle-like and attain a length of about 12 cm., but they are not numerous enough 
to form a conspicuous crest. 
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I did not see any quite young calves. The smallest were about half grown 

and had already the colour of the adult. 
On the northern side of Guaso Nyiri the Buffaloes had their well beaten tracks 

along which they went to the water, but they did not appear to use the same every 

night. Their pasture-lands were mostly situated at some distance from the river. 

The herd out of which I shot the bull was found about 6—7 kilometres from the 

river, and at another opportunity I saw a couple of bulls at a still greater distance 

from the water. During the hottest hours they usually stand resting under some 

acacia or a big thornbush, but I have also seen them wandering about and grazing 

about 1 o’clock at noon. They feed on the coarse grass which grows here and there 

in the thornbush. When they rest they hold the forehead almost horizontal and 

the large fringed ears droop below the bases of the horns. 

Fig. 5 b. Buffelus caffer raddcliffet 9. 

When badly wounded they give went to a grunting bellow’ and even since 

they have fallen and lie dying they continue with short intervals to utter a kind of 

moaning bellows at one time melancholic and wild. Their tenacity of life is well 

known. I shot my specimens with a soft nose 9,3 mm. Mauser bullet, the cow had 

received two bullets through her chest so that she bled freely on both sides but stag- 

gered any way against me ready to charge when she dropped for the third in the 

brain. The buJl got the upper end of the left humerus smashed and the bullet con- 

tinued into his heart, but he tried to gallop away when a bullet from behind dropped 

him. The cows of the herd collected then around him evidently bent on a charge 

but were turned off by some quickly repeated shot from a shot gun. 

The Buffaloes, especially the cow, were infested with numerous ticks of the 

species Amblyomma hebreum Kocu’® which although widely distributed in East Africa 
has not been found on this host before. 

1 Some natives told me that it was a sure sign that the Buffalo was severely wounded if he grunted 
that way. If he was silent after the shot, it was »no good» they said. 

2 Conf. L. G. Neumann: Ark. f. Zoologi. Stockholm. Bd. 7, n:o 24. 
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The bulk of a Buffalo bull is quite amazing, and few animals give such an 

impression of powerful strength as he does. One is therefore quite astonished to 
see the comparative slenderness of its short leg-bones. 

In the following table of measurements a comparison can be made between 

the dimensions of the skulls of the bull and the cow from Guaso Nyiri as well as 

with the corresponding measurements of a skull of the true Buffelus caffer from 
»Caffraria. 

| North of Guaso Nyiri | »Caffraria» 
| 

@ polt lt SMialdwaeee 

mm | mm. mm 

Condylobasal length... .- ............ Mihid 503 491 a 
LEER AD Se a nS MONE PALE. ter 469 461 479 

Greatest breadth of skull across orbits ........... 242 222 269 

Least interorbital width)... 2 >, acumen en ne) os a 149 138 169 

Mastoid ‘breadth. S33). <7, s,s ee ene as ee eee 285 239 298 | 

Distance from orbit to tip of premaxillary ..... . ae ss 246 272 | 273 

Length ofmasals. © ean & 2) ee 1c ee ee 184 194 193 

Breadthyoiinasals, . 275 ears sat eas Mane a) 68 55 71 

Length jof upper molar:saries|.. . sels cs ei ea ele tene 131 135 126 

| Greatest breadth across premaxillaries ........... 115 100 114 

The latter is a little superior in most dimensions. The most striking feature 

in the skull of my Buffalo bull is the shortness of its preorbital region. This may, 
however, be an individual variation as the corresponding dimension of the cow is 

longer and almost equal to that of the South African. The length of the nasals 

stands in direct correspondence with the preorbital length generally in these specimens. 

Orycteropus afer subsp. 

(Conf. Lypexker: The Game Animals of Africa. London 1908, p. 466.) 

In the neighbourhood of Nairobi Orycteropus was not uncommon, and well 

known to the natives under the name »Manga». In consequence of its nocturnal 
habits and because it always spends the days in its deep burrows, it is never seen, 

and specimens can hardly ever be procured. I saw many times its scratchings and 

diggings which sometimes may be obnoxious. The termites often make their dwellings 

in the roads which are made of hard-packed red clay which appears firm as brick. 
But in spite of this hardness the Manga with its powerful claws is able to break 
up the road and make deep holes in the same to reach its favourite food, the white 
ants. One evening in Jan. 1911 I rode with Mr. Hampson along the road to his 

farm and found it without fault, but the following morning when we passed the 

same way the Manga had done lots of damage and broken up the road in several 
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places, making big holes which we had to avoid with our mules. Similar things 
were observed at other opportunities as well, but I could not obtain any specimens. 

Mr. Kier sent me, however, later a broken and somewhat weather worn skull 

which enables me to give some morphological notes about this animal. 

Distance from anterior margin of foramen magnum to tip of nasal (premaxillary missing). . . . 177 mm. 

Distance from anterior margin of foramen magnum to posterior margin of palatina ..... . 64 » 

MERE MY COMGUE OTERO) PN 1e Pah soe! Sle fhe hse ee sl ew ak tile Ss gmara hela 75 » 

beast width behind postorbital processes . ivi < Midi stls wipe he ifs (slel als & allejh + le «fede 43 >» 

‘Width, goroas tips of postorbital, processed ; «x 1+) sees ls yt ete e ee wh be ee me 61 » 

Tein CC COLES. G0AR SR Ces ge che oe ei es 6 8 8 8 et ee ee 8 57,5 » 

COTES OTERO UOTE To ig RE ay ye ERE oR SE ye ne eo 61 

PRESSOR MBAMED Cited © tushemis. -ikcst shel sf Al@ sos les 8 6 8 el ke 8 8 17» 

The general shape of this skull differs in several respects from the same of 
Orycteropus ethiopicus SUNDEVALL. The skull from British East Africa has the anterior 

two thirds of the frontals and the posterior portion of the nasals strongly inflated so 

that their lateral parts bulge up rather high above their median portion. A deep con- 
cavity is thus formed mesially on the forehead, while the forehead of O. wthiopicus is 
almost flat, evenly rounded off at the sides. In O. afer there is a slight tendency to 

inflation on the sides, and a median concavity, but by far not so pronounced as in the 

present specimen. The frontal region is, probably in connection with this, somewhat 
longer in the present specimen than in the two other species mentioned The length of 

sutura frontalis is in this specimen 61, but in subequal skulls of O. e@thiopicus and afer 
resp. about 54 and 52 mm.; on the other hand it will appear that the nasals of the 
two latter were correspondingly somewhat larger. The bulging of the frontals as 
mentioned above stands, of course, in connection with an increase of the nasal cavity. 

In consequence of this the vertical height of the skull from the palatal surface between 
the last two teeth, and to a place in the middle of the frontal bone measures 52,3 

mm. in the present specimen, but only 49 mm. in O. ethiopicus. O. afer again is 

nearly equal to the present race. Another result of the same thing is that the fore- 

head of the present specimen becomes much broader than in the two other species 
the interorbital breadth measuring 57,5 mm., while the same dimension in O. afer 
is 53,5 and in O. ethiopicus only about 50 mm. 

The tear-duct is in the present species as well as in both the others pierced 
near the zygomatic suture, but the jugale overlaps the lacrymale so that the foramen 

is not so near the lower border of the tear-bone as it appears to be at a superficial 
examination. 

The postorbital processes are well developed and curved downwards. 
The width of the snout at the maxillary-premaxillary suture is about 30 mm. 

in the present specimen as well as in O. afer, but only 27 mm. in O. ethiopicus. 
The latter has thus a much slenderer snout which is also more suddenly narrowed 
than in the two others. 

In O. afer and O. ethiopicus the parietale is almost flat, and its profile-contour 

is only very little, if at all, curved, but in the present specimen the contour line of 
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the parietale forms a very distinct curve so that the posterior portion of the bone 

slopes quite conspicuously towards the occipitale. The parietal is also narrower in 

its posterior portion than in the other two species so that its least width behind (a 
little in front of sutwra lambdoidea) is only 40 mm. while the same dimension is 48,3 

mm. in O. ethiopicus, and 49 mm. in O. afer. 

The number of teeth is, of course, of less importance in an Orycteropus as the 

variability in this respect is rather great. The present specimen has 6 teeth in the 

upper and resp. 6, and 5 teeth in the lower jaw. 

With regard to the shape of the lower jaw this skull is most similar to O. afer, 

because the processus coronoideus of O. ethiopicus is much higher. 

On the whole this skull from Brit. East Africa shows more affinity with 
the South African O. afer than with the Abyssinian O. ethiopicus, but it differs con- 

spicuously from both and represents without doubt a separate subspecies. 

Matscu1E has described a race named by him O. wertheri from Bagamoyo 
hinterland, but the skull of that race does not appear to be known yet as MaTscHiE 
had stated in a letter to the present author. 

In the year 1908 LypEKKER named (conf. |. ce. above) »the Somali ant-bear» 

»0. a. somalicus», No description of this animal was, however, given. The only 

communications about it are that it is »rather smaller but closely allied» to the Abys- 
sinian race, viz. O. ewthiopicus, and that »the basal diameter of a skull in the British 

Museum is »7°/s inches», It is evidently quite impossible to identify a species on 

such a scanty communication, and it had been better not to give any name when 

no diagnose was added.’ As a matter of fact the present specimen from British 

East Africa is more allied to the southern O. afer than to O. e@thiopicus and not 

smaller than the latter, but from a zoogeographical point of view it could be expec- 

ted that the same race occurred in Brit. East Africa as in Somaliland. Therefore I 
took the liberty of writing to my friend Mr. LyprKKeER and asked for further com- 

munication about his »0. a. somalicus»>. He then kindly replied: »As regards the 
Somali ant-bear I find that the anterior portion of the frontals and the base of the 

nasals is distinctly convex, with a hollow median line between the convexities>. 
This indicates thus a resemblance in shape of skulls between the present specimen 
and the Somali race, and I was therefore inclined to use the name O. a. somalicus. 

Later, however, LyppKKER added in another letter the information that the type 

skull of his O. a. somalicus has a »minimum postorbital breadth» of 54 mm. and 
this proves that the specimen from Nairobi cannot be referred to 0. a. .somalicus 

as its minimum postorbital breadth is only 43 mm. In this respect the difference 
between the present specimen and »O. a. somalicus» is even greater than that between 

the former and O. afer in which I have found this measurement to be about 47 mm. 

1 Drake-BrockMAN when writing about »the Mammals of Somaliland» has not accepted LypEKKER’s name 

but called the »Antbear» of that country O. wthiopicus Sunp.» 
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Appendix. 

The domesticated mammals in the Kikuyu country were Goats, Sheep and 

Cattle. The latter was a small breed of humped cattle with short horns. The Sheep 
were different in colour, some were brown, some brown and white and so on, and 

provided with a short, rounded fat-tail. They were hornless and hairy. The Goats 
had short horns or were hornless. Their colour was very variable white, greyish 

brown, black and so on. 

In the Meru country the cattle was a small breed of humped cattle with short 
horns, or without such appendages. The Sheep were brown, black, black and white 

etc. all hairy and without horns, and the Goats similar to those of the Kikuyus. 
The nomadic tribes on the northern side of Guaso Nyiri have also Camels. 

The Rendiles at Njoro had very great numbers of Camels. Their Sheep of which 
they also had great herds were all white with black head (conf. Pl. XV fig. 4) 

They were all hornless, some had cylindrical normal tails, and others had short fat- 

tails. The Goats had short horns and had variable colour as brown, black, white 

etc. (Pl. XV fig. 4). 
The 28th of Febr. near Thera I met in the thornbush a Rendile (or Samburu) 

with a large herd of cattle all of which were of the humped race, but othervise very 
much varying in colour and other characteristics. Some had short horns, and some 

very long horns reminding about Uganda cattle. But in a third lot the horns were 

hanging loose in the skin. This man had also donkeys. 

The next day I met a Samburu with a large herd of Sheep and Goats. The 
greatest number of the former were white, or white with black head, others were 

brown with the skin of the neck hanging loose, and provided with fat-tail. The 

Goats were mostly white, or greyish brown with small horns. 
The Samburus had also dogs with erect ears and strongly curved tail. In their 

size and appearance they resembled the »Grey Dogs» from Jiimtland and northern 

Sweden, but they were red in colour (some also white). 

K. Sv. Vet. Akad. Handl. Bd 48. N:o 5. 24 
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Skull of an old male of Colobus abyssinicus kikuyuensis Loxnrera (type) from Escarpment, British 
East Africa. 
Skull of Papio anubis furax Exxtorr from the northern side of Guaso Nyiri, frontal view. 
The same as fig. 2; lateral view. 
Skull of Papio anubis doguera Pucu & Scum. from the northern side of Guaso Nyiri below Chanler 
Falls; lateral view. 

Par ie 

Skull of an old Papio anubis doguera Pucu. & Scunte. from the northern side of Guaso Nyiri below 
Chanler Falls; frontal view. 
Frontal view of the same skull as represented by Pl. I, fig. 4. 
Skull of a male Mungos sanguineus rendilis Lixnpera; lateral view. 
Skull of Helogale hirtula ahlselli Lixxperc, seen from above. 
The same as fig. 4, lateral view. 

Pili: 

Myosorex sorelloides Lixneera from Itiolu river Brit. East Africa. Nat. size. 
Heterocephalus glaber progrediens Lixneera from the northern bank of Guaso Nyiri. Nat. size. 
Head of the same anterior view. 11/2 nat. size. 
Hindfoot of the same to show the hair fringes. Twice enlarged. 
Palate of the same three times enlarged to show hair on the inside of the mouth, the structure, of the 
palate and the teeth. 

PiLy 

Galago (Otolemur) kikuyuensis LoxNpere (from a photo of the mounted type specimen) from the forest 
at Escarpment station. 

PEN: 

Helogale hirtula ahlselli Lixneera (from a photo of the mounted type specimen) from the thornbush 
north of Guaso Nyiri. 
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Pix Vi. 

Felis leo somaliensis Noack from the thornbush north of Guaso Nyiri. 
Hystrix galeata Tuomas from the steppe near Itiolu river. 
Elephas africanus cavendishi Lypekker, o°, from Njoro, north of Guaso Nyiri. 
Posterior aspect of the same. 

Phe VU 

An acacia uprooted and broken down by Elephants in the thornbush country between Njoro and ‘Thera 
north of Guaso Nyiri. 

A Rhinoceros from the thornbush country north of Guaso Nyiri showing ulcers on the side, and marks 
of the ribs. 
Giraffa camelopardalis reticulata De Winton from the thornbush country north of Guaso Nyiri. 

PLO Wilk: 

Skall of a stallion of Equus grevyi Oustater from Lekiundu river. Lateral view. 
The same. Upper view. 
The same. Palatal view. 

Pl. EX. 

Potamocherus cheropotamus kenice Lixxserc, 2 ad., from the neighbourhood of Nairobi Brit. E. Africa. 

id ia 

Skull of Potemochwrus cherotamus keniew Lixneerc, @ ad. Lateral view. The tusks the upper of 
which were a little malformed have been removed. 
The same, palatal view. 
The same, upper view. 

rl Al. 

Skull of Hylochwrus meinertzhageni Tuomas, old boar. Lateral view. 
The same, upper view. 

Pl Xl. 

Skull of Phacocherus delameri Lixneerc, 2 ad. Lateral view. 
The same upper view. 

Pl. XIll. 

Skull of Giraffa camelopordalis reticulata De Winton, @ ad. Lateral view. 
The same upper view. 
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Pl. XIV. 

Fig. 1. Rhynotragus quentheri wroughtoni Draxe-Brockman from the thornbush north of Guaso Nyiri to show 
the tapir-like snout. 

Fig. 2. Cobus ellipsiprymnus canescens n. subsp. & ad. from Guaso Nyiri below Chanler Falls. The light 
rump band shows broader on the photo than in reality. 

Fig. 3. Apyceros melampus rendilis n. subsp. o ad. from the thornbush north of Guaso Nyiri. 
Fig. 4. Young male of the same race with straight horns, from Thera. 
Fig. 5. Grants Gazelle o ad. of the pale race from Lekiundu river south of Guaso Nyiri. 

Fig. Grant’s Gazelle & ad from Njoro. 
Cow of Patterson’s Eland from the northern side of Guaso Nyiri. 
Buffelus caffer radcliffei Thomas & ad. from the northern side of Guaso Nyiri. 
Sheep and goats belonging to the Rendiles in the dry riverbed at Njoro. chee ie Beto 

Tryckt den 26 juni 1912. 

Uppsala 1912. Almqvist & Wiksells Boktryckeri-A.-B. 
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Cederquists Graf, A.-B., Sthim 





Pl. 3. 

Fig. 1. 

Sylvisorex sorelloides. LONNB. 

Fig. 2. 

Heterocephalus glaber progrediens. LONNB. 

Cederquists Graf. A-B., Sthim. 
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LONNB. 

Helogale hirtula ahlsellt. 





K. SVENSKA VETENSKAPSAKADEMIENS HANDLINGAR. Band 48. N:o 5 Pl. 4. 

Galago (Otolemur) kikuyuensis. LONNB. 
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Cederquists Graft. A.-B., Sthim. 
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K. SVENSKA VETENSKAPSAKADEMIENS HANDLINGAR. Band 48. N:o 5. Pl. 10. 

Cederquists Graf, A.-B., Sthim. 
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K. SVENSKA VETENSKAPSAKADEMIENS HANDLINGAR. Band 48. N:o 5, Pl. 13. 

Cederquists Graf, A.-B., Sthim 
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